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ABSTRACT

This is a "personal memoir" that is exemplified with references for some 190
international publications in the field of the architectural and engineering design
of buildings that span the author's career from the University of Glasgow, to the
University of Strathclyde and then to the Glasgow School of Art where the author
currently holds a part-time post.
The 41 papers selected for inclusion in this submission deal with: the issues of
how data can inform extreme demand in engineering systems; the theory and
methodology of the design of buildings; the simulation of thermal and light
energy; computer visualization of the built environment ; the evolution and
future of virtual and augmented reality; the application of multi-media
technologies to our cultural heritage; the modelling of cityscapes; user
participation in building design; and the disseminatio n of all of these emerging
computer-ba sed applications to the practice and education of building design.
The thesis also identifies the acknowledge d pivotal role of the author in a
number of international organization s including eCAADe (Education of CAAD in
Europe - founded by the author), the Design Research Society (of which the
author is the first Honorary Fellow, SIGRaDi (Sociedad Iberoamerica na de
Grafica Digital - from which the author has a lifetime award), IBPSA
(Internationa l Building Performance Simulation Association - from which the
author has a lifetime award) and the RIAS (the Royal Incorporatio n of Architects
in Scotland - of which the author is an Honorary Fellow) and ACADIA (
Association for CAD in America); it also includes an Appendix - the 'Festschrift'
issue of the International Journal of Architectural Computing devoted to the
author's contribution to the evolving field of CAAD.
A short CV of the author is included that includes information of awards, key

academic positions and a list of sponsors of a multi-million programme of
research funding.
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PROLOGUE
This personal memoir spans the period from my graduation from the Faculty of
Engineering ( now the School of Engineering) at the University of Glasgow in
1960 until the present - as Emeritus Professor of the University of Strathclyde
and Research Professor in the Glasgow School Art. The confidence I have in my
candidature for the Degree of DSc (Eng) is based on the following external
recognition:
Bronze Medal if the Chartered Institute of Building Services Engineers (1966)
Royal Society Esso Gold Medal (1989)
Honorary Fellowship of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland (1990)
Award for Lifetime Service from SIGRaDi - Sociedad Iberoamerica de Grafica
Digital (2003)
Special "Festschrift" issue of the International Journal of Architectural
Computing (2004)
Distinguished Service Award of IBPSA - the International Building Performance
Simulation Association (2011)
First Honorary Council Member of eCAADe - Education in CAAD in Europe
(2011)
First Fellow of the Design Research Society (2012)

EARLY YEARS
I was lucky enough, a year or so after graduation to secure the position of
Research Fellow in the GU Hospital Engineering Research Unit (HERU). There my
innovative statistical analysis of "extreme demand" informed design theory and
brought the award of the Bronze Medal of the Chartered Institute of Building
Services Engineers (1996) and a seminal paper in the Operational Research
Quarterly. This period also introduced me to the very early days of computing
and an appetite for the application of the information technologies to design.
Whilst with the HERU, I completed my PhD studies.
I took the opportunity to join a multi-disciplinary research group - the Building
Performance Research Unit (BPRU) - formed in the Department of Architecture
and Building Science at the University of Strathclyde by Professor Tom Markus.
His important idea, in the aftermath of disastrous building failures in the S0's
was "post-occupancy appraisal". My idea was to anticipate failure ("preoccupancy") by the deployment of a digital "virtual prototype" whereby the cost
and performance of buildings, still on the drawing board, could be anticipated
and appraised. This concept was to be central to my research endeavours over
the following 40 years. When the funding period of the BPRU came to an end, I
13

was appointed as Director of the Architecture and Building Aids Computer Unit,
Strathclyde (ABACUS).

ABACUS : Concepts and Struggles
The notion of constructing a digital virtual prototype was as difficult as it was
daring. The only way to represent the 3D form of a building was by specifying the
co-ordinates of each and every vertex of the geometry, the lines that joined pairs
of vertices, the lines that formed surfaces and the surfaces that comprised
volumes. Communication with the computer was by punched card or paper tape.
Nonetheless, arguably the first paper to present the idea of a computer-based
model of building cost and performance was authored by me and published in
the Architects' Journal in 1971.
ABACUS pioneered the application of the early "direct view storage tube"
graphics terminal and its remote connection to a main frame computer in the
National Engineering Laboratory and, subsequently, the first colour graphics
terminal in the UK.
I continued as Director of ABACUS - in addition to spells as Head of Department
and Vice-Dean (initially for Resources, latterly for Research) in the Strathclyde
Faculty of Engineering until my retirement from full time work at age 65 in 2002.

ABACUS : The 5* Research Unit
Over the period 1970 to 2002 ABACUS built an international reputation for
pioneering increasingly sophisticated and verifiable computer-based design aids
for architectural and engineering practice, teaching and research, culminating in
the award of grade 5*("international excellence") in the 2001 Research
Assessment Exercise. Over that period, I was awarded in excess of £4 million in
research funding, mainly from the EPSRC and the European Union. The average
size of the Unit, funded by these external sources, was 10 young researchers;
over the period over 100 young people developed their research skills and
career trajectory. The publication output was immense; personally, I published
10 books/book chapters and some 100 journal/conference papers.
The specific areas in which my research output impacted on practice, teaching
and research can be summarised as follows:
Energy Simulation. The failure of many post-war buildings could be
attributed, in large part, is to an inadequate understanding of the dynamic
thermodynamic behaviour of buildings in response to weather, resulting
in fuel poverty, demolitions and - most importantly - concerns regarding
atmospheric and stratospheric pollution. With Professor Joe Clarke I set
up the Energy Simulation Research Unit (now in the Strathclyde
Department of Mechanical Engineering). Professor Clarke and I were
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awarded the Royal Society ESSO Gold Medal for our work on a "first
principles" energy simulatio n model that is the world-w ide gold standard .
Visualization. ABACUS develope d the first software to generate simple 3D
"wire-line" perspect ive drawings of building geometry. Subsequ ent
developm ents led to highly photo-re alistic colour images, "fly-throughs"
of buildings and verifiable visual impact studies using photo-m ontage.
Multi-Media. A most importan t developm ent was the applicati on of multimedia - the conflation of photogra phs, text, compute r generate d images,
videos, etc - to our architect ural heritage. Digital documen ts were
produced to provide an understa nding of cities (eg Glasgow, Edinburg h
Old Town), archaeological sites (eg Skara Brae) and World Heritage Sites
(eg New Lanark).
Virtual Reality. ABACUS was one of a few internati onal groups to pioneer
wholly immersiv e virtual environm ents. The Virtual Environm ent
Laborato ry at Strathcly de University was used to explore the innovativ e
concept of designing real worlds from within a virtual world. An
increasin g number of architect ural graduate s are now employe d in the
design of virtual environm ents for films, TV and games.
User Participation. A continuo us thread in my research has been the
prospect of exploring the complex multi-variate relations hip between
design decisions and their cost/per formanc e consequences. The
increasin g sophistication, and intuitive user interfaces, of software
exposes these relations hips and presents the prospect of the values of the
building client/us er informing the design.
Dissemination. In order to secure the effective applicati on of the emergin g
technologies, I took a number of initiatives:

encourag ed the spin-out company, initially known as Abacus
Simulations Limited, now Integrate d Environm ental Solutions
(IES). IES - its HQ still in Glasgow - now has some 170 employe es
in offices on 4 continents.
persuade d the Royal Incorpor ation of Architects in Scotland to set
up the Energy Design Advisory Service, the forerunn er of the
current UK scheme for subsidise d advice based on energy
modelling software with savings in energy consump tion measure d
in the £millions.
establish ed two internati onal forums for the exchange of best
practice in teaching and research - eCAADe and CAADFutures.
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EPILOGUE
My present positions are Emeritus Professor in the University of Strathclyd e and
Research Professor in the Mackintosh School of Architectu re at Glasgow School
of Art
Whereas my pioneering contributi on to computer aided architectu ral design has
been widely recognized internation ally, I retain a belief that the longer-las ting
contributio n may be my establishm ent of the statistical theory of 'extreme value'
-developed in my PhD thesis at the University of Glasgow - that replaces 'factors
of safety' in engineerin g design with a rational decision-m aking methodology.
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Thomas Watt Maver
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This is as near as possible, a complete list (some 190) of books, book contributions
papers and presentations up until the date of submission of the Thesis; it includes sole
and joint authorship. From this list, the "Selected List" (some 41) has been chosen. As
the 'complete list' was accumulatively compiled, not all of the early publication details
were recorded fully and it is not in chronological order.

Books:
Building Services Design: A Systemic Approach to Decision-Making, RIBA
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Building Performance, Applied Science Publishers, 1971 (Joint authorship)
The Computer as an Aid to Architectural Design, Chapter in Progress In Construction
Science and Technology, Medical and Technical Press, 1971
Building Appraisal. Chapter in Computer Applications In Architecture, Applied
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Newnes-Butterworth, 1979
Computer Aided Design: Applications in Architecture. Chapter in Human Interaction with Computers, Academic
Press, 1980
The Impact of Computer Based Models on Design Decision-Making. Chapter in Rebuild,
Wiley, pp95-141, 1982
Dictionary of Energy (sub-editor), McMillians, 1982. Second Edition 1988
CAAD Futures (Ed with H Wagter), Elsevier, 1988
Visual Modelling in Architectural Design. Chapter in Computer Graphics in Art,
Animation and Design, Springer-Verlag, 1989
The Virtual Studio (Ed with J Petric), The University of Strathclyde, ISBN O9523687-0-6, 1994
The Impact of the Information Technologies in Architectural Design
Maver, Tom (2014). In Designology: Studies in Planning for Action. Praxiology: The International Annual of
Practical Philosophy.
ICT in the Service of Good Architectural Design. Maver, Tom and Petric, Jelena International Congress on Sports
Facilities. University of Belgrade, Serbia ppl3-24. (2014).ISBN 978-86-98773-00-2. 2014
Envisioning Architecture : Space/Time/Meaning. Publication of the Proceedings of the 13th EAEA Conference.
Glasgow School of Art, September, 2017.
CAAD: Four Decades that Transformed Architecture and Building Design. Book of the International Congress of
SPOFA. ISBN 978-86-89773-16-3
CAAD: A Five Decade Paradigm Shift. lOO th Birthday Publication of the Royal Institute of Scottish Architects.
ISBN 9781873190735
How JCT is Changing Society's Role in Architecture. Architectural Research Addressing Societal Change. Taylor
and Francis. ISBN 978-1-138-02966-8.
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PAPERS:

Design and Performance of Storage Calorifiers: a Preliminary Report, J I ff V E,
December 1964
Discussion on above paper, J.I.H. V.E, March 1965
Vol 16, Nol, March 1965
Nomograms for the Sizing of Water Plant, Ministry of Health Hospital Service Engineering Data Sheets, DYi.I DYI.l I, April 1965
A New Approach to the Design of Hot and Cold Water Plant Sizing, PhD Thesis, University of Glasgow, September
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Some Techniques of O.R illustrated by their Application to Hot and Cold Water Plant Sizing,
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Engineering Services in the Hospital Complex, Hospital Management, Planning and
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Research in Hospital Services Engineering, Ministry of Health Hospital Service Engineering Bulletin No 6,
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Architects October 1969
Appraisal of St Michael's Academy, Kil winning, Architects Journal (Joint authorship), January 1970
A Theory of Architectural Design in Which the Role of the Computer is Identified, Building Vol 4, pp 199-207, 1970
Appraisal in the Building Design Process, Emerging Methods in Environmental Design and Planning MIT Press,
1970
Decision Models in the Design Process as a Basis for Computer Aided Design, Proceedings of the CAAD Seminar
Rotterdam, January 1971
Computer Aided Design Appraisal, Architects Journal.. 28 July 1971
The Computer as an Aid to Architectural Design, Progress in Construction Science and Technology Medical and
Technical Press, 1971
Simulation and Solution Teams, Proceedings of Design Participation Conference, Manchester, September 1981
PACE 1: An On-Line Design Facility, Proceedings of the EDRA 3/ARB Conference Los Angeles, January 1972
The Space-Time Interface, Architectural Design Vol XLl 11, January 1972
PACE: The Concept, Form and Use of a Program Package for Building Design Appraisal, Proceedings of CSI
Symposium, Rotterdam, September 1972
PACE: An Interactive Package for Building Design Appraisal, Proceedings of On-Line '72 Brunel, September 72
Design Paradigms, Design Aids and Design Decisions, Proceedings of BCS Conference on CAAD York,
September 1972
Economics in Services Design Decision Making, Building Services Engineer Vol 40, November 1972
Research in Progress - ABACUS, Computer Aided Design.. Vol 5, No 2, April 1973
Spatial Environment in Comprehensive Schools, Operational Research Quarterly.. 23, 3, September 1972
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Dublin,
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Design, Research and Society. Praksedogia Proceedings of Polish Cybernetic Society. NR2(70), ROK
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Cost Performance Modelling, Chartered Quantity Surveyor. Vol 2, No 5, December 1979
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Implementation of an Energy Model within a Multi-Disciplinary Practice, Proceedings of CAD82._ Brighton
International Implementation of a CAAD Project, Proceedings of CADEd 82 Oyez IBC Ltd
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Computer Aided Architectural Design - Implications for Practice and Education, Proceedings of Aicographi
Milan
s of
The New Generation of Computer Based Design Aids in Architectural Practice and Education, Proceeding
Design Policy Conference July 1982
Conference
Introduction to Computer-Based Models, Proceedings of Green Chips Landscape Architecture
1983
Glasgow
CAAD in Ondwerwijs en Orederzoek, Proceedings ofTHE-CA AD3 Symposium. Eindhoven, 1983
Digital Drawing Boards, Times Higher Education Supplement 23 March 1984
CAD in Architecture and Building Computer Aided Design. Vol 16, No 3, May 1984
Systems
Design Systems in Practice and Education, Proceedings of CIB W-78 Colloquium on Integrated CAD
Garston, June 1984
Visualization in Architecture and Planning, Proceedings of Aicographics 84. Milan 1984
Visual Impact Analysis: Modelling and Viewing the Natural and Built Environment, Landscape Design
1984
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No 151, Oct

Computers in Design Decision Making, CAD International Yearboo~ Butterworth, 1985
ral Design Futures
Editorial on Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge Engineering, Computer Aided Architectu
Butterworths, 1985
Education,. Institute of
Concept Design - A Special Educational Challenge. Colloquium on Engineering Design,
Electrical Engineers, London, January 1986

Potential for Expert Systems in Architecture. .Symposium of Expert Systems Working Group
Science and Engineering Research Council, London. January 1986
Planning. Proceedings of
Visual Impact Analysis: The Application of Computer Graphics to Architecture and
Eurographics UK Glasgow, March 1986
Computer! Conference.
Social Impacts of Computer Aided Architectural Design. Proceedings of The Architects
1986
May
Singapore,
of
National University

London,
Visual Impact Analysis: A Case Study of a Computer Based System. Proceedings of Autocarto
1986

September

Technology.. Washington
Social Impacts ofCAAD. Proceedings 1 10th CIB 86 Congress on Advanced Building
DC, September 1986

1986
Social Impacts of Computer Aided Architectural Design. Design Studies,. Vol 7, No 4, October
Display Group, London,
Modelling a City: The Glasgow Experience. Proceedings of Graphics for Designers. BCS
January 1987
Futures 87 Eindhoven,
Software Tools for the Technical Evaluation of Design Alternatives. Proceedings of CAAD
May 1987

4, May 1987
Landscape and Planning Design (Ed). Special Issue of Computer Aided Design Vol 19, No
May 1987
Modelling the Cityscape with Geometry Engines. Computer Aided Design. Vol 19, No 4,
Visualising the Built Environment. Bouw,. No 23, 13 November 1987
Graphics 87 London,
Flying Dreams: Visualisation and Animation in Architecture. Proceedings of Computer
October 1987

Computer Models for Energy Efficient Building Design. Proceedings of Symposium on Building
University ofEindhoven, November 1987

Physics Technical

and the Information
The New Studio. Proceedings of the eCAADe/EAAE Conference Architectural Education
Explosion, Zurich, November 1987

Computing Why? Proceedings ofCADAC 88 Conference, Teeside, 1988
Future Directions in CAAD: A European Perspective. Proceedings of Computers in Design
Chicago 1988
Visualisation by Computer. Proceedings of The Architect and the Compute r, London 1988
Convention of Progetto
Computability of Technical Performance of Buildings. Proceedings of 1st National
Finalizzato, Edzila, Sorrento May 1989
on, Needs in the
Technology Transfer: Marketing CAAD. Proceedings of SERC Symposium on Informati
Construction Industry,. Sept 1989
nal Conference,. Aarhus,
Computer Graphics in Architectural Education. Proceedings of ECAADE Internatio
September 1989

Clarke), Oct 1989 [Royal
Advanced Design Tools for Energy Conscious Design,. Paper to Royal Society (withJ A
Society Esso Gold Medal Award]
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Computer Applications in Landscape Design : Proceedings of Hyogo International Landscape Conference, Kobe,
Japan, 1990
Architectural Education in Europe and the Information Technologies Proceedings of 1st ASCA-European Schools
of Architecture Conference, Athens, 1990
Computer Graphics in the Visualisation of Natural and Artificial Lighting. The Philips Lecture, University
College London, 1990 (with M Grant)

Advanced Design Tools for Energy Conscious Building Design (with JA Clarke). Building and Environment, Vol
26, No 1, 1991
Computer Aided Architectural Design: The Next Generation (with J Petric). Proceedings oflcographics 91, Milan,
1991
Information Technology in the Management of Design and Construction (with K Mathur). Management of
Information Technology for Construction (ed Bets et al) World Scientific, ISBN 981 02 1566 5, 1993
KNODES: Knowledge Based System for Design Support (with J Rutherford). Proceedings of Design and Decision
Support Systems, Eindhoven, 1992
Multi-Media Celebration of Robert Adams Glasgow Architecture (with E Candy and J Petric). Proceedings of
ECAADE 92, Barcelona, 1992
Knowledge Based Design Support (with J Rutherford). Knowledge Based Computer-Aided Architectural Design
(Ed G Carrara and Y Kalay), Elsevier, 1994
CAD in the Design Studio, Proceedings of ECAADE 93, Eindhover, 1993
Multi-Media Archive of Historical Architecture (with J Petric). Proceedings of EAAE XIII Forum, Thessalniki,
1993
Progettazione Architettonica Assistata de Computer (with J Petric). Pixel, Vol 13, No 11, 1993
Knowledge Based Design Support. Automation in Design, Vol 3, Nos 2-3, 1994
Multi-Media Archive of Historical Architecture. Europa Nostra, No 10, 1994
Archive of European Architecture (with others). The Virtual Studio, (Ed Maver,t and Petric,}) University of
Strathclyde, 1994
CAAD's Seven Deadly Sins. Invited Keynote Paper at CAAD Futures 95, Singapore, 1995.
Information Technologies in the Service of Architectural Education and Practice. Invited Paper at A Vision of
Architecture for the 2000s, Seoul, Korea, 1995.
The Virtual City
Conference on Computers in Architectural Design CAD Creativeness. Bialystok, Poland, 1996
The Future of CAAD: Can we Get There From Here?
ACADIA 96 - Design Computation Enabling Capturing and Sharing Ideas. Tucson, US, 1996
Supporting Interaction Within Virtual Studios
Construction on the Information Highway (Ed Z. Turk), CIB Publication, 1996
The Design and Implementation of a Virtual Studio Environment Proceedings of 2nd East-West Conference on
Information Technology in Design, 1996
Virtual Reality and Cyberspace
Invited lecture to Institution of Electrical Engineers. London, 1996
Simulazione de Impatto Visuale - Principi di Analisi di Impatto Visuale Assista del Computer
La Qualita dell'ambiente - Sistemi Multimediali per la Conservazione e ii Ripristino dell'ambiente. (Ed E.
Mortola), Franco Angeli, Milano, 19096
Predicting Visual Impact - Computer Aided Visual Impact Analysis Approaches to Computer Aided Architectural
Composition (Eds A Asanowicz and A Jakimowicz) Bialystok, Poland, 1996
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Predicting Visual Impact by Computer Aided Visual Impact Analysis
Towards Sustainable Architecture, (Ed B. Edwards), Butterworth, 19%.
A Human-Centred Approach Towards Design Integration
(Ed B. Kumar)
Published in Information Representation and Delivery in Civil and Structural Engineering Design.
CIVIL COMP Press, UK, 1996
The Development of a Virtual Studio Environment to Support Collaborative Building Design
Design, Synergy, Collaboration - selected papers from DEcon Conference.I, 1996
Integrating Design Tools within a Human Collaborative Working Context
International Journal of Construction IT, 1996
Performance
Information Technology and Building Performance. Proceedings at 3rd International Symposium on the
Concept in Building, Tel Aviv, Israel, 1996. (also in Automation and Construction, Vol. 8, No. 4).
Added Value for CAAD in Education
First International A VOCAAD Conference, Brussels, 1997
A Number is Worth a Thousand Words
Challenges of the Future, proceedings of 15th ECAADE Conference (Ed. B Martens, et al) Vienna, 1997
Some Successes in the Environmental Training of Architectural Students
Proceedings ofENTREE 97, UETP-EEE, 1997
Information Technology in Architectur e: a Stocktaking
Proceedings of Learning Spaces, De Montford University, 1997
A Virtual Studio Environment for Design Integration
Advances in Engineering Software, 1998
Design for Durable, Adaptable and Sustainable Buildings: A Life-Cycle Approach
CIBW96 Architectural Management Congress. Brighton, 1998
Managing design data in an integrated CAAD environment: a product model approach
Automation in Construction Journal, 1998
Space Odyssey by Computer
Proceedings of CAADRIA 98, Osaka, 1998
Unanswered Questions
16th Annual
Conception Assistee par Ordinateur et Enseignement de la Conception Architecturale en Europe,
1998
Paris,
Porada),
M
(Ed.
,
Conference ofECAADE
Inside the Map : The Glasgow Directory
British Cartographic Society 36th Annual Symposium and Map Curators Group Workshop, 1999
Design and Managing for Sustainable Buildings in the UK
23 (Culture in
Profitable Partnering in Construction Procurement, cm W92 (Procurement Systems) and cm TG
1999
),
0
S.
Ogunlana,
Spon.(Ed.
N
F
&
E
London:
Construction) Joint Symposium,
Communicating with Computers
Design Education, Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland, 1999
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to the gathering and rationSummary This paper deals with-the contributio n which statistical and econometri c theory can make
to the generalisati on of an
alization of basic demand data, to the simulation and comparison of alternative plant designs and
an exercise in domestic hot
optimum design decision. The application of the analytical methods is illustrated throughout by
and cold water plant sizing.
hot and cold water plant is used to illustrate the analytical
techniques and specific results for hospital ward units are
quoted.

1. Introduction
The engineer's task in the design of plant is two-fold: he
must assess the demand which will be made on the plant and
he must provide plant which is physically capable of meeting
this demand in the most economical manner.

2. The basic demand
Let it be assumed initially that we are in possession of a record
of the daily demand for hot and cold water in a single building,
a record similar to that shown in Fig. 1 which in fact relates
to a hospital ward unit.

In the heating and ventilating industry the demand made
on plant is often closely associated with human behaviour
and therefore exhibits a marked variability; inability to take
account of this variability has, in the past, often led to the
gross oversizing of items of high capital cost, including
boilers, electrical sub-stations , pipe, cable and drainage
networks, calorifiers and storage cisterns.

The most striking feature of these consumptio n figures is
the degree of daily fluctuation inherent in them. How then
does one specify what the demand actually is? It is a simple
matter to compute the· average daily consumptio n but this
goes a very small way towards adequately describing the
demand configuratio n since it gives no idea by how much or
on how many occasions this average figure will be exceeded.

The object of this paper is to show how statistical and
econometri c theory can be used to rationalize demand data
which is variable from hour to hour, from day to day and
from building to building; the problem of sizing domestic

The most satisfying way' of summarizin g the results is to
construct a frequency distribution of the consumptio n
figures: that is, the figures are grouped according to their

*Hospital Engineering Research Unit, Glasgow.
tM:S. received 24th May, 1965.
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Thus the set of daily hot water consumption figure can be
decided as being Normal with .x=453·7 and S=59·6.
But this does not exhaust the usefulness of the frequency
distribution method of data representation; if the area under
the curve is taken as unity, it can be said that the area, p,
to the right of the point bp represents the probability that a
value of consumption, chosen at random from the selection
ofresults, will be greater thanbp. On the other hand, returning
to the frequency interpretation, it can be said that a fraction,
p, of the results are greater in magnitude than the value bp.
This is a very significant statement since it implies that if
the design engineer cared to make op gallons of hot water
available each day, he would have satisfied the demand on
(l-p) of the days. Alternatively it can be said that
Op=x+vpS
where vp is a function of p tabulated from the Normal
Frequency distribution in the Cambridge Statistical Tables.1
Now it has been assumed in the foregoing that the results
conformed exactly to a Normal Frequency Distribution,
whereas it is clear from Fig. 3 that they do not. However it
is also clear that if a vast number of results were considered,
the resulting histogram could justifiably be classified as
Normal. As the engineer is unlikely to be in possession of a
vast quantity of results, however, he is obliged to draw
conclusions as to the relationship existing between op,p, x and
S in the whole population of results from the sample of
results available to him.
To avoid the danger of underestimating Op we adjust our
relationship to

DAILY CONSUMPTION
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Day
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Fig. 1-The daily consumption of hot and cold water in a hospital
ward unit over a 53-day period

dp = x

magnitude and a plot made of the relative frequency with
which the consumption figures fall into these groups. The
resulting histograms appear in Fig. 2.
Taking a closer look at the histogram for hot water (Fig. 3)
it can be seen that by sketching a continuous line through the
mid-point of the top of each block the characteristic 'bell'
shape which signifies what statisticians call a 'normal'
frequency distribution is produced.
The Normal Frequency Distribution is such that it can be
described uniquely by two parameters, the average (or mean),
x, and the standard deviation, S, which gives a measure of
the 'spread' of the results and is defined as

s=

JI:
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where q is the probability that dp is greater than Op, i.e. is a
measure of the confidence that can be placed in the new
relationship, and Vq is the same function of q as vp is of p.
What does this equation mean? It means that there exists
a sample of results which appear to be Normal with mean x
and standard deviation s, and the designer wishes to be
(q x 100) % confident that we can meet the demand on (1-p)
x 100 % of the days, he should arrange to have ap gallons of
hot water available daily. Alternatively, using our actual
consumption figures with p = ·00025 and q = ·9999, he can
be 99·99 % confident that if he supplies 742·2 gallons daily,
the demand will be satisfied on all occasions except 1 day
in 12 years. The validity of this interpretation depends of

(x-.x)2, where n=number of
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Fig. 2-Histograms of the
frequency distribution of
the daily consumption of
hot and cold water

This paper also gives guidance in cases where the sample
data is other than normally distributed. A set of tables
produced by Aitchison and Sculthorpe3 allows dP to be
obtained directly from particular values of x, s and n for a
range of values of p and q.
It has been seen so far that by obtaining a small amount
of information on daily demand, it is possible to predict, on
the assumption that there is no trend in consumption, what
the maximum daily demand is likely to reach in the future for
one or for any number_of similar departments. Unfortunately,
although daily demand is in common currency among
engineers, it does not buy much in the way of plant sizing.
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3. Supply and demand
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Let it be assumed now that the data which existed before is
available to us in a much more detailed form, i.e. in the form
of a continuous record, such as is shown in Fig. 4.
If this information is plotted in a slightly different way,
i.e. according to the hourly pattern as in Fig. 5, again a
striking feature is the variability in demand-this time
between hours of the· same day.
Considering the pattern of demand for hot water during
the first 24 hours in more detail (Fig. 6) it can be seen that if
it is decided to generate hot water at the rate A-B, say, it
would be necessary to have on hand a volume V of hot water,

Fig. 3-The Normal Frequency Distribution .

course, on how representative the sample is: the point is
dealt with in Section 5.1.
The design process is therefore one of sampling over a
comparatively short period, deciding on how confident one
wishes to be in the result and on what frequency of design
failure is acceptable (i.e. deciding on the values of q and p)
and then computing to establish dp, the design value.

A useful amendment to the equation can be employed
when considering the demand which will be made in k
o 60
similar but independent departments. If x and s refer to !!: z
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shown in Fig. 6 as the hatched area, on which to draw at
times of peak demand. The higher the line A-B, i.e. the
greater the rate of generation of hot water, the less volume
is needed to offset the peaks. In the extreme case, if generation
at a rate equivalent to the peak hour's demand, does not
require any reserve of hot water at all.

300

0

--

Fig. 4-Continuous cumulative record of hot water consumption
over 2 days.

The full derivation of these equations is given in a paper
entitled Estimation of Design Values l2 by John Aitchison.
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Fig. 5-Hourly pattern of hot water consumption over 2 days.
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It is useful at this stage to construct the rate of generation
line A-Bon the cumulative demand curve, and consider how
a storage calorifier might operate (Fig. 7). The line A-B is
tangential to the demand curve at the point A when we shall
consider our calorifier to be full of hot water. Between the
·points A and X the rate of demand for hot water is in excess
of the rate of generation and the vertical distance between
the demand curve and the supply line increases. From the
point X to the point B the rate of generation, or supply,
'catches up' with the demand. It is clear that between the
time tA and tx our reservoir of hot water has been getting
emptied by an amount proportional to the distance between
the demand curve and the supply ~adient; in the peroid

this for hot water over the first 8 days of the test period, but
what follows is applicable to both hot and cold water supply).
The same gradient can now be applied to each day, just as
was done for a single day as is shown in Fig. 7. Note that
during the periods OA, BC, etc. the thermostat (or the ballvalve) is exercising control over the supply and it is not until
the demand rate exceeds the supply rate that a cycle is begun.
Now the maximum vertical distance between the demand
curve and the supply gradient is different on each day, but,
remembering the technique employed in Section 2, it is
possible to establish the frequency distribution of the values
Vi, V:?, Va etc., and predict a maximum of these values by
using the equation
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Fig. 6-Hourly pattern of hot water consumption over 1 day.
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where V and S are the mean and standard deviation of the
sample Vi, Vi, V s ....... Vn.

t x to tB the reservoir has been getting filled up again until at
the point B it is once again full of hot water.
Thus, if the designer were prepared to generate hot water
at the rate A-B, i.e. if he provided a heating battery of
size A-B, the plant could meet the demand by drawing on a
reservoir of size Vx. The starting and finishing points in the
cycle have of course been governed by a thermostat which, at
A senses the ingress of cold water and opens the valve in the
primary heat source pipe, and at B senses that the vessel is
once again full of hot water and closes the valve.
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The paper has dealt so far only with hot water, but it is
easy to see the strong analogy which exists between the coldwater system and what has already been discussed. Whereas
before the rate of supply was related to the heating battery,
here it is related to the size of the ball-valve and the riser
leading to it. The volume of the reservoir, before related to
the capacity of the calorifier shell, is here related to the
volume of the cistern. Automatic control in the cold water
system is achieved by the ball-valve itself.
Now it has already been seen that the consumption of both
hot and cold water varies greatly from day to day and this
must be taken into account when considering the relationship
between rate of supply and reservoir size.
One way of doing this is to plot the cumulative record of
consumption over the entire period of the test. (Fig. 8 shows
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Fig. 7-Cumulative demand for hot water over 1 day with diagrammatic representation of the calorifier operation.
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Thus, for this particular rate of supply (i.e. for this
particular gradient, or in practical terms, for this particular
size of heating battery or ball valve) we can establish a
predicted maximum storage volume (i.e. calorifier shell size
or cistern size) can be established.
It follows that if any other value of gradient is chosen it is
possible just as readily to establish the predicted maximum
volume of storage which would necessarily have to accompany
it to ensure the demand was met.
If a whole series of gradients are applied to the demand
curves for hot and cold water, the resulting relationships are
as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
Thus the operation of a number of different designs of
storage calorifier and storage cistern has been simulated.
It is of interest to note that had it been desired to examine
a situation in which the supply (of heat or of mains water)
was not always available, i.e. an off-peak supply system, this
could have been achieved by simply constructing the supply
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Fig. 8-Cumulative demand for hot water over a number of days.
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in the case of hot water, account was being taken of heat
losses in the primary pipework, running costs would vary
with the rate of supply of heat).
For hot water the elements associated with rate of supply
are the capital cost of the steam raising plant and the capital
cost of the heating battery, both measured in units of pounds
sterling per gallon per hour of water raised through 100 Fahrenheit degrees, and the element associated with storage is
the capital cost of the calorifier shell, measured in pounds
sterling per gallon.
The elements, for cold water, associated with supply rate
are the capital cost of the ball-valve and the capital cost of
the pipework to it, both measured in pounds sterling per
gallon per hour, and the element associated with storage is
the capital cost of the cistern, measured in pounds sterling
per gallon .
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gradient in the manner shown in Fig. 11 where supply is
restricted to the period between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.
The analysis so far has led to the stage where, for both hot
and cold water, we have a curve (Figs. 9 and 10) has been
established which represents an infinite number of combinations of supply rate and storage volume, any of which will
satisfy the demand. The task now is to select the best (i.e.
the most economical) combinati on.
In order to do this it is necessary to consider all relevant
elements of capital cost. (Note that since the same quantity
of hot water and cold water is being used irrespective of the
combinati on chosen, running costs are not a feature of this
fairly simple analysis. In a more sophisticated model where,
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By obtaining quotation s for these items over the relevant
ranges, the axes of Figs. 9 and 10 may be scaled to read in
pounds sterling (shown in Fig. 12 for hot water). If the cost
of these individual items varies linearly with the size, it is
possible to construct lines of constant cost on the figures.
The tangency point between the curve and a constant cost
line then represents the most economical combinat ion of
supply rate and storage volume.
To facilitate later reference this tangency point is called
the Design Point.
There is a further matter to consider when dealing with
cold water: one of the reasons for having a cistern at high
level is to maintain some continuity in supply in the event
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Fig. 10-Relatio nship between the rate of supply of mains water
(ball-valve size) and the necessary store of cold water (cistern size)
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Fig. 11-Cumul ative demand for hot water over 1 day with
diagramma tic represe·nta tion of an off-peak supply of heat available
only between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.
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4. General application
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Note 2: 'No. of Units in Block' indicates the number of ward units served by the metered supply and is equal to k in the design
formula.

For each dependent variable the analysis thus provides a
design equation of the form:

for the calorifier and for the cistern. For each building,
therefore, there are four dependent variables:
lt 1 'fi
YI = storage volume
f or ea on er
y2 = heating battery size
·t
} £
y 3 = storage volume
or cis ern
YI = ball-valve size
Four separate analyses are conducted, each comparing the
variable y for the buildings studied in the presence of the
covariate values XI, x2, x -;, etc. and a, P, y evaluated. A test
is made to ensure that the values of a, P, y are significantly
different from zero; if for instance a is shown to be not
significantly different from zero then it can be said that the
non-quantitative factor of which we took account (type of ·
building or location) does not affect the plant sizing; if P, say,
is shown to be not significantly different from zero it can be
said that the variable associated with it (i.e. XI, number of
occupants, say) does not affect the plant sizing*.
*To be more precise the conclusion to be drawn is that no
evidence of a correlation between the dependent and independent
variables has been established.

y= a

+ PxI + YXI + ...

+z

with a, P, y given. The term Z, also quoted, ensures that for
some predetermined level of confidence, y is not underestimated.

5. Specific results
The analytical approach to the problem of domestic hot and
cold water plant sizing discussed in the preceding sections
was developed during a 'Study of the Water Consumption in
Ward Units'4 undertaken between March 1961 and December
1963 by the Hospital Engineering Research Unit.
An examination of the results of this study is of interest as
it indicates the usefulness and aptness of the analytical
techniques.

5.1 THE STUDY
A continuous 8 week record was kept in 27 hospital ward
units of the accumulative consumption of hot and cold
9
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Fig. 15-The predicted maximum daily consumption (d p) in a typical
ward unit, calculated for a range of values of p and q.
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water. The ward units were chosen for inclusion in the study
on the basis of their modernity, their range in size, their
geographical spread, and their range in medical speciality.
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The duration of the metering period was decided upon
from the results of an initial pilot study which allowed the
progressive average daily consumption to be graphed (Fig. 13).
The sensitivity of the predicted maximum demand with
regard to changes in 'n' was also checked.
600
400
GALLONS CAPACITY

During the metering period detailed records were kept of
the staff and patient numbers; a comprehensive itemization
of the equipment in each unit was made and a water analysis
containing the degrees of temporary and permanent hardness
obtained from the Local Authority.

PREDICTED MAXIMUM DAILY CONSUMPTION
ESTIMATED AS A MULTIPLE OF THE DEMAND
IN A SINGLE WARD .. UNIT

b

PREDICTED MAXIMUM DAILY CONSUMPTION
COMPUTED FROM THE DESIGN EQUATION
WJTH VARYING •k•

7000

0

~

5.2 THE BASIC DEMAND
Values of the daily demand for hot and cold water in a
typical ward unit have already been quoted in Section 2 of
this paper and the frequency distribution of Fig. 2 refers to
these values. The frequency distributions of the daily consumption in all of the ward units included in the study were
plotted and the mean, x, and standard deviation, S, calculated.
Deciding then on a probability of failure 'p' and a confidence
'q', vp and Vq cari be obtained from tables and dp evaluated
according to the equation

I

6 0 0 0 1 - - - - - + - - - - + - - - - + - - - - - + - , / t : _ __

1 000

Fig. 17-Variation in capital cost with volume of calorifier shell.
(Assuming 20 pounds water pressure, 50 pounds steam pressure,
material copper).

For the duration of the test the hot water flow temperature
was maintained at 150°F in each unit.
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Fig. 14 summarizes the results obtained for p= ·00025 and

"?

q = ·9999, i.e. a failure rate of 1 day in 12 years and a con-
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0
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fidence level of 99·99 %. In a hospital situation a choice of
levels p and q is not easily taken; in an industrial situation it
may be possible to cost both design provision and design
failure and to establish a level of design which is most
economically satisfactory. Unless further study is given to
this problems, the levels selected must be arrived at
subjectively.
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Fig. 18-Variation in capital cost with rating of calorifier heating
battery. (Assuming 20 pounds water pressure, 50 pounds steam
pressure).

Fig. 16-The diversity of predicted maximum daily demand.
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Fig. 19-Capital cost of steam boiler plant in seven hospitals (kindly
supplied by the Western Regional Hospital Board).

ACTUAL COST
Type
of
fuel

Boiler
house
type

Chimney
type

Year Year of
startof
tender ing up

--- M

Coal

New

New
(Brick)

50000

1953

N

Oil

New

New
(Brick)

31 500

1958

--- New Existing
Coal
~ 0
-~ - - - p
Coal Existing Existing
0

::r:: - - - Oil Existing Existing
Q
--- Oil Existing Existing
R
--- -

s

Oil

New

New
(Steel)

Boiler
house

Total

Plant

Boiler
house

Total

Plant

1956

62 000

40 000 102 000 77 500

1959

49 000

19 500

I Boiler
house
£

Total

--£

------

52 000 129 500

1-55

1 ·3

79 750

1 ·78

1·02

2·85

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 68 500

56 350

23 400

--------- --- --------- -

-----

2·8

--2·65

7000

27 300 23 350

8230

31 580

1·96

·69

5900

34 900 31 900

6800

38 700

l ·88

-4

2·28

7500

26 200 20 200

8250

28 450

1-4

·57

] ·97

49 650

1·86

·9

2·76

277 000 114 600 391600 312 930 135 850 448 780

1.74

.74

2.48

1959

1960

20 300

56 000

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 2·04
·38
1957 1958/62 86 000 20 000 106 000 92 900 2[ 000 113 900 l ·66
- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -

17 000

1939

1960

29 000

14400

1960

1962

18 700

18 000

1961

1962

I 31 000

12 000

180 400

TOTALS

Plant

Current Cost per pound
of installed capacity

--------------------£
£
£
£
£
£
£
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

lb/h

Units

-

Total
installed
capacity

CURRENT COSTSEPTEl\lIBER 1962

-------------------------- -

14 700

--

45 700 33480116170

------------

NOTES: 1. New brick chimney costs are included in boiler house costs and new steel chimney costs in plant cost.
2. The cost of concrete coal hoppers are included in boiler house cost.

Fig. 15 indicates the effect on d p of varying the levels of
p and q.
If the factor 'k' is introduced into equation (1), as already

(!)

described in Section 2, the predicted maximum daily demand
for any number of identical ward units can be calculated.
Fig. 16 indicates the diversity between using the equation
with k = l, 2, . . . 20 and considering the demand for any
number of units as a simple multiple of the demand for one
unit.

:i 800
...J

5.3 SUPPLY AND DEMAND

I

Fig. 6 in Section 3 is an actual pattern of demand on a single
day in one of the units studied. In the analysis, for each unit,
this pattern was plotted cumulatively on each of the days of
the test period and gradients applied as shown in Fig. 8. For
each gradient the maximum distance between the gradient
and the demand curve which occurred in each 24-hour period
was observed and the frequency distribution of these maxima
plotted. From the distribution the predicted maximum
storage value was calculated, using the same equation as
before. Thus for any one unit, each gradient considered had
associated with it a predicted maximum storage.
As described in Section 3, the curve relating gradient (or
supply rate) to storage volume was plotted for each unit.
The relevant cost elements are summarized for hot water in
Figs. 17 and 18, and 19, and for cold water in Figs. 20 and 21.
By scaling the cost on the axes of the 'supply rate' vs. 'storage
volume' graph (making an addition of the information
Figs. 18 and 19 in the case of rate of supply of heat) the
constant cost lines can be constructed.
Fig. 22 relates to the hot water supply for a 32-bed obstetric
ward unit; the Cost Parameter is constructed at right angles
to the lines of constant cost and the proje;:;tion of any of the
existing design recommendation s on to this parameter allows
their cost to be compared with that of the Design Point. The
significance of the point labelled Computed Design Point will
be explained in sub-section 5.4.
For the purposes of this study it was decided to add the
consumption of hot and cold water and provide design

1200
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600
400
CAPACITY(gal)

800

Fig. 20-Variation in capital cost with volume of cistern. (Material
galvanized iron).
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Fig. 21-Variation in capital cost with ball-valve flow rate. (Assuming
mains pressure of 70 feet, a 50 foot rise to the cistern and allowing
for 50 feet of copper pipe).
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Fig. 22-Relationship between rate of supply of heat and the
necessary store of hot water showing the Design Point in relation
to other recommendations,

Fig. 24--The 'storage-supply rate' relationship for the hot water
demand in 1, 2, 3 and 4 ward units.

recommendation s for a combined cistern. The 'storage' .vs.
'supply rate' for this 'total tanked water' is given in Fig. 23.
Since the lines of constant cost in this case make a very small
angle with the supply rate axis, indicating that storage is
expensive compared with supply, it seems reasonable to supply
mains water at the maximum demand rate, i.e. where the
curve joins the supply rate axis. The Design Value can then
be established by increasing the y-coordinate by an amount
equal to the volume of total tanked water it is considered
necessary to retain for stand-by. The heaviest demand
experienced within an 8-hour period was chosen, for the
purposes of this study, to be a suitable stand-by volume.

It is of interest to examine the effect of providing centralized
plant for a number of similar ward units; this can be done by
introducing k in the formula for the predicted maximum
storage. Fig. 24 gives the 'storage' vs. 'supply rate' relationship
for the supply of hot water to 1, 2, 3 and 4 similar ward units.
!he projection of the Design Point on to the cost parameter
m each case allows consideration of the economic advantage
of making use of the diversity in demand in a centralized
system.
In Section 3 it was stated that by changing the character
of the gradient in the analysis it was possible to establish the
effect of an intermittent supply. Fig. 25 shows the hot water
'storage' vs. 'supply rate' relationship in a ward unit for a
variety of supply periods. The cost parameter is not relevant
in this figure since the cost elements in an 'off-peak' system
may be quite different from those already established.
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5.4 GENERAL APPLICATION
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1600

In the collation of the factors which it was considered would

\

influence the plant sizing, only the equipment level presented
some difficulty. After consideration, the level of equipment
in any unit was defined as I (number of each type of outlet x
a proportion of the nominal consumption per use of one such
outlet).
Besides considering the storage and the supply rate as
dependent variables, the average daily consumption of hot
and total tanked water and the predicted maximum daily
consumption of hot water were taken as dependent variables
also.
Figs. 26 and 27 give a summary of the dependent and
independent variables for hot and total tanked water
respectively; it will be noticed that the information is grouped
in the table according to medical specialty which was the
only non-quantitative factor considered. The equipment
level is seen to be sub-divided here according to its function
since it was thought that the resulting design equations would
be that much more flexible in use.
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Fig. 23-Relationship between rate of supply of mains water and
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(b) A, B, C, D and E are given by
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(c) e = Equipment Level.
= Z (number of each type of outlet X an index
proportional to the nominal consumption per
use of one such outlet)
where the index is taken to be
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Fig. 25-The 'storage-supply rate' relationship tor hot water in a
ward unit showing 4 different supply configurations.

It can be seen that at most three factors influence the plant
sizing-the type of ward unit, the number of beds in the ward
unit and the level of domestic water amenity in the ward unit.
Having established these equations it is interesting now to
compute from them the storage and supply rate for each of
the ward units studied. This in fact was done and the Computed Design Point of Fig. 22 is a plot of these values for that
particular ward unit.

The analysis was conducted and the coefficients a, f], y
etc., in the equation
y

=

a

•l

+ /Jx1 + yx2 + .... + z

evaluated. The result was that many factors were not shown
to be significant. Discarding those, reducing the number of
medical categories and summing the equipment levels to give
one total measure, the computation was repeated. The
following equations summarise the results:-

6. Discussion
Hot water
Average daily consumption
Predicted max. daily
consumption
Store of hot water
Rate of supply of heat

=A +22(n)+16(e)

This paper has attempted to follow the development of the
analytical techniques as it took place during the period in
which the Hospital Engineering Research Unit was engaged
in studying the water consumption in hospital ward units.
The opportunity afforded by the Nuffield Provincial
Hospitals Trust to study this subject in such depth was clearly
a unique one; realizing this the Unit was aware of the need
to develop an analysis which would be equally applicable to
the resolution of plant sizing problems in all large institutions.
The results of the ward unit study now appear in the
I.H. V.E. Guide6 and in the Ministry of Health's Engineering
Data Sheets7 but the Unit still feels a need to publicize the
methods of analysis from which these results accrued in order
to promote logical design decisions in all plant sizing problems.
In considering the worth of the analysis two questions
must be asked: (a) how useful are the results obtained from
the analysis, and (b) how easily is the analysis applied?
The following sub-sections deal with these questions in
turn.

gallons

=B+44·7(n)
= C+9·1(n)+5-4(e)
= 12+2·57(n)

gallons
gallons
gal. through
100 deg F/h

=D+53·4(n)

gallons

=E+33(n)

gallons

= 784+ 10·9(n)

gal/h

Total tanked water
Average daily consumption
Store of Total Tanked
Water
Rate of Supply of
Mains Water
where
(a) n

= number of beds,
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Fig. 27-Summary of the depende:it and independent variables
associated with the supply of total tanked water in 20 ward units .

meet the demand for domestic hot water. Account must be
taken, in the sizing of the heating element, of the heat losses
from the cylinder and the circulating pipework, and, in the
estimation of the boiler loading, of the primary distribution
losses.
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(d) The Average Daily Consumption of total tanked
water is of use in the estimation of the contribution from the
ward unit towards the total water bill for the hospital since it
takes account of all consumption within the unit except the
relatively small amount taken directly from the main.
Where 8-hours standby is not considered sufficient in
determining cistern size (as in the following paragraph) the
average daily consumption may be employed instead.

6.1 USE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE RESULTS

The design equations are considered in order as fellows:
(a) The Average and Predicted Maximum Daily Consumptions of hot water are of value in the overall assessment
of engineering service running costs since they allow computation to be made of that proportion of the total boiler
fuel cost attributable to hot ,,,vater supply.

(e) The Store of Total Tanked Water gives directly the size
of the cistern which will meet the demand for hot and cold
water and also provide an 8-hour stand-by for both_

(b) Due to mixing of hot and cold water within the
calorifier, it is not reasonable to take the Store of Hot Water
as the correct volume for the calorifier shell. Some guidance
on what allowance should be made may be obtained from
the paper 'The design and performance of hot water Storage
calorifiers: a preliminary investigation'. s

(f) Knowing the mains pressure and the height of the
cistern, the Rate of Supply of Mains Water allows computation of the ball-valve size and the size of the pipe serving
it.

6.2 APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS

(c) The Rate of Supply of Heat computed from the Design
Equations allow·s the calorifier heating battery to be sized
and also gives a. measure of the boiler capaGity required to

The application of the analytical methods is considered first
with reference to the domestic hot and cold water plant
14
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sizing in buildings other than hospital ward units and second
with reference to the other plant sizing problems.

Research Unit is at present engaged in a study in which this
type of analysis will be used to assess the relationship between
engineering service costs and the shape and function of the
building.

(a) By installing two meters each with a mechanical graph
recorder or similar recording device, one in the cold feed to
the calorifier, the other in the outlet from the cistern, and by
analysing the results as described in Sections 2 and 3, design
equations can be established for this building and for future
buildings which will be identical in design and function. The
main application for a limited study of this nature may lie
in the establishment of standard plant for some standard
building for which the prototype exists.

A considerable wealth of literature is available to those
who wish to examine further the applicability of the kind of
analytical techniques described in this paper to problems in
the industry: references 9, 10, 11 give details of textbooks of
a general nature and r.eferences 12, 13, 14 detail textbooks in
which specific topics are dealt with in great detail.

If the increase in the industry's productivity envisaged by
N.E.D.C.15 is to be a reality it is clear that more and more
emphasis must be placed on the most up-to-date analytical
methods available for the creation of good design and the
achievement of effective installations and maintenance ;
it is hoped that this paper has provoked some reconsideration
of a particular problem long neglected by the advance of
scientific method.

A metering period of 8 weeks should prove satisfactory
a;1d the man hours involved in computation is of the order
of 50.

If a more comprehensive study to obtain general design
information is felt to be justified, a number of buildings must
be metered and the subsequent analysis time will be proportionally greater.
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Estimation of maximum steam consumption
Estimation of maximum gas consumption
Estimation of maximum electricity consumption
Estimation of the peak demand rate for the above
3 services.
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Applications which are perhaps a little less obvious are the
estimation of the life expectancy of filters in air-conditioning
plant, the estimation of the transfer rate of air-borne particles,
the estimation of instrument accuracy, etc.

1

Section 3 deals with the supply and demand of a storeable
commodity. The analysis, which is essentially an estimation
of the maximum difference between the quantity demanded
and the quantity supplied, is applicable to the sizing of storage
space for coal, oil or gas; or, if the storage space has already
been determined, to the choice of a sensible delivery rate
(described, naturally, in discrete steps).
The analysis described in Section 4 or, more generally the
analysis of variance, is probably the most useful statistical
technique available to the engineer; by it 'the total variation
in a set of data may be reduced to components associated
with possible sources of variability whose relative importance
we wish to assess'. Thus it is possible to establish the relationship between the demand for engineering services and the
factors which influence this demand, e.g. we could relate the
demand for steam in a laundry to such factors as throughout
of laundered items, the level of equipment in the laundry, the
number of laundry staff etc. The Hospital Engineering
15
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Colloquium on

Some techniques of
operational research
illustrated by their
application to the
problem of hot and cold
water plant sizing
By T. W. MAVER, Ph.D., A.M.I.H.V.E.
A colloquium was held on 12th May 1966 at 2.30 p.m. at 49 Cadogan Square, London,
S.W.1, to discuss the paper 'Some techniques of operational research illustrated by
their application to the problem of hot and cold water plant sizing' by T. W. Maver,
Ph.D., A.M.I.H.V.E. Approximately fifty members and guests were present, Mr. K. J.
Eatwell, M.I.H.V.E., being in the chair. Dr. Maver opened the proceedings by summarizing
his paper as follows.

At a time when the building services design engineer clamours for more say at all
stages of planning, it is appropriate to examine whether or not he is equipped to play
his -full 'role: in the design)eam.
·
At least as far as domestic hot and
cold water is concerned-and this may
apply also to services such as electricity,
gas and steam-the engineer lacks not
only basic information on the demand,
but also the analytical techniques
which would allow him, if he had
demand data, to design efficiently.

The cost of services is increasing
dramatically: in the current hospital
building programme alone, something
like £400 million pounds will be
invested in the services over the next ten
years. It is reasonable, in the light of
this, to continue designing either
according to recommendations which

NOTE:
We must apologize to Dr. Maver and to readers of the Journal for the following
errors which appear in the printed text of his paper in the January, 1966 Journal:
p. 303, l.h. column: ap should read dp
p. 307, l.h. column: Y 1 = ball-valve size should read Y 4 = ball-valve size
p. 311, r.h. column: all figure:; in sub section (c) should be divided by ten, 1.e.
1.6, 0.8, etc.
The related section of the I.H.V.E. Guide 1965 also contains two errors:
p. 265, r.h. column: under 'Cold Tank Water' D=43.4 n ga] should read
D= 53.4 n gal.
p. 266, table 12.11: value of C for thoracic unit-68 should read+68.

even the oldest member of the I.H. V.E.
has forgotten the basis for, or according
to 'experience' which amounts to little
more than a guess with 50 % margin
added?
Many people consider that existing
data coupled with experience are
entirely adequate-after all, they have
never failed. What is not realized is that
a design is a failure not only if it proves
· inadequate but also if it overprovides.
The amount of money available for
building generally, and for services in
particular, is limited; every penny spent
on the overdesign of one plant item must
reduce the service available from
another item of plant in the same
building or in another scheme altogether.
The best allocation of resources to
the engineering services can be achieved
only if the engineer is prepared to
investigate, perhaps with the aid of
Operational Research, the true nature
of demand and how best it can be met.
What is operational research and
what can it do for the services and for
the industry?
Operational research can be defined,
in this context, to be the application of
scientific method to the determination
of the best use of our resources-be
they men, machines, materials or
money. The application, whether in
industry, commerce, Government, or
defence, invariably embodies the following steps:
(1) a statement of the objectives of the
exercise,
(2) the collection of data,
(3) collation and analysis of the data,
(4) derivation of a hypothesis to show
the degree of attainment of the
objectives if the operation is carried
out in different ways, and
(5) a check back on the final solution by
applying it under controlled conditions.
In relation to the study of hot and
cold water consumption the objective
was to establish design recommendations which would result in the most
economical design consistent with
satisfactory functioning of the system.
The collection of data is described and
methods of coping with the variability
in demand illustrated. The 'attainment
hypothesis~ is one of comparing, economically, the range of feasible design
solutions, each providing an identical
level of satisfaction. The final solution
obtained by relating the individual
solutions from each study site to the
characteristics of the building, is checked against the known demands.
As to what it can achieve, the results
of the study speak for themselves.
Taking the results from Fig. 22 as
315
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typical, the cost of calorifiers and ancillary equipment could be halved, thus
if calorifiers represent 2 % of the total
engineering service costs, which in turn
represent 50 % of total capital costs, the
saving in the hospital building programme could be £4 000 000-near
enough the total cost of an 800 bed
hospital. This for a study cost of some
£8000.
The challenge facing the industry is
one of advancing in step with scientific
method. There would appear to be a
need either for an educational programme within the industry or for a
policy to attract graduates already
trained in the most up-to-date techniques of analysis. The time will come
when the client, himself aware of
modern methodology, will no longer
accept, willy-nilly, traditional solutions
to traditional problems.
Operational research has already
made itself felt in the industry. The
President has said 'I think the Institution, as a body of men primarily responsible for design, should accept the
challenge and help in operational research'. The H.V.R.A., as we know, has
an O.R. department.
The worrying feature is, however,
that the work being done is related to
profitability and is only indirectly clientorientated. It seems to me that there is
little point in becoming more and more
efficient at giving the client what he
does not want.
Mr. W. G. Wilson of the Ministry of
Health said 'The problem has to do
with maximum economy consistent
with efficient functioning in all its
aspects'. If the industry does not
achieve this, it is not serving society's
needs.
The Chairman: I was most interested to
read the paper and also to hear Dr. Maver
talk about a saving of £4 000 000. In his
paper, he says 'Taking the results from
Fig. 22 as typical, the cost of calorifiers and
ancillary equipment could be halved; thus
if calorifiers represent 2 % of the total
engineering service costs'-he does not say
they do, I am only assuming that he thinks
so-'which in turn represents 50% of the
total capital costs, the savings in the hospital
building programme could be £4 000 000
-near enough the total cost of an 800-bed
hospital.' I would dispute the figure of 2 %.
I looked at some figures before 'coming to
the meeting and think that it would be
nearer 1 %. I think the 50 % is very high
except in particular departments; in fact I
would think that over a complete hospital
about 23-35 % would be nearer the mark.
Again I think £4 000 000 is wrong as the
total cost of an 800-bed hospital. The cost
of the building of a hospital, plus the
equipment, plus the fees involved in it these
days, even on the cheapest cost, as at

Eastbourne, is corning up, with the fees,
equipment and salaries attributed to the
capital cost, to nearer £10 000 000.
I merely mentioned these points because
I think they are factors for which, in quite a
number of instances that are being built
now, the figure is higher than this.
Dr. Maver talked about giving the client
what he does not want. I think that one of
the factors in a hospital is that very often
the client does not know what he wants because he is not really in a state to know.
Having said that, may I, as a Regional
Engineer of a Hospital Board, welcome
this analytical, reasoned approach, as distinct from the previous approach-although
in due deference to those who taught me
many years ago about hot water services,
they did try to impress upon me that the
rule of thumb was really something we
should push out of the door.

the cylinder. If it was done with ten different
manufacturers, the main elements of cost
would remain virtually unaltered, i.e. the
most economical point described on the
graph would remain the most economical
point.
C. B. Barlow (lvf. W.B.): There are one or
two points to which I would like to call
attention and comment on. One is on page
306 where Dr. Maver says: 'It therefore
seems reasonable to add the average daily
consumption of cold water' -in connection
with storage. I thoroughly agree with that
but perhaps it should be qualified and the
water undertaking should be consulted
because sometimes they have alternative
means of supply. If a main should break it
might be some days before it could be restored. But also, the amount of storage, as
stated, depends upon the average daily consumption of cold water so we now come to
these tables on page 311, in particular that
for total tanked water, where the average
daily consumption is given as a figure of
D+53·4 (n), where n is the number of
beds. I know that this is dealing with particular units, but it indicates that the
amount of total tanked water is about
53 gallons per day plus or minus some other
figure. This morning, I had a look at nine
hospitals in the Metropolitan Water
Board's area with a total number of beds
of 7190, and the average daily use per
bed comes to 256 gallons. I know that that
will include, in some cases, nurses' quarters,
etc., but even so, if the data given is correct,
then it would mean that there would have
to be about ten nurses per bed, each using
20 gallons per head, which I do not think
would be the case. With respect, therefore,
I would say that our experience does not
quite show that the actual consumption is
as predicted here. There was a variation
from hospital to hospital, one being 130
gallons per bed, another 465. I thought this
information might be of some use.

G. Royle ( Royles Ltd.): As a manufacturer
of calorifiers, I think we welcome the
analytical approach because, not so long
ago, we were always asked to size a calorifier for a 100-bed hospital and it was left to
us. It is very welcome and we hope that it
will save a lot of trouble.
I doubt the practicability of putting into
operation the second part of the paper, on
economics. On the illustration Dr. Maver
shows the cost parameter, based presumably
on any manufacturer. I should think that
the ratio between the heating element and
the storage must vary with various manufacturers and I think, therefore, the study
has to end at the stage where you ask the
manufacturers to supply you one of the
infinite variations of the heating and storage
and leave it to them to decide which is
their most economical.
You mention in the paper that you cannot take the calorifier on its own because
tied up with the heating supply is the boiler
plant. Generalizing, I think, for storage
calorifiers, the supply of the large heating
element as opposed to the large storage ·
would probably be more economical, but
this entails a larger boiler, so you can then
get the stage where we are trying to find
out which is the most economical overall
and who is going to do this. I cannot see
how the consultant can bring in the cost of
the various manufacturers together with an
overall policy.

Dr. Maver: I can only reiterate that these
results apply solely to the ward units and,
in fact, D + 53·4 ( n) describes as near as we
can measure it the composite results from
30 different ward units. I can readily
believe that if you take a hospital as a
whole, a quite different answer would
accrue.

Dr. Maver: This is an interesting point. In
fact, the calorifier manufacturers would
have us believe that we should have a high
rate of heating because this is cheaper-say
a two-hour heating-up period. This is because they are not interested in what you
have to pay for the system as a whole, including the boiler, but only in what you pay
for the calorifier.
This analysis takes into account the cost
of the heating element, which is a diminutive part of the cost of the boilerhouse and
the distribution system. When we did this
analysis, it was based on the quoted costs
of three different manufacturers. In fact,
we invited many more to quote and few of
them did because, surprisingly, they could
not separate the cost of the element from

E. Fisher (Ryecroft Ltd.): I think that
horizontal calorifiers should be avoided
wherever possible. They are inefficient
owing to the surface between the hot and
cold mixture having an effect on the amount
of hot you can draw off before the cold
coming from the secondary flow. Secondly,
if calorifiers could be made narrower and
very tall, so that there was a minimum face
between the cold water and the hot, much
more efficiency is obtained and a great deal
of cost in production is saved. The thickness
of the metal could be less and there is more
efficiency in heating up. More water can be
drawn off before the temperature drops
5 deg F and the distribution of the heat in
the calorifier shells lends itself to more
efficient working. Certainly, it is possible
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to save money with the calorifier but in
these days, calorifiers are usually stuck in
as an afterthoug ht either on a steel bracket
or wherever space can be found. If, however, it could be taken into account that
the ideal calorifier is more like a factory
chimney, I think it would be a point which
is well worth considering from a practical
point of view.
Dr. Maver: I think that Miss Griffith would
be a more appropriat e person to answer
that comment. As long ago as 1945, she
did research on the stratification of domestic hot water calorifiers and commented
that tall thin cylinders had the advantage
as far as preserving stratification is concerned. I am pleased that a calorifier manufacturer is interested in this since we invited
some 30 manufactu rers, a year ago, to
comment on this subject, which appeared
in a paper in the I.H.V.E. Journal; we had
two comments back. Interest in the performance of their products does not seem
to be universal among calorifier manufacturers.
Miss M. V. Griffith (E.R.A.): We have
been interested in this in connection with the
storage of off-peak electrically heated hot
water, and rather to our surprise the
difference in the mixing with tall tanks and
the same volume in the shorter fatter one
was relatively small. The difference in the
two layers of water was much more influential on mixing than the actual shape of
the tank.
Dr. Maver: This presumabl y points to
storing at a higher temperatur e.
Miss M. V. Griffith: The higher the tem-

perature at which you store, the greater the
difference between the water coming in and
the water which is already there and the
more effectively you keep your water
stored.
L. L. Hughes (Electricity Council): I support
Miss Griffith from the heat loss point of
view and the vertical mounting of storage
water heaters, and I would also support the
previous speaker. So much so that we have,
in our own paper, laid out the central
system where we have vertical heaters in
ducts and radiate the local supply. I support the use of tall vertical heaters in
preference to local horizontal heaters.
The Chairman: I was most interested to hear
Mr. Fisher's observatio n about calorifiers
being stuck anywhere. I think we can
honestly say, and we are glad to say it, that
this day is gradually going in the hospital
services, and we are at least corning to a
situation where there is very much a feeling
of working together between architects and
engineers, and this gear is put in very much
as a part of the total hospital building
complex. I say that in fairness to my own
architects.
G. Royle: Surely the most efficient storage
of water would be the separate instantaneous heater and a hot tank. I think this was
referred to in a previous paper by Dr.
Maver. With the cost of storage rising
rapidly, this might well be worth con-

si deration. It also saves space, though it is
more expensive initially. One might save on
the storage in the end. You fill the tank
with completely hot water and circulate it
to keep it up to temperatur e, not with the
heating element in the storage but a
separate instantaneo us heater.
Miss M. V. Griffith: I want to refer to
something slightly similar and that is the
possibility, which is being explored at
present, of storing the heat not in water but
in some other element, either some chemical
substance which takes up much less space,
or even in lumps of cast iron, heating the
water as it is needed by passing it over the
stored medium. Things like caustic soda
would take only one-sixth of the volume
you need for the same amount of hot
water; in our basement at the laboratory ,
we have ordinary hot water heating, using
six almost spherical tanks. One of these
would be sufficient if filled with caustic
soda and the water would simply pass by
some means over it. (The water is not in
contact with the caustic soda.) I think this
is a factor which, in the future, may well
influence the cost of the storage part of
these systems.
W. Carson (H.E.R.U.) : In Dr. Maver's
paper, attention is drawn to the difference
between the average and the maximum daily
consumpti on of water. The Water Board
regulations state that a day's consumpti on
should be held in store. We found ourselves
asking, did this mean a minimum day's
consumpti on, an average day's consumption, a maximum day's consumpti on or
what? When we looked into it further, we
found that in a lot of cases-in fact most
cases-the Water Board could guarantee to
restore an interruptio n of supply inside
eight hours, and I think it is true to say that
we chose an average day's consumpti on
because it tied up fairly reasonably with the
maximum eight hours' consumpti on. I
wonder if the Water Boards have given
much thought to this question of what they
mean by a day's consumpti on?

C. B. Barlow: We reckon on the average
daily consumpti on. We have in the past
asked for approxima tely 100 gallons per
bed but we have found actually, and have
advised hospital authorities, that this should
be regarded as the minimum because people
might get into difficulties if there is a
cessation in supply. I agree that normally
eight hours would be quite adequate but
there might be mishaps which could lead to
a longer period. They would be less frequent: a hospital is such an important institution that I think that the factor of
safety should be looked into carefully. We
do have emergency tank wagons to take
water round to such places if the supply
has to cease. Nevertheless, those measures
are limited and some amount of storage is
essential.
W. Carson: What comes out of this, in fact,
is that in having an average day's storage,
one is really only getting eight hours
storage if the breakdown happens at the
worst possible time.

C. B. Barlow: I take it from the paper that
you would normally have a day's reserve
for such mishaps as have been mentioned ,
together with another quantity which would
take account of the variations in demand.
I think it should be emphasized that that
would be the kind of basis upon which the
design should be worked out because, as
you say, the breakdown might occur when
your tanks are depleted of the maximum
amount.
Dr. Maver: I think this is a matter of
interpretat ion. I presume, if someone was
using these design recommen dations, they
would consider the site, and whether in fact
there was a supply from two separate zones
in the network. If so, they would probably
settle on eight hours. If not, they might
consider going for 24 hours' supply.

l\i.lr. Gordon ( Newcastle R.H.B.) : The
matter of water supply services is a very
vexed question because with a hospital
approachin g 1000 beds, if we are expected
to store 200 000 gallons, which is a day's
supply, this is difficult enough. If it is anything more, it will be almost intolerable,
particularl y if there is a laundry involved.
One can envisage letting the laundry stop
for a period, but the economies of getting
all this storage on the site have to be carefully looked into and I am not aware that
anything very much has been done about it.
I was interested to hear from Mr. Barlow
that the consumpti on of the London
hospitals is so high. We are finding this in
the Newcastle Region. Not so long ago, we
were talking blithely of 60 gallons per bed
per day, but research showed that consumption was well over 100 and has gone
over 200 in one or two cases.
With regard to Mr. Fisher's observation,
we are getting calorifier space in plan but
it is difficult to force the architect to say
that he will give us any more height than
the storey height. We cannot very well say,
'Can't we go halfway into the floor above?'
The Chairman: Why not?

Mr. Gordon: It is difficult.
Dr. Maver: I think the business of quoting
isolated figures is rather dangerous. We
have already seen that there is marked
variability in demand even in ward units.
It would be excellent if the Ministry collected facts and figures on what whole hospitals
consumed in the day and looked at the full
range and established some reliable data on
this.
D. W. Russell: ( Rosser and Russell): I was
pleased to hear Dr. Maver emphasize the
value of operationa l research to our industry. I think we should all remember that
productivity starts on the drawing board,
and it is just as wasteful of this country's
resources to oversize the pipes as it is to
have extended tea-breaks on the site. I am
interested to know whether any of this can
be extended to other types of job than
hospitals. It appears quite clear that the
present data on which we are working give
us hot water plant vastly in excess of what
317
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is required in some cases. In fact I was
interested to see that the I.H.V.E. figure
for the ward shown indicated that, at the
rate of heat supply, no storage whatever
was required for that particular ward. The
instantaneous water heater would have
been quite adequate with no storage at all.
I want to raise the question of rate of
heat supply. I think that there may be
occasions when the normal maximum
demand does not coincide with normal heat
demand; i.e. the warm-up period. I think
it did not apply in the case of this ward,
but that is a case, surely, when some of the
boiler power available as a margin for
heating could be used for hot water. In this
case the rate of heating costs would come
down because it would only be on your
primary mains and the battery in the
calori:fier and would not include any amount
for the boiler plant which is already there.
Dr. Maver: Regarding the extension of this
to buildings other than hospitals, the
analysis was designed with the thought in
mind that it would be appropriate not
simply for hospitals but any large institution. I would be delighted if extension of it
took place and we were invited to produce
design recommendations for other large
buildings.
With regard to 'borrowing' from the
heating load, this can only be done, in a
conventional hot water system, if the
boiler is oversized-as it so often is. When
we are better able to size boilers correctly
this borrowing from the boiler will not be
possible. There is scope, however, for
using heat from the boiler at times when the
heating load is small, i.e. off-peak heating
of the domestic hot water. The analysis is
suitable for establishing the additional
volume of storage required for any off-peak
system.
P. L. Martin (Oscar Faber and Partners):
I am very interested in what Mr. Russell
and Dr. Maver said. In our investigations
with regard to the next edition of the
I.H.V.E. Guide, we would recommend any
extension at this stage towards other
buildings but the question is, how to do it?
We are very conscious on the Guide Committee that the present recommendations
with regard to hot water storage have no
foundation at all. I remember trying to do
an analysis of them two years ago and one
cannot trace the history of it. When one
comes to try to do something better, one is
really starting on the ground floor; there just
is not any data. In case there are any means
whereby this process can be extended to
other sorts of buildings, I will leave my
name and address with the Secretary.
The other point is the question of storage:
do we need storage at all? In Sweden, as
we have seen recently, and in Canada and
America, the size of hot water storage
cylinders is absolutely minimal. They are
putting down vessels 2ft high and 18in
diameter where we would put 1600 gallons.
Dr. Maver mentioned borrowing from
the boiler plant, but do we borrow from
the boiler plant? Do we not borrow from
the building? We want a method of storage;
we have thousands of tons of masonry

which has a lot of heating in it. Why do we
not pinch that back for the hot water
cylinder at the time of maximum drawing?

"\-V. Carson: We are making some attempts
to do work on other building types and
I am glad to say that the University of
Glasgow have given us a little money to
enable us to look at their halls of residence
from the point of view of hot water, and
provided the results of this halls of residence study show that there is an economic
advantage in carrying on with this work, we
are then hoping to do it on a national
scale and do halls of residence at training
colleges, nurses' homes-any building that
can be classed as a fairly large residence
with a fairly static population-putting this
up to the Science Research Council or the
Ministry of Technology or anyone we think
might be interested in giving us some
money. Yesterday I had an unfortunate
experience in this connection; I approached
one of the associations that might be called
a client association to see whether they
showed any interest, but without any
success. The main difficulty here is where do
we get the money from to do the work?
If any of the delegates have any suggestions
to put forward I would be only too pleased
to talk to them at length, any time.
E. W. Shaw: The idea of using heat in the
structure appears, on the face of it, to be
attractive, but I think it will be a bit too
low in temperature. Is not the real difficulty
that you have to pump it up to a more
desirable temperature? The same sort of
problem, presumably, occurs when we try
to use waste heat or heat thrown out by
condensers from power stations: the
temperature is too low and you cannot use
it very effectively and have to pump it up
with a heat pump. Are we not going to
create another problem about the size of
the heat pump?
I appreciate the paper by Dr. Maver; it
is a magnificent effort and helps me in trying
to satisfy students' inquiries. I am interested
to hear the figures quoted by hospitals and
water boards on quantities. It helps me in
my work.
Mr. Martin talked about the complete
dearth of information on the subject of
consumption. We would all agree. After the
war, when B.S.C.P. 342 came out, it is
difficult to see how people produced such
a magnificent table without having some
sort of basis on which to work. At that
particular time, 1948/49, we were involved
in this indirectly through students. One of
them happened to be an engineer in a large
hotel in London and was therefore very
concerned because he happened to supply
the residents in the shops on the street level
and wanted to charge a fair tariff for the
water. I helped him to try and get the consumption and storage for this particular
hotel. We carried out tests-not as sophisticated as Dr. Maver's--over three heating
seasons, and surprisingly, we came up with
precisely the same answer as the Code of
Practice, 25 gallons per person per day for
a medium class hotel.
In my limited field, I adopted that and

have done since, and I am interested to note
that it was not until the data came out that
we had any amendments to this in the
Guide.
One small point: I notice for the actual
installed load, the thing you normally put
in according to Fig. 22, page 310, you have
got one design point. Finally, you put in
what you called your computed value. I
was not clear how you arrived at it. It
seemed to be 100 % more. I wonder if this
was a thing that really took into account
heat loss in the cylinder, stratification etc.
We talk about stratification and like to
think that this is there, with clear demarcation, but with thermal storage, we probably
rely on data a lot. One thing worries me:
overall, the problem seems solved, which
is good, apart from tidying a few things up
and widening out other things, but it
occuned to me, when people are intermittently drawing things off, a tap opening
here and there, even within one unit all
sorts of things can happen, and I wonder
to what extent the stratification is really
interfered with, and if it accounts for a
bigger allowance being made in practice
than one would assume in this work?

Dr. Maver: The discrepancy between the
design point and the computed design
point is explained as follows. The design
point is the most economical plant you can
get away with for this particular ward
unit; if you measured the demand in the
ward unit and put in plant on that basis,
that would be the design point. The
computed design point is the design suggested by the design equations which are a
generalization over all the test sites; it thus
takes account of the fact that we hwe been
able to investigate some 30 ward units only
and covers us for the variability which
exists even between apparently identical
ward units.
E.W. Shaw: When we had a new colle~e
building four or five years ago, we thought
it a good idea to start putting instruments
in to try and find out how students behaved.
We were just as surprised as you were, as
soon as you looked at this. We have a hot
water supply system. Students do wash
occasionally so we decided to put in water
meters in the connections to the cylinder
and try to supplement what had been done
in the paper, earlier than this. This was
magnificent; all our laboratory staff were
waiting to see the needle go round and
check up what happened from the time of
arrival of the students to the time when
classes began so that I could get an idea as
to what periods of the day the demand
occun-ed and how much it was. Lectures
start at 9.30 at the National College;
students arrive at 9.25. Quite frankly, the
consumption of hot water between 9 and
9.30 is about 5 gallons of water for about
300 students. I carried on for a month and
thought something was wrong. We checked
and recalibrated, but it was tight and that
was the consumption. I do not attribute
this to the dirty habits of National College
students but we have gone to the spray
type of tap which is a mixture device, and
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although we have been going since September until now, I would not mind betting
that half the National College students
do not realize that you can get hot water
out of the tap. With this particular type of
tap, you turn the knob and you get water;
to get hot water, you have to keep turning,
about three times. By this time, everyone
has lost patience and does not want to
know any more about it. This explains why
we have such a low consumption, so
although I have all the equipment and the
students, it does not mean a thing.
I wonder to what extent this spray type
of mixture fitting would influence this? I
can understand that in a hospital you have
to wash all sorts of things in wards with
good hot water, but for general purpose
washing, the spray fitting has Jed to extreme economy. We can almost give away
our plant.
Dr. Maver: If you inhibit the demand,
clearly you can get a much more economical
system. The idea is not really to inhibit the
supply of hot water but to supply an adequate amount. The effect of spray taps
probably would not be great in the ward
unit; hand washing is done mainly by the
nursing staff at isolated points in the ward.
Spray taps, I imagine, are more suitable
where there is a large bank of wash hand
basins which can be served by a O· 5 in pipe
without an undue delay in the issue of hot
water.
E.W. Shaw: One of the objects of this paper

was in fact to see how this could be applied
to other problems. It would be very difficult to apply it to the particular problem
at the College now. Someone from Bristol
University did some work on the size of
their plant and came to a similar answer to
you. This is certainly not the case at the
National College. You have specific
apparatus used for it. Where you have
much more casual use, I can see there would
be a difficulty and we fall back on the old
B.S.C.P. 342.
G. Royle: If you have any length of pipe,

you have to wait so long for hot water even
if you turn it far enough that nobody ever
bothers to wait. Even if you know you
can get hot water, you do not want to wait
that long anyway.
. The Chairman: We have used some of these

taps. Notwithstan ding what has been said,
we have found they have quite a lot of use
in a hospital, and where they have been
used, there has been quite a saving. I do
not agree with the remark about something
being inhibited and automatically assuming,
if it is inhibited, that you do not get enough.
Obviously, if one has got a restriction, if
one can call it such-a sophisticated restriction like a spray tap-this can be an
inhibition on the amount of water supplied
but that is not to say that it is not enough.
We have found that it is enough.
When Mr. Brown and I were doing the
designs in the very early days and did not
have anything at all to work on, we put in
a lot of meters. This was essentially with
the idea-bearin g in mind that this was

about the first complete hospital builtthat it would be possible to get some information on water supply in a new building, working according to the present and
modern pattern of patient-care. I do not
know whether any information )(available.
S. W. Brown: H.E.R.U. carried out the

tests at ,this ,p articular .hospital. I imagine
some ,of these readings are taken from
that. Moreover, they are at present
engaged on a study -of what is described
as the engineering services in the
hospital as a whole, and this :is a case
study in order to determiine wha.t the
hot water demand is.
Dr. Maver: Notwithstan ding what you say
about installing meters, we had to spend
about £12 000 on equipment to establish
what the departmenta l demand for hot
water was in this particular hospital. There
existed before our arrival one meter in the
cold feed to the calorifier which was subsequently removed because it never came
off the zero line of the chart.
The Chairman: I think this again is an

indication that something of this nature is
wanted and is desirable.
Dr. Maver: I wonder if the analytical
methods described seem appropriate for
studies of the other engineering services, or
studies in the industry generally?

L. C. Bull (G. N. Haden and Sons): I have
one or two minor observations about the
general treatment. The formula you give,
repeated several times, seems to be an
approximati on of one that Mr. Aitchison
gave in his paper. That again is an approximation which is varied when n is equal to or
greater than one. I would have thought that
possibly there was some limit to the validity
of this formula as stated here.
Dr. Maver: You have probably done more
research on it than I have. The equation is
in fact an approximati on to a more complex equation given in the statistical paper
you mentioned, and this again, as you
pointed out, is an approximati on. In this
kind of situation, it is worthwhile balancing
the amount of time it is going to take you
to conduct all the computation that is required with the level of accuracy you can
hope to achieve. One point that is worth
mentioning is that the more approximate
the equation, the more it over-estimates the
design value, so you are in fact going in a
safe direction. This work in fact took about
20 hours with a fairly large electronic
computer. To go to the most sophisticated
formulae would have put it outside our
means.

L. C. Bull: It seems to me that one of the
difficulties with this sort of analysis is in
deciding how confident you want to be and
for how much of the time most of the installation is to be satisfactory. For example,
in the figures of the first analysis given, hot
water consumption , (Fig. J), we look at
that and see that if you want to be 99.99 %
confident, you must supply 742 gallons,
and having done that you can be sure that

you are satisfied on all occasions except
one day in 12 years. Suppose you are only
going to be 99 % satisfied, then you only
want 639 gallons but you must face being
wrong or inadequate for 3½ days in one year.
This is the sort of thing that comes out.
Personally I find it very difficult to know
which of the figures to take.
Dr. Maver: This is a very real dilemma
which is encountered by everyone using
probability theory. We are now trying to
improve the situation, or at least convince
ourselves that the dilemma does not exist
by making an attempt to assess the symptoms and effects of a system failing.
Unfortunate ly, the hospital is a situation
in which this is very difficult. In an industrial
situation, you can design for a probability
of being successful 99 % of the time. You
can very readily arrive at the cost of failing,
i.e. the cost of the production line breaking
down. Unfortunate ly, in the hospital situation, with hot water or perhaps electricity,
your symptoms and effects of failure can
vary from time to time; it may be a little
harassment to the staff, it may be a real
danger to a patient's life. However, we are
trying to shed some light on this business
of the cost of failure. If we can get a satisfactory cost, we can balance this against
the size of installation so that the most
satisfactory choice is made.
G. Royle: Although you can be 99 % certain
that your analysis is right at the end, particularly in connection with calorifiers,
there are so many imponderables. On
storage, you are not quite sure how much
hot water is really stored in the cylinder,
so you have to use experience, or some
analysis of the size of the shell; in the case
of the heating battery, there are the imponderables of such things as scale and wet
steam. The statistical analysis is helpful
but it falls down at the end on the oldfashioned experience approach to these
other factors. I think it is at the end of the
line where more research is needed.
Dr. Maver: We do not claim to have
banished darkness altogether but if you
get a glimmer of light, this is a help. It does
not answer all the question. We at H.E.R.U.
would be delighted to continue the research,
given funds.
G. Royle: I notice you are continuing the
research into storage calorifiers. In an
earlier paper, you mentioned that you had
a storage calorifier with glass panels.
Dr. Maver: It is a sort of test bed system.

Miss Griffith had a similar set-up, possibly
a more sophisticated version. We have no
results from it yet but are hoping it will
produce some, but it is on a very limited
scale.
L. C. Bull: Referring to Fig. 22, when you
have allowed for variation between different ward units, you come out with computed
supplies of 300 gallons storage and 100
gallons an hour. If you look at that and
compare it with the LH.V.E. recommenda tions there is not much difference as regards
storage but there is a considerable difference-about three times-in heater capacity
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The computed value presumably does not
take into account inefficiency of stratification. Can you give a value?
Dr. Maver: Looking at it in a pessimistic

light and assuming that the output efficiency
from the calorifier is nothing better than
60 %, we would then increase the storage
by the corresponding proportion and
arrive at about 450 gallons at the same
heating rate. This brings up the price to
the order of £400. Largely, it is the projection of the cost parameter which is the
appropriate comparison and it is much
cheaper than existing recommendations.
Perhaps I should say that our intention at
the outset of the study was not to undercut
economically the existing recommendations, but to provide reliable design data.
The fact that it does come out to be cheaper
is a welcome bonus.
C. J. G. Webster ( B.R.S.): I seem to recall
in Mr. Aitchison's paper, where he examined the statistical side of the problem,
that he mentioned supplying it where free
demand is available. I imagine that in the
two instances where you have a ward with
20 beds and 20 bathrooms, which is a
ridiculous extreme, and compare that with
a ward of 20 beds and one bathroom. the
storage capacity required in each case would
be vastly different. I see in your co-variance
analysis that you have values of N for
numbers of particular types of outlet, and
values for the numbers of patients in the
building. I wondered whether in fact this
does cover the nearness or farness from
peak demands in each instance, or whether
this comes outside your calculations of
covariance.
Dr. Maver: If conclusions have to be drawn
from our observations of a system, we
must be confident that we have free demand.
In other words, the existing supply must
not inibit the demand in any way. In fact,
with an existin~ plant of this size in the
ward unit under discussion, clearly the
qemand is in no way inhibited by the
existing installation. This was true in 29
out of 30 cases which we studied. In one
case, the existing plant size, when plotted,
arrived below our demand curve, which
implied that the demand in fact may have
been inhibited. This particular example was
left out of subsequent analysis, and was
simply quoted as a separate example. It
did not enter into the covariance at all.
In 29 out of 30 cases, it was clearly and
definitely a free demand.
C. J. G. Webster: Would there not be a
tendency to inhibit if you had not enough
pemands-if the ratio of the number of
patients to outlets was low, quite apart
from the ability of the plant to supply these
outlets?
Dr. Maver: In fact, the 30 ward units that
we chose for study were the 30 ward units
throughout the whole United Kingdom
which we reckoned to be the best equipped,
compatible with our ability to meter the
system. In this respect, we were at least
doing the best we could in this situation.
It is very difficult to say whether the amount

of equipment was inhibiting the demand or
not.
C. J. G. Webster: Will that mean, to some
extend, if regulations are changed in the
sense that the number of bathrooms per
patient or patients per bathroom is altered,
this will modify the results you get at
present, even if only on a small scale?
Dr. Maver: To some extent, this is true. It
is interesting that in the design recommendation the equipment level is a factor.
In fact, one can assess what effect on your
design a change in equipment level will
bring about. If, however, you increase the
amount of equipment1 'to a level outwith
the sort of level we were working with in
our tests, one would have to consider
whether a revision ought to be made or
what test ought to be done to assess the
effect of this.

C. J. G. Webster: So this means another
calculation can do it but it does not come
in immediately on your covariance analysis.
The fact that you reduce the number of
bathrooms and the number of patients
does not automatically be taken into
account in this figure?
Dr. Maver: It is, provided the equipment
level has not risen to a height outwith the
best equipped example in the study.
Dr. D. L. Mumford ( Ministry of Health):
I think that the number of outlets in a
hospital would not have so great an effect
on the demand as the routine and operational policies of the nurses and the way
they go about doing things.
Dr. Maver: This is probably true, although
it must be realized that the number of outlets can itself influence operational policy.
In a pilot study, we recorded consumption
in a Nightingale ward with about 20
outlets, and in a Nuffield ward with about
100 outlets. The consumption of hot water
in both was almost the same, whereas the
pattern of demand was quite different.
Usage in the well-equipped ward was considerably more 'peaky' and this, rather than
total demand, greatly influences plant
sizing.
E.W. Shaw: With regard to storage and the

draw-off rate, there is a lot of storage in
the water pipe system on a very large installation, and one wonders how far one
should go with economical pipe-sizing in
conjunction withrthis. We always provide a
service in that we make sure that hot water
is in the immediate vicinity at the point of
draw-off, and this involves hundreds of
feet. This is going on all the time while the
heating element is on in a calorifier. This
may not meet the specialized case of units
of a hospital but this is a pattern one would
expect from a large housing estate or a
factory centre. This has great possibilities
and it is going to affect not only the amount
of storage but heating-up time as well.
A question was asked as to what ·extent
this analysis will meet industrial requirements: I would suggest that one good thing
to do would be to try and take this a stage
further and talk about the problems of

simultaneously sizing pipe and economica
size of piping. Mr. Bull did this some years
ago and nothing has been done since (I do
not know of anything), and I think this is
very important on some of these installations where we have 2000 or 3000 gallons
and 300 more in the piping system as well.
L. L. Hughes: On the electrical side, we did
a study recently based on Nuffield figures
working on a 40-bed ward of a six-ward
block, and have come up with a figure of
3000 gallons storage on a two-hour recovery time. We use no circulating pumps
at all; it is pure storage for use immediately.
Dr. Maver: I think the problem of pipe
sizing is one in which probably an even
greater savin'5 can be shown than is shown
in this study. I know Mr. Bull has contributed greatly to this. Certainly, operational
research is the ideal method of study in this
case. There is no question about that.
W. Carson: To illustrate the possible scope

of reduction of pipe sizes, we put 2in
meters in 6in lines and they operate quite
happily.
E.W. Shaw: This means quite a lot to me
personally, because I had difficulty in
trying to emphasize that all these networks
of piping, whether heating or hot water
service, ought to be economically sized.
There is a minimum cost of operating. At
the College it appears that the economic
velocity of water flow, as we cost things at
present, would be about 3-6ft/sec which
is more than a lot of people would tolerate.
I find it important to try and consider the
question of the diagram (Fig. 7), with an
ideal set of circumstances. We are constantly taking water from the hot top of the
cylinder and putting it back in the bottom.
In general, this presents a picture with
which I agree. Looking at the old textbooks,
we see the circulation going through the
return pipe is towards the top of the system.
This is why we arrange the connections
where we do, so this is very important.
Water is always going to destroy the
stratification with recirculation. Why have
the storage anyway? Let us have a single
pipe or deal with instantaneous heating on
the spot. Therefore I consider there are
many problems to look at and this is a
step in the right direction.
Dr. Maver: I think that this is the sort of
client-orientated work which would be
greatly appreciated.
Mr. Catterall ( Ministry of Health) :There
was a paper recently about work in Russia
with single pipe systems, taking very high
temperature water into the buildings and
using it for heating, and eventually running
it all to waste-either as domestic hot water
or to waste. Part of this was mixed: they
run it through the heating system, mix it
and use it for domestic hot water.

Miss E. M. Griffith: Presumably you have
to have some sort of storage tank to balance
the two demands.
Mr. Catteralt: There was a pressure valve
to run things to waste in the internal
system.
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Chairman: It is most interesting
listening to the discussion on non-storage
because we appear to be going full circle. If
one looks in almost any of the large mental
hospitals, especially in this part of the
country, built at the turn of the century and
before, they have in fact no storage in the
majority of cases except that referred to, in
the pipes. This is quite the usual pattern,
and as far as one can see, even now when
they have reached the situation in which
they treat the people in these types of
hospitals as people instead of animals and
allow them to wash, they have still got
enough water. This is just an interesting
point.
I am, however, most interested in the
distribution business because we have
heard a lot of talk about cost, and quite
obviously, a distribution system is very
costly, as has been suggested, and we have
been giving a lot of thought-and I know
others have-to whether it is necessary to
generate steam. Why do we generate steam
in a hospital? Presumably, in the early
days, because we wanted steam around the
place for sterilization, but these days there
is virtually no need for steam around the
hospital-neith er in the laundry nor in the
kitchen. This means that one could use a
different type of distribution system. If you
are talking about distribution of central
heating, district heating, etc., what is
district heating? It is surely not necessarily
a system whereby we push steam or hot
water through pipes. It could be a system
where we pushed heat through copper
conductors or gas pipes. Who knows, with
the North Sea project, it may be that one
would have smaller units. This is quite a
controversial thing but it is something we
must interest ourselves in, because it is very
much bound up with the economics.
The

Miss E. M. Griffith: Unless I misunderstood
him, Dr. Maver's gospel is that there is an
economic balance between the cost of the
rate of heating and the cost of storage. He
has given us data which we have not
refuted in any way, and all that people are
saying is 'We know there are systems where
direct heating is used and it is quite right,
but there is no evidence given that the cost
of heating in that case is not excessive, that
Dr. Maver is in fact right, that if you did
have storage, you could have a cheaper
rate of heating.' I do not think that on his
evidence you do not need storage. If we are
discussing Dr. Maver's paper, we should
either refute thafrhis ideas are right or
otherwise. I do not think it is real evidence
to show that there are direct systems which
work.
Mr. Catterall: I had one experience when
working with the War Department on army
barracks where we have a heavy demand.
Everyone gets up at the-same time and we
changed there from storage to having
combined boilers with the hot water
cylinder in the same frame. We found we
could get away with very small hot water
cylinders and could supply it all.
Miss Griffith: But did it cost you more?

Mr. Catterall: The rate of heating was
much less.
G. Royle: This is using the heat of the
building, because you switch the whole
boiler power to the hot water when
required and have enough heating in the
building.
P. L. Martin: The boiler is put in to do the
heating duty and you use the heat effect of
the building structure to hold the room
temperature once your peak demand for
hot water services rises. The radiator
effectively goes off for 20 minutes. I have
figures to show that this is done successfully.
Miss E. M. Griffith: If you just take the
heat out of the cavity of the wall and push
it up with the heat pump, you can heat a
house economically but you pull more heat
through the wall to do it, and maybe your
figures have taken that into account, but it
is not always quite so easy as it sounds.
There are lots of ideas for putting pipes
under houses and taking the heat out and
pumping it up again. If you work it out you
can find a marginal case where you can
just make it work.
May I ask if Dr. Maver has had the
opportunity of checking any of these cases
on a large scale yet?
Dr Maver: The answer is no. The Ministry
of Health have incorporated the design
recommendatio ns in their bulletins. This is
a step in the right direction. I am unaware
of anyone having used ~m. We had
hoped to persuade Birminghaw Regional
Hospital Board at one stage to put them
into a standard geriatric unit, but this has
not got off the ground.
Miss E. M. Griffith: Would it not be a
possibility in some cases, where somebody
pointed out that the rate of heating is
sufficient, or in actual cases where the
I.H.V.E. design figures have been used?
You have storage and also a rate of heating
which, on your figures, would be sufficient
to do the job without the storage. Is there
any possibility that you could, in one of
these installations, just have the storage cut
out and see if it works?
Dr. Maver: Unfortunately, I have to be
invited to do these things.
The Chairman: I guess we can arrange
something like that.
Dr. Maver: I think we tried unsuccessfully
to persuade your Board to let us design for
a standardized unit. I am interested to note
that several subjects have come up which
everybody considers are appropriate for
study.
Unidentified speaker: Could I ask Dr.
Maver or any design engineers present if
they consider that the temperature of
150°F, which is conventionally accepted as
the temperature leaving the calorifier,
needs to be maintained at that figure? Is
there not a maximum and minimum
acceptable temperature at the draw-off
point, and does this not build in a bit of
thermal capacity in the heat exchanger in
that, during the maximum draw-off period,

your battery may not be capable of making
the L50°F but makes l10°F or 100°F?
Would that temperature be acceptable at
the majority of draw-off points?
Some time ago, when I was associated
with design, the idea was to produce water
at a temperature in which you could put
your hand. This meant that someone had
to put a plug in the basin and run cold
water in it and this reduces your overall
water consumption. But this variation in
temperature at the draw-off point may
itself be an introduction of some thermal
storage within the heat exchanger.
Dr. l\'Iaver: I think the number of factors to
be taken into account in this problem
preclude an off-the-cuff answer.
Mr. Paterson: Assuming you have only got
instantaneous heat exchange, you have
that for your maximum draw-off quantity,
you have your peak load on the boiler
plant, but if you take an acceptable
minimum temperature at the draw-off
point, your heat exchanger need not be
rated to such a high level, so you are not
placing such a peak on the boiler plant.
Dr. Maver: This is sensible if you do not
want water over 120°F and do not supply
it over 120°F.
Mr. Paterson: You have the capacity in
your system, if you allow the whole system,
to take it up to 150°F, by the fact that you
are going to mix, because who can put his
hand into water at 150°F?
P. L. Martin: There is another factor that
comes into this question of economic
pipe-sizing. I do not know whether it has
been noticed but in the current edition of
the l.H. V.E. Guide, there is a new set of
diversity tables for draw-off. In calculating
this, when one is working out the time
ratio between filling the basin and period
of use, one has to consider the temperature
of the water delivered because if one
wishes, say, to fill a basin with 1½gallons of
washing water 110°F, and if we are storing
at 150°F, the requirement at the tap is not
1t gallons, it is 0·85 gallons. Therefore,
this was the assumption we made in order
to arrive at our diversity factors on the
normal distribution for determining the
tables in the Guide.
G. Royle: Or a lower temperature with
bigger pipes?
P. L. Martin: It would mean the maximum
possible flow was greater.
Dr. Maver: This business of only wanting
water at 120°F comes back to my original
reply, which was that there is a host of
factors. Again, this is a subject for research.
E. W. Shaw: I think we should clear up the
point about temperature; it is important.
The heat quantity will be the same whatever
you do, but with a cold water temperature
of 50°F, you would be involved in the same
storage. The point in which we are
particularly interested is economical sizinp:.
We know that if we are to deal with
thermal storage using off-peak electricity,
the idea is that we shall have as high a
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storage system temperature as possible, so
that we economize on the size of the
storage vessel. The higher the storage
temperature, the less the hot water you
have to supply. You supply 15 gallons hot,
10 gallons cold; with 150°F you have to
store it. I think Miss Griffith said that the
idea was to store it in some other medium
and have a higher heating per pound and
probably lighter weight steel. We pay a
penalty now in having storage vessels of
20ft long and 9ft diameter all full of 300°F
hot water, supplying a heating system with
120°F, and we have all this dead tank
space. The thing to do is to do away with
the storage or at least keep it to a minimum.

time and say 'You have designed a building
for 500 beds, there has been a change of
policy at high level. We must have it for
750'? We have put in economic pipe sizes
and some of these are going to be trunk
pipes and some inaccessible, so how are we
going to decide?
W. Carson: With regard to the desirability

of tailoring design too accurately to
requirements, in the recommendations as
they stand the designer has a choice. If he
thinks a ward will only be of a certain type,
say geriatric, he can design exactly to it. If
he is not sure what sort of patients will be
using it in 50 years' time, he can look at
which type gives the highest design figure,
so as far as type is concerned, he can either
design on a general basis, or on a specific
type.

Dr. K. M. Brown ( Univ. Coll., Cardiff): I

would like to congratulate Dr. Maver on
his paper. I attempted to apply a probability
theory to a study of airborne dust and I
know what headaches he must have had.
I wonder if, instead of producing a
general formula for a hospital, you
had studied similar populations-namely
obstetric wards, medical wards, etc.-as
many of those as possible-and produced
individual formulae for each type of ward,
you would have got a more accurate result?
I am thinking of Fig. 22 where the various
formulae have been plotted on your cost
parameter, and you end up pretty well with
a scatter diagram. If you had different
individual formulae for types of ward,
would this enable the design engineer to
build up a composite picture of a building?
We have to study a variable which is
non-mathematical in a building, the
human factor, the hospital sister who is not
uniform in behaviour from institution to
institution.

W. Carson: With regard to additions, the
only reason we get away with additions
without putting in new pipes is because the
pipes are inaccurately sized. They can
carry growth because they are oversized;
we would rather see the present .requirements being estimated accurately and, if
considered judicious, a definite allowance
put on for future growth.
The Chairman: You can design as accurately

as you like but the pipe sizes available is a
factor which comes into it. You might want
a pipe of a certain diameter but a size
bigger is usually the one you have to have.
Unfortunately, even if you blame the
designer you will not get away with it.
E. W. Shaw: I think the Chairman should
realize that a system is in the network not
in a single pipe so if one has oversized,
another is possibly undersized and it
balances out.

Dr. Maver: In the system of design
recommendations as existing at present,
one factor-this business of A, B, C and D
-depends on the type of ward unit, but
what you are suggesting is, should we not,
in this analysis, have considered each type
of ward unit separately? In fact, this is how
it really ought to be done. I would
certainly agree. The difficulty, as you
probably appreciate, is getting sufficient
samples.

Dr. Maver: On the subject of standardization, we have a different equation applying
for the design of calorifiers for seven
different types of ward unit. What is worth
investigating is whether or not you simply
standardize on the maximum one of these.
To try to get information as to how this
would affect the cost of calorifiers from
calorifier manufacturers is like getting
blood out of a stone. If they could tell us
what effect this would have on the cost of
calorifiers, for example with a customer
like the Ministry of Health or hospital
authorities simply specifying one single
size, you could determine whether or not it
would be worthwhole putting in too large a
calorifier in certain ward units.

Dr. K. M. Brown: I agree, but the Ministry
of Health should be able to help here. They
could probably have a national sample.
Dr. Maver: If they collected the data, I

would do the analysis.
Dr. K. M. Brown: You cannot do it
without co-operation. It is impossible, even
for a team who are adequately sponsored,
to do this in a reasonable amount of time.
You want results which are topical, not out
of date.
Mr. Shaw mentioned economical design
of size of pipes. If you produced an
empirical formula which the design engineer
is going to use, and which must be a
competent formula, it is not good his
having one which will lose him work. If he
designs his installations and pipe sizes for
that building, what are we going to do if
your Regional Hospital Board people or
university people come along in five years'

E. Fisher: I have a case where there are 32
alternatives for one set of calorifiersworking head, size, length, hours of drawoff, various considerations. There are so
many imponderables. There is no such
thing as a standard calorifier. If there were,
we would be happy to make some.
S. W. Brown: Having criticised Dr. Maver's
approach, I would like to say that I like
this work mainly because I feel that it does
provide the design engineer with a tool he
badly needs. The sort of mathematics
employed are the sort you can punch on a
tape in a computer and store it and you can

punch on to it individual requirements for
each job, so you can rattle these off in a
matter of minutes. Therefore, I doubt
whether 20 hours of computer time would
be necessary.
Dr. l\lfaver: These programmes now exist
and for anyone who has data, exactly the
same thing can be done. If people are
tempted to produce data, it is more valuable
if they can produce them in the form
amenable to electronic computation.
Mr. Brown: I think the time is coming when

the average customer who requires services
of any kind will be more conscious of what
he ought to have and it is the duty of a
professional institution to be in a position
to tell him what he needs.
The Chairman: This particular meeting was
initially centred around hospitals and it was
on that basis that I made the observation
that the client very often did not know what
he wanted. I could also have said, do we
design for the crisis which occurs in a
hospital or for the usual run-of-the-mill?
This is a point that has not been mentioned.
I raise it now because it can be a
controversial issue.

Dr. D. L. Mumford: I think that some of
the confusion which is creeping into the
meeting is caused by regarding a hospital
as one unit. A hospital is made up of a
large number of departments, of which
the ward areas represent about 50 %.
Other departments vary considerably from
wards, not only in their demand but also in
their user requirement and in the criticality
of the services that are required. For
example, in the operating theatre, electricity
is needed all the tim:!; it must not fail. In
some of the other departments, however, it
does not matter if the electricity is off for
eight hours or so. When a hospital is being
considered, these things must be taken into
account. Similarly with the water demand.
The paper is aimed entirely at wards and
the other departments have very different
types of demand.
Dr. Maver: This is true. We are in process
of doing a study of a hospital as a whole
and I hope that this will go to meet our
lack of knowledge in other departments.
Mr. Catterall: With regard to getting
information, we at the Ministry sent out
asking hospitals to fill in a survey on
incinerators recently. There were 2000 of
these and we got 88 back, most from the
Metropolitan Regional Boards, but this is a
measure of the response. All the hospitals
are autonomously run. We have no means
of compelling them to fill things in.
The Chairman (in proposing the vote of
thanks): I think you would want me to
thank Dr. Maver sincerely for giving us the
wherewithal that made this discussion
possible. Obviously, a terrific amount of
work has been put into this and a lot of
logical thought; the effects of this are going
to be pretty far-reaching, because this is
only just the pebble that is starting the
ripples in the pond. We thank you and your
organization.
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DEEMED
TO SATISFY?

Do the building regulations for conservation offuel and power encourage
design innovations which make optimum use of energy or are ihey coo
prescripti·ve? VAL TOS* and ABACU St argue here that they are too
dictatorial and demonstrate the point with a design exercise.

The regulations
The Building (First Amendment ) Reg ula tions 1978 for Engbnd and Wales con tain
regulat ion FFJ 'Conservatio n of fuel and
power':
'A building or p:Irt of a bu ilding to which
this part applies shall be so designed and
constructed that the enclosing sr ru cture
provides adequate resistance to the passagi:
of heat the loss of which from the building or
part would entail the consumption of fu el o r
power to enable temperature condi tion s
normal for the proposed use of the building
or part co be maintained .'
Two approaches to comply ing with FF3 arc
set out in the decmcd-10-satisfy provisions
{1fFF4.
I Walls, floors and roofs of a building must
be designed and constructed to meet prescribed lJ-valucs and the total percenrage
areas of the openings provided for windows
and rooflights in these walls and roofs must
not exceed prescribed limits.
2 A wall, floor or roof may have a higher
U-value provided the total rate of heat loss
through all the walls, f1oors and roofs does
not exceed that which would have resulted if
the first approach had been adopted . Similarly the limits on openings for windows and
ro~flights may be exceeded provided that the
• VALTOS ia ;;i Gbngow-bu <"d archn~ccur~I pr;, ct1 C( w11 r. cfficn
rn Edinburgh and n mao, lt has~ -s.pc, u l 1ntnc)t 1n the cn("r~·
pcrfo rmana ofh'.J lldin~s.

t

ABA C l 1S is;. rcscu i: h t~3.m in 1he D epan m~nt of.\ rch 11 ~..:1urt
•nd Build ing ar rh< C n, verrny ofS1rar hc lr de de velo pi n g , om pu1et
a,d, for dtiltn, mdudtng the ESP prognmmc-d desa1bcd htre.

total rate of heat loss through the glazed
areas does not exceed that which would have
resulted h3d the limits been obsen·ed , fo r
example through the use of double or triple
glazi ng.

Prescription and performa11ce
It is important to draw a distin ction between
prescriptive and performance requirement s .
The deemed-to-satisfy provisions of FF4, by
focusing on rate per square metre of fabric
heat loss, prt: scribe allowable construction in
large measure, thus precluding innovatory
facade treatment such as solar walls, etc .
More worryingly, it is entirely possible to
satisfy the provisions with a design which, in
terms of geometry, thermal mass, orienta•
tion, plant control, etc, may be profligate in
energy consumpt ion. H ad the deemed-tosatisfy prov!Slon dealt d irectly with
performance - maximum annual energy consumption based on occupancy and useage for
example-th e onus would have been on thi:
designer to present a design solution,
however innovatory, together with appropriate predictive evidence of its energy
behaviour.

A test case
Take a hypothetical but entirdy typical case:
the pred iction of annual energy requirement
for a multi-storey rectangu lar hotel, J.
The architect would be deemed to ha ve
satisfied the regulations by having solid
walling of O· 6 U-value in conjunction with
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either 2 5 per cent single glazing or S l per
cent double glazing. The parameters are :
• Scale. The ground floor and a single
bedroom formed the basis of the exercise .
• Constru ction. Two wall construction s
were considered. The first , 2a, is equivalent
to a O•6 U-value; the second, 2b, is
equi valent to O· 35. The floor construction
was taken as 150 mm concrete covered by
screed and flooring . Glazed areas were
varied becween O per cent and 80 per cent
disposed unequally on north and south
fai;ades. It was assumed that 20 per cent
footlights would be incorporated to match
the maximum allowance .
• Site. The hotel is rurally situated in the
Thames Valley with the long axis on an eastwest orienracion.
• Occupancy . The floor considered corn•
prises 28 bedrooms (each of 15 sq m) plus
circulation and service spaces . Normal hotel
bedroom occupancy patterns were assumed .
• Plant. A gas-fired hot water radiator
system was assumed. The internal tempera·
ture was held at 20°C with the air changes
varying over the day with a resulting average
value of O· 66 in the single rooms and l · 0 on
the ground floor generally.

A test of techniques
Some of the sophisticatio n, or lack of it, of
the regulations reflects the quality of the
prediction tools designers have ;.ivailable.
Three were tested.

Manual methods
Th05e typically used by M&E consultants
based on the principles set out in the current
CiBS (IHVE) guide I.

RJBA/ Texas calculator 'Degree day

merhod'2
This method is based on traditional 'Degree
day' routines. The calculator also offers an
empirical method which takes more explicit
account of solar gain but this is not appropriate in cases such as this where fenestration
is distributed differently between opposite
fa~ades. To use the calculator, the designer
enters the areas and U-valucs for the solid
and glazed surfaces of the building envelope,
an average internal and 'design' external
temperature, the floor to ceiling height, the
number of 'Degree days' for the site and two
factors intended to make allowance for plant
operation and useful internal heat gains.

ESP (Environmental systems
perfonnance) program:J
The ESP program is a dynamic model of the
thermal behaviour of buildings which
operates on hourly values of various
climatological parameters (from Kew 196 7
in this case). To use ESP the designer
describes, as input data, the geometrical
form of the building, the proposed construction, the mode of use and the prevailing
plant -operating strategy. The program's
predictions have been validated by the actual
behaviour of real buildings•.
Annual ESP simulations used a one-hour .
time-increme nt and increasing percentages

of single gl azing . In all cases night-time
curtain operation was included and for each
glazing percentage the glazing was distributc:d I O per cenr on the north facade and
the remainder on the south (excepl in the 80
per cent glazing case in which the distribution was 30 per cent and 50 per cent
respectively) . Correspondi ng RIBAfTcxas
calculator runs and manual calculations were
performed by a graduate architectura l
student, a practising architect and a building
scien tist.

Conflicting predictions
ESP results for single glazing (the whole
building U-value was 3 · 5) demonstrate a
minimum energy requirement , 3 {point C/4),
with 60 per cent glazing and computed as a
6 · 5 per cent energy saving on the no-glazing
case (point C/1). The correspondi ng mini•
mum points v,ith the calculator runs and
manual calculations occur in the no-glazing
case (points B 1/ 1, B2/l and Al/ I).
In general the practitioner' s calculator
resul ts were obtained by strict adherence to
thi: values recommende d in the user's
manual tables, whereas the remaining
calculator and manual results reflect an
anc:npt to include an allowance for available,
useful internal gain . Indeed both the calculator and manual method rely on the
experience of the user to make such an
allowance. In other words, these methodologies often take no explicit account of
orientation, thermal mass, layout geometry,
shading, variation in occupancy, casual
gains, curtains and blinds or climatic
variability (the manual methods shown in
this and subsequent weeks' AJ 'Energy file'
papers do include some of these factors).
Consequentl y, in the results no minimum
energy point was obtained for positive
percentage glazing values. On the other
hand, the ESP model does make explicit
allowance for the above factors by dynamically modelling longwave and shortwave
radiation effects, surface shading and
insolation, the operation of curtains, variable
casual gains-, the effects of ventilation and
infiltration and the transient flow of energy
through construction al elements.

Optimum glazing
When the energy savings are compared with
the additional construction al investment, the
60 per cent single glazing/0 · 6 U-value
solution (point Cl/4) represents a cost-in-use
advantage over the 25 per cent single
glazing/0 · 6 U-valuc: solution prescribed by
the: regulations {point Rl). With 60 per cent
single: glazing and a U-valuc of O• 35 the
savings are even greater. As energy costs
escalate over the 60-year life: of the building,
the savings will become that much more
significant.
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Double glazing
Further ESP runs for double glazing
resulted in a 17 per cent annual energy
saving-at 60 per cenr glazing and relative lO
the no-glazing-case. Adoption of this scheme
would result in a benefit in cost-in-use terms

•

Cak:ulator -Pract1!1oner

20

30

..io

50

60

70

80

90

-Gtaz1ng percentnge of e>-t~mal wall
4 For a single room facing sou eh the desired glazing area predicted by ESP suggesH that energy
consumption is largely independent of glazing area; any limit is poimless.
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whrr measured re-la :ve to bo h the rcg:.Jla•
si~g:e (25 per cell:) and double glazing
1~; per cent l .:ase
tl c'/1

, J single room

1:SP mnulat ions were perform ed for hoth
heavyweight and lightwt:1ght mtcrna l con S{rucuons and ns before night-ti me cunain
,)p~rat10:. wa~ rnch1ded . Calcul aw~ runs
were performed as prev1ou ly, .J.
ESP results demonsrr Jtc that wuh single
gl.uing the minimu m energy rcquire men,
romt .:-orrtsponds to 35 per cent glazing (18
per cent energy :.avmg agamst the no-glazing
casei ;rnd rhat w!!h d uble gla?ing the \"J!t:e
ra:,ges lro:n 40 IO 60 pe~ cent glazmg
depend ing on the ass,Kia tctl therma l .:-apac:ry
(yicid1n g a 25 per rnt to 35 per cenr er~ergv
~avmg agamst thi: iw-glating case).
:\s prcv1ously, the steaJy-~t.ate rcs'J!ts of he
other metht,ds ~hnw no minimu m ,urning
romt for pos:tt\'C valu es L'f gluing area
For the .:on~tru.:uons chos~n. it is .nrercsrmg
to no:e that w:th d1)11ble glazing 111 a !1ght
wcighl stn!l:t,11c the dyn:im1c analysis
indicates an optimL n: pc-rcemage poim less
than the prr.:smbed lima (51 p r n:nt),
,..,hr.:rt: J:'> '>'ith similar glazing m a hc:.ivy•
weigh ·tructu ;e the indi::-ateJ op1im ,1r.1 :s
mo~c :han the rq~ularinn atlmvan..:c.

b~, deemed 10 satisfy?
5 lf"i//,s Faber and DwntJs ar Ipswich as it might

I .imits of the regula tions
J limited and somew hat
s11nplc cxer..:ise, dealing primari ly wnh
glazing, ir roinr~ 10 somc- importa nt issu!!~Quiti.: dearly, in the hea\·ywcighl construe•
t.on case-a nd thert' no reason to 1:011s1dcr
,t at_vpi.:al-the deerncd·to-saris(r pro\'isions
li -; 1i1 the de-s igner to a percent age glazing
wh ich is below opttmu m '<.:onscrva:ion of
:i.!d and rower'. In other Lases, rhc glazing
allowed bv the rcgu!at wm may be significan,ir above the optimu m. So slavish
comrlia ncc wirh current deerned -10-~.nis!\,
or indeed any other, pres..:ribcd •.alues is
unlikely [\) be m the be!>t intere$1!> of ener(:v
conservation or cost-benefit.
Those dc'>tgncrs concer ncJ to pursue the
goal of energy conserv.it1on bey\)nd the
..:-onstra mts of deemed-to·s,1tisfy pro,·1s ionsand thereby save their client and rht narion
money -canno t rely exclusively on the
tedm iques current ly available on th~
RIBAr l cxas l.ilcula tor or on the commo nly
used manual alterna nvcs .

Whtk tlm wa.

1,

Hope s for the future
Better tech11i:;11es

A new generation of energy models -some

already existing (eg ESP), more in the course
of de\'dop mcnt-a re enjoyin g a rapid take•

up by archit~cwral practices. These models
deal cxplicttly with buildin g geomet ry,
:1ritn1ation, therm.i i mass, shading , variable
cs::cupanc y, climatic ,·ariability, plant opaa whkh
t ion and the host oi other vari ables on
thtrmal beha\'i1.,1ur is depcnd ent. The benefi t
from this dq~rcc of pm:i:sion lies not solely
in f',edtction t'f t:ncrgy Lvmum prio n hut i:~
p , ,! 1..t 1t>n vi thi: quJ!ity of tht: inttrna l
cr:·. Jt ,1 r.mcnr .

,,.,.....,

.

:.I,..

•

~ ·-

Juch a deep building JOO per cent double gla.::.i,,g
6 The gl:ized ski•n ltas some energ_i.· ad-vantages; in
·
m:1y be pmsiblc h•i!hin th.- r,11ulariom.
variah! es-incl udmg the issue of visual
Progressivc:ly these models -some perhap s
impact.
corn·
ly
certain
some
manually operate d,
The choice open to pracncc , then, 1s clear: to
pUie; -based, bur all rigorou sly valida tedtake the soft option. of mandat ory constra im
will become easier to use and more readily
or to meet rhe challenge of the energy crisis
aci:ess1blc, C\"en to the smaller practices,
held on.
consulormed
newly-f
or
existing
throug h
tancy agen:.:ics. Discussions are presently in
hand on proposals to muke such models
availab le through a nationa l nerwork of

rcg:onal ccmrcs.

Beller regulations

Curren tly available and validated models
ckar!y prov1t.!c th:: necessary and su!Ticient
l:\!dence for bypassi ng the deemed -to-sati sfy
provisions by addressing the intentio n of
FF3 d1rcdy . In the longer term there is the
prospec t of replacin g the current prescriptive (anJ therefore n:strkti ve) regulat ions
with perform an.:-e spedfic ations- ie ai.nual

energy c1.rnsum ption 'targets '. These targers
would be establis hed bv control led
applica tion of validated models to large
populat io:H of exis1ing and hypot het ical
buildin gs .

lmcgrated appro,1d1

l1hima tely there may be growin g .:omm it mcnt w the con..:cpt of intq;rn teJ appraisal
models (m which vcrr ~:ons1J~-rab e work
hJ~ already been im,-estt:d), which allow
energy .:vnsi,h.:r.ition~ to be bat.meed :igainsr
the enurc range l'f c,),t and performance
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A Theory of Architectural Design
in which the Role of the Computer is
Identified
T. W. MAVER*

a model of the
To identify the rule of the computer in architectural design, basic types of
three
for
ork
framew
a
s
provMe
which
ed
propos
is
design activity
relationships are
process model- -forma l mathematical processes in which
and simulation
ed
modell
are
rules
search
which
in
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process
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heurist
d,
modelle
are given and
type
each
of
les
Examp
d.
modelle
are
ns
processes in which solutio
described whereby
their usefulness discw,sed. A proposed line of dei·elopment is
e computer aided
those affected by design decisions can play a role in an iterativ
design procedure.

(a) Politico-economic (PLEN TY)- to provid e
every individ ual with instrum ents that are
perfect ly efficient for his objectives.
(b) Scientific (TRU TII)-t o develop instruments and idcntify means which are perfect ly
efficient and to provid e every individ ual with
a knowledge and unders tanding of these.
(c) Ethico -moral (GOOD )- to remove conflic t
within individuals and between them, io
provid e peace of mind and peace among

1. INTRODUCTION
ARCH ITECT URE remain s, from the entire range
of areas of design endeav our, that profession which
alone has failed to take full advant age of the
digital compu ter. Among the factors inhibit ing
the realisa tion of the unfulfi lled potenti al of the
compu ter in buildin g design , the lack of an externally valid model of the design activity which
can serve as a framew ork for a taxono my of
compu ter design techniq ues and as a matrix for the
correla tion of researc h and develo pment effort, is
of param ount import ance. Two other factor s-the
inability to suppor t specialised disciplines in the
numer ous small practic es, and the lack of inexpens ive graphic al interfa ces to the compu terare clearly import ant but may be as much sympto matic as causal.
This paper sets out to provid e a model of the
existin g relatio nship betwee n the compu ter and the
design activity on which to base a plan for the
development of compu ter-aid ed archite ctural

men.

(d) Aesthetic (BEA UTY) -to enable every individual to enlarge the range of his objectives throug h concep tualisa tion or new
desirable states.
By definit ion an ideal state is that which is unobtaina ble and is approa chable without limit. It is

necessary, therefo re, to define also a system of
objecti ves (which arc defined as ends which are
attaina ble though not necessa rily within the period
planne d for) which, if we are lucky, will give rise to
a system of goals which arc surely and predict ably
attaina ble.
For an objectives system one can take that
develo ped by the BPRU and describ ed hy
Marku s[2]. The system compri ses four subsystem s-the buildin g system, the enviro nment
system, the activity system and the objecti ve
system (figure 1). The overall objective can be
stated as the optimi sation of the return on the
investment of the client's resources, where resources
investm ent is measur ed in terms of the cost of providing and mainta ining a built enviro nment and

design.

2. A DESIGN PHILO SOPH Y
Ackoff [l], in the contex t of planning, defines the
ideal state as one in which every individ ual can
obtain whatev er he wants and in which he has a
continu ously expand ing set or desires . The necessary and sufficient conditi ons for this state can be
listed as:
* Research Fellow, Departm ent of Architecture and
Building Science, Strathclyde University, Glasgow, C.L
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Fig. l. Cost/pe1fonnance model.

return is measure d in terms of the activity performanc e indices.
The degree to which this objective is attainab le,
its compati bility to the system of ideals already
stated and the extent to which it promote s definitio n
of goals will emerge later in the paper. Suffice it to
say at this stage that unless the decision as to
whether or not an optimum allocatio n of resource s
has been achieved is taken in conjunc tion with those
who will be affected by it, the philosop hy will
have been denied.

to combine the complex ity of one man's concept
of the activity with a desire for universa l validity;
this complet eness/un derstand ability conflict rew
quires resolutio n in the modellin g of any system.
The model used in this paper, which is that of
Markus[ 3), is intended to be sufficiently simple to
have external validity (figure 2). It comprises two
dimensio ns: a design morphol ogy comprisi ng
sequenti al stages from the strategic and general to
the tactical and particula r and a design process
compris ing iterative cycles between the steps of
analysis, synthesi s and appraisa l. It is this model
be used in a later section as a framewo rk
which
for a taxonom y of design process techniqu es; at
this stage, however , it is necessar y to give some
attention to the capabilit ies and limitatio ns of the
compute r.

wm

~- A MODEL OF THE DESIGN ACTIVITY

Modellin g of the architec tural design activity
has become, over the last few years, a major
occupati on. It will continue to be a less than totally
successful business while a single mode) attempts

'----------,V
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.fig. 2, Model oft he design activity.
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4. THE CAPABILITIES AND LIMIT ATI ONS
OF A COMPUTING MACHINE
It has to be stated at the outset that the design ers
of compu ters arc conce rned not with an artifac t
which will emula te man, but with one which will
compl ement him; it is less a matter of replac ing
man as of releasi ng his energi es for the attain ment
of his creativ e aspira tions. The compl ement ary
attribu tes of man and machi ne are summ arised in
what is known as the .. Fitts List'' (Table 1).
Table I.

Machin e

Man
·- - -·- ·•·• •·---

Speed

Much superio r

Lag 1 s

Power

Consis tent at any
level; large
constan t standar d
forces

2·0 hp for about JO s
0·5 hp for a few
minutes .
O· 2 hp for continuous work over a
day

Consist ency

Ideal for: roLJtine; Not reliable : should
be monito red by
repetiti on;
machin e
precisio n

Complex. activities Multi-c hannel

201

Relati ng the attribu tes on this list to the steps in
the design proces s, it is immed iately appar ent that
the potent ial of the compu ter lies mainly in
analys is and apprai sal. This being so, the cyclic
proces s of design will involv e man-m achine
interac tion and it is in the area of this interfa ce
that a great deal of hardw are and softwa re develo pment is being conce ntrate d. The adven t of remot e
access time-s haring termin als which provid e each
user with what would appea r to be exclus ive use of
a large machi ne, and the develo pment of high
level design orient ated langua ges which are immedia tely unders tandab le by the practi tioner , are
makin g effective man-m achine dialog ue econo mit:ally feasible. A breakt hroug h in cathod e-ray
tube techno logy is immin ent and wil1 allow remot e
graphi c comm unicat ion with the compu ter to
supple ment or replace the presen t alpha- numer ic
metho d.
Althou gh deveJo pment contin ues on interfa ces
and on machi nes which will operat e faster an<l
have larger memo ries, the basic range of mathe matica l functi ons which the machi ne is capab le
of remain s unalte red. All proble ms, therefo re.
must he de2.lt with in terms of these functi ons and
the ta* of arrang ing this is the proces s of proble m
solving.

Single-channel

Memor y

Large store, multipl e
Best for literal
reprodu ction and access. Better for
short term storage princip les and
strategi es

Reason ing

Good deducti ve

Good inducti ve

Compu tation

Fast, accurat e
Poor at error
correct ion

Slow, subject to
error
Good at error
correct ion

Input sensitivity

Wide energy range
Some outside
(10 t 2 ) and variety of
human senses,
e.g. radio-a ctivity stimuli dealt with
by one unit; e.g. eye
deals with relative
location , movem ent
and colour. Good
at pattern detectio n.
Can detect signals in
high noise levels.
Affected hy heat,
Can be designe d
cold, noise and
to be insensit ive
vibratio n (exceed ing
to extrane ous
known limits)
stimuli

Overlo ad
reliability

Sudden
breakd own

"Grace ful
degrad ation"

Intelligence

None

Can deal with unpredict ed and unpredict able; can
anticipa te

Manipu lative
abilitie s

Specific

Great versatil ity
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5. PROCESS MODELS
Figure 3 is the relatio nship, propo sed by
Coom bs, Raiffa and Thrall [4], betwe en the real
world and repres entatio ns of it. Sjnce experi menta l
design is less appro priate to archit ecture than it is
to mass produ ction indust ries, this sectio n will
develo p, with examp les, three catego ries of theoate to
retical model which are sufficiently dispar
warra nt separa te study; these are forma l mathe matica l model s, heuris tic model s and simula tion
model s.

5. l Formal mathematical modelling
This can be define d as the model ling of the
relatio nship betwee n interd epend ent variab les using
mathe matica l expres sions. A well known techni que
- linear progr ammi ng-fal ls within this catego ry .
que
By defini tion linear progra mmin g is a techni
to
t
subjec
on,
functi
ive
where by a linear object
le,
examp
an
As
sed.
optimi
is
inequa lity constr aints,
one can take the study of Krcjci rik and Sipler[5].
in which the linear object ive functi on is given by:
Cost, C = 585x 1 + 1643x 2 +816x 3 + 1747x 4
+436x 5 + l 77lx 6
where x 1 , x 2 , x 3 etc. are the numbe rs of each of six
dilTerent types of flats to be includ ed in a residen tial
develo pment .
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Fig. 3. Rel"tiv nship between ,·eo! world and represe11talion

The linear constr aints in this examp le were:

2x 1 + 2x 3 + 6x 5 + 2x 6

~
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2x 1 + 8x 2 + 6x 3 + 8x 5 + 16x 6

~

354

~

466

10.\· 1 + 8x 2 + lOx 3 + l 4x 5 + 16x 6

1Ox 1 + 30.x 2 + 14x 3 + 24x 4 + 14x 5 + 34x 6

1790

s;

12x 1 + 30x 2 + 16x 3 + 24x 4 + I4x 5 + 34x 6

1820

450x 1 + I264x 2 +628x 3 + 1344x 4 +412x 5
~ 77,350
+ l362x 6
-576x 1 + 144x 2 -704x ;, + l 76x 4 -336x 5 + 192x 6

~

0
8

The minimum cost solution to this problem was
calcul ated to be
x1

=

J1, X7.

=

36,

X3

= 5,

X4

= 2.1,

X5

= 2,

x6

=0

In this examp le, the functi onal relatio nship
betwe en cost and the other design variab les was
known. In enviro nment al design , howev er, the
functi onal relatio nship betwee n the depen dent
variab le-cos t in the examp le chose n-and the
indepe ndent variab les may yet have to be established. Tf this is the case, the techni que is to
hypoth esise a relatio nship, say of the form
C

= ClX1+/Jx2+rX.3+«h:·4+µx5+-rx6

and to gather suffici ent data on the values of
C, x 1 x 2 x 3 etc. from previo us solutio ns to allow the
coefficients ex, fi, y, etc. to he evalua ted. The
techni que for this evalua tion is known as regres sion
analys is[6].
There are certain difficulties associ ated with this
appro ach. Jn the first place one may, in order to
simplify subseq uent statist ical analys is, hypoth esise
a relatio nship which is rather more simple -mind ed
than that existin g in the real world (e.g. an importan t variab le may not have hccn accou nted for,
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or the real relatio nship may not be linear, as
assum ed). Even where the hypoth esised relatio nship can be statistica)]y valida ted there is some
dange r in extrap olatin g from it for predic tive
purpo ses since the valida tion may hold only
within the range of observ ed data. A third difficulty
is that since the data used in the formu lation of the
relatio nship is drawn from previo us solutio ns, the
model is most unlike ly to promo te design innovati on.
The reduct ion of a mass of probab alistic data
drawn from a numbe r of previo us solutio ns into a
simple equati on does of course incur an accura cy
penalt y; at the strateg ic stages of design , howev er,
where greate r inaccu racy can be tolerat ed, the
"weak laws" produ ced by the techni que have
their uses. Linear progra mmin g, on the other hand,
used at a tactica l level where relatio nships can be
establi shed by the Jaws of natura l philos ophy, is
a fairly power ful tool.
Anoth er forma l mathe matica l techni que which is
enjoyi ng vogue in buildi ng design at presen t is
cluste r or factor analys is used in the hierarc hical
decom positio n and rccom positio n of sets and subsets of a large multiv ariate design proble m[?, 8].
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In its simple st form the techni que is one for

which a matrix expres sing the correl ation betwee n
a set of variab les A, B, C, etc. (figure 4) is the:
input. The outpu t is a numbe r of subset s (figure 5)
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formed either by maximi sing the internal integrit y
of the sub-set s or by minimi sing the links between
the sub-sets . Provide d the input data accurat ely
express es the relation ship between each and every
variabJc , the techniq ue has value in structur ing an
otherwi se unmana geable strategi c problem .
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5.2 Heurist ic modelling

This process is carried out in situatio ns where a
"best" solution is sought from an effectively
infinite range of possible solution s. The "heuris tics"
are simply the rules applied to limit the area of
search to a manage able, but hopeful ly fruilful,
sub-set of solution s. A well-kn own exampl e of a
search from a large number of solution s is routefinding in a maze; if the object is to arrive at the
centre and the subject chooses to start from a
souther n entranc e, an approp riate "heuris tic"
may be to turn, in order of priority , north, west,
east, south as opportu nity is provide d . (An almost
identica l problem relating to route finding in
building s, has been program med by Beaumo nt[9].)
Fortuna tely, buildin g design problem s, unlike
mazes, are not structur ed malicio usly and there is
some evidenc e that efficient heuristi cs can be
applied in an umber of cases.
As an exampl e it is useful to take the work of
Drumm ond, Paterso n and Willoug hhy{IO] . Given
a number of building s, the associa tion bet\.\•een
each of which is known (figure 6), it is required to
place them on a site which has been partitio ned to
differen tiate between suitable and unsuita ble
I
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founda tion conditio ns (figure 7). The number of
possible solution s is exceedi ngly large (approx i18
for the placing of 10 elemen ts
mately 30 x 10
on a 20 x 20 gr.i d); the method adopted was to
place manual ly one building in the best location
on the site, place the next buildin g such that the site
value combin ed with the associa tion between the
two was maximi sed, place the third building such
that the site value combin ed with the associa tion
between the third and the first two was maximi sed,
etc. This techniq ue necessit ated a prior stateme nt
of a number of heuristi cs. One heuristi c related to
the order in which the building s should be located :
a decision had to be made to adopt the rule
propose d by Whiteh ead and Eldars[ ll] (in which
the buildin g to be placed .first is that h~ving the
highest associa tion with all others; the order
subsequ ently being proport ional to the associa tion
of each unplace d building with all those already
placed) or in reverse order of their future expansi on
require ments or accordi ng to some other rule.
Clearly the solution generat ed will depend on the
heuristi cs adopted and since there is often no way
of telling how appropr iate the heurjsti cs are, one
cannot be at all sure how close (or far) the solution
is from an optimum . In the exampl e cited, an
attemp t was made to deal with two variable s associa tion values and site values. Besides requirin g
an a priori decision as to the relative weighti ng
of these two variable s, the certaint y as to the
validity of the heuristi cs is lower than would be the
case were only a single variable being conside red.
This is indicati ve of the fact that an attempt to
deal with a multi-v ariate problem by heuristi c
modelli ng is fraught with difficul ty: as the number
of variable s goes up, the heuristi cs and relative

•~-
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weighting s become more dubious unti~ a stage is
reached when the proximity of the solution to an
optimum may be less than is achievabl e by purely
intuitive methods.
For those who seek a further example, the work
of Moucka[ l2] provides an interestin g contrast
lo the example given in the field of layout planning
by heuristic modelling .
5.3 Simulation nwdellinK

For the purposes of this paper, simulatio n will be
taken to mean lhe modelling of design solutions.
Using the problem tackled hy Drummo nd,
Paterson and Willough by as an example, simulatio n
implies the inputting not only of an associatio n
matrix and a site plan but also a hypothesi sed
design solution. The output is in terms of a ''score"
or performa nce index for associatio n and for siting
achieved by the hypothesi sed solution. By modelling
a variety of solutions comparis on of performa nec
indices can be made and a "best" solution approached progressiv ely. Since there is no requirement for an a priori statement of heuristics and
weighting s between variables, the number of
variables incorpora ted in the model is not limited~
cost, for instance, can be computed for every
solution hypothesi sed.
An early and importan t simulatio n study, in
which movemen t througho ut a hospital building
was simulated using a graphical input device is
reported in "Planning for Hospitals : a Systems
Approach using Compute r-Aided Techniqu es (CO-

PLA NNER)" [13 ].
5.4 Relationship ofprucess techniques to the design
aclirity model

lt should be clear from the foregoing that there
is a strong correlatio n between the three types of
process models and three of the steps in the design
process. Formal mathemat ical models have their
use mainly in ANALYS IS, heuristic models in
SYNTHE SIS and simulatio n models in APPRAISAL. The examples quoted can thus be
plotted within the two dimensio ns of the design
process as in Table 2:
Table 2

Analysis

Strategic Regression analysis
Cluster analysis

,!,

Synthesis

Appraisal

Drummon d Drummond
.tf al.[10J
et al.[101
Mouckafl21
Co-planner

Linear programmi ng

Compute r program~ exist for ,di the ex~'. mples
quoted. Although categoris ation of existing techniques has been suggested , the categories are not
definitivel y exclusive; the heuristic program of
Drummo nd, Paterson and Willoughb y[IO], for
example, contains elements of appraisal and Coplanner requires some heuristics to effectively
appraise movement in hospitals . It should he
noted that the technique s can be used serially to
considera ble effect. Drummo nd et al., have used
the output from their heuristic program as the
input to a program which appraises the scheme
on the basis of a large number of variables. /\n
excellent example of all three technique s being
utilised is provided by Beaumon t[9] : a large set of
spatial elements is decompos ed by cluster analysis
into two sub-sets which arc located, heuristica lly.
on a grid; in turn each of these sub-sets is decomposed and the sub-sub-s ets located; this process
is continued until all the elements of the original
set have been placed; at each stage of the decomposit ion, the level of those variables->-which
were not considere d heuristica lly are subjected
to appraisal technique s.
An importan t distinctio n exists between computer technique s which are algorithm ic ~.nd those
1
which are interactiv e, i.e . between processes
which are completel y automatic from beginning
to end and processes which require human intervention. Beaumon t's process is essentiall y algorithmic although he has made it possible to effect a
manual interrupt to modify partial solutions prior
to the next stage in processin g. The price which
has to be paid for algorithm ic elegance is in terms
of the machine's inferior performa nce in pattern
recognilio n and inductive logic.

6. A PROPOSED LINE OF DEVELOPMENT
Considera tion of the foregoing indicates that
while formal mathemat ical models and heuristic
models have a use, this use is suhjcct to fairly
serious limitation s. The confidenc e with which one
can predict from regression equatjons based on
past data is not high and the number of occasions
where an objective function can be formulate d
without simplifyin g the problem to a level which
contraven es realism are few. The task of devising
and testing appropria te heuristics for the generatio n
of multi-var iate design solutions is difficult if nor
impossibl e and can Jead inadverte ntly to poor

solutions.
The proposed approach is based on the theory

that if a number of variables are to be manipulated
simultane ously it is not feasible to generate,
explicitly, a design solution as effectively as an
architect can intuitively ; but that it is possible,

Tactical
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solutions, the data can be used to generate the
regression equation of the functional relationship
between design variables. Th us the three steps in
the design process come full cycle; the outcome of
simulated appraisals becomes the input for formal
mathematical analysis, as shown in Markus' paper
HDesign and Research''[14]. By this procedure,
design by performance specification, rather than
by investment specification as at present, may
ultimately be possible.
Participation of those affected by design decisions
in the process of reaching the decisions is an
integral concept of the proposal. It must be clear
to all designers that the layman's ability to make a
relevant contribution to design is greater when he is
responding to a proposed scheme than when he is
asked, a priori, for a statement of needs; the
approach outlined affords the former of these
alternatives. The responses of the solution team

using an intuitive synthesis as a first approximation.
to explicitly appraise it in such a way that promotes
convergence by iterative modification towards an
optimum solution. The iterative method of successive approximations is well tried in algebra and
there would appear to be no fundamental reason
why it should not apply to the simulation of design
solutions. It does depend, however, on two conditions: one is th .. t all possible solutions should
exist along a single "objective" dimension of
"good-b.td", the other is that each appraisal
should be carried out in sufficient detail to suggest
the appropriate solution modification.
The mechanism proposed, for each stage of the
design morphology, is one in which a suite of
appraisal programs, covering cost and performance
variables, would be applied to a solution hypothesised by the architect ; the outcome of the appraisals
would be considered by a "solution team" (as

___s_c.....he_m_e_

__,._,4.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~

I I I I I I I I -r -1
* * * *
* * * * * * Performance
Cost

---appraisals

Design

team

appraisals

Solution

team

Fig. 8

opposed to a design team) together with the nonquantifiable variables; if the balance between cost
and performance or between different aspects of
performance is not considered optimal, the solution
would be modified and the process repeated
(figure 8). The principle embodied is that of
making the consequences of design decisions
explicit to the ''solution team" which can be com~
posed of client, users, financers, representatives of
society at large, etc. To assist the solution team to
negotiate an optimum solution through trade-offs
and compromises, the norms, optima or statutory
constraints for each variable can be provided as a
basis of comparison for each variable performance
index; the generation of an optimum for each
variable independently can be achieved by the ..,
~
heuristic techniques already discussed.
In other design fields simulation has been ~
recognised not only as a method of solving particular design problems but of providing the designer
with a wealth of design experience in a short space
of time. If cost and performance criteria are
recorded for each of a large number of simulated
C
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to a variety of schemes can be formalised in a
number of ways; one is to allocate to each participant a number of votes equal to the number of
schemes under consideration.
The table shown (Table 3) may represent the
voting after discussion has taken place. Since the
object is to precipitate a coalition, the total vote is
fed back to the participants and each given the
Table 3
Participant
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opportunit y to revote. This process may be continued until no change takes pl2ce between two
successive runs, indicating that all participant s are
as satisfied with the total allocation of votes as is
-•· possible. If one scheme emerges as the "best" only
'<if is carried forward to the next morpholog ical
stage; if two, three or four schemes emerge as
approximat ely eqmdly "best", all of these should be
carried forward. This game can be made more
sophisticat ed by allowing participant s to withhold
all or some of their votes; then, if the total votes
cast is not equal, say, to half the total possible
votes, the design team must generate further
alternatives to the existing schemes. Game theory
has developed little in the field of coalition, as
opposed to competitiv e games, but Flood[l5]
describes some examples of a type similar to that
developed here.
The goals of a computer aided developme nt plan
can now be stated as the production of a suite of
appraisal programs for each stage in the design

morpholog y. The goals are seen as making possible
the achieveme nt of the design objective- a cost/
performanc e balance (figure 8) which optimises
the return on investment . As to the ideals, the
four necessary and sufficient condition s-a wealth
of alternative schemes, an understand ing of how
they perform, an opportunit y for the resolution of
conflicting needs and an opportunit y to conceptualise innovation -are, at least, not contravened.
The challenge presented by the computer is
perhaps the most exciting one yet faced by the
profession. If we truly seek the ideal state, let's
get going on the goals!
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Input format
r
\Vhen the program iH called up (Hee table I) the compute
print,s the program name, t.he date and t-he time. It then
asks t,hc· question , 'Are your units in metric? 0/1', and waits
for H. reply to be typed on the keyboar d by the desigruir . In
0
this case the units are imperial and so t.he designer types
to indicate 'No·. (Throug hout table r designer 's response s
have bl'en underlin ed for eaHy interpre tation.) The current
s
,·crsion of ..1-'ACE l opcn1tes in impcrilil units and produce
the output, in imperial nnits, hut it will accept metric
input: 11 fully com·erte d program is being written. 'l'he
input, H,s mm be seen from table I, is in five section sgent>ra-1 informat ion, geometr ic informa tion, site information , construc tional informa. tion a.ncl activity informa tion.

Oen.era/, informat ion

In U1is HPction t,he designer specifies the building type, thF.nnmbf-lt' of occupan ts, thf-1 location of the site and the height
of the site above Hea level. Tlrn compute r can then access
stored data on pattern of occupt1.ncy, recomm ended en•,ironmcnt.a.1 stnndard s and climat.~.

Uemnetri«1.l informat ion.
The gt'Onwtrim1.I configur ation of the sctu-ime is input. hy
typing in the co-ordin ateH of the two opposing verticc~ of
each spatial element. The response 1, 1 labels t.lw elAmen.t
H.nd t.ht:> 1·esponsc 160, 40, 0, 320, 200, 10 gives tlrn x, y and :G
co-ordin ates of the vertex neai-est to and furthest from the
origin 2. This simple input stateme nt uni4uely defines tht-i
size, shapt> and location of compon ent 1. The element s are
cnt,crt>d in any order and the response 0, 0 typed to indicate
that thi:; part of the input is complet e. The compute r also
r·equest$ informa tion on the floor-t.o. floor height and the
ground floor h~vfll (in relation t.o z ,~ 0). The orientat ion of
the 8dwme is input by giving the llngle between t.lttl y-axis
mui t.he north point 3. No modular constrai nt iH imposed
by thi:-- form of input, unless Hpecifica lly applied.
,S'ite infornuzti<m

To dmwribe t.he. sit,c to the computtw , a. rectilin~ ar gt·icl is
in
phi.ct>d on·r the site wit,h a nwuerie al value for each cell
1
the grid 3 (fot· a discus.~ion of Hite values St!H '\Villoug hby ).
Aft.f'rt-lw inputoft hesitc,'s overalld imonsio nH, the designer can
specif~· lw,,· coarse or fine this grid is: for a unifol'm site the
o
designer may specify, Ray, t.wo 1·owR and two columns ; for
varieri sit-e he may specify, say, a 20 x 30 grid. The actual
valul>s 11.tto.ched t,o the cdl.8 may be on any scale (iu this
ca..~c· 0-10) and are input a row at n tirnp,, starting with the
row adjacen t and parallel to tlrn x-axis. 'l'he Hize of the
site cellrs docs not have to n-ilate to the size of the spatial
bloc.ks g.ivcn t{> the computP r a.s geometr ical informa tion.
Con'llr1.uitional informat ion
This .~P.ction of input allows u1.forrna tion to he given about
the proporti on of glazing and the insulatio n properti es of
each fact> of t>,ach spatial element. lf the designer wi!:jhAS to
waive t.hiH option, the machine will assume values on his
behalf, eg if he a.miwers O to the initial question in this
section, the machine wilt inform him that it will assume
25 p~, CPnt area of glazing on oll vertical surf1:uiP~<1, no
glazing on horizont al surfaces , and medium standard
immla.tio n througho ut... If he. clectR to input. his own data.
n
the machine will ask for thfl glazing dah1o and the insulat,io
data for each element. A glazing data response of .2, ..3,
.4, .5, (} indicate s ::!0 per cent area of glazing on the \·ert.ical
surfaee nearest the x-axis, 30 per cent on the vertical
sul'fa<:c nenrest. the y-axiR, 40 p<il' cent on the ·1,P-rtiGal
surface furthest from the x-axis, 50 per cent on thi- vertical
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surface fm·thest- from the y-axis and zero glazmg on thr
upper horizont,al imrface. An in1mlat.i on data response of
2, 2, 2, 2, 1, ,3 indic.ate s medium standard insulatio n on all
four vertical surfaces (dealt with in the above ordel'}, lo\\·
standard insulatio n on the upper horizont al surface nnd
high 8tandard irnmlat.io n on the lower horizont al $Ul'foce.
The me.chine will take full account of horizont al and
vertical interface s between spatial clf•ment s and components; thuR if compon ent 3 abuts compon ent 1, t.he proportion of glazing on the relevant, surface of compon ent 1 will
relate only to the unadjoin ffl surface-.

Activity info,rmatfrm
The final section of input is the relations hip matrix shown
in 1. The nwneric al values are typed in for each compon ent
in tum (1 and table I).
Output format
Table 11 gives the output format as it- is typed by tllP
compute r. The output is in four sectium, : costs, spatial
perforrn ance, environm ental perform ance, and activity
pmform ance. Befo1·e dPaling with the~'-e, it is necessar y to
Hxplain the three columns of numeric al values. The first
column hetuieci 'VALUE' is the absolute value measun~ d by
the compute r in the appropr iate units; the second column
headed 'UNIT VALUE' is a standard ised measure intended to
be indepen dent of the scheme's Rize; the third column
headed 'liEAN' iH the meau unit valne of al\ previom~ ly
compute d Hchemes of similar building type.

Cost..v

This first section of output deals with capital and ruuning
costs; tho first ,:olumn is in pounds, the second and third
coltmm in pounds per occupan t. Capita.I and mo.inten ancl'
cost.s are compute d hy t,aking off qmmtiti es of floor and
smface area and multiply ing by unit cost data held in file
under ca.cl1 building type. Lighting nud he-ating cost~ art>
obtained by multiply ing the lighting and heating loads
(comput ed as describe d below) by cul'rent. unit t·nergy costs
which are. held in filp,. 'When the dP.signer chornies his fop]
type, hot wakr costs and total cost,<; co.u be compute ri.

Spat-ial performa nce

Spatial performa nct· is measure d by a set of ratio valt1f':,, so
Pnt.ries do not appAa1· in the first- column. Site utilisa.t.i on is
total
<iomput.ed accordin g to t,hc t.radition o.l dofinitio n. ic
floor anrn, of the scheme divided by site urPa,, as is plot. ratio.
ie total floor area. of thP scheme di,·ided by ground floot·
area. Plan and ma.as compact .uess nre compute d on definih
tions develope d by the Building Perform ance H<·>HP.arc
plan
,
thf'
of
rat,io
inverse
the
Unit; plan compact ness is
perimet er to the circumfe rence of a circle of equal an~a
the im·e11-e
(POP AJ i.l.70 p2fi); mass compact ness is
ratio of surface area. of the ma.-l.~ to surface area of o hAmispherc of equal volume (VOLM AJ 7 .I. 70 p26). The remainin g
measure - -site value-in volves thl! numeric al quantiti es
attliched to the cells in the site grid a.ncl is defined as tllf'
ratio of the av~rage value of t.he cells covered by the
scheme to the a.veragc value of all the <:t->lls on tht- sit-e.

Environ mental performa nee
As opposed to actually mPasuri ng the en viromne nt.al
cha.racte riHt,ics of t,hc schflme, this section of the i,mtput
e
essentia lly gives plant Ai7.es which will give adequat
sizt>rl
is
piping
wat-cr
storm
The
Pnvironr nento.l conditio ns.
by taking account of roof area and stored informaL ion on
maximu m storm water prf'Cipit ation.
The area requirin g permane nt artificial light.mg and t-ht.,
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Table

Table

Input, Jermat

1

1..-:SI

P..,.C:EI

SYS£D MCIN l~T!t JUN 1971

WHAT JS YOUR JIJB NAME
?~

.

?

ARE YOUR Lf:NGTH.$ IN METRIC IJNJTS

.......
....... .------------------- ·----

l.!.l

GLAZlNG DATA
,.g ... g... 2 •• 2.0

INPUT

lNSILIITT!lN DATA
?1 ... 1, J_. 1, L, I

EXAMPLE

___ __ ... __

lnpuJ.Jorm at (cont)

0/1

?Jl.

GENERAL I NF"ORMA TION

I

TYPE COMPONENT N(J. AND ELEMENT IIO• ON ONE Lll'iE
"THEN TYPE IN PROPORTION Gl.AZlNG ON £ACK OF THE 4 F"ACES
AND ROOF THEN SJMILARLY FOR JNSUl.ATION + FLOOR
l=LOW STANDARD .. JNSl.LATJON
2•MEDfl1'1 STANDARD INSULATION
3•HI GH STANDARD tNSI.LATlON
FINJSH 1-!ITH · TW ZEROS

.. ",..

...

~AT IS YOUR BUILDING TYPE?
l::>SCHO.DL
2zHOSPJTAL
3z0Fr!CE
4'0HllUSE

GLA21NG DATA
? • 2 ... ,. 2 .... 2 ... 2 .. a

5,.F"ACIDRY·
f."F"IICTIJRY <SHIFTS>

INSULATION DATA

?.l

?t ... 1 ... L, J, 1 .. I

lil1AT 1S TOTA!. OCCU?ANCY nF SCHEMF.:

?1!2.2
~•HAT IS LOCATION Cir Sli :':
l=SCnTJ_AND
2=MIDLANOS

•

I

c.;.:JN(J fJATA
~ - .,.· .11

3cSOLITH

?J. .
rs

l·IHAT

THE ALTITUDE T;J

;·11~: :Jfcl\J-:E:ST 50 F"EET

?:ut
i,EOW:: TRJCAL

INl'TJRMATlUN

~Li\Z I !\'.G J>A "i" A

?.r • . 2., .2 .. -2,a

TYPF'. COMPONENT NO, AND 1:.1.EMEN"f 1-" 1- fJM r!NE l. I NE
PND ON NEXT LINE 6 ClJORDINATES
DO 'i'ilS FTJR ALL FLr11F:NT.'i •· FINISH ! ' !TI; TWl ZEHD!i

Jr-.'SlJLATt'lN DATIi
?J • t • l • l .t l, I

?W
? J (,II., A{I" 0 ~ 320., 2 0 0 • I ft

ACT_JVITY DATA

TYPE ASSllClATIIJN I IF {;lt~11'n~:i::r-n Ill TH r.ACH
OF HlGHF:R Nn.
COMPONENT
?~

C:'l!'oPr:lNENf

.,~

?40,280,

o. 120,J60,20·

:>

C1Jf'IPU!~:.N1'
?~

r:!'.IMPnNf:N'T
~280,200,0,3 20,280, 10

?~

. CfJMPflNENT

.s

?,!.

tlHAT IS THE AVERIIGE rNTEGRAL FLOOR TO i-1.00P. HEIGHT
?I0
t.HA T IS YOUR Gf.O\J!JD FLOOR LF.VF'1.?
?O

t~tiAT IS TIIE ANGLE

BETWEEN THE Y AXIS AND Tf/UE N()P.TH

·nn

SI.TE INF"OllMAT!ON
WHAT A){E YOUR X ANO Y SI TE LIM) TS
?~

HOU MAl\'Y Rmis ANi) COLUMNS HAVE Ynll IN YIJIIR SI TE MATRIX
?~

TYPE IN SI TE ·VALUES FUR EACH R!H!
ROW

1w
2 .

ROW
?~

.....

,,.

·CONSTRUCTIO NAL INF1JRMAT10N

25 PERCENT GLAZING ON -4 WALLS, NO GL~Z:JNG ON ROOF AND
•
· M£DllJI'! STANDARP INSUl.ATlQN HAS Bf.EN. ASSIJ,IED
DO YOU WI.51-1 T INPUT PARTICULAR GLAZING ANO JNSILATION
0/1
1/ALUES l'OR ANY OF THE ELEMENTS

•

?J.

3 Site and orientation informatio n
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209

210
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d by
volume rc.·c1uiri.ng nwchan icul veutilat ion arc obta:i.rrn
core
central
tlw
of
vohuno
and
area
floor
comput ing the
s of
(a pre-d~f ined distanc e from tlw outside glazed surface
wat-er
hot
and
storage
water
total
the
of
the sdwme ). Sizing
rnndacalor·ifiN· is ach.iuvecl by applica tion of duAign recomn
data
and
t,s,
c:onstan
stored
m1ing
guide,
IRYE
tions frow t.he
on the numbl'r of occupan ts.
ual
Heat lo,;:;s and gilin arc comput,ed ciwh hour for individ
spatial compon ents aud a.re> h»sed on:
ent
l Stored informa tion on }iours of oc1a1pancy (depend
on buildin g t~·pe).
eut on
2 Stored i11form ation on a.ir oha.nges rat-t•,- (dcpend
buildin g type).
3 Stored informM ion 011 transm ittance coeffici ents {depen).
dent on Rtancfo,rd of insulati on and proport ion of glaziJ1g
atemper
y
monthl
outdoor
indoor/
on
tion
4 Stored informa
-).
t,urc differen ces (depem ifmt on sit.<.1 location and aJt.itudP
on
ent
(depend
factors
gain
solar
on
tion
informa
5 Stored
orienta tion of the four vertical Rllrfoces, a.ud area of glazing

on each).
· of
6 He.at gains from thP. ocoupan tl'! (depend ent on numbC'l
·
occupan ts).
gla?.ed
7 Lightin g gai11S (depend ent. on \·olnme of core and
periphe ry).
·d
Thf) boilP,r is si7.ecl on the bfl.sis of the rna.xiin urn compuk
heat
t,
resultan
the
giviug
from
Apart,
hourl.r heat loss.
of
loss/uni t. arua, the program give.~ the designH r t.hc opt.ion
fo1· any
gains
and
lmises
hflat
th
by-mon
obtaini ng monthe
numbe r of individ ual .Rpatiul compon entH; in the ex1unpl
sign).
o
migativ
a
by
ed
identifi
(gaim;
the lossrn, and gains
ents l
,Januar y to Decemb er, Ju~ve Loen given for compon
heat.
of
on
excepti
the
with
Hect.ion,
and 6. Throng hout this
loss/un it area, the unit va.Im1s, ic the vu.lues iu the ~wcond
first
column , ar.e obtaine d by dividin g absolut e va.lm~s in the
n).
ciolnmn by the number of occupa nts in the scheme (table

Acti·1Ji'.ty performan;()e
deg1•ei,
'l'he final section of out,put provide s mmtsm· es of the
t.ion
to which the relation ships input, under activity in.forma
ihip
relat.iom
the
If
.
Bchem~
d
are satisfie d by thP. propose
the
measnr e in 1 between compon ents i nnd j is A 11 a..nd
sc:heme
d
propose
tho
in
euts
con1pon
thcs()
di::;tanc c hetweon
dij, iP.
is dlJ, tlttm A;j should be invl:lrsHly proport ional to
tlw
ents,
compon
two
blitween
ship
the g1·eater tho rcl11tion
a concloser togethe r they should he. Ideu,Jly AudlJ = k,
from
st,o.nt. Since tlw magnit ude of t.his const.anL va.rios
und
scheme; to scheme depend ing on the size of the sch..ime
by
,i
prnduccc
i,,;-:
d
standar
a
values,
ship
the scale of relation
comput ing the set- of values:
Aud;J - mean Audu
mca.n.A.ud 1J
final
These arA printed out iu the mat.rix sho,...·n iu the
zero
by
nted
represe
is
n
situatio
ide.af
The
11.
sect.ion of table
in
va.luoH in thl:l matrix, ie Aud;J should equal mean A;Jdu
been
has
Holution
m
optimu
the
that
show
to
every case.
n
achieve d. It follows tha.t a high positive vo.hi.e, a..'! betwee
ents
compon
two
these
tha.t
s
indicafo
5,
and
compon ents 1
as
havo been lo<1atcd too for apart; o. high negativ e value,
two
these
that
s
indicate
3,
and
2
ents
betwee n compon
compon ents have been located too close togethe r.

1'able. II O·utp-ut format

......

nuTPUT
EXAMPLE
W•• -

CflSTS

CAP! TAL COST
MAINTF",'lANCF. CCJST/t>NNUf<
LIGHTING COST/ANN LN
HF:ATING C]ST /ANN'...M

ion of
The comput e,· gives thnie po1iHibilit.ies at t,ho ~onclus
t,ho
the output. 'l'he first invites tho designe r to ehange
modify
ic
tion,
informa
input
ctional
constru
or
gAomct rical
d. The
his design concept ,; table ur shows how this is a.chiove
d
satisfie
is
r
designe
the
whfm
ble
applica
is
lity
possibi
second
,mit
that the ::ic:hemc is a good one; by answeri ng J, all the
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4J2.0'l00

:>.:>SI.

?.;rr,l?

r, .:1;,.72

J87.

-------------·--- ... ----

D..ECTRT Cl TY
El.1:'.CTRlC lTY
GAS
OIL
ANTHRACI TE
D!STRIC:T H£ATlNG
~1-lICI! EN£ROY DO yrJu l~ANT

-'II 04.
?.991,
14111,
11(,9,
IP'71.

• FF'-PEAK

t

t

"'· JQ44

4n l . ,.000
2. '.jJ?O
0 • JSO?

4 .. ;'? '."-:

I0

I. 460?
I .J6<: ·1
1.n113

3 • I JOO
l. S~O'f!
l ,P.?.9~
1. i:?.00

1.i:>6.

1•'12"'1

I .,191M

J8<1,
5011:J.

P. :;:·:

<II
5, OllJJ

n. JR40

?. • <)'JI 3

I -6

?,!
HUT HATER COST/ANNU M
mTAL RUNNiNr, COST/ANNU M

4.921n

SPATIAL PERF"fJRMANCE:
SITE UTILl,'.ATl 'l/1!

srn:

o - sn o~

VALLIE

4,noon

PI.IJT RATifJ

4.

son o

I • '.,000

PLAN Cfl~li'AC TNF.:SS

n,5110

HASS CllMPACTN ESS

n .J70 n

F.:NVIRIJNMENTAL PERF'IJRMANC!s
0 • 54q0
S~;1.
X-SECT AllEA RAIN flATER PIPE
231>UO.
?J-6000
PERMANENT ART. LIGHT• RF.OD.
/i'I?.,
172000,
/
!!E:r.[l
H)N
MECHANIC AL VENTtLAT
?9316,
HEAT LOSS/UNJ T AREA
1oqoo.
10 ,QOOO
T'lTAL lYITEJ'l SlTlRAGE:
I , OOUO
rooo.
517-£ Or HOT l·/ATrn r.U)iUF'IE: fl
'l'l?.0029,
44~.o -o?.93
517.£ nF' E!UILF.:H
TS
YOU
C:•JMPQt;Ell!
ll!J
'IIJCH
.
!·
F'f)R
AND
F'f)R H'll-1 MANY
WI !:II HE/\ T (;Al N/L/JSS 01 AGNIJS TI CS?

~i.

SJ?.J2J8?. . I
8310 5930, I
75095'442 ,9
S9J9 SRr.R •:;
36S82930 ,9
-1717532 7,S

-16B9290 7, S
-I t,0 5774.:l, ~
J73P,49U2 .9
4')J,t680 7 .7
72'15R67J ,3
7960 6650. 5

:ll\3 5·7597, 7
35950?.SJ .7
JI R ✓,451 ,;. I
251324•'• ·9
I ~90:)426.1
-594~137 ,J
-5860357 .1

-5598?.41 .1
16:?6J 'il,i(.. t
I 546:148, S
3?.0 53RSJ • 3
34?70 410 .?

~

ACTIVITY PERFORMANCE
MATRIX OF' DIVERGEN CES f"ROM m:J'\N

5
J
2
I
• ,94
2
--14,-.0 1
J
0,87 -.43
4 -•43
-,6., -,7-'I
1.12
2.1a
s
-,26 -•74
1o01
-,SS
Q.SJ
6
STANDARD OEVlATIO N
INFOlli'lAT lON
[N?UT
CHANG£
TO
l·HSH
YOU
DO

7.ll
00 YOU WISH TO UPDATE

nu:

llf MEANS?O/ t

?Q.
DQ YOU •IISf/ PERSPECT IVE ORA\o/lNGS

19.

STOP
RUN:lllNG TIME1

READY

m

End of process

<132000.

Of.f' AT l 5:013

16,9 SECS

0/l

O .59
0/1

n,

5ij I 0

?. I , 75(10

46!,

JO 7?.J.
10.0000
I •0000

4i;:e 1 .nnoo
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Table

III

:Modifyiny input ,i nfonnation
Oil

DO YOU tJISH TO CHANGE INPUT JNFORMATllJN
7

.L

DO YOU WJSH TO ALTER GEJ'lMETR!CAL INF'ORl'IATl
?

•N

Oil

.!.

TYPE COMPONENT NJ • AND El. ™ENT NO, ON ONE L J NE
AND ON NEXT LINE 6 CO-ORD! NAT ES
DO lli!S F'OR Al.l E\.EMENTS - F'Hl!SH ~llfli Tb{] ZEHOS

?80 • 410,0, l 60 • 120, 20
DO YOU W]SH TO ALTER CONSTRUCTIONAL INFORMATION
?

on

J.

TYPE COMPONENT PO, AND ELEMENT M:l, • NONE LINE
THEN TYPE IN PR PORTlON GL.AZ:]NG ON EACH OF' ll{E 'I f'ACE.5
AND ROOF THEN SlMlLARLY FOR INSUI.ATI N + FLOOR
l=LOW STANDARD [NSIJI.ATJON
2-MEDl UM STANDARD I NSIA.A TION
J:IUGH STANDARD INSULATION
f'INJS!f WlTH n.O Z:EROS

•

•

GLAZING DATA

,.2s• • 2s• •2s •• 2s, o
INSI.LATION DATA

?g. e:,e, e., 2, 2
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so on w1ti! he is satisfied that convergence on an 'optimum'
solution ha8 been reached. Therefore, he will wish to mako
repeated changes to the scheme by answering 1 to the
qnestion 'Do you wish to cha.ngo the input information';
the keyboard version is appropriate in thls caso.
.A.ltorrrn.tively, a. nwnbcr of simultaneously developed
imhemes can be compared using tho package; five alterna•
tive design strattigies for a district general hospital a.re
shown in 5 to 9, and ta.blo IV i;; a summary of some of tho
output information produced by PACE I. In this case input
by pre-punched pa.per tape would bo roost appropriate.
A different use to which the program can be put is that of
a. roscareh a.ml development tool. Designers hav~ very little
informat,ion on the cau.c:;a.l relationships between design
variables. If it is desired to investigate the relationship
between compactness and heat loSB, for instance, the
technique would be one of systematically varying the
layout while keeping all other input variables constant. Both
the conversatioual paper tape and batc:h process vorsionH
of the program urn idea.I for this purpose.
A third purpose to which tho program can be put is building
up a. composite and intP-grated data bank of cost and
performance characteristics of different building types. By
putting in a large number of disparate schemes to the batch
procHssing version a progressively comprehensivf l aP.t of
menn values can be accumulated in file. Such an activity is
the first step in the ost1:1.blishment of building design performnnce spcciiicationH.
Use has berm made of the program for all three purpmw~'> by
ADACU~, practitioners and puhlic authorities. It iH int.ended
to document a case study of the use of the package in o.
specific design context in the near futW'e .

Availability and economics

values relevant to his scheme are used to modify, io upgrade,
the mean values stored from all previous schomea of similar
building type. On subsequent use of the program, therefore,
the mean valuos in the third column of output will be tho
most up-to-date available. The third possibility gives the
option of obtaining perspective views of the scheme; if the
tl1-1signer answers 1, the computer producm-i paper tape
which, when fod into a graph plotter, will cause eight
porspcctivo views to be drawn. Some indication of the
quality of the draughtsmans hip is given in 4.

Use
Several forms of the program oxiHt and there are several
pw·poSP,8 to which the program can be put. 'l'ho form juHt
diHcnased is 'convoi-sation!i.l' wit.h the designer responding
'on-line' by typing on the keyboard of the teletypewrit.er
terminal. If desired, a paper tape of rei~ponses can be
prepared 'off-line' and thrcadod into the terminal; in this
Ctt,He the computer typHH ont the questions aB before but
proceeds to feed itHelf automatically with n-~~ponses from
the papCI· tape, as required, ,,,ithout intet"vention of the
designer. Another version is for batch-processi ng; for this
are
11, set of cards is punched with responses or daLa.. C1:mls
handed into the computing department ot" bureau and
results sent back later, a.t an interval depending on the
turn-round time of the batch processing system.
Of course the version used cou Id depend on tho purpose to
which the program is put. If the program is used on a. specific
building design then, as suggestad in the appendix,
the designflr will wish to hypothesiHfl a scheme, appraise it,
modify the hypothesis, re-appraise, modify, re-appraise and
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The on-line version of PAC.I.<: l, accepting keyboard, paper
ta.pe input or a combination of both, is operable on most
commc1·c:iul time-sharing systems using Fortran.
Time-sharing bureaux havo large computers sited in one or
more centres of population in the UK. SubACribers to tho
system can hire or purchase a, telctypewriter torminul
which has a koybo11rd similar to thut of an electric typewr.it(u', but with additional faciliti1-1H to read 1.1,nd produce
paper tape and print on a continuous roll of paper. Each
subscriber's terminal is connected through a special devico
to the normal oro telephone system. When the subscriber
wishes to mm the central computing facilities he simply
dials the computer's telephone number and communicates
by using t.he terminal. The subscriber pays for the terminal
and auxiliaries {approximatel y £42/month rental or £900 to
purchase), the OPO line (approxim&tel y £4/quarter), the
STD calls (at normal rates) and computer time used.
The charges for computing time vary bc!,woen bureaux (see
comparison of commet"cia.l time-sharing systems2 ) and
depend 011 the speed of the central proc:e~~sor being operated
but typically are about £10/h. One bureau, Systemsharo
Ltd, makes PACE I o.va.ihi.hle to subscribc1·s at, no extro co1:,-t;
the computing chargP.s for a run like that shown in table 1
and II would bH about £5.
The batch processing version is operable, with minor
modification, on any hatch processor using Fortran 1v. As
no timo is taken up in man/machine dialogue, running costs
in the ba.tch mode are even loss, but, of com-so, immediacy
of output has to be soorificed.
Use of both versions of the program package, on University
of Strathclyde hardware or tho client's own system, is
ucgotiahle through ABACUS Services, the consultancy limb
of the Architecture and Building Aids Computer Unit,
Strathclyde.

\
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Futun developments
Developmen ts and modification s currently in ha.nd include:
I Amortisatio n of capital costs (based on an input of
anticipated life} to give costs-in-use.
2 A version working entirely in sr units.
3 Output of cut and fill based on an input of site ordinance
levels.
4 Output of sw1 incidence on cacb face of each compornmt,
ta.king account of obscuring masses.
5 A fow·th column iu the output g1vmg the standard
deviation of cost and performance data from previous
schemes.
A major ad.vantt1.ge of the program structure is tho facility
,vith which ad<litiona.l o.ppra.iHal measures can be 'slotted-in'
to the program as they are devised. WhilB it is envisaged
that the package will cont.inually he improved and expanded
in minor ways, proposals exist for longer tenn dc,·clopmen b,
as discussed below.

5 Jl0i:1pital sketoh d1:.8iyn, l-inear type

PACE 2 and PACE 3
ABACUS intend to proceed with a similarly structured
package for thfl scheme dm~ign stage of dl'sign (PAN: 2) and
the detailed design st.agc (PACB 3). As shown in the appendix
the structure of the geometrical datH. will be quite different
in the case of PACE 2 and PACE 3.
Packages for ,'lpeoifio building types
As thcro is obviously a limit to ho,v specific PAC.I:: I ca.n be
in rel~tion to diffomnt building types, it is proposed to
diwelop a set of packages, one for comprehens ive schools,
one for district general hospitalH and one for ho11Hing. Each
one of thm1e will embody a similar structure to the generalised rACF. 1 but will be able to deal ut much greater depth
with particular costing structumH, use patten1s and Ho c~n.

A 1ito-modifyin g paolcage
As rACE J stands, it plays a pa.rt in rnpetitive man/machin e
interaction leading to convergcrlCfl on an . 'optimum' tle.iiign
solution. By for the most exciting developmen t prospoot is
that of identifying the ruhiH the designer useH to decide how
to modify hiA scheme on p,ach itern,t,ivo cycle. If the rules
can be identified, they can be programmed and the wuy is
open for a computer mechanism which, given an initial
hypothesiso o scheme, will progl'essivel y, and automatical ly
upgrade it to a pre-spocified level of performance . A start
has been ma.de on the developmen t of the basic software

6 Hospital ,'!ketch design, two-way lincm· type

necessary for such a. package.
(}r-aphio input mdpitt
Use of the package will be facilitated by a graphical interface with the computer. Work hM started on the development of the ncceHsary software and a pilot veniion, to check
feasibility, operates on a Marconi Elliott 005/928.

Appendi x
Concept of appraisal
3
Observation of architectura l design has suggested a rno<lel,
which tho sequential
in
10
such as that ropreHented in
stages in the activity-ou tline proposals, scheme design and
detaileddP.. aign-contain three processes: analysis, synthesis
aud appraisal. ConsiderR.tio n of the rolA the compuLcr could
play in design'• 6 leads to the conclusion that the best payoff will como from its application to the proce88 of appraisal.
Working in the traditional mode, the designer {or the
design team) carries out the process of analysis and, on this
basis conceives a design synthesis; a.t this point, rudimentary
appraisal may take place. The process of appraisal is

75

7 Ho::rpual sketch de:ru;n, lattice type
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9 H uspil,al, sketoh design, harness type

8 Hospita l .•&etch de.9ign, e:wcentric; type

Table

IV

Summa ry output of five hospita l designs
Two-w• y

linear

Lattice

linear

Capital cost (£)
M-,intenance cost(£)
lighting cost(£)
Heating cost(£) Electricity
Off-peak
Gas

Oil
Anthracite
Dist. heat
Water heating cost (£)
Total running coat (£)

3 699 331
16 277
7 937
141148
107 2<43
52375
41 900
38 408
51128
1 200
67 315

Rain water pipe (sq in)
Perm. artificial light (sq ft)
Mech. ventllatlon (cu ft)
Heat loss per unit area (Btu/sq ft)
Total water storage:(g al)
Hot water calorifier (gal)
•
Boiler:<Btu/h)

2 228
156042
5119410
192124
60000
12 000
43 313 948

Activity st. deviation

3 483 386
15 327
7 964
140162
102 162
4.9 888
39 910
36685
48700
1 200
64402

3 628 696
16 966
9 266
149 476
108 940
53 203
42663

39 016
51 937
1 200
68715
0•1283
49 ·5855
0·7919
0 ·8550
0 ·3013

0 ·1046
48-8077
0-2420
0·5064
0 ·3510

Site utilintion
Site value
Plot ratio
Plan compactn ess
Mass compactn ess

(fig 7)

(fig 6)

(fig 6)

3 479
143 982
4 723 769
169 699
60000
12 000
43 734 356
0·64

0·63

us,
rudime ntary because thoroug h spprais al is laborio
time-co nsumin g and demand ing in specia.l ist skills. From
may
such an apprais al, some modific ations to the synthes is
king
be indicate d. and implem ented, but rather than underta
move
often
rs
designe
aisal,
re-appr
of
ta.sk
the onerous
immedi ately to tho noxt, moro detailed stage.
of
Few designe rs would deny the inadequ acy of this mode
tive
working . Inabilit y to examin e more than a few alterna
to
scheme s at any stage and conscio us or unconsc ious failure
few
check all but what a.re arbitrar ily conside red. to be the
most import ant aspects of functio ning of the scheme , makes
.even adequa te design someth ing of a lottery.

Specificatian of an appraisal packace

To be effectiv e in practice , a.n apprais al packag e shoald
embody the following charact eristics :
rs
I Simplic ity in use. It must be possible for designe
es
.incxpcl 'ionccd in use of comput er hardwa re and languag
to put in their scheme, modify it and interpr et the results
with minimu m wastage of time and possibi lity of error.
be
2 Rolevan oo of output. The output of any packag e must
ntly
approp riate to tho current stage of design and sufficie
will
detailed to suggest modific ations to the scheme which

76

0·1035
49·6855
2·1763
0·6029
0·3364
2 535
128491
4 515 620
182 669
60000
12000
4188938 6

0·56

Exocentr ic

Harness

(fig 8)

(fig9)

3 826 477
16 836
11 944
162 036
118 094
57 674
46139
42 294
66 301
f 200
78119
0·1235
48·8077
1 ·96'7
0 ·6078
0 ·3497
2 874
216106
7 090 014
206 065
60 000
12 000
46 478 120
0·65

Me• n

3 610 531
15 886
7 998
165 556
120 659
68 927
47 141
43213
57 524
1 200
7222&

0·1234
49 ·5866
1 ·8515
0 •3880
0·2825
3 366
108 347
3 554 647
176 785
60000
12 000
46 948 246
0·58

3 649 684
16 058 ·4
9 019•8
152 875
111 418
64 413
43 530
39903
53 118
1200
68 809
0·1167
49 ·27«
2·0033
0·5720
0•32-42
2 896
150 593
4 9-40 672
185444
60000
12 000
44 472 811
0·61

load to converg ance on an optimu m solution .
3 Efficien cy. The ratio of tho 'meanin gfulnes s' of the output
high
to the 'laborio usness' of the input must be sufficie ntly
to convinc e designe rs that a pay-off from use is likely.
of
All apprais al package s feature the sequent ial precesse s
see
represe ntation , measur ement and evaluat ion 18 (and
to
Markus '). First, the i;cheme to be apprais od is represented
and
cost
the
s
measure
er
the comput er; second, the comput
this
perform ance of the scheme ; and third, the measur es of
design
with
ction
conj1m
in
ed
particu lar scheme arc present
criteria. so that evaluation can take place.

Representation

The main problem in represe nting an architec tural scheme
used
to a comput er is describ ing the geomet ry. The method
easily
related
bo
;,
machin,the
by
must be readily handled
and
to other varioble s such as site conditio ns, constru ction
.
r
designe
the
to
structu re, and be meanin gful
deal
At outline proposa l sta.ge in design it is appropr iate to
with 'blocks' ofspa.ce which are functio nally and/or environ
design
detailed
and
design
scheme
at
te;
dispara
y
mentall
•
stages the argume nts are in favour of geomet rical specific&
s.
element
spatial
the
bow1d
which
surfa.<.:P.S
the
of
tion

2T4
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Spatial 'blocks' may bo represente d to a digita,l computer
in a numul!r of way:;. In the case of right. parallBlHp ipeds
(ii-, a regular shape, the oppnHite ends of which fcH'm three,
pairs of equal rectanglos) Home of tlrn choicc.s Hore:
l Cartesian co-ordinat es of two opposing n~rt.ices.
2 CH.rtesia.n co-ordinat es of onn vertex with length, breadth
and hoight of the 'block'.
3 Polar co-ordu1at-es of two opposing vertices.
4 l 1 olar co-01·dinates of one vcrt~x with lC'-11gth, breadth and
height of one 'block'.
If the sizes of the right parallelepi peds aro pre-coded,
specificati on can be made by means of the co-ordinat es of
one vertex, or the centroid, together with the appropriat e
code. Additiona l coding can relate t~ the function, environ•
mental and structural characteri stics of the 'block'.
In the case of the surfaces which bound spatial elements,
geometric description of rectangula r surfaces is annlogm1s
to that of right paralhilepip odH but requires one less hit of
infotmatio n. Additional coding can rela.t.e to physical
chara.<:terist,ics of the surface.
Representa t.ion of site conditions l1,t outline proposals stagt-i
can be achieved by considerin g the site covered by a grid,
to each cell of which may he. allocated a numeriC'.a,l va-luc
relating to site eonditiom1 H.nd ordinance height.
To facilitate subsequen t evaluation it may be appropriat e
to input a represontat i.on of usel' activ.itiHH as well a.s the
representa tion of tht-1 r.onfigurat ion of the proposed scheme.
Tho trlidit-iona l relationshi p matrix in an appropriat e form

previous schemes of similar type. \Vhile working on the
cnn·ent .;;clu~me, the designer can access the data in the
temporary file ancl the data in the pennancn t file for
compariso n pw·poses. \Vhun he is satiHfied that an 'optimum'
solution has been reached, he can transfer the measures
from this current. 'optimwn' scheme into the tempora1·y
file, pushing what was in the temporary file into the permanent file. In this way, the do.ta files a.re generated and

eontinuou sly up-dated.
The virtue of the tempornry file is that, it gives a comparative example of the relatiorn;hi ps within two sets ofa.ppra.iso.l
measures --relations hips which are obscured \vhen moan
values of oaeh vadab!P. a.re computP.<1 in the pP-rmanen t file.

OUTLINE
PROPOSAL

SCHEME
DESIGN

for this 1.

Measurement

Measurem ent of the schemo under appraisal is pos.~ible in
two types of variable: cost and performouc P-. For such
items as cnpit1-1.J cost and maintenan ce cost, the process is
one of 'taking-off ' quantities and applying unit cost indexes
which 11ore kept in file. }'or running costs associa.te.d with
services, a.n analysis of loadings is required.
Performan ce variables cover a wide field but ma)' be
categorise d as foilowH:
1 Spatial perfol'Inan ce. Variables associated with the
relation of tho scheme to the site, cg site utilisation , compactness, volume of cut und fill.
2 Environllle nt.al pcrforman co. Sizing of plant to maintain
an acceptable environme nt, with costs if requirrxi.
3- Activity pe1-formanCP.. Measurf'J, relating to tho degree to
which user's requireme nts are met.

DETAIL
DESIGN

1O Theoret-ical struc.ture of r1,ppraisal pac./ca,ge
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dispensati on in thA matter of payment for computer time
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Evaluation

CritHria against which cost and performan ce rnflasures mny
be compared are of three types:
l Constraint s. Set by the client orgnnisati on, eg a minimum
percentage daylight factor.
.2 Norms. Ba..'led on n. sample of cost and performan ce
measures from pr(wious schemes of similal' Hize and t.ype,
eg mean journey time in 500-600 bed hospitals.
3 Optima.. Compl1tab lc maxima or minima for each variablo
individual ly, eg a compactno..<;H index of 100 per cent.
ConstraintH and optima prcRent no 1·eal problem; constraint s
are either obvious or rP.la.tivcly meaningles s. The most
effective compH.rison criteria are norms from previous
schemes of similar type and the problems arc to creo.te and
rnaintain a. data file from which tlwse no1·m8 cau bu drt1wn.
One method of o.chievi.ug an effoctive data file is illustrated
in 1O. The 'working' file contH.ins the measures of thfl
scheme which is currently boing appraised; the 'temporary '
file contains the measures of a single, anci mosi recently
completed scheme of a similar type; the 'permanen t' Iilo
contains the mean value of each mea..:;uru c:omputed from all
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Software

tools

of design
for the technical evaluation
T. Mayer
Universi ty of Strathclyde (United Kingdom)

alternatives

INTRODUCTION
y and technic ally Designi ng buildin gs which 'work' - econom ically, sociall
is concerned with the
remains the central challen ge for archite cts. This paper
ion of the technic al
state of development of softwar e tools for the evaluat
to the detaile d
issues which are relevan t at the concept ual stages, as opposed
stages, of design decision -making .
c importa nce. The
The technic al efficie ncy of buildin g is of enormous economi
12% of the Gross
capital investm ent in buildin g in Europe represe nts some
order of magnitude,
Domestic Product ; this capital investm ent is exceeded by an
li.fe span. In turn,
however, by the operati ng costs of buildin gs over their
magnitude - by the
these operati ng costs are exceeded - again by an order of
the buildin g,
within
costs associa ted with the (human) operati ons which go on
1986].
and on which the design of the buildin g has some impact [Mayer,

THERMAL MODELS
buildin gs which
Let us take, by way of example, those sub systems within
buildin g types in
contrib ute to the control of the thermal environ ment. In many
half the capital cost
Northern Europe, the enginee ring service s account for over
the annual energy
of the buildin g - ie 6% of the GDP. Much more importa ntly,
all of the energy
consumption in these buildin gs account s for over half of
the UK Department of
deliver ed annuall y in Europe. According to the estimat es of
saved by more energy
Energy, up to 50% of this energy consumption could be
conscio us buildin g design.
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What is less predictable, but economically even more significant, is the loss of
efficiency in the operations taking place within buildings which are
environmenta lly unsuitable for their purpose: the social consequences in the UK
of the rise in energy prices over the last decade - in terms of fuel poverty and
the demolition of hoses unfit for human habitation - are truly tragic.
In the early days of CAAD when many of us were committed (- as some of us still
are - ) to the development of integrated computer systems appropriate to the
early conceptual stages of design decision making, there were rare opportunitie s
to present prototype systems to practicing architects. It was s safe bet, when
such an opportunity arose, that the first questioner would query why the program
attempted to calculate heat-loss - 'surely a matter for the consultant and not
for the designer'.
In this abrogation of technical responsibili ty, the architect found a ready
accomplice in the services engineer. After the design was complete, the engineer
would, with appropriate 'factors-of-s afety', multiply the area of the building
envelope by a 'U' value, add the product of air-change-r ate by building volume,
double it, and choose a boiler twice that size. Little wonder that there is 50%
saving to be made on those buildings which are yet to be prematurely demolished!
Regrettably, the conspiracy against the building owner/user did not end there.
Those of us in CAAD sanctified the architects ignorance and the engineers
naivety by encoding rules-of-thum b. Early energy programs had all the
characterist ics of engine-drive n cylinder lawn mowers: ie the application of
great power to s mechanism specifically designed to be handcranked!
When it dawned on the Royal Institute of British Architects simultaneous ly and
traumatically that:
the energy behaviour of buildings may be significant, and that
computers might have some modest role to play, if not in design at least
b.
in the low grade service activities of engineering consultants,

a.

there was an unholy
model'. Little or no
or of the growing
sophisticated energy

rush to offer, commercially , a calculator based 'energyaccount was taken of long-standin g research and development
body of results from attempts to validate increasingly
models.
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in Buildin g Design [Clark e,
As shown by Clarke in his book Energy Simula tion
complex (Figure 1); factors
1985], the energy flowpa ths in buildin gs are truly
to be consid ered include :
transie nt conduc tion through the buildin g envelope
time-de penden t sensib le and latent heat gains
air movement
infiltr ation, natura l and contro lled ventila tion and
shortwave solar radiati on
longwave radiati on exchange
shading of opaque and translu cent surface s
insola tion of interna l surface s
time-v arying convec tion
effects of moistu re
- steady state, simple
Clarke identi fies four catego ries of energy model
ed, at its own level, to
dynamic, respon se functio n and numeric; each is concern
but, as the level of
cs
satisfy the first and second laws of thermodynami
flowpa ths are ignored and
sophis ticatio n of the method falls, many of the active
inistic . The catego ries are
the method becomes indica tive rather than determ
summarised as follow s:
an example) have no
steady state: these methods (the RIBA Calcul ator is
solar gain, casual
of
s
mechanism for the accura te inclusi on of the effect
, etc. and typica lly
gain, longwave radiati on exchan ges, plant operat ion
addres s only fabric heat loss.
regres sion techniq ues
simple dynamic: these methods are mostly based on
of more powerf ul
applie d to the results of multip le param etric runs
modelling systems
boundary condit ions,
respon se functio n: by carefu l specif ication of system
n as a means of
these methods solve the partia l differ ential heat equatio
modelling the dynamic response of the buildin g
g of all releva nt
numeri c: finite differe nce methods allow the trackin
neous solutio n of
energy and mass flowpa ths in the buildin g and the simulta
differe nce model ESP
the comple te set of energy equati ons. The finite
standa rd is typica l
n
Europea
a
as
[Clarke , 1982] which is becoming accepte d
of this catego ry of approach.
nt result s. In an exerci se
Not surpri singly , differe nt approa ches yield differe
buildin g energy regula tions
to determ ine the approp riatene ss or otherw ise of
ESP were both applied to a
introdu ced to the UK in 1979, the RIBA Calcul ator and
VALTOS, 1979]. Figure 2
hypoth etical but entire ly typica l buildin g [ABACUS and
compares the results , which could not be more at
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figure 1

Energy flowpaths in a Building
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Glazing percentage of external wall

tigure 2

Comparison of ESP and RIBA Calculator

odds : ESP shows a minimum energy consumption at 60% glazing, the RIBA Calculator
shows a maximum energy consumption at 60% glazing; to achieve a minimum
consumption of energy, the user of the RIBA Calculator would have gone for an
un-glazed building! The energy regulations, in this particular case, would in
fact have restricted the architect to a maximum of 25% glazing.
But where does the truth lie? This question opens up the vexed issues of model
validation and of the trade-off between accuracy and ease of use. Before these
are considered, it is perhaps appropriate to generalise the discussion to other
technical issues in building design.
LIGHTING MODELS
Lighting in buildings is now recelVrng considerable attention. Clearly the
interaction of light and heat energy is central to serious study of the concept
of integrated environmenta l design , and particularly to the contribution which
fenestration and automatic switching can make to energy conscious buildings .
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Accordi.ng to Grant [Grant, 1987] the methods of calculati.ng the reflected
components of the li.ght are what determi.ne the sophi.sti.cati.on and accuracy of
the models. The most basi.c types rely on the spl i. t flux method. Thi.s assumes
that li.ght reflected and i.nter-reflected i.nsi.de a room wi.ll behave am i.f the
room were the i.nteri.or of a sphere and all surfaces were perfect di.ffusers (i.e
Lamberti.an). None of these assumpti.ons are correct and so errors must i.nevi.tably
be i.ntroduced by a si.mpli.fi.cati.on of thi.s nature. Any model wri.tten around thi.s
pri.nci.ple i.s unable to represent accurately an enclosure geometry that i.s
non-orthogonal. The i.llumi.nati.on at any poi.nt i.s consi.dered as the sum of the
i.llumi.nance from all sources i.nci.dent on that poi.nt.
progress beyond thi.s stage the abi. l i. ty to assess the i.nter-reflecti.o n of
di.rect i.llumi.nance enables further reali.sati.on of the potenti.al of the system.
Thi.s level of model, eg SUPERLITE [LBL, 1985] i.s the most sophi.sti.cated of those
to be found i.n wi.despread usage. However, at thi.s level there i.s sti. l l an
i.nherent assumpti.on i.n that the surfaces are only capable of bei.ng defi.ned as
perfect di. ffusers, the di.rect and reflected components bei.ng esti.mated by
numeri.cal ly i.ntegrati.ng surface i. l lumi.nances i.n i. terati.ve loops. Internal
reflecti.on between surfaces i.s calculated from angle factors found by

To

calculating the fraction of energy leavi.ng an element of one surface whi.ch
arri.ves at a second surface. It i.s a functi.on of the relati.ve ori.entati.on of the
surfaces, the i. r separati. ng di. stance, i. ntersurface obstructi.ons and the i. r
reflective characteri.stics . The mai.n problem i.n determi.ni.ng the angle factor
usi.ng numeri.cal methods i.s to ensure both reci.proci. ty and conservati.on of
energy. Most techni.ques stress ei.ther one or the other of these requi.rements by,
for example, calculati.ng only half the angle factors or by attempti.ng to ensure
that all the elemental areas are equal.
In most archi.tectural envi.ronments there are a hi.gh proporti.on of surfaces that
exhi.bi.t specular or off-specular properti.es. These are di.ffi.cult to model unless
a ri.gorous fi.rst pri.nci.ple approach i.s employed. Thi.s necessi.tates the
deployment of a means of recurs i. vely tracki.ng multi.ple reflecti.ons wi. thi.n an
enclosure, eg DIM [ABACUS, 1987]. The recursi.ve techni.que i.nvolves traci.ng a ray
from reflection to reflecti.on until the i.ntensi. ty of the reflected ray falls
below some threshold value or some arbi. trary number of i.nter-reflectio ns i.s
exceeded. Alternati.vely a si.multaneous or matri.x method may be employed
i.nvolvi.ng the deri.vati.on of a matri.x of coeffi.ci.ents whi.ch express the
relationshi.p between the surfaces. It i.s possi.ble to establ i.sh a set of
i.llumi.noci.ty balance equati.ons of the
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form AL=E which can be solved simultaneously using standard matrix inversion
techniques.

THE PROBLEMS
The parallels between methods for technically evaluating the thermal environment
and the lighting environment in buildings are echoed in the other aspects of
technical performance. Evaluation of the acoustic environment, for instance, can
be carried out at various levels of rigour which almost exactly parallel the
categories of model appropriate to heating and lighting. Even in structural
analysis we see the equivalent of the 'steady-state' model and the 'finite
difference' (or in this case 'finite element') model.
Whichever aspect of the technical behaviour of the building is being evaluated,
the designer is faced with the problem of choosing between relatively easy
access to a simplistic model or relatively difficult access to a sophisticated
model. The plea from architects for simple design tools is understandable but
worrying; why, if we can model the physics of the phenomena, should we degrade
the process to a 'rule-of-thumb' which, like the RIBA Calculator, may give
wholly erroneous guidance?
On the other hand, if sophisticated evaluation systems are to be accepted and
used by designers, they will have to be available on affordable machines, easy
to use, and operate at a techni col level appropriate to the designer's
knowledge. Particular difficulties faced by the user relate to
data input: the cheer quantity of data required to describe/manipulate the
building present a major problem. Not only is the gathering of this data a
time consuming task but frequently the data has not yet been specified, as
in the case at the early design stages. Also, due to the complex
inter-relationships, ensuring the integrity of the data can demand very
high levels of understanding of the underlying simulation principle.
This creates two problems for the user. Firstly, if the data requested is
not available, no help is provided to generate a sensible default.
Secondly, without s good knowledge of the simulation mechanism, the
importance, and hence the required accuracy, of an individual piece of data
is very difficult to judge.
As well as the question of 'what', there is also the problem of 'how' to
input such a large quantity of highly inter-related data. The
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various factors associated with data acquisition, together with the users'
often idiosyncratic conceputal isation of its interrelationsh ips, tend to
conflict with the rigid question/answer style of input common to many of
todays progress.
Control: generally, control of the appraisal does not require much
sophisticated user interaction. At this stage the major difficulty faced by
the user is the selection of the simulation parameters to produce a
sufficient quality and quantity of output to allow a worthwhile appraisal
of the building. For the novice, a lack of understanding of the
implications of the selections being made can lead to confusion, or even
erroneous deductions, due to the inadequacy of the output date.
Output: it is here that the requirements of the novice and expert differ
most. The expert wi 11 be trying to detect patterns in and relationships
between different building parameters, in order to build up a picture of
the dominant energy flowpaths. To do this, all the data generated by the
simulation has to be available and capable of being displayed in
juxtaposition with any other data. The novice, on the other hand, merely
wishes a concise summary of the building performance, preferably in terms
of those variables most meaningful to himself and him client.
Unfortunately, due to the primitive nature of the system's output, the
novice may experience difficulty relating poor performance to the design
decisions that caused the problem, or, indeed, even to the possible design
modifications that could improve this performance.
There are also problems for the software developers:
The software structure is often extremely inflexible and unyielding. The
program wi 11 have been conceived in a now outdated machine environment;
this means that the structure is monolithic, imposing extreme management
and updating difficulties.
The software structure is often inelegant, with the application knowledge
inextricably bound to the source code. It is therefore extremely difficult
to upgrade individual algorithms within the simulation mince these may
require the detailed knowledge of data structures, internal memory and the
side effects of one change on the rest of the software package.
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THE WAY FORWARD
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Dialogue Handler: this would deal with the flexible, and extensible,
command language, which would be designed to give the user the opportunity
to volunteer information, abort or redicrect the systems line of inquiry
and give 'I don't know' replies. A state transition network would be used
to provide maximum flexibility and to facilitate dialogue control by the
user model.
User Model: the user would be classified in one of a small number of
categories. For example, an 'architect' would not be asked to provide
information about the plant control strategy, whereas an 'energy modeller'
would be expected to provide information about the timestep to be used for
the simulation. The decision will be based on a user database, initialised
by querying the user, and modified should the dialogue appear to be
breaking down.
Plan Recognition: the user would be required to state his/her objectives
in the predefined terms that the planner requires, eg overheating
analysis, solar gain analysis, etc. However, should the dialogue be
extended to allow natural language, then some form of plan recognition
would become essential, and therefore the system, and in particular the
planner, will be constructed such that an appropriate module can be added.
Planning: in order to avoid major modification s to existing software,
planning would initially be restricted to selection of one out of a series
of predefined processes. For example, if the user indicates that he/she
wishes to investigate the possibility of overheating, the planner would
initiate the relevant simulation and display the necessary output results
in a separate window.
Building Model: this module would depend rather critically on the design
of the knowledge base module. At the moment, it is envisaged as a fairly
building's geometry,
straightforw ard database, containing the
or as supplied by the
user
the
by
construction , occupancy, etc, as input
knowledge base.
Back-end Handling: initially this will simply extract the data from the
building model and planner, creating the data and control files to drive
the simulation in a 'batch' mode.
The Kernel is an object-orient ed system which can be used by model builders to
construct programs of .cJ.mL._archi tecture, for any purpose, from primitive
objects. The system would allow different individuals end different
organisation s to operate within their own field of competence while having
ready access to the developments of others.
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The possible elements of the Kernel System are:
- A template which is constructed to define the objects and interconne ctions
which will comprise the proposed model
- This is passed to the harness which then constructs the program, outputing
it in the form of a multi-obje ct model, expressed in source or executable
code, and located in one or more files
- Objects exist to hold the working primitives which are manipulated by the
Kernel
- An object dictionary holds object definition s including a description of
its data input and output
- A management program exists to control the entry of objects and their
dictionary entry
Quite clearly, the implementa tion of an appropriat e Intelligen t Front End for
existing models and the development of subsequent generation s of models based on
the Kernel requires sustained intellectu al effort, significan t sponsor funding
and a deal of patience on the part of designers. But surely it will be worth it!
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Advanced Design Tools for Energy
-~
Conscious Building Design:
Development and Dissemination
J. A. CLARKE*
T. W. MAVERt
This paper is concerned with building energy simulation an~ the prospects Jo~ t~e delivery o.( a
new generation of simulation based, valid and easy to use design tools ro ~he bwldmg construcllon
industry. The is.sues relating to design tools development and use are discus~ed a~d th~ pres~nt
state-of-the-art is described. Some medium to long term develo-'!ments. are then uJenti.fied, mclud~g
an intelligent '1ront end" and the notion ofan advanced machine env1ro1:112ent for the construc_twn
and maintenance offuture models concerned wi1h building energy and environment. The mechm:isms
for technology transfer are identified and experiences recoun~ed of t~e first two years operation of
an innovatory energy design advisory service. The paper finishes with a look to the future of the
information technologies in building design.

reduction in energy consumption and that appropriate
design intervention in the existing stock of buildings
could yield energy reductions of 25%; taken together,
and universally applied, these initiatives could reduce the
U.K. energy bill by up to £2 billion per annum.
But how to improve the complex, iU-understood
human activity of design decision-making?
In setting up ABACUS within the Department of
Architecture and Building Science 21 years ago, the University of Strathclyde recognised the potential of computer modelling in predicting the formal, functional,
economic and technical characteristics of building performance [l]. ABACUS set about developing an integrated suite of CAD software intended to allow designers
to explore the consequences of their design decisions on
the profile of cost and performance.
As the energy crisis deepened, the conviction grew that
the main impediment to energy efficient building design
was the lack of any real understanding of the complex
way in which buildings respond to climate. ABACUS
was well placed to play a central role in the Science
and Engineering Research Council's specially promoted
programme on computer based energy models and the
Commission of the European Community's (CEC) passive solar energy research and development programme.
The "first principles" energy model known as ESP
(Environmental Systems Performance) developed in
sophistication and was subjected increasingly to the
rigours of validation. The scale of the R & D effort and
the fact that ESP was adopted as the standard reference model for CEC passive solar energy programme encouraged the University, in 1988, to create the Energy
Simulation Research Unit (ESRU) to carry the energy
and environmental simulation work into the 1990s.
The paper continues with a look at this emerging technology and how it might evolve in the coming years.

PROLOGUE
DESIGN is the highest endeavour to which women and
men can aspire. It is the complex human process through
which we model and shape the future of the physical
environment; an environment in which we, and the other
creatures of the planet, depend for food, for shelter,
and for a meaningful and dignified existence; but an
environment which is increasingly under threat from the
rush to wrest from it its irreplaceable and dwindling
natural resources-not least the precious fossil fuels.
High on the list of culprits in the profligate use of fossil
fuel energy is the building industry. Building is the U.K.'s
second largest industry accounting for some 18% of the
gross domestic product and employing, directly or
indirectly, I in 12 of the working population.
If we look at the energy delivered in Western Europe
in any year we see that 9% is attributed to iron and steel
production, 21 % to transportation, 2% to agricultu_re,
16% to the manufacturing industries and a massive
52%-more than all the other demands put together-is
consumed to maintain acceptable environmental
conditions within our building stock. The quadrupling
of fossil fuel prices since 1973 has brought the recurring
expenditure on energy in buildings to a staggeri~g £8
billion per annum. The problem is not only economic but
social. Those of us in conurbations north of London
know the extent of the human misery occasioned by
domestic fuel poverty and gross indignity of bringing
up a family in houses unfit for habitation because of
.
dampness and decay. •
Estimates by the U. K. Department of Energy suggest
that better design of new buildings could result in a 50%
• Director, ESRU, University of Strathclyde.

t Director, ABACUS, University of Strathclyde.
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ENERGY SIMULATION: WHAT IS IT?

Consider Fig. l, which shows the interacting energy
flow-paths encountered within buildings and their
environmental control systems. From a modelling viewpoint, such a system is often considered to be equivalent
to an electrical network of time-dependent resistances
and capacitances subjected to time-dependent potential
differences. In such an analogy, the electrical currents to
result in each branch of the network are equivalent to the
heat flows encountered within and between the building's
parts. Rooms and constructional elements are treated as
finite volumes of fluid and solid material characterized
by thermophysica1 properties such as conductance and
capacitance, and possessing "variables of state" such as
temperature and pressure. Since different building
regions (floors, windows, floor slabs, etc.), have different
thermal capacities, the problem is essentially a dynamic
one; these regions responding at a different rate as they
compete to capture, store and release energy. It is this
dynamic behaviour that makes the building modelling
problem such a complex one.
A further layer of complexity derives from the behaviour of the heat transfer mechanisms themselves ; the fact
that they are often highly non-linear, interact and are
dependent on design parameters which, in turn, might
change with time. For example:
• Surface convection is caused by buoyancy and mechanical forces and is influenced by surface finishes,
geometry and temperature distribution.
• Inter-surface longwave radiation exchanges are
caused by temperature differences and are influenced
by geometry and surface finishes.
• Surface shortwave gains are caused by the date dependent sun path and influenced by site location
and obstructions, building geometry and the transmittance, absorbance and reflectance characteristics
of constructional materials.
• Shading and insolation are dictated by surrounding
and facade obstructions and are influenced by site
topology and cloud conditions.
• External surface longwave exchanges are influenced by
sky conditions and the degree of exposure of the site.
• Air movement in the form of infiltration, room-toroom air exchange and intra-zone circulation is caused
by temperature and pressure differences and is influenced by leakage distribution. occupant behaviour
and mechanical phenomena.
• Casual gains-those stochastic processes associated
with internal heat sources as caused by people and
equipment and influenced by social and comfort
factors.
• Plant interaction in the form of convective, radiant or
mixed heat exchange and influenced by control action
and oc.cupant response.
• Control action involving distributed sensing and actuation, various response characteristics and the processing of a potentially vast array of signals.
• And a range of other complexities as caused by thin
film technologies and a variety of solar capture and
possessing ~~~!~!...e__s_f-the so-called passive solar
elements as summarized in Fig. 2.
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From a mathematical standpoint, several complex
equation types are required to accurately represent such
a system. And because these equations represent heat
transfer processes which are highly inter-related, it is
necessary to apply simultaneous solution techniques if
the performance prediction is to be both accurate and
preserve the spatial and temporal integrity of the thermodynamic system.
In a traditional design tools approach, it is usual to
reduce the complexity of the system equations in order
to lessen the computational load and the input burden
placed on the user. Some portion of the network may be
neglected, time invariant values may be assigned to one
or more of the state variables or network resistances,
simplifying boundary conditions may be imposed or it
may be assumed that the system has reached its steady
state. In a simulation approach, none of these assumptions are made. Instead a mathematical model is constructed to represent directly the heat flow paths and
interactions observed in the reality. In this sense a simulation model is an emulation of the reality.
The evolution of design tools, from the traditional to
the present day simulation approach, is summarized in
Table 1 (from Clarke [2]).
The following' section profiles one 3rd generation
model. the ESP system developed at the University of
Strathclyde and currently the subject of several technology transfer initiatives. A later section describes current research which is continuing the evolutionary process and aims to bring into existence the 4th generation
by the mid 90s.

THE ESP SYSTEM: FROM 3rd TOWARDS 4th
GENERATION
Figure 3 shows the program modules of ESP; a system
for the simulation of the energy and environmental behaviour of any building. Within ESP all heat and mass flowpaths (as identified in Fig. I), and flow-path interactions,
are assigned a counterpart mathematical model. These
models are then contained within a single numerical
framework. The theoretical basis of ESP is fully reported
elsewhere [3]. What follows is a summary overview.
The first stage is to define some proposed or existing
design in terms of its three-dimensional geometry and
constructional and operational attribution. At simulation time, the building and plant so defined is made
discrete by subdivision into a number of interconnecting,
finite volumes. These volumes then possess uniform
properties which can vary in the time dimension. Volumes represent homogeneous and mixed material regions
associated with room air, room surface and constructional elements on the building side, and component
interface heat transfer on the plant side. It is not uncommon to have as many as 250 such volumes per building
zone, with around 5 volumes per plant component. Then,
for each of these finite volumes in turn, and in terms of
all surrounding volumes deemed to be in thermal or flow
contact, a conservation equation is developed in relation
to the transport properties of interest-heat energy or
mass exchange for example. This gives rise to a whole
system equation-set where each equation represents the
state of one finite volume as it evolves over some small
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Fig. 2. Passive solar elements in architectural design. (a) Direct gain; (b) diffusing gain; (c) earth banking;

(d) attached sunspace; (e) thermosiphon; (f) doubJe envelope; (g) mass Trombe wall; (h) water Trombe

wall ; (i) induced ventilation ; (j) phase change; (k) transwall; (I) roof pond; (m) evaporative cooling;
(n) desiccant cooling; (o) moveable shading; (p) moveable insulation, and (q) selective thin ftlms.

interval of time. These are termed state-space equations.
Control equations are then added to this equation-set to
prescribe, limit or impose conditions on system behaviour. Once established for a particular increment in time,
the equation-set is simultaneously solved-by a numerical method-before being re-established for the next
time-step. In this way ESP time-steps through some userspecified simulation period to produce a time-series of
state variables which characterize building/plant perfonnancc. In support of equation-set generation, many
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algorithms are required to compute such information as
solar and casual gains, sky and ground temperatures,
heat transfer coefficients, control states and so on.

APPLICATION OF SIMULATION
Given the emergence of simulation as a viable prospect,
how might it be applied in practice, especially in the
context of non-traditional buildings embodying climate
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Table 1. The evolution of building energy models
1st Generation

Handbook orientated
Simplified
Piecemeal

2nd Generation

Dynamics important
Less simplified
Still piecemeal

3rd Generation

Next Generation

Indicative
Application limited
Difficult to use

---

:.Jkloop
----i

!!

!

Field problem approach
Move to numerical methods
Integrated view of energy
sub-system
Heat and mass transfer considered
Better user interface
Partial CABD integration
CABD integration
Advanced numerical methods
Intelligent knowledge based
Advanced software engineering

I

I
I

increasing
integrity
vis-a-vis
the real world

leading to

I

i
!

-

-?

l

Predictive
Generalized
Easy to use

• What are the maximum demands for heating, cooling
and illumination and where and when do they occur?
What are the causal factors?
• What will be the effect of a particular design strategy,
such as adopting "super-insulation", specialist glazing
systems or sophisticated control regimes?
• What is the optimum plant start time or the most
effective algorithm for weather anticipation?
• How is energy consumption affected by alternative
lighting control schemes?
• How will infiltration or temperature stratification be
affected by a particular management strategy and will
condensation become a problem?
• What is the contribution to energy saving and comfort
level of a particular passive solar feature?

responsive design features and advanced control? Consider the following two generalized examples.

The basics: form and fabric
It is entirely possible to determine, by simulation, the
optimum combination of zone layout and constructional
schemes which will best complement a high degree of
operational automation or provide a climate responsive
design of high efficacy. Several simulations are conducted
to determine a zoning strategy which not only satisfies
the functional criteria, but also will accommodate sophisticated multi-zone control and the re-distribution of excess energy. Some simulations might focus on the choice
of constructional materials and their relative positioning within the multi-layered constructions for example,
so that load and temperature levelling is maximized.
And alternative facade fenestration, air movement and
shading control strategies may be investigated in terms
of comfort and cost criteria.

The approach allows a designer to better understand
the interrelation between design and performance parameters, to then identify potential problem areas, and
so implement and test appropriate design modifications.
The design to result is more energy conscious with better
comfort levels attained throughout.
ESP is a highly graphical, interactive program, driven
by menu command selection. Traditionally, this type of
program has required a mainframe environment with a
remotely attached graphics terminal. In recent years, with
the advent of personal workstations, a new era of low
cost, graphjcs orientated supercomputing has arrived
which offers a substantially improved level of cost-performance. For example, for around £7000 (late 1989) it
was possible to obtain an advanced workstation capable
of 15 MIPS (millions of instructions per second:
a VAX 11/780 is often referred to as a 1 MIPS processor), and providing high capacity hard disks,
bit-mapped display technology, Unix™ operating
system, ethemet, window manager and so on. With prices
roughly,speaking halving every 4 years, it is now possible
to contemplate the provision of a new generation of
simulation based design tooJs which derive their ease of
use from the elegance of their user interface.
As described in the section which follows, it is this new

The intelligence: control and response
Once a fundamentally sound design has emerged, well
tested in terms of its performance under a range ofanticipated operating conditions, a number of alternative control scenarios can be simulated. For example, basic control studies will lead to decisions on the potential of
optimum start/stop control, appropriate set-back temperatures, the efficacy of weather anticipation, the
location of sensors and the interrelation of thermal and
visual comfort variables. Further analysis might focus on
"smart" control, where the system is designed to respond
to occupancy levels or prevailing levels of luminance
intensity or solar irradiance. As the underlying relationships emerge, the designer is able to assess the benefits
and the problems of any given course of action before it
is implemented.
The appraisal permutations are without limit. For
example a model such as ESP can be used to answer such
questions as
Uf 26:1-C
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technology which is enabling the introduction of more
advanced interfaces (supporting animation and networked graphics for example) and the incorporation of
a degree of expert knowledge in support of system use
by designers unfamiliar with the model or with computers
in general.

•

FUTURE DEVELOPMEN TS IN ENERGY
SIMULATION

•

•

At the present time there are several software engineering trends which are influencing the way in which
models are being constructed. Most significantly there is
the emergence of the object-oriented programming paradigm which encourages software re-use through techniques of data encapsulation and functional inheritance.
There is also the general emergence of the means to
provide more intuitive user interfaces which embody
knowledge about the subject being addressed . Two recent
developments in particular should, in the medium to long
term, greatly improve the quality and ease of use of
simulation based design tools.

•

•

The functions to be handled by this JFE therefore
include conversing with the user in the appropriate terminology, planning how to use the various CABD applications to achieve the user's objectives, collecting and
organizing the description of the building, generating
the necessary data and control input for the mode1 and
storing both the domain knowledge and the strategy
knowledge to be used to drive the package.

Intelligent front end ( /FE)
One of the principal barriers. to the use of a simulation
approach to environmental appraisal is the problem of
building and appraisal definition in the face of uncertainty. Energy models require a substantial amount of
input data, much of which is difficult to obtain, especially
at the early stages of the design process. This is not
necessarily a justification for the use of simplified design
too1s which can be forced to operate with a reduced
data set. An alternative possibility is to retain the best
representation of reality-a high integrity simulation
model-and to generate its data requirements by inference applied to the information the designer is able to
offer at any time. Consider Fig. 4 which shows the
architecture of one JFE (5].
This JFE is an intricate synthesis of user modelling,
human--<;omputer interaction techniques, contextual
knowledge and the interface to the CABD applications.
It is built from cooperating modules organized around a
communications module, the blackboard, to facilitate
multiple use of information. Several other modules exist
and can examine this blackboard for information, posting results back to it. These modules include :

New techniques for software engineering
Most contemporary models are written in a high level
language, predominantly FORTRAN . Because of poor
software structure it is difficult, if not impossible, for
individuals outside the author group to maintain the
system or to evolve it in response to deficiencies exposed
through use. Each system has customized input/output
procedures, uses unique variants of the heat transfer and
numerical methods and focuses on a particular application. In short the systems are incompatible at their
interface and, because of the many in-built assumptions,
very often output significantly different results.
What is required is a better software engineering paradigm, one which encourages the better organization of
the methods which underlie models and facilitates model
maintenance and task sharing evolution. These are the
goals of a current research project to establish an energy
kernel system (EKS (6]). The specific objectives are:

• A dialogue handler to converse with the user, both
textually and graphically, in a manner which is tail-

Appralsal
Handler

User
Handler

User

Forms
Maps
Geomatiy

ored to her/his conceptual class and level of experience. (In other words, any question the user might not
understand is never asked.)
A user handler to track the user's progress and ensure
the system responds in an appropriate manner.
A knowledge handler to manipulate the knowledge
concerning the application (building design), the
domain (performance prediction), the application
packages and the user class.
An appraisal handler to identify the user's performance appraisal wishes and to determine the most
appropriate appraisal methodology.
A data handler to create, from the information supplied by the user and by the knowledge handler, the
application specific data structure which describes the
building under consideration in terms of its geometry,
construction, occupancy and systems.
An applications handler to drive the required application and supply it with the necessary data.
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Fig. 4. The intelligent front end.
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• To separate the calculation methods, data structure
and model architecture elements of future design tool
construction.
• To establish validation within the model construction
process.
• To promote state-of-the-ar t developments through
ease of integration of new methods as they emerge.
• To encourage the mixing of simulation and other
engineering applications software.
• To remove the burden of machine portability and
other hardware/soft ware problems from the model
builder.
• And to enable and encourage inter-disciplina ry collaboration between model developers, and between
developers and end-users.
In essence the EKS is a computer environment which
contains pre-constructe d "classes" which represent the
physical objects (a wall, the sun, etc.) and abstract objects
(time conversion, equation solvers, etc.) which are
required to construct a simulation model. In this context
a class is an encapsulation of data, together with a collection of methods which can operate on this data and
represent, to the outside world, the behaviour of the
object (for example a sun class might have a position
method and a radiation source method). Consider Fig. 5
which shows the elements of the system.
At the heart of the system lies an object-oriented database (OODB) which can contain and manipulate classes
in much the same way as an ordinary database can contain and manipulate data. The OODB is also able to
coerce these classes into the required model. The EKS
template defines a proposed model as a collection of class
instances and their initialization data. This template is
"compiled" into the 9bject oriented language used by the
OODB to coordinate class creation and message passing.
The modularity offered by the EKS provides a flexible
framework for future model evolution. In particular,
research findings can be added in the form of new,
accredited classes and experimental model templates can
be rapidly prototyped, tested and refined.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
This is the most important issue facing the new generation models. At the present time several initiatives are
under way which are designed to encourage the use of the
technology in practice. Signal among these in the U.K.
is the formation of the Building Environmenta l Performance Analysis Club [7] to address the issues of model
harmonization , use in practice and future enhancement.
With a membership drawn from the public and private
sectors and academia, the Club mission is to critically
examine the relevance, reliability, applicability and modus
operandi of modelling systems. In North America a
similar organization- the International Building Performance Simulation Association (IBPSA}--has been
incorporated to pursue similar objectives.
But as far back as 1986 there was a realization that as
the sophistication of models such as ESP increased, ready
access to the models by the small and medium sized
architectural practices was becoming more difficult. Notwithstanding the future promise of intelligent front ends,
a more immediate interface between the technology and
everyday practice was needed.
Slowly but surely there emerged the concept of an
energy design advisory service through which the power
of the computer technology would be made available to
architects, engineers and their clients. The service was
seen also as a mechanism for technology transfer, from
research into practice, and as a mechanism for the promotion of in-service continuing professional development within the building design professions.
Together, the Royal Incorporation of Architects in
Scotland (RIAS) and the University of Strathclyde
evolved a brief for the service and set about finding sponsorship for it. They were, in fact, pushing on an open
door: independently the Energy Technology Support
Unit (ETSU) of the Department of Energy (DEn) had
been campaigning for a similar initiative. The promise of
pound for pound funding from the Scottish Development
Agency was sufficient to persuade the DEn through
its Building Research Energy Conservation Unit
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WIDER ISSUES

(BRECSU) to resource a two year trial period of operation of what has become known as the Energy Design
Advisory Service (EDAS [8]).
EDAS has been operated over the last two years by
the RIAS on behalf of its members and their clients,
as one of an increasing number of successful practice
services. The energy officer employed by the RIAS stimulates and fields enquiries from the design professions and
their client bodies on a wide range of energy related
issues. The technical support is provided by ABACUS
and ESRU through a consultant funded by an RIAS subcontract.
The technical consultancy is offered at two levels. The
first level is an initial free consultation, at which designers
are given advice and information specifically related to
the building currently on the drawing board. The resulting report may answer the designer's questions fully;
alternatively, it may outline the nature, scope, cost and
potential benefit of a full energy analysis in which the
behaviour of the building and its plant is modelled by
computer. The cost of this full analysis, which represents
the second level of service, is subsidiz.ed by 50%.
Since becoming operational in Scotland in September
1987, EDAS has dealt with over 150 enquiries. The range
of work has been immense, including such diverse applications as a medical surgery in Skye, a wind turbine
in Shetland, a swimming pool in Aberdeen, a school
in Fife, halls of residence at Strathclyde University,
office buildings in Melrose and a water-world centre in
Edinburgh.
The operation of EDAS over its first two years has
been the subject of a monitoring study funded by
BRECSU and carried out by independent research consultants. The intention was to quantify:

The confidence gained by ABACUS and ESRU in
developing and disseminating sophisticated models of the
energy behaviour of buildings has encouraged a more
ambitious aspiration to bring the same evolving information technologies to bear on the wider issues of building design.
Collaboration with Phillips International BV has led
to a prototype version of an inter-reflective multi-chromatic lighting model which will not only predict the
energy implications of alternative fenestration strategies
in buildings but which will display objectively the visual
quality of interiors.
The scope of computer-aide d design is being extended
to model whole cities and to allow us a more direct and
dynamic experience of the quality of the built environment.
Yet we are only on the threshold. The "ascent of man"
from prehistoric times until the present day can be measured
by our ability to design amplifiers of our human capabilities. The first two categories of amplifiers have brought
human society from the hunters and gatherers of prehistory to the dying decades of the Industrial Revolution:
ampifiers of physical power: sufficient to carry us to
the moon and back ; more than sufficient to destroy all
earthly forms of life.
amplifiers of the senses: which allow us to see into
the outer reaches of space and into the sub-atomic
anatomy of our physical world.
The enormous social impacts of these two categories
of amplifier are likely to pale into insignificance in comparison to the potential of the third category:
amplifiers of the intellect: which model and enhance
the operation and application of natural inteJligence
to complex human endeavours such as design.

• user response to the service
• information provided by the service
• and the potential energy savings resulting from use of
the service.

We are optimistic as we enter the last decade of the
second millennium, that this potential will be fulfilled .

In broad tenns, it is clear from the study that over
80% of the users of EDAS found it helpful and would
be repeat clients. Equally important, it was clear that
even within its first year of operation, conservatively
calculated annual cost savings were running well above
the total capital cost investment of the sponsors. Less
easily quantified but, in the longer term, of perhaps
greater significance are :

CONCLUSIO NS

A new generation of building energy design tool is
beginning to emerge and the first attempts are being
made to transfer the technology for application in practice. With the rapid improvements in the performance/
cost ratio of computing technology, such design tools are
becoming cost effective and so more widely applied.
At the present time a substantial research effort is being
expended on improving the human-compu ter interface
in order to deliver the power of simulation to a greater
proportion of the design profession.
These activities, in technology transfer and improved
interfaces, should, in conjunction with ongoing developments at the software engineering level, result in the
emergence of the 4th software generation around the
middle of the coming decade. This generation will have
improved functionality, greater CABD integration and
will possess a high degree of knowledge about the

I. the improved quality of the environment within buildings
2. the increased awareness of designers regarding energy
conscious design
3. the value of the case material in education and training.

On 28 September 1989, Sir Monty Finniston, Chairman of the EDAS Steering Board, was able to announce

a four-fold re-investment in EDAS, over the next two
years, a widening of its scope (to harness other expertise,
notably that of ETSU) and a careful examination of its
potential as the model for a U.K. wide Design Advice
Scheme.

domain.
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Chapter 8
COMPU TER AIDED DESIGN: APPLIC ATIONS IN
ARCHIT ECTURE
Tom Maver
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3.2 Observations on PHASE
Conclusion

1.0 Design Concepts

Design is the activity of making explicit proposals for a change from
some existing state to some future state which more closely approximates
to a concept of the ideal. As such it embraces a wide spectrum of human
endeavou r; the outcomes of the design activity are part and parcel of our
everyday life and are determin ants, for better or worse, of our human-made
future. ln common with all complex human functions the activity of design
is ill-unders tood: it involves the most rational and systemati c processes of
human thought and also the most intuitive and conjectur al leaps within the
mind.
The design professions are many and varied; they include the engineering
professions- mechanical, civil, electrical, electroni c, aeronauti cal, nuclear,
naval architectu re, chemical, environm ental-the architectu re profession
and the industrial design profession . The education al systems from which
these professionals emerge, and the institutes of which they are members
are unique, disparate and, sadly, often competiti ve. Design then, unlike
medicine, has no unifying education al or professional corpus; the Design
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Fig. L An operational model of a designed artifact seen in system terms.

Research Society is a modest but important force in identifying the intellectual core of the design discipline and as the impact of the outcomes of design
decision-making impinges more and more on our daily lives it is likely that
the educational implications will be more responsively recognized.
More than anything else the application of the computer to design is
drawjng together the endeavours of designers from a host of professional
spheres. Central to the activity of Computer Aided Design (CAD) is ·the
concept of developing, within the computer, a model of the operational
behaviour of the proposed artifact. The behavioural model can be thought
of as a system: the system inputs are in effect the design hypotheses and the
system outputs are predictions of the performance characteristics of the
design under a particular set of context variables (Figure 1).
This systems view of design recognizes that the activity of design decision-making is not wholly contained within the technological sphere but
may well have implication s-functiona l, economic, social and aestheticfor society at large. Success[ul computer applications to limited technical
problems abound, of course: it is very useful to input to the computer a set
of beam loadings and to have it output a minimum depth of beam. The
pressing problems facing society today-ecolo gical pollution, dwindling
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energy and material resources, urban deprivation, etc. - demand a more
systemic view of design; a view that will recognize the aspirations and value
judgements of all those who will be affected by the design decisions.
The development of systemic computer-based design models is in its
infancy but advancing rapidly in most fields of design endeavour. Nowhere
more so than in the field of architecture, building science and urban planning. In the course of designing a building the architect is concerned to
satisfy, as best he/she can, a wide range of disparate and sometimes conflicting objectives: the building must be structurally sound, environmentally
comfortable, efficient for its purpose, aesthetically pleasing and economical
to acquire and run. The brief the architect is given is unlikely to be explicit
as to the acceptable level of any of these criteria (except perhaps to impose
an upper limit on capital cost). The architect engages, then, in an iterative,
open ended, multi-variate search process during which the directions of
search and the final outcome depend in large measure on implicit and
subjective value judgements.
The philosophy underlying the current generation of Computer Aided
Architectural Design (CAAD) models is not one of simplifying the problem
in order to make it uni-variate and free of subjective value judgement; rather
it is one of recognizing the complexity of the problem- the fact that it is
multi-variate {and multi-person)-and of providing as rich an information
base as possible about the predicted performance of the hypothesised solution on which explicit value judgements can be justifiably made.
Developing the systems model of Figure 1, the CAD activity can be
represented as in Figure 2. The designer generates a design hypothesis
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which is input into the computer (representation); the computer software
models the behaviour of the hypothesised design and outputs measures of
cost and performance on a number of relevant criteria (measurement); the
designer (perhaps in conjunction with the client body) exercises his/her (or
their) value judgement (evaluation) and decides on appropriate changes to
the design hypothesis (,;wdification).

Representation. As subsequent examples will illustrate, the representation
of the design hypothesis will be required to take a form appropriate to the
appraisal measures which the software is designed to carry out. The representation may be simply alpha-numeric, or increasingly commonly, topographic (e.g., a building plan, a bridge elevation, a printed circuit layout, a
mechanical linkage, etc.); it is the interface between the designer's mental
model and the computer based model and, as such, is the focus of the
human-machine exchange.
Measureme,it. The software model of the behavioural characteristics of the
design artifact which exists within the computer must be capable of interpreting the input representation and of applying known algorithms which
model aspects of the design's character and behaviour. The output measures
of cost and performance may be wholly descriptive (e.g., building plan area,
maximum bridge span, number of circuit nodes, lengths of linkage arms,
etc.), wholly predictive (e.g., the capital cost of the plan layout, the deflection profile of the bridge span, the resistance between two circuit nodes, the
angular velocity of a linkage arm, etc.) or an appropriate mix of descriptive
and predictive measures. Additionally, it may be advantageous to have the
software effect a visual transformation on the input representation, to output
additional views of the design hypothesis (e.g., a 3-D perspective of the
building plan or bridge).
Evaluation. The profile of the cost and performance characteristics which
arc output by the computer-supplemented by perspective or other viewsform the information base on which the designer acts. Evaluation of a profile
of measures on disparate and possibly conflicting criteria can be undertaken
only by the application of value judgements relating to the perceived needs
of the client/user body and of society at large. The introduction of CAD
models does not obviate the need for evaluative decisions; indeed, by making the information base explicit, CAD models throw into sharp focus the
subjective aspects of the design decision-making activity. In some instances ,
the brief for the design problem may express upper and lower limits of
acceptability for some or all of the cost/ performance characteristics, against
which the profile may be judged. Increasingly_,however_,it is recognized that
such a priori constraints cannot be set sensibly in ignorance of the causal
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inter-relationships between the elements of the cost/performance profile:
for example, the requirement to achieve a minimum of 2% daylight factor
in a school plan rpay result in an unacceptably high energy cost for heating.
In effect, if a priori cost/performance specification is a meaningful concept,
agreement on its form is likely only to emerge from extensive and controlled
explorations using the CAD model.

Modification. Any design hypothesis embodies a unique set of design variables. For example, a particular plan layout has a particular floor area, shape
of envelope, topological relation of spaces, etc .. Each design variable contributes, to a greater or lesser extent, to the behaviour of the design as a
whole and hence to the cost/performance profile. If, from the evaluation of
the profile it is considered that, for example, the level of daylighting in some
rooms is unacceptably low, the designer must decide in respect to which
design variable the overall design hypothesis must be modified. Improvement in this aspect of performance may be achieved by modification of any
one of several design variables; moreover, a change in any particular design
variable is likely to affect not only daylighting but many (if not all) of the
other cost/performance characteristics. The nature of the causal relationships between each and every design variable and each and every cost/
performance variable is not, unfortunately, known a priori, but must emerge
in the process of iterative use of the CAD modeL
It will be seen, then , that if the representation and measurement modules
of the design system can be set up ;lnd made available, the processes of
evaluation and modification take place dynamically within the design activity as determinants of, and in response to, the pattern of explorative search.
This mode of working puts a premium on ease of communication with the
computer: current developments are divided roughly equally between bureaux offering remote multi-access to a large processor and in-house dedicated mini-computers.
The claim has been made that the systems view of design developed thus
far has applicability to most fields of design endeavour- from the design of
a gearbox to the design of a nuclear power station. The evidence needed to
justify the claim is more voluminous than could be contained within a single
chapter in a book of this type. Instead, the intention is to exemplify, from
a single profession- architecture-the application of CAD to a range of
problems relating to sub-systems within buildings and to the problem of the
systemic design of th e building a.c; a whole.
2.0 Sub-System Design
A building can be thought of as comprising a number of interconnected
sub-systems- structure, construction. plant and services, etc.- each of
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which is sufficiently complex to warrant a specific CAD model. In this
section two models will be discussed:
• The operation of the facilities within a building in relation to the proct:ssing of people and/or materials (the process sub-system) and
• The operation of the fabric of the building in relation to environmen tal
control and energy consumptio n (the energy sub-system).

2.1 The Process Sub-System
In a significant number of building types- notably transport termini-the
processing of large numbers of people is crucial to the functioning of the
building. In an airport, for example, the designer is concerned to incorporate
an adequate and economical provision of facilities (check-in desks, ticket
desks, baggage reclaim carousels, etc.) to satisfy the demand which will be
made on the building. In systems terms, the design problem is as shown in
Figure 3.
Representation. In the computer program AIR-Q (Laing, 1975) the designer represents a design hypothesis to the computer by constructing the
network of passenger movement on the computer screen, accompanie d by
suggested levels of facility provision. This mode of representati on can be
explained by reference to Figure 4.
For each type of process, the designer causes a symbol to be drawn on
the computer screen as follows:

D

Activity Node: e.g., check-in, bank, customs. Associated with each activity node the designer inputs a 'number of servers' and parameters which
give the distribution of 'serving time'.
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Trigger Input Node: e.g., scheduled bus arrival, scheduled plane arrival.
Associated with each trigger input node is an arrival time and passenger
complement .
Non-Trigge r Input Node: e.g., sporadic car arrivals. Associated with
each non-trigger input node are the parameters which give the distribution (perhaps random) of such arrivals.

The symbols are connected on the screen by means of directional links, as
follows:
Open Link: e.g., uncontrolled flow of passengers. Associated with each
open link is the proportion of passengers taking this route.
--- Trigger Link: eg., controlled flow of passengers. Associated with each
trigger link is the scheduling time of the 'call' for passengers and the
numbers of passengers involved.

-

Measurement. The program models the operation of the air terminal by
painstakingly advancing the set of processes by a succession of small time
increments. Typically, the time interval chosen might be four minutes. In
the first time step, a bus may have arrived and the passengers may have been
processed through check-in; meantime, a scheduled aircraft arrival may
have taken place. And so on. The program measures and records in a file,
the status of the system at each time increment; measures consist of queue
sizes, throughput times, idle server times, etc ..
Evalu(ltion. A tableau of synoptic output can be obtained from the program:
which provides, for each facility, the average passenger 'stay time', the
maximum and minimum population at that facility and the time at which
the maximum and minimum populations occurred within the whole period
simulated. This tableau guides the designer to look in more detail at critical
aspects of the system. For example, the variation in population over any
chosen time period (in any degree of temporal detail) within any group of
facilities can be displayed (see Figure 5).
Even in a CAD model which focusses specifically on a particular building
sub-system -in this case movement of airport passengers -there is no obvious single optimizing measure of performance . The designer (perhaps in
conjunction with the client) has to consider, evaluativcly, the trade-offs
between, for example, extra provision (e.g., more check-in desks) and srna!Ier queue sizes.
The evaluation problem is exacerbated by the fact that the system operates stochastically. The time taken to sell one passenger a ticket, or the time
taken for a passenger to claim luggage is variable; the program, each time
it simulates such an event, samples from the 'serving time' distribution
provided as input. As a consequence , even if all design variables are held
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constant, a repeat run of the program will result in the output of different
performan ce measures; thus, letting the program operate iteratively wiJl
eventually turn up that particular set of extreme conditions which the
building will ultimately have to cope with.

Modification. Based on the evaluation the designer can purposeful ly ex-

plore changes in the design variables and in the context variables. Changes
in the design variables would be carried out with the intention of getting the
levels of provision into "balance": i.e., increasing the provision where queueing is excessive, reducing the provision where the server idle time is
excessive. Balancing the system by iterative modificati on is a delicate activity as a change in the level of provision within any single facil~ty will affect
the loadings experience d by all of the facilities further on in the system_
Changes in the context variables would be made to test the robustness
of the design hypothesis under changing operating conditions - the incidence of fog, the introductio n of Jumbo Jets, the need for security checking,
etc ..

Otlier Applications. The computer program AIR-Q is a sophisticat ed classic
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example of the use of simulation to model a dynamic process. The scope
for the use of simulation in building design is enormou s. Increasingly. it is
being used to model the movemen t of people in transport termini- tube
stations, railway stations, ferry terminal s-and in other building typesmuseums, stadia, cafeteria, etc; within any of these (and other) building
types, simulation can focus on a particular feature of the process sub-system,
for example the behaviour of lifts, escalator s, pater nosters, etc ..
The application of compute r simulatio n models, however, extends well
beyond the field of building design. Programs embodying the same principles of logic as AIR~Q are used by designers of traffic control systems,
factory assembly li~es, steel productio n plant, etc .. Hopefully, as the models
become more flexible and sophistic ated and as access to computer s becomes
easier and less expensive, the danger of technolog ical ad van cc outstripping
our understan ding of the systems we create will recede.
2.2 Tlie Energy Sub-System
The 'energy crisis' has focussed attention on the systemic nature of the
earth's resources. Increasingly, we arc becoming aware of the need for
husbandr y of exhaustable natural resources, including fossil fuels . In the
Western World, a high proportion of our energy consumption is devoted to
the heating of buildings- -a consump tion which is now recognized to be
little short of profligate.
The problem of predicting at the design stage the actual energy consumption of a building can be divided into two distinct stages. The first is concerned with the actual energy requirem ents needed to satisfy the demands
of the activities undertak en within the building. This is found through
modifying the prevailing climatic condition s by the thermal storage and lag
effects of the building. In the second stage these energy requirements are
further modified by the part-load inefficiencies and running characteristics
of the installed plant to give the energy actually consume d by the building.
Thus, the first stage is concerne d with the design of the building to reduce
the energy requirements (and hence consump tion), while the second stage
is concerne d with the design of the installed plant to best match the building's energy requirements and, at the same time, minimize the consumed
energy.
The computer based thermal model ESP (Environ mental Systems Performanc e-Clarke , 1978) addresses the first stage of the design problem and
is intended to aid the designer in the predictio n of how well alternative
design hypothes es will behave thermally. In systems terms, the design problem is as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. An operational model of the thermal behaviour of a building seen in system terms.

Representation. In the program ESP, the designer represents a design hypothesis to the computer by inputting the following design variables.
• The building geometry: the shape configuration of the proposed building
is input by a system of cartesian coordinates. The general polyhedral case
is implemented to allow the representation of complex architectural
forms.
• The construction: for all surfaces of the proposed building the tliermal
properties-conductivity , density, specific heat, thickness, solar heat
transmittance, etc.- are input.
The prime context variable is, of course, climate. The program ESP uses
annual meteorological tapes on which are recorded the hourly variation of
six climatic parameters: dry bulb temperature, direct normal solar radiation,
diffuse solar radiation, relative humidity, prevailing wind speed and direction.
Measurement. The model operation is based on an implicit numerical technique which is unconditionally stable for all computational time increments.
For any building enclosure under consideration, nodes are automatically
placed at appropriate points external and internal to each surface of enclosure and throughout all multilayered constructions. For each node in turn,
and in terms of all surrounding nodes which are in thermal contact (by
conduction, convection and radiation), an implicit difference heat balance
equation is formulated. The resulting set of algebraic equations (one for
each node) express all nodal temperatures and energy injections in terms
of both future time and present time values. This is achieved by equating
the net heat flow to each node, at the start and finish of some finite timeincrement, with twice the total change in the heat stored in the region
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Fig. 7. Computer-drawn graphs of building behaviour during a warm spell.

represented by the node in question.
The model inherently takes account of transient conduction through all
multi-layered constructions. Jn addition, the model takes consideration of:
the internal long wave radiation exchange between enclosure surfaces, the
casual gains from occupants, lights, machinery, etc., the effects of short
wave radiation exchange between enclosure surfaces, the shading of external surfaces, the effects of ventilation and infiltration, and plant characteristics.
For any period of simulation of the thermal behaviour of the building the
program computes and transfers into a file the relevant nodal temperatures
and energy injections. These filed measurements are accessible to the designer as output.
Et•aluation. Six evaluation options are open to the designer, as follows.

• The designer can evaluate the effects of imposing complex plant and/or

temperature regimes on the systcm 1 for any chosen time period. Figure
• 7 shows the performance of the building in warm weather if internal air
temperature is allowed to 'free-float' outside occupied periods, but is held
constant at 20 degrees Centigrade between 8 a.m. and noon and between
2 p.m. and 5 p.m. In this regime, an intermittent plant operating strategy
is being explored with preheat allowed between 6 a.m. and 8 a.rn. The
graphs plot the internal air temperature, the plant input/extract requirements and the external air temperature. The next three options are
special cases of this one.
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Fig. 8. Computer-drawn temperature gradients through a multi-layer wall construction .

• An assumption can be made that no plant capacity is available at any
time. This allows the designer to improve adverse environmental conditions by modifying the building design- i.e., the shape and construction
- before considering the operation of installed plant.
• The internal air temperature may be held constant at some preselected
value by allowing unlimited heating and cooling when available.
• Air temperature, alternatively, may be held within specified upper and
lower limits.
• The designer can evaluate the effects of process loads from within the
building, e.g., the installation of some heat generating equipment such as
a computer.
• The annual energy requirements of the building can be computed and
displayed (under any of the above conditions) by simulating 2 days in
every month and 'multiplying-up' to obtain an annual figure.
The output formats for evaluations are extremely flexible. The designer can,
for example, have displayed- as in Figure 8-the variation in temperature
gradient with a south-facing exposed wall over, say, a 20 hour period, in
order to evaluate the suitability of the chosen construction.

Modiftcatio11. Typically, a designer might determine the frequency of occurrence and severity of unacceptable environmental conditions by utilising
the second option. An insight into appropriate construction modifications
to the design would then be afforded by output such as that in Figure 8. If
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these modifications alone do not alleviate the conditions, or if the modifications suggested are not economical, the third and fourth options could be
used to determine the order of benefits likely to accrue from the adoption
of an intermittent plant operating regime. The facility to construct graphical
output interactively ensures a solid information base against which modifications to the design hypothesis can be explored and evaluated.
Other Applications. The program ESP is based on a finite difference technique of implicit enumeration. The basic logic, as it relates to thermal
response, is applicable to any thermally dynamic system or artifact. Thus,
the same design approach could be taken to the design of a wide range of
plant items such as boilers, calorifiers, gas or stream turbines, etc ..
Under development, is a complementary program which will allow design investigation of complex. plant configurations. The intention is to aid
the designer in the comparative evaluation between, say, a 'total-energy'
building and a conventional building supplied both with fossil fuels and from
the national electricity grid. The logic of the systemic appraisal will be as
potentia1ly relevant to national decisions on e1ectricity generation, district
heating schemes, solar and wind power, etc., as it is to the design issues of
a single building.

3.0 Total System Design
Section 2 of this chapter dealt in outline with two specific sub-systems
relevant to building design. There are, of course, other sub-systems worthy
of special consideration-for example, the structural sub-system. More importantly, as suggested in the section on Design Concepts, is the complex
interaction of the individual sub-systems, each with the others, within the
systems model of the building as a whole.
The interaction between the two sub-systems already described is fairly
obvious. At one level it will be clear that the number of people congregated
within any part of the building-for example, the number of passengers
queueing in the baggage reclaim area of an air-terminal complex- will
significantly affect the thermal conditions within that space; conversely, the
environmental conditions within the different parts of the terminal will
influence where passengers choose to wait out the time until aircraft departure. Thus we see that the output from one sub-system may form the input
to another sub-system, and vice-versa.
At another level, the performance of two or more sub-systems may be
affected concomitantly, but diversely, by one or more of the design variables. The obvious example is the effect of the layout hypothesised by the
designer on both the process and energy sub-systems: the layout which
makes processing of air passengers efficient may be profligate in energy
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terms, and vi{:c-versa. Thus. (as depicted in Figure 2) the designer in coping
with the total system must receive feedback of cost/performance measures
if he/she is to find that particular solution which is, in some sense, 'best'.
It is, of course, impossible to model the 'total' system; such a model
would be as complex and unweildy as the real world itself. The intention
in this section is to indicate how the models of individual sub-systems can
be 'nested' together to model what we shall call a 'total' system. This 'total'
system may itself become a sub-system within a more complex schema of
design; and so on. Thus, the computer-based model of the operation of a
boiler may become part of a computer based model of an energy system
within a building, which may in turn become part of a computer-based
model of the whole building, which, in its turn, may become part of a
computer based model of the urban environment, etc .. Fortunately, as the
scale of modelling encompasses larger portions of the real world, the models
relating to sub-sub-systems can be proportionally cruder, given that doubts
can be allayed by invoking the sophisticated model of the sub-sub-system
as an independent design exercise.
To exemplify the concept of nested models, this section will continue to
focus on building design, as represented in Figure 9. This figure summarizes
the form and content of the computer program called BILD (Building
Integrated Layout Design-Gentles and Unsworth, 1978). By means of a
series of 'command menus' which appear on the computer scre~n, the
designer can describe the building SITE to the computer and proceed to
build up on the site a progressively detailed building design hypothesis. At
the outset the designer may hypothesize a BLOCK outline which can then
be detailed in terms of ROOMS; STRUCTURE and CLADDING can then
be added to the building representation.
In effect, BILD is a set of nested models aUowing the designer to obtain
the cost/performance characteristics of the design hypothesis at progressively more detailed levels of specification. At any particular level of specification, the program will model the operational behaviour of the buildingas best it can be modelled- and output cost and performance attributes. The
more detailed the level of specification of the design hypothesis, the more
sophisticated the computational model and hence the more reliable the
cost/ performance output.
Within any level, however. are representational and operational models
of separate but related sub-systems. Thus, at the BLOCK outline stage, the
program predicts, as best it can from the input, the process implications, the
energy implications, the structural implications, the capital cost implications, etc., and provides the designer with a profile of cost/performance.
Quite clearly, the accuracy of a capital cost prediction at the BLOCK
outline stage in the development of a design hypothesis will be significantly
lower than will be possible after the STRUCTURE and CLADDING have
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been specified; equally clearly, however, there is little value in proceeding
to a highly detailed specification of the design hypothesis if the basic geometrical form of the building is suspect.
It would be quite wrong of course if a computer aid such as BILD
dictated the sequence of design decision-making. There is no suggestion
that it should, or docs. lf the designer wishes to proceed immediately to a
high degree of specification, that is quite feasible. More typically, however,
he/she will develop the design progressively from a rather symbolic model
to a more literal one with occasional 'sorties' forward on one or two important exploratory fronts.
At the time of writing the BlLD software is nearing completion. Currently, the various stages exist as separate programs and one of these has
been applied to hospital design. This program, which is known as PHASE
(Package for Hospital Appraisal, Simulation and Evaluation-Kernohan et
al., 197 3), will now be described.

3.1 1'he Form and Content of PHASE
The execution of the program is carried out in two stages. The first stage
involves the inspection and upgrading of data files, the second is concerned
with the appraisal routines. During the operation of the program a dialogue
is maintained with the designer. This controls the sequence of operations
and allows the designer to loop-back within the program to a previous
operation.
For the appraisal of hospital design, a considerable amount of varied
information has to be stored in a databank. For convenience of use this
information is structured into four basic data files-a standard data fi!e,
solution file, project file and scheme file.
The standard data file: This contains information on environmental conditions, cost and interdepartmental traffic associations. Where relevant, they
are stored for each of 40 individual hospital departments. Environmental
data include air change rates, occupancy numbers, hours of occupancy,
percentage wall glazing, percentage roof glazing, day and night external
temperatures, solar heat gains, thermal transmittance values and desired
lighting levels. Cost data include elemental capital costs, service running
costs and fuel tariffs. Association data are in the form of a matrix reflecting
the traffic between each pair of the 40 hospital departments. These data are
taken from authoritative sources such as the Department of Health and
Social Security's hospital guidance publications, the Scottish Home and

Health Department's Hospital Planning Notes and IHYE Guide.
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The solution file: The function of the solution file is to store the cost and
performance characteristics of previous projects and of earlier schemes
relating to the current project. These data are accumulated automatically
and are used to provide the basis for a comparative evaluation of the characteristics of one scheme against other similar schemes.
The project file: This file contains information which is likely to remain
constant throughout the design project. It includes information relating to
the contours and orientation of the site, the building life and interest rates.
Site information is formatted by imagining a grid placed over the site. A spot
height is entered on each cell of the grid. The spot heights are fed into the
project file together with the angle of orientation of the grid.
The scheme file: The scheme file may be created online or, more conventionally, offiine by producing a tape and subsequently reading the tape data
into a file. This file contains the three dimensional description of the geometry of the proposed scheme.
The block form is subdivided into:
• Components, which correspond to hospital departments and may number up to 40.
• Elements which are used to describe a complex component by the use
of rectangular blocks and may number up to six for each component
The size and shape of each clement is described by stating the x, y, and z
coordinates of a reference point together with the length, breadth and
height of the element and its angle of deviation from the x-axis of the site
grid. From this angle the program calculates the angle to true north by
accessing the project file to obtain the orientation of the site grid. This
specification is compiled for all hospital departments, and when completed,
forms the scheme file for the run being undertaken. Because of variations
in performance specifications, operational policies, market conditions and
so on, a facility for the inspection and alteration of all data prior to the
execution of a program run is provided. The designer is able to obtain a
printout of the listing of any file or, in a specific case, an edited version
containing those lines specified for inspection.
The input check involves the display, on the screen of the graphics
terminal, of either the building plan, floor by floor (Figure I 0) or of an
axonometric view of the whole building. Input errors can thus be detected
and altered accordingly and last minute changes in design intention can be
incorporated. The method of effecting these modifications is described later.
The program output is at two levels-synoptic and detailed. The synoptic
output shown in Figure 11 initially contains a check output for floor areas,
wal1 areas and roof areas. The remaining measurements arc produced in
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fig. 10. Plan form of a floor of a hospital drawn on the computer screen by the designer.

tabular form, in which each measure can be compared to a sample of results
from existing hospitals with similar characteristics. When a solution has
been fully worked out, it can be entered in the table as the most recently
attempted project result. If four results are already entered, the first result
that had been entered is deleted as the columns are updated with the new
result.
The wall /floor ratio and plot ratio are accepted standards, either desirable or mandatory. Site utilization is a measure of the area of site covered
by the building and reflects relative density. Plan compactness compares the
plan perimeter to the circumference of a circle of equal area. Mass compactness compares the surface area of the solution to that of a hemisphere of
equal volume.
Department location is a total travel factor-a figure produced from the
sum of all the products of the associations and their respective distanceswhich reflects the performance of the proposed layout in relation to the
conditions imposed by departmental association . The lift dependency factor
is produced from the number of vertical journeys used in the calculation
factor. From these measures, and by relating performance to the size of the
hospital, an index per bed can be produced. This allows meaningful corn-
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50-0
3386
2736
J76R
349

668
5115
1850
3777
362

800
5444
1571
3744
363

OUTPUT-SYNOPTIC

LIFT DEPENDENCY FACTOR
DEPARTMENT LOCATION PER BED
BOILERHOUSE LOCN PER BED
INDJC. CAPITAL COST PER BED
[NDIC. ENERGY COST PER BED

> DO

YOU WISH A PRINTOUT OF (l} ALL DETAILED OUTPUT,
(2) PART OF DETAILED OUTPUT. (3) NO DETAILED OlITPUT

>2

>

DO YOU WISH A PRINTOUT OF:
(I) 10'7, UPPER AND LOWER MATRIX VALUES
(2) DEPARTMENT LOCATION MATRIX
(3) BOILERHOllSE LOCATION MATRIX
(4) ELEMENTAL CAPITA!. COSTS
(51 ENERGY COSTS
(6) HEAT GAlN 1l.OSS DIAGNOSTI C5

Fig. 11. Synoptic output from the computer comparing the performance of the current
hospital design with earlier designs.

parisons of layout to be made between hospitals of differing size.
The boilerhouse location index is produced from the sum of all the
products of the heating loads and their respective distances from the boilerhouse, in a similar manner to department location.
The indicative capital and energy costs are totals produced from the
relative cost tables which are presented in the detailed output.
The detailed output consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Department location.
Matrix of divergence.
Boilerhousc location matrix.
Detailed capital costs.
Detailed energy costs.
Heat gain/loss diagnostics for any specified number of components.
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Fig. 12. More detailed descriptive input of the hospital floor plan showing the doors.

Department location: The first section of detailed output consists of a
printout of all the departmental activity relationships which have not been
satisfactorily met; a list of those relationships which could possibly be
sacrificed is also given in order to effect an overall improvements in activity
performance. If the designer cares to identify on the computer screen the
positions of the doors to each department (Figure 12) the program will
simulate the movement patterns over a working day and output critical
journey times.

Boilerhouse location: From a knowledge of the department heating loads,
the maximum hourly hospital load is calculated. This occurs at a particular
time, for example, during a morning in January-and for this period, the
product of the loads for each department and the distance from the boilerhouse to each department are summed to produce a boiler location factor.
In a similar manner to the procedure adopted for department location, a
matrix of divergence is produced to illustrate which departments have been
located too far from the boilerhouse in relation to the heating load required
in the department.
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INDICATIVE ENERU\' COSTS (DETAILED)
PRESENT
WORTH

ANNUAL
EQUIVALENT

ELEMENT

QUANTITY

RATE

HEATING
(KWDAYS)
PSALI

1346504

.230

7565

.022

166

672134

.001

403

~8800

.004

235

(M2)

309696

CORE VENTILATION
(MJ/l!OUR)

AIR CONDlT!ONING

(MJ IHOL:R)

TOTALS

310501

Fig. l3. Output from the computer predicting energy costs fur the hospital.

Detailed Capital Costs: A table is produced of the capital costs for a range
of elements. The elements selected are those elements whose quantity
significantly varies with changes in building form. The quantity of each
element, which is measured from the design proposal being appraised, is
multiplied by the appropriate cost taken from the standard data file to
produce a present worth for each element. The present worth is then measured over the expected life of the building to produce an annual equivalent
cost for a given interest/life factor. The costs measured include the normal
building elements of walls, floors, roofs, windows, etc., and in addition
certain items of engineering services, including the capital cost of boilers,
ventilation and air conditioning plant.
Detailed Energy Costs: In a similar manner to capital costs, a table of basic
energy costs is compiled. These costs are produced for heating, lighting,
ventilation and air conditioning as a present worth. Jn addition, an annual
equivalent cost is produced over the expected )ifc of the building for a given
interest/life factor (See Figure 13).
Heat Gain/Loss Diagnostics: For any specified number of departments, a
printout can be obtained of the heating loads (losses) or overloads (gains)
for each department in each month of the year, at four points during the
day. The loads take into account heat loss through the building fabric and
from ventilation, and the heat gain from occupants, lighting and solar radiation. The standard data file is accessed for the required environmental data
for each department, which together with a measurement of all the surfaces
of the proposed design, are used to automatically produce loads for each
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Fig. 14. Computer drawn perspective view of the hospital from a chosen viewpoint .

department. These loads are based on particular departmental characteristics of temperature, number of air changes,. hours of occupancy, times of
occupancy, number of occupants, lighting levels, etc., in addition to thermal
transmittance and percentage glazing values appropriate to each surface of
_
each hospital department.
Following the detailed output, or following the synoptic output if no
detailed output is required, a number of options are presented. The first
option allows the user to modify the form of the scheme by allowing changes
in the geometry; the opportunity therefore exists to converge iteratively on
a solution which, on the basis of the output appraisal and other non-quantifiable design criteria appears to be the most advantageous. The second option
simply allows the user to hold the scheme, in its current state of development until some future occasion. The third option provides the user with
the opportunity to add this current scheme into the solution file so that it
is reproduced in the synoptic output each time the program is run and can
be constantly updated.
If it is decided to change the geometry of the scheme, the program
returns the user to the floor plans and provides a menu of commands which,
along with the cursor, allows easy manipulation of the geometry (Figure 12).
By pointing the cursor at the command menu and at appropriate reference
points, the designer can move, reshape, add to, delete from, or change the
scale and planning grid of the proposal.
If a perspective view of the scheme is desired, the current geometry can
be stored in a file and subsequently accessed by another program which will
automatically generate perspective views from any chosen viewpoint (Fig•
ure 14).
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3.2 Observations

01'

PHASE

Although it may not be clear at first sight, the conceptual approach
embodied in the program PHASE is virtually identical to that embodied in
the sub-system programs AIR-Q and ESP. In systems terms the inputs
consist of all the design variables which specify the design hypothesis
(geometry, construction, etc.) and all the context variables which modify
the operational behaviour of the model (climatic data, desired environmental conditions, activity relationships, etc.). The output variables are, of
course, the predicted cost and performance attributes for the hypothesised
design .
PHASE models, as best the input representation will allow, both the
process and energy sub-systems.

Process Sub-Systems. The input and output to the logic which models the
process sub-systems are as illustrated in Figure 12. Accessing filed data on
the movement pattern of nurses, food trolleys, etc., the program sub-routine
simulates, over a day in the life of the hospital, the movement which takes
place. For any particular nurse-journey, the program identifies the origin
and the destination of the journey, invokes a 'shortest-route' algorithm from
the geometrical representation of the building, and traces the route over the
journey period. It is thus possible to print out journey lengths and times and
the resulting congestion in corridors, and at stairs and lifts. It will be seen
that this sub-routine although simpler and somewhat different, is nonetheless, in principle, similar to that in AIR-Q.
Energy Sub-System. The program ESP provides a dynamic model of the
thermal behaviour of buildings appropriate to a fairly advanced stage in the
development of the design. In PHASE- which is intended to be appropriate
at an earlier stage in design--the thermal behaviour is modelled by a simple
'steady-state' algorithm which is capable of running on less detailed constructional data.
Other Sub-Systems. The process sub-system and the energy sub-system arc
only two of the many program sub-routines within PHASE, all of which
operate on the design and context variables which make up the design
hypothesis. Any one of them could be developed in more detail as 'frccstanding' programs in their own right- in the same manner as AIR-Q and
ESP.
Conceptually, the important feature of PHASE is the manner in which
the disparate sub-routines are organized to operate on a single representation of the design hypothesis. As argued in the opening section of this
Chapter, a comprehensive model such as PHASE is crucial to a systemic
view of design decision making.
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Fig. 15. A sequence of performance profiles generated during the search for the best
hospital design.

The program will in fact produce a graphical representation of the balance between synoptic cost and performance attributes. The sequence of
profiles obtained from exploration and development of four fundamentally
different design strategies is illustrated in Figure 15. When these measurable
attributes are considered in conjunction with the aesthetic qualities embodied in the perspective views an opportunity is afforded the designer and
client body to base their subjective value judgements on a shared and
explicit information set.

PJIASE in Relation to BILD. We have seen how PHASE represents, at one
level of design detail, the integration of many disparate aspects of the design
problem. The program BILD is also integrative-this time over disparate
levels of design detail. By extension of the principle of integration (i.e., the
'nesting' of appropriate models), it will be seen how the designer and others
can, progressively, build up an understanding of the natural and humanmade world and the complex interactions between them. Equally, it will be
seen that a progression based on such an approach depends, not solely but
nonetheless certainly, on advances in the science of computing.
4.0 Conclusion
Jn this chapter, the role of CAD has been exemplified by reference to
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architecture and building design. It is worth noting that it is some 5,000
years since architectural drawings first made their appearance as models of
future reality . Up to about 10 years ago, little or no development had taken
place in these mode!Jing techniques. Quite suddenly, with graphical access
to powerful computing facilities, vast new modelling possibilities were
opened up. In the ten years since, the progress has been rapid, but it would
be absurd to imagine that the model developers have done any more than
scratch the surface of the modelling potential. Not only is there scope for
technological advancement but also for the adoption of these techniques
within the profession: who, by and large, have remained sceptical if not
downright resistant.
Modelling is not of course a panacea for all problems: the data on which
a simulation is based must be accurate, as must the assumptions incorporated in the model, or at least known to some specified degree of accuracy.
The need for careful evaluation of options is no less important. Indeed the
strength of the computer approach is that it provides the opportunity to
examine many more alternatives in greater detail than previously. Thus in
principle allowing more consideration of the balance between objective
measures (e.g. costs) and subjective factors (e.g., aesthetics). Another potential benefit is that the design process can be " opened up" to involve more
participation by those affected by design decisions.
Some glimpses of this potential have already appeared. 1n one experiment, several hours of TV time in California were given over to computer
modelling of highway routes in part of the State. 1n the studio the operators
of the computer model superimposed alternative routes for a proposed
highway on a map drawn on the graphics screen; the computer output, for
any particular route, information on construction cost, houses lost, agricultural land used, etc .. Viewers at home were able to phone in to suggest
alternatives which seemed to them, systematically, to provide a better balance. At a more technologicalJy modest level, work sponsored by the
Science Research Council and the Social Science Research Council at
Strathclyde (Aish, 1977) has shown that, with access to an appropriate
computer based design aid, nursery school teachers can develop outline
proposals for the design of a nursery school which are at least equal in
'design quality' (as judged by experienced critics) to those designed professionally.
However it is appropriate to point out in conclusion that we shall approach the 'ideal state' of design only if we consciously design our design
methods, i.e., if we are prepared to model alternatives and exercise our value
judgements in deciding between them. The computer is as powerful a tool
in reinforcing totalitarianism as it is in emancipating the individual: a conscious and considered choice is required.
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VISUALISATION IN ARCH I HTTURE. AND PLANNING

T W MAVER, C PURDir, D STEARN
ABACUS, University of Strathclyde
Turnbull Jeffries Partnership
ARACllS, University of Strathclyde
This paper discusses and illustrates advances in
the visualisation of man-made and natural
cnv i ronmerit s and suggests how these advances
will affect the practice of architecture and
planning. Particular emphasis is given to the
re 18 t ionshir between modelling the formal and
the functional attributes of man-made objects a
and to the mixing, visually, of such objects
with the natuual environment.
1.

THr APPRAISAi

or i ORM ANO i"ABRIC

for some years now the visual impact of buildings 011 the landscape has been
This reflects the
c1 cor1tenti.ou~ issue al many public planning inquiries.
underdeveloped slate of objective visual appraisal, particularly in the clear
presentation of the harmful and enhancing effects of building proposals on
the local environment. Notably, the accuracy and realism of traditional
v isuc1l assessment methods has been ea lled into quest ion. I his must be of
concen1 to the P.11vironmenlc1l design professions, sjnce Fnvi ronmental Impact
Analysis will contiriuc to place significant demands on the rigour of assessrm:nt procP.dures. Thus, at a t i mF. when rural landscapes are cominq under
increasing pressure from l11dustrial developments, project decision makers
c,mnot afford to make judgements on insufficient, inappropriate or
inaccurate visual evidence.
Tl1is paper ls concerned with a new generation of computer-based models which
predict, accurately and meaninqfully, the visual impact of buildings and
other constructions on their u;·bari or rura 1 environment. As such they form
part of the increAsirig repertoire of CAAD techniques which allow designers
to appraise, and thereby select from, alternative design options. The
computer-based appraisal of desiqn options may be seen in systems terms
(Figure 1). Typically, CAAD software will predict, for any design hypothesis,
a wide rang~ of performance consequences - economic, functional, environmental. Input lo the model, le the design hypothesis, consists of the proposed form ( ie geometrical layout) and fabric ( ie canst ructional choices) of
the building. As it turns out, this input data is every bit as relevant to
the visualisation or the bui !ding 8s it is to the prediction of its cost,
energy cons~mption and operationa] efficiency.
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It is thus possible, to create a suite of computer programs, each operating
shared description of the building form and fabric, which allows
appraisal of the aesthetic qualities as well as the economic, functional and
environmental qualities of the building. Such a suite i~ represented in
rigure 2.
on a

The program GOAL (General Outline Appraisal of Layouts - d~scribed in
Aicographics 82) outputs a profile of cost and performance measures; the
building geometry is passed from GOAL to BIBLE (Sussock, 1982) which generates wire 1ine perspectives from any viewpoint; BIBLE, in turn, passes the
geometry to VISA (Stearn, 1982) which gerierates, for any sun position, fully
coloured, textured and lit perspectives.

z.O

PROGRAMS FOR VISUALISATION

The programs BIBLE (Buj ldings with Invisible Back Lines Eliminated) and

v I 5 TA (Visual Impact Simulation, Technical Aid) offer the designer a two
staged approach to visualisation.
fhe first stage is the production of
wire linb perspective views; these may be perfectly
adequate where issues
of vJsibility predomlnate or where the object has a skeletal structure (eg
electricity pylons). The second stage is the production of fully coloured
textured and lit perspectives; such views are necessary where issues of
visual quality predominate.

2 .1 ~

The user interface of BIBLE (~igure 3).is designed to be as easy for the
inexperienced user as possible, without sacrificing the capability to specify
rb it rary project ions.
This is achieved by four f~atures.
8
(a)

fail-sofl design: any invalid or wrong input produces an English
language error message, apologising for the program's inability to
understand the input provided and.explaining what sort of input was
expected, or what options were available to the user at that point.

(b)

Graphical specification of view poirit. This allows the user to point
out on a displayed plan view to a place in the vicinity of the budding( s), and in effect, ask •~~hat does it look like from here?'.

(c)

Wse of defRult parameters: all the view control parameters have defaBlt
values computed by the program for each data set as it is read in.
Thus it is possible simply to read the data file and immediately call
for a view, and get a meaningful picture.

(d)

A command menu on the screeri gives the user a visible reminder of what
he can do without verbose prompts, and more detailed information can
be obtained by selecting the HELP 1 command.

The user-specifiable view parameters and default
(a)

values are as follows:

the EYE POINT from which the scene is viewed may be any point (X,Y,Z)
inside or outside the region contajning objects. X and Y may be
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specified graphically.

The defau1t ·is a 'long

way away'

in the -X,-Y,

+Z.
(b)

The FOCUS POINT which is the other end of the line of sight may be any
point (X,~,Z). X and Y may be specified graphically. The default is
the middle of the scene. The focus point may be move~ in order to
obtain two - point perspectives or views of off- centre· parts of the scene.

(c)

The MID POINT (of the resulting picture) may be any point (X,Y,Z). X
and Y may be specified graphically. The default is the middle of the
scene. The mid-point is normally set the same as the focus point, but
it may need to be different for two-point perspecitves or non-orthogonal
parallel project ions.

Hidden lines may be removed (which is the default), drawn dashed, or left in.
The projection may be perspective (by default) partiaJly perspective (paralell verticals, parallel horizontals) or orthogonal. Output may be to a
display file to the terminal screen or to a plotter scaled to A1, A2, A3 or
A4 size; output device selection is dynamic and may be changed betweer1
pictutes. A major facility offered by the program is that of producing views
which can be automatically superimposed onto site photographs. The user
simply specifies the camera position, the focal length of the camera lens and
the enlargement of the photographic print; the resulting view is correctly
scaled, positioned and proportioned for the photomontage.
2.2

VISTA

VISTA may be classified by describing it as a 3-0 colour perspective package
with hidden surface elimination; it may be used to model any artifact composed of planar surfaces. Although wireline perspectives, as produced by
BIBLE, can be very valuable ajds to visualisation they lack realism and
require more interpretation on the part of the user. The use of colour to
fill the surfaces improves the 3-D impression, particularly if the surface
colours are predicted by a simple lighting model and even more so if shadows
are generaled.
The outline structure of VISTA is shown iri Figure 4. The VISTA database
contains a hierarchically structured definition of the geometry of the model.
This definition is similar to the BIBLE geometry definition, the model is
composed of Bodjes which cont3in planar races. In addition to the BIBLE
lype description VISTA allows another level of detail to be associated with
each Face, these are known as Tiles, and may be used to model areas of
different colour or features such as windows and doors on the face of a
building.
Because of the close relationship between the geometric data
required by both BIBLE and VISTA, the VISTA database is created from a BIBLE
data file by running the interface program BIBVIS. The reasons for creating
VISTA geometry as a BIBLF data f.i le are as follows - a large number of
examples already exist in BIBl.E format; programs for creating BIBLE geometry
already exist; if the geometry exists in BIBLE format then it can be run by
both programs. In addition to the geometrical description of the model the
VISTA database also contains the colour details for each Body, Face and Tile
in the model.
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Shadows are created by running the hidden surface algorithm using the light
sourcP. posjtion as the eye position, the visible areas are illuminated by
the light source and the invisible areas are in shadow. The visible areas
kno1•m as Patches, are stored in the database and may be retrieved on subsequent views to display thR shadows from the defined light source. In the
current implementatio n of VISIA up to ten shadow studies may be stored in
the database and up to fivP. shadow studies may be retrieved far any view.
One of the most important aspects of a package such as VISTA is the interfare between the user and the colour model within the package. This interface is hecomir1g increasingly complex as the colour pallete of the latest
colour terminals becomes very large (typically 16.8 million). Since most
colour devices use the RGR colour model for defining colours most lighting
algorithms have evolved around that model, VISTA is no exception. Although
the RGB model is very easy to understand, most people find it very difficult
to express colours in terms of Red, Green and Blue. Because people with
different backgrounds, in terms of their use of colour, will be familiar
l-.Jith types of colour model, the colour interface routine VISCOL has a number
• f- different colour models from the user may make his choice of colours.
lhese models are as follows: Red, Green, Blue (RGB); Cyan, Magenta,
Hue, l.ightness, Sc:1turation {HLS); Hue, Value, Saturation
Yellmv (CMY);
(HVS); British Standard Colours. Each of the selection modes allows the
user to view Lhe chosen colour before entering it into the database. In
addition to the variety of colour models other options allow the user to
manipulute the colour space lo give him a guide to accurate choice of colour,
ie sections of' constant hue from lhe HLS model. Another feature allows the
user to cn~al e ;_1 file of colours ,md l hen retrieve from that set by name
rather than by vr:!lue, this ensures that the same colour is used throughout
rather than t1se memory or guesswork to match colours. Another application
of lhis feature is to use jt to c.Jefir1e the ranqe of colours given by paint
manufc1cturcrs .

VJSTIL is the module which allows the user to create and manipulate Tiles.

This is achieved by transforming the target face to a normalised view and
lhen defining the Tile us a polygon either by cursor or by inputing as local
co-ordinates, the Tile pulygor1 is then transformed back into model coorclincites and stored .in the database. Tiles mr;1y be copied from face to face
or from body lo body either singly or in groups. An example of the use of
Tiles to model texture effects is shown in Figure 7. This is achieved by
using a speriRl type of tile, known as a Grid Tile, which is repeated over
the surface ir1 question. Other definable parameters allow the user to randomize thP- c:n lour or the tiles within a given tolerance.
the heart of the VTST/\ pockagc; it performs the perspecthe hidden surface elimj natj on and the colour renderions,
t_j ve t rar1s format
inq. It L;-Jkef.3 c1s input thP- dP.scripllon of the model as defined by the VISTA
database Rnd the required viewing and lighting parameters. The viewing parameters consist of tt1e type of view required, ie bird's eye, tamera, etc, and
tile eye and focus posl t ioris. The 1 j ghling parameters speci.fy the posit ion
and spectrum of any lighl sources (in RGB) and whether any shadow studies
are to be retrieved. The lighting model in VISTA allows the user to model
the ambient, diffuse and specular components of any light source, and also
to vary the r::1l lo of ambient to <ii rect light available from that source.
lhe VIEW moclu1e is
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The output picture is written to a display
output dP.v.ice, this has several advanta ges
that the VIEW module can be totally device
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More experimentally, VISTA has been used to model quite complex terrain.
Figure 8 the proposed site for a zoological garden is displayed.

In

Ultimately, the validity and usefulness of a modelling aid will be measured
against its ability to predict reality. This retrospective visual appraisal
of a buildir1g was intended to verj fy certain modelling fea~ures of the program
VISlA. A particular view of the Architecture Building at Strathclyde Univ- ·
ersity was chosen and the time of day and sun position recorded, in addition
to the regular viewing parameters. The BIBLE geometry data file of the
building was concerted to a VISTA database and surface colour specifications
compiled. The predicted simulation was ther1 generated on the A[D512 colour
terminal and compared with the actual view (Figure 9 a and b).
4. 0

FUTUR[ DIRECTIONS

The new technology, particularly that associated with image grabbing and
enhancing, l1olds out tremendous promise for effective visual impact analysis.
Using these techniques the merging of the computer generated image with a
video imagP. of the site can be controlled and explored.
Maintaining the correct colour balance and quality of hardcopy reproduction
from graphics terminals has, however, consistently proved to be a stumbling
block in thP. presentation of accurate visual evidence, especially when
building surface colours and textures are under examination. In the same
manner, research dissemination in this field is fraught with reproduction
difficulties; even within this paper uncert~inty exists as to the fidelity
of the colour graphics reproduced. Significant improvements in the copying
and reproductjon of ~olour computer graphics for visualisation in architectural
design are required if the benefits of· bui)dinq detailed simulation models
nre to be properly harvested.
Many techniques for visual assessment are initiated in the later detailed
stages of rlesiqn work. In contrast, there is a greater need for methods
snrl models to be dRveloped and applied at the earlier outline stages of
design, where the msjor visual design decisions are normally taken. Computerbased models seem best structured for continuous application throughout
design from inception to completion, and beyond in terms of visual resource
m~nRgement in future planning and landsraping.

5.0
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IGURE 5

FIGURE 6

A New Building Shown Within an Existing Townscape

A Photomontage of the Castle Peak Power Station
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FIGURE 7

Visualisation of Part of the French New Town
of Dreux

FIGUR~ 8

Visualisation of the Site of a Proposed
Zoological Ga r de 7
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FIGURE 9a

V1sual1s~tion of the Strathclyde Department of
Architecture and Building Science

FIGURE 9b

A Photograph of the Actual Strathclyde Department of
ArchitP-r.t.ure and Building Science
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Spatial Environment in Comprehensive
Schools
An approach to efficient and flexible provision of teaching space
T. W. MAVER
Director, Architecture and Building Aids Computer .Unit, Strathclyde (ABACUS),
Department of Architecture and Building Science, University of Strathclyde,
Glasgow Gl lXW

This paper describes a mechanism for aiding the designer in generating an efficient
and flexible provision of teaching space to match the complex and varying needs
in comprehensive schools. The mechanism is a computer program package which
comprises three parts: SECS A which outputs schedules of accommodat ion for
any given set of group activity data: SECS B which appraises any existing schedule
of accommodat ion in relation to the minimum; and SES C which identifies the
minimum physical flexibility necessary to achieve any set of alternative future
accommodat ion schedules.

1. INTRODU CTION
F UNDAMEN TAL to effective_architectural design decision-making is the problem
of generating a spatial provision which will match changing spatial requirements
over the life of the building. Nowhere is this problem more acute than in comprehensive schools: within a single cycle of the timetable some 40 different
behavioural settings have to be accommodated against a background of rapid
development in curriculum structure, teaching methods and communications
technology. The most cursory survey of existing schools reveals a degree of mismatch between provision and requirements which is not only wasteful of
resources but positively inhibiting to the educational precepts of the comprehensive system. This paper outlines a program package, known as SECS (for Spatial
Environment in Comprehensive Schools), developed by the Architecture and
Building Aids Computer Unit, Strathclyde (ABACUS), with grants from the
Science Research Council and the Scottish Education Departmen t, which aids
the designer in the generation of a robust and efficient schedule of accommodation for teaching areas.
2. CYCLIC VARIATIO N IN REQUIRE MENTS
With the help of the Scottish Education Departmen t (SED), the Unit was able
to identify a sample of some 40 comprehensive schools, built since 1945 and sited
in Central Scotland, which could be used as a basic data source. From the first
visits made, it was obvious that the provision of accommodation was far from
optimum: while some classrooms were overcrowded, others were underused or
140
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lay completely empty. The SED, already aware of this situation, had devised a
pro-forma for circulation to a small sample of schools with a view to measuring
the spatial utilization.
The pro-forma was based on the timetable and was issued to all teachers in the
school. For each period in the week, the teacher entered the name of the class,
the name of the subject being taught, the room in which it was taught and the
number of pupils in the class. By comparing the number of pupils with the
nominal capacity of the room, the spatial utilization, for any combinatio n of
classes and subjects, could be obtained.
The Unit, using the same method of data gathering, extended the SED survey
and computed, for the sample, two basic measures: the "room utilization" ,
defined as the ratio of the number of rooms in use at any given time to the total
number of rooms available; and the "seat utilization," defined as the ratio of the
number of seats occupied at any given time to the total number of seats available.
Details of the results obtained are recorded elsewhere ;1 for the purpose of this
report it is sufficient to note that room utilization indices were as low as 0·8,
seat utilization indices as low as 0·6. Surprising as these values may seem, the
general validity has been substantiate d by independen t surveys carried out by
Durham Education Authority and the Departmen t of Education and Science.
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Figure 1 is a typical histogram of the frequency with which groups of different
sizes, in what are known as the "non-specia list" subjects (languages, mathematics, humanities), meet within one week, i.e. one cycle of the timetable. The
variation in group size, from 1 pupil to 50 pupils is quite marked .
. If a technique is to be developed for the efficient scheduling of accommoda tion, it is necessary to devise a way of representing the profile of group configuration and the profile of accommoda tion in a format sufficiently similar to
allow the match and mismatch to be observed. The representation chosen was
2
that suggested by a study of the design of German universities.
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The information contained in Figure 1 can be restructured, as in Figure 2, by
plotting class size on the vertical axis, the cumulative number of periods in one
week on the horizontal axis, and arranging the data in order of decreasing class
size. In the profile produced-w hich will be called the activity pattern-th e
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width of each column gives the number of periods in each week for which the
class, of size equal to the height of the column, met. The advantage of this format
is that by dividing the horizontal axis by the number of periods in a week (in
this school, 45), a scale of "number of rooms" is produced, allowing any
schedule of accommoda tion to be constructed on the same diagram. Figure 3
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shows the schedule of accommodation for "non-specialist" subjects existing in
the school from which the activity pattern was obtained; assuming that teaching
rooms are available at all times for teaching purposes, then the area _between the
activity pattern and the existing schedule represents the degree of spatial overprovision, which, when taken as a percentage of the existing schedule, is, in this
case, approximately 44 per cent. Stated more dramatically, there are almost
twice as many pupil places provided as are required to satisfy the curriculum.
Obviously what is required is a mechanism for constructing a schedule of
accom modati on which, within the constraints imposed by modul ar construction,
most closely matches the activity pattern profile. The fallowing sub-sections
describe SECS A, a compu ter progra m designed for this purpose.
2.1. Data input and sortation
The basic input to SECS A is similar to that recorded in the pro-formas
already mentioned, i.e. for every period in the week, data on the subject being
taught, the year of study and the class size. These input data are read into file.
Since the progra m has been written for a time-sharing compu ter system a
"dialog ue" can take place between the machine (which prints out its messages)
and the operat or (who types his messages on the keyboard of his terminal). When
the progra m is run, this dialogue commences with the compu ter asking the
operat or to specify the year groups and subjects he wishes to consider; this gives
the operat or the facility to study any year grouping (say the upper school only)
and any set of subjects (say history, geography, French, English and mathematics).
With these instructions the machine sorts the data which resides in file into a
set of activity patterns, similar to that in Figure 1. On request it will output
the activity pattern for each subject summed over the specified year grouping.
2.2. Generation of minimum schedules
To generate the minimum schedule for each of the subjects specified, the computer requests two further pieces of inform ation: the floor area per pupil relevant
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to each of the subjects (which may be existing SED recommend ations) and the
number of periods in a · week. The minimization procedure which then takes
place for ·each subject in turn will be explained with -reference to Figures 3 and
4, assuming for the moment that the activity pattern in these figures refers to a
single subject only.
Knowing the activity pattern, the computer, starting at the upper point on the
vertical axis, generates the minimum schedule by constructin g a stepped envelope
round the activity pattern. The closeness ·of fit of the envelope is constrained by
two factors:
(a) the fact that each space generated must exist for the entire week (i.e. the
horizontal distances of each step must be a whole number of rooms), and
(b) the fact that the decrement in size of successive spaces must be physically
realistic (i.e. the vertical distances of each step must be greater than a
defined minimum).
The formula used in the program for producing minimum decrements in the
size of successive spaces is based on room-shape constraints. Consider a space
with N pupils evenly and .regularly placed (Figure 5): now if the maximum
----- 2
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++++++++
+ + ++ ++ ++
+ ++++
+ + + ++

+ +++

++
+

Jft.pupils

N pupils
•

' • ;I /

Fio. 5.

acceptable length/brea th ratio is 2/1, there will be 2 ✓(N/2) pupils in each longitu~
dinal row and ✓(N/2} pupils in eqch row ac;ross the br_eadth of tp.e space. Thus
the minimum reasonable increment or deqement is .that space occupied by
✓(N/2) pupils. It, will be obvious that anomalies exist both w4en ✓(N/2) is not
integer and when the length/brea dth ratio is less than 2/1 but the mechanism does
allow the magnitude of the minimum step to vary over the activity pattern profile.
If it is 4esired to replace this particular constraint by a constant :based on ~
planning module, this is possible.
The final step in the generation of the minimum schedule for each subject is
the conversion of the scale of the vertical axis in Figure 4 from pupils to floor
area. The machine performs this by multiplying the floor-area-per-:-pupil factor,
already input, by the numbers of pupils and adding on a teac~er allocation of
50 ft 2 ( as per SED recommendations). The machine is now able to output, for
each subject, the minimum schedule in terms ·of the number and area of the
rooms required.
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One further feature of this part of SECS A must be explained. It may happen
that the smallest room in the minimum schedule is required for only a very small
proportion of the week. If the program determines that it will not be utilized
100 per cent of the time, it attempts to fit that section of the activity pattern into
the redundant space of a larger room, as shown in Figure 6. The physical
implication of such a solution is of course that there must be a movable partition
fitted to the larger room.
Schedule

6

5

7

Rooms

FIG. 6.

2.3. Grouping of subjects
Recognizing the fact that a differentiation between academic subjects,
although conceptually meaningful, may be irrelevant to the determination of the
spatial environment, the program SECS A goes on from the generation of
minimum schedules for each subject individually, to the automatic generation of
minimum schedules for certain combinations of these subjects.
If the subjects which have been specified are history, geography, French,
English and mathematics, the program will output
(a) the minimum schedules for each subject individually,
(b) the minimum schedules for each consecutive pair, e.g. history/geography,
French/English and mathematics by itself, and
(c) the minimum schedule for all the subjects taken together.
The program achieves this by converting the vertical axis on each activity
pattern to an area measure (based on the floor-area-per-pupil input by the
operator), combining the activity patterns as required and dealing with these
combinations in the manner already described.
2.4. Output for mat
Table 1 illustrates a run of the programme SECS A. At the outset the computer asks (by printing out on the continuous roll of paper) the question

IS YOUR PRO-FORMA DATA ALREADY IN FILE? 0/1
?
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TABLE 1. OUTPUT

OF

SECS A

SECS 16:45 SYSED MON 13TH JULY 1970
IS YOUR PRO-FORMA DATA ALREADY IN FILE? 0/1
? 1
YEAR GROUPING
? 1, 6
NO. OF SUBJECTS AND CODING
?5
?2 ,7, 14, 20, 9
DO YOU WISH PRINT-OUT OF ACTIVITY PATTERNS? 0/1

?O
FLOOR AREA PER PUPIL
? 15, 18, 13, 15, 18
PERIODS PER WEEK
? 40
Subject

No. rooms

Area

Tot. area

Act. pat.

1
1
l
1

1
1
1
1

375
322
216
110

1023

748

2

1
1
2
1

450
386
195
81

1308

1021

1
1
1
1
1
1

442
388
335
281
144
87

1677

1241

2
1
2
1
1

570
439
374
243
142

2712

2314

1

540
470
400
331
261
100

2103

1755

8823

7080

2
2
2
3
3

3
3
3
3
4
4

4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
Total (A)

1
1
1

1
1
28
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TABLE 1 (cont.)
Subject

No. rooms

Area

Tot. area

Act. pat.

1

1

322

322

270

4
4

1
1

439
374

813

735

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

1
1
1

450
392
276
218
160
112

1825

1500

570
498
355
283
212
142
107

3377

2820

540
470
400
331
261
100

2103

1755

8440

7080

3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
5
5
5
5

2
1
1
2

1

2
2

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

5

1

5

1

Total (B)

26

1

1

322

322

270

4
4

1
1

439
374

813

735

3

570
505
439
374
308
243
178
142
110
77

6907

6075

8042

7080

1/2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4/5
Total (C)

2

1

2
4
4
2
1

. 2

1

25
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and·waits for the operator to respond by typing O (which conventionally means
"no") or 1 (which conventionally means "yes")~ In this example the data from
the pro-forma has already been input into file so the operator types 1. Through-·
out Table 1 the responses of operator are in italic to make the dialogue more
easily understood.
The computer now requests information on the year groups and subjects
which the operator wishes to investigate. Any consecutive sequence of year
groups can be specified, e.g. first to third ·year (1, 3), second to fourth year (2, 4)
or the entire school (1, 7). The. number of the subjects to be examined and their
code numbers are also input; for the purposes of the example the code 2 can be
taken as referring to history, 7 as geography, 14 as French, 20 as English and
9 as mathematics.
At this point the computer asks if the activity patterns for these subjects, taken
over the year grouping, are to be printed out. By typing O the operator waives
this option.
The final items of input are the per pupil floor area allocations relevant to each
of the five .subjects under investigation, and the number of periods in the school
week. The per pupil space allocations (in square feet per pupil) must be input
in the same order as were the subject code numbers.
The schedules are output in three sections, which are summarized by the
Totals (A), (B) and (C). In the first column, headed "Subject", the subjects are
numbered in terms of their input order: thus 1 = history, 2 = geography,
3 = French, 4 = English, 5 _ mathematics. The second and third columns give
the number of rooms of each area required in the schedule.
The first section of the output (i.e. that part contained on the first page of
Table 1) deals with the scheduling of each of the five subjects individually. It can
be seen that for history, 4 rooms are required-I at 375 ft 2, 1 at 322, 1 at 216 and
1 at 110; the fourth line of the output also summarizes the schedule for history
in terms of the total area and the area of the history activity pattern (recorded
under "Act. pat."). The difference between the values in columns 4 and 5 gives a
measure of the efficiency of the schedule, i.e. the "tightness of fit" of the schedule
profile to the activity pattern profile. Each subject is dealt with in turn and the
last line of this section-Total (A)-summarizes the whole schedule in terms of
number of rooms (28), total area (8823) and total area of the activity patterns
(7080).
The second section of the output (i.e. that section down to Total (B)) deals
with the scheduling of consecutive pairs of subjects~ Before summing the activity
patterns of consecutive pairs of subjects in order to schedule them, however, the
computer identifies from the previous section those rooms which are fully
utilized; these "dedicated" rooms-are printed out at the top of the second section
of output and only the remaining; partially utilized rooms in the first section.are
considered in the pairing. Thus Section 2 lists 1 dedicated history room, 2 dedicated English rooms, 7 history/geography rooms, 10 French/English rooms and
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6 mathematics rooms. Since there is an odd number of subjects (5), mathematics
has not been paired and the schedule from Section 1 is simply repeated in
Section 2.
In the third and final section, the dedicated rooms are again extracted and
printed out at the top followed by the schedule for the "undedic ated" rooms
taken over all five subjects.
It must be emphasized that this output has produced three alternative
schedules. The three schedules can be compared by looking at the entries in the
rooms Total (A), Total (B) and Total (C). The first schedule (i.e. that treating
2
each subject individually) produces 28 rooms of total area 8823 ft ; the second
schedule (i.e. that pairing consecutive subjects) produces 26 rooms of total area
8440 ft 2 ; the third schedule (i.e. that dealing with all subjects together) produces
25 rooms of total area 8042 ft 2 • Comparison of any one of these three total areas
2
with the constant area of the sum of the activity patterns (7080 ft ) gives a
measure of the scheduling efficiency.
It should be noted that for the second schedule (i.e. that pairing consecutive
subjects) the order in which the subject codes are typed into the computer affects
the schedule produced.
.
2. 5. Implications for design
Used as described, the program SECS A could be considered less_as a means
of generating a minimum schedule of accommodation than as a means of
investigating the spatial implications of alternative educational policies. By
repeated runs of the program the implications of scheduling the upper and
lower schools separately as opposed to jointly can be investigated; the effects of
grouping non-specialist, or even specialist subjects, can be studied. It is importan t
to point out, however, that there ar~ ramifications other than spatial:
(a) if several subjects are scheduled jointly, then those dual- or multi-purpose
spaces may require dual- or multi-purpose services and equipment; if so,
a cost comparison, weighing the savings on space with the extra expenditure on services and equipment, should be undertak en;
(b) joint scheduling will reduce the degree of "own-ness" which teachers at
present have in relation to their rooms; worries on this score are easily
exaggerated, however, when it is borne in mind that sharing is likely to be
within "departm ents" and that the new richness of the schedule will allow
specific activities to take place in areas matched spatially (and, it is hoped,
environmentally) to the precise educational needs.
In the argument so far the basic classification of activities has been in terms of
academic subjects. As mentioned in sub-section 2.3, this classification may not
be the most relevant to spatial de~ision making. As the program is constructed,
any classification of activity is possible and the subject "English " could equally
well be replaced by one or more of "discussion", "drama", "compos ition", etc.
If each subject is broken down in this way, then the possibility exists for
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investigating the provision of specialist spaces for discussion, drama, etc. which
will be shared within departments which are at present designated "English",
"French", "science". In short, SECS A provides a mechanism for investigating
the spatial feasibility of innovatory education policies. The following sub-section
proposes a modification to the input format which would promote this application.
2. 6. Alternative input for mat
The program SECS A has already be~n used for the design of a new comprehensive school. Since this was to be the first in the County it was decided that
the standard input data, gathered from an existing comprehensive school, should
be replaced by a more fundamental statement of educational activity generated
by the County's subject advisers. To this end a new pro-forma was designed, as
shown in Table 2 (the entries in Table 2 are not those of the art adviser but will
serve as illustration).
Four defined activity/space categories (classroom, lecture, discussion,
individual study) and two undefined activity/space categories range along the
top of the pro-forma. Within each of these the columns A, B and C refer respectively to percentage of total art time devoted to each activity/space category,
group size and number of groups. Thus in any line the sum of the A column
equals 100 per cent; the product of B and C in each activity/space category is
equal to the number of pupils in that stream. The notes at the extreme right of
the form give the percentage of time devoted in each stream to art. In this return
Project 1 has been defined, by the person completing the form, as a studio
activity, Proje~t 2 as a workshop activity. The opportunity this data format
gives is that of summing the information in each of the defined activity/space
categories and in similarly defined project activities, over all pro-formas. These
summed data can be considered as the new "subjects", replacing in SECS A, the
traditional subject definitions.
At present, the sortations required for this form of data input have to be done
manually, but it is hoped that before long the pro-forma data can be fed directly
into the computer.
2. 7. Appraisal of accommodation schedules in existing schools
The accommodatio n schedule produced by SECS A can be used as a base
against which to c01;npare the spatial provision in existing schools. The activity
data for the existing school is fed into a program known as SECS B; additionally,
the schedule of accommodation in the existing school is input, identifying the
spaces allocated to each subject. The program computes the minimum schedules
based on the activity patterns, exactly as has been described in relation to
SECS A, and then proceeds to compare the generated schedule with the existing
schedule. Output is in terms of the over- and under-provision of space within each
range of class size.
This program has already been used for the appraisal of an existing school;
perhaps more effectively, it has _application to the problem of an existing school
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which is faced with an increase in roll, as most schools will be when the schoolleaving age is increased.
3. PROGR ESSIVE VARIA TION IN REQUI REMEN T
Consider the situation in which the education authorit y supplies details (on
pro-forma shown in Table 2) of the activities which will pertain when the school
opens and of the activities which it is hypothesized will pertain 20 years after the
school opens. By processing these two sets of data through the program SECS A,
two disparat e schedules of accomm odation will be output: the first will be
optimum in relation to the 1971 activity data; the second will be optimum in
relation to the 1991 activity data. Figure 7 shows two such optima.
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Basically there are two ways of designing such a school:
(a) by the provision of redunda nt space (which requires a minimu m total
provision of space equal to the envelope of the two schedules), or
(b) by the incorpo ration in the initial schedule of a sufficient degree of physical
·flexibility to allow it to be "transfo rmed" into the subsequent schedule.
Compu tation of the envelope of the two schecules is a simple matter which
can be done manually, but the determination of the most efficient method of
transfor ming one schedule into another is of an order of complexity which
necessitates comput ational aids._ If the transfor mation were to be tackled manu~
ally, the best way to proceed would be to do a "scissors-and-paste job" on the
initial schedule: having cut up the 1971 schedule into vertical strips, these strips
would be shortened (by snipping them horizontally) or lengthened (by joining
two or more together) until the 1991 schedules could be assembled. The most
efficient way to do the transfor mation would be that which involved the fewest
snips and joins.
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The significance for the designer is that (a) one snip is equivalent to dividing
an existing space in two by placing a partition within it, and (b) one join is
equivalent to making two separate spaces into one by removing a partition.
To tackle the task with scissors and paste is to court insanity. The program
SECS C, the detailed working of which is described in the fallowing sub-section,
is a painless alternative.
3.1. Operation of SECS C
_
The input to SECS C is simply a list of each area in the initial (1971) schedule
followed . by a list of each area in the subsequent (1991) schedule, as obtained
from the output of SECS A (and represented graphically in Figure 7). The operation of the program is best explained by reference to the output of which an
annotated version is given in Table 3.
The areas in the initial (existing) schedule are recorded in decreasing order of
magnitude down the left side of the matrix and the areas of the subsequent
(required) schedule are recorded along the top of the matrix, also in decreasing
ordero
The first search the computer makes is for required areas which are identical
to existing areas; if any exist the computer allocates the existing area to the
required area and shows this by printing the value in the appropriate location in
the matrix (i.e. column 6, row 2). The next step is to identify the largest value in
the list of existing and required areas; in this case it is the value 1000. The search
then proceeds for two existing areas which together will exactly make up 1000;
in this case there are none so the computer identifies the next largest value in the
list of existing and ·required areas and tries again. Following this pattern, it deals
with columns 1 to 4 without success, then tries row 1, without success; rows 3
to 16!) without success; and then, at row 17, manages to find a pair of required
areas which together match the existing area of 240. The allocation is made
(columns 7 and 8, row 17) and the search · continued. The only other similar
match occurs in row 19.
The next phase of the operation, in which the previously allocated areas play
no part, now commences. The program identifies the largest unallocated value
in the list of existing and required areas, which in this case is still the required
area (value 1000) of column 1. To this is allocated the largest existing area (500).
In effect this leaves a "remainder" of 500 in column 1 still to be allocated. The
program now reverts to the routine described in the previous paragraph, i.e.
seeking, for any single value of existing or required area, a pair of required or
existing area, respectively, to provide an exact match. The only difference at this
point in time is that the value 1000 at the top of column 1 has been replaced by
the remainder value, 500. It is this remainder value 500, which is now allocated
to rows 3 and 21. If no eact matching had been possible, the 430 of row 3, would
have been allocated to the remainder 500, changing the remainder in column
1 to 70. If this led to no matching remainder 70 in column 1 would have been
allocated to the 400 in row 4, leaving a "row remainder" of 330, and so on.
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500
470
430
400
400
380
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340
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300
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240
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150
100
70
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0
430
0
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The procedure is an heuristic one-i.e. one of limted search-and does not
guarantee an optimum solution; controlled trials, however, have shown that the
output is as close to an optimum as to make no practical difference.
3.2. Implications for design
In any row, an entry is equivalent to an area of magnitude equal to the
numerical value of the entry; thus two entries· in a row mean that an existing area
has been divided into two; three entries mean that an existing space has been
divided into three. Thus, the number of partitions which must be added to any
existing area is the number of entries in the relevant row minus one; the number
of partitions which must be added overall is the sum, over all the rows, of the
number of entries in each row minus one (in this case 13, as printed out by the
computer immediately below the matrix). Similarly, the number of partitions
to be removed is given by the sum, over all the columns, of the number of
entries in each column minus one.
In this case the minimum number of partitions required is 13; if the column
and row values had been different from each other, the minimum number of
partitions required would have been equivalent to whichever was the larger of
the two.
The final items of output are the remaining spaces left unallocated; in the
example given, an additional 20 ft 2 will have to be provided, in addition to the
13 partitions, to fully satisfy the subsequent schedule. It will be clear from this
part of the output that the program is capable of dealing with initial and subsequent schedules which are different in total area.
If, as opposed to two, say five different schedules have to be provided over the
life of the school, the program can be used four times, dealing jn turn with
schedules 1 and 2, schedules 2 and 3, schedules 3 and 4 and schedules 4 and 5;
the requirement for demountable partitions is given by the maximum value over
the four runs. Clearly then progressive change can be investigated by making the
time intervals relatively small.
A comparison of the economics of the two basic strategies mentioned earlier
in this sub-section-i.e. the "redundant space" strategy and the "physical
flexibility" strategy· is possible by setting the cost of the overprovision of space
in the redundant strategy against the extra cost of the demountable partitions
over conventional partitions. In all cases tested by the Unit there is a significant
advantage in adopting the "physical flexibility" strategy of design. It should be
said, however, that the minim-qm number of demountable partitions output by
the computer will suffice in practice only if the plan layout arranges those
spaces contiguously which are to be divided or amalgamated. It is likely that at
plan layout stage an increased number of demountable partitions will be seen to
be required but the technique exists for checking if the economic advantage still
lies with the "physical flexibility" strategy.
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T. W. Maver - Spatial Environment in Comprehensive Schools
The program SECS C has been developed in the context of comprehensive
school design but it is, of course, equally applicable to any building type in which
the requirements for accommodation vary over time.
4. USE IN PRACTICE
Two versions of the SECS package exist: an on-line version (which has been
described in this paper) written in FORTRAN for use on commercial timesharing bureaux, and a batch-process version, in FORTRAN IV, for use on an
ICT 1905 or, with minor modification, on any other FORTRAN IV machine.
The runs shown in Tables 1 and 3 each take less than 15 min and each costs
approximately £5.
The package has several important uses:
(a) it may be used by local education authorities and/or private architects for
the design of a specific school,
(b) it may be used by local education authorities for the basic study of the
spatial implications of alternative educational policies, or of changes in
curriculum and teaching method,
(c) it may be used by local education authorities for the appraisal of the
spatial environment in the existing stock of schools, particularly where a
change in roll is envisaged, and
(d) it may be used by headmasters to test the spatial feasibility of short- or
long-term changes in ·curriculum, teaching methods and/or timetabling.
It should be noted that the production of accommodation schedules which
more closely match activity patterns intensifies timetabling problems: particular
pupil groups require to have allocated to them not only the appropriate teacher
but the appropriate space. The need to have spaces free for the setting up of
experimental equipment or other preparation can, however, be dealt with in the
program by identifying these activities as "dummy" academic subjects.
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Appraisal in
design
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ABACUS, Departmen t of Architectur e and Building Science, Univer.;ity
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Computer-based design appraisal models can be seen in
systems tenns with the design hypothesi s as input, the
resulting cost and performance profile as output and the
design modification as feedback. This paper discusses the
main elements of such a model (representation, measurement
and evaluation) and exemplifies the application. The paper
ends with proposals for future work - notably the
coupling of computer models with telecomm unication
systems and the development of 'experiential' appraisal.

Design is the activity of making explicit proposals for a
change from some existing state to some future state
which more closely approxim ates to mankind's con ·
cept of the ideal. As such it embraces a wide spectrum
of human endeavour ; the outcomes of design activity are
part and parcel of our everyday life and are determina nts,
for better or worse, of our man-made future_ In common
with all complex human functions the activity of design is
ill-underst ood: it involves the most rational and systemati c
process of human thought and also the most intuitive and
conjectura l leaps within the human mind.
The design profession s are many and varied; they
include the engineerin g profession s {mechanic al, civil,
electrical, electronic , aeronautic al, nuclear, naval architecture, chemical, environme ntal). the architectu re profession
and the industrial design profession . The education al systems
from which these profession als emerge, and the institutes
of which they are members are unique, disparate and, sadly,
ohen competiti ve. Design then, unlike medicine, has as yet
no unifying education al or profession al corpus; there is a
view, however, at least within the Design Research Society,
that from a developin g understan ding of modelling concepts
within the design activity a unified view of design may emerge .
Model ling has a long and interesting history; to
1
Bronowsk i the single most significan t step in the ascent of
man was the creation of cave paintings - the first bold
attempt to model, for the young men of the communit y,
a future reality as yet outside their experienc e. In the
context of design, model developm ent has taken place
at varying rates: the classic example of the successful
applicatio n of advanced modelling technique s is of course
the design of lunar modules; in other fields of design
endeavour ," some of which are at the core of our everyday
existence, the concept seems to be moribund .
It is instructive , by way of example, to consider
architectu ral design. If the architectu ral historians are
correct, modelling found its way into architectu ral design
around the year 2800 BC. Prior to that time the architect or
master builder stood on site and directly translated the
design concept from his mind's eye into full-scale, three-
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dimension al reality. By dint of drawing plans and elevations
in the sand with a sharp stick, the first models in architectural design, the master builder opened his concepts to
critical appraisal and greatly accelerate d his productiv ity.
Curiously, the plan and elevation - virtually
undevelop ed - continued to be the core model in
architectu ral design over the next 5000 years. Only in the
last decade have we seen significan t developm ent in
architectu ral modelling ; it is the progress during this
decade which will be reviewed in the remaining sections
of this paper.

APPRAI SAL IN SYSTEM S TERMS
Central to the concept of appraisal is the developm ent of a
model of the operationa l behaviour and formal characteristics of the proposed artifact. The model may be thought
of as a system: the system inputs are in effect the design
hypothese s and the system outputs are the prediction s of the
operationa l behaviour and formal characteri stics of the
design under a particular set of context variables (Figure 1 ).
This systems view of design appraisal recognizes
that the activity of design decision-m aking is not wholly
contained within the technolog ical sphere but may well
have functional , economic, social and aesthetic implicatio ns
for society at large. Successfu l computer applicatio ns
to limited technical problems abound, of course: it is
very useful to input to the computer a set of beam loadings
and to have it output a minimum depth of beam. However
the pressing problems of ecological pollution, dwindling
energy and material resources, urban deprivatio n, etc. facing
society today, demand a more systemic view of design, a
view that will recognize the aspiration s and value judgements of all those whoiWill be affected by the design
'
decisions.
Developm ent of systemic computer- based
design appraisal models is in its infancy byt advancing
rapidly in most fields of design endeavour _ Nowhere more
so than in the fields of architectu re, building science and
urban planning. In the course of designing a building the
architect is concerned to satisfy ·as best he can a wide
range of disparate and sometime s conflictin g objectives :
the building must be structural ly sound, environme ntally
comfortab le, efffcient for its purpose, aesthetica lly
pleasing and economica l to acquire and run. The brief
he is given is unlikely to be explicit as to the acceptable
level of any of these criteria (except perhaps to impose an
upper limit on capital cost). The architect then ,engages
in an iterative, open ended, multi-vari ate search process
during which the directions of search and the final outcome
depend in large measure on his own implicit and subjective
value judgemen ts.
The philosoph y underlying the current generation
of CAD appraisal models is not one of simplifyin g the
problem in order to make it univariate and free of subjective
value judgemen t; rather it is one of recognizin g the
complexit y of the problem - the fact that is multivaria te
(and multiperso n) - and of providing as rich an informatio n
base as possible about the predicted performan ce of
hypothesi zed solution on which explicit value judgemen ts
can justifiably be made.

COMPU TER AIDED APPRAI SAL
Developin g the systems model of Figure l, the CAD
activity can be presented as in Figure 2. The designer
generates a design hypothesi s which is input into the
computer (representation); the computer software
models the behaviour of the hypothesi zed design and
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relationship s between the elements of the cost/perfor mance profile. For example, the requiremen t to achieve
a minimum of 2 percent daylight factor in a school plan
may result in an unacceptab ly high energy cost for
heating. In effect, if a priori cost/perfor mance specification.is a meaningful concept, agreement on its form
is likely only to emerge from extensive and controlled
exploration s using the CAD model.
• Modificatio n: Any design hypothesis embodies a unique
set of design variables. For example a plan layout has a
particular floor area, shape of envelope,to pological
relation of spaces, etc. Each design variable contributes ,
to a greater or lesser extent, to the behaviour of the
design as a whole and hence to the cost/perfor mance
profile. If, from the evaluation of the profile, it is
considered that, for example, the level of daylighting in
some rooms is unacceptab ly low, the designer must
decide in respect to which design variable the overall
design hypothesis must be modified. Improveme nt in
this aspect of performanc e may be achieved by modi·
fication of any one of several design variables; moreover,
a change in any particular design variable is likely to affect
not only daylighting but many (if not all) of the other
cost/perfor mance characterist ics. The nature of the
causal relationships between each and every design
variable and each and every cost/perfor mance variable
is not, unfortunate ly, known a priori, but must emerge
in the process of iterative use of the CAD model.

Conte~! ..anobles

Input

System

wriobles

variables

feedxx;k

Context
Model of the

Design

orlefact

hypothesis

Precicted

performance

Oesic1i modifico!ions
Figure 1.

The design activity in systems terms

outputs measures of cost and performanc e on a number of
relevant criteria (measurements): the designer (perhaps in
conjunctio n with the client body) exercises his (or their)
value judgement (evaluation) and decides on appropriate
changes to the design hypothesis (modificatio n).
•

Representation Representa tion of the design hypothesis

will require to take a form appropriate to the appraisal
measures which the ·software is designed to carry out. It
may be simply alphanumer ic, or, increasingly commonly,
topographic (eg a building plan, bridge elevation, printed
circuit layout, mechanical linkage); it is the interface
It will be seen, then, that if the representation and measurebetween the designer's mental model and the computer
ment modules of the design system can be set up and made
based model and, as such, is the focus of the man-machi ne
available, the processes of evaluation and modificatio n take
exchange.
place dynamicall y within the design activity as determinan ts
• Measurement The software model of the operation and
form of the design artifact which exists within the computer of, and in response to, the pattern of explorative search. This
mode of working puts a premium on ease of communica tion
must be capable of interpreting the input representat ion
and of applying known algorithms which model aspects
with the computer.
of the design's character and behaviour. Output measures
of cost and performanc e may be wholly descriptive
(eg building plan area, maximum bridge span, number
COMPUTER-AIDED APPRAISAL IN ACTION
of circuit modes, lengths of linkage arms), wholly
The emerging new generation of computer-b ased appraisal
predictive (eg capital cost of plan layout, deflection
models is already having a dramatic impact on design practice,
profile of the bridge span, resistance between two
on design education and on the client/user bodies affected
circuit nodes, angular velocity of a linkage arm) or an
by design decisions. The impact stems from the fact that the
appropriate mix of descriptive and predictive measures.
new models, as opposed to paper-based plans and elevations
Additionall y, it may be advantageo us to have the
for example, are predictive rather than descriptive, dynamic
software effect a visual transforma tion on the input
rather than static, explicit rather than implicit. The following
representat ion, to output addition views of the design
aim to exemplify current application s and to
subsections
hypothesis (eg a 3D perspective of the building plan or
identify implication s for the quality of design decision•
bridge).
making in the context of architectura l design.
• Evaluation Profiles of the cost and performanc e characteristics which are output by the computer, supplement ed
by perspective or other views, form the information base
Cosl/performonce profile
Design tm,othesis
on which the designer acts. Evaluation of a profile of
measures on disparate and possibly conflicting criteria
can be undertaken only by the application of value
judgements relating to the perceived needs of the client/
user body and of society at large. Introductio n of CAD
models does not obviate the need for evaluative
decisions. Indeed, by making the information base
explicit, CAD models throw into sharp focus the subjective aspects of the design decision-making activity.
In some instances, the brief for the design problem may
express certain upper and lower limits of acceptabilit y
for some or all of the cost/perfor mance characterist ics,
Designer
against which the profile may be judged. Increasingly,
however, it is recognised that such a priori constraints
Figure 2. Model of CAD activity
cannot be set sensibly in ignorance of the causal inter-
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relations hips which provi de powerful ins ights into the
design activity.
• Objective and subjectiv e judgeme nts. Contrary to the
fears of many architect ural practition ers, the use of CAAO
techniqu es focusses increased attention on subjectiv e
value judgemen ts, rather than less. As the measurab le
attribute s of design alternativ es are made more explicit
the necessary value judgeme nts are forced to the surface
of the design activity and, the reby, themselv es become
more explicit.
• General . If CAAD techniqu es such as those described
here are to be develope d to their full potential , it will
necessita te a diversion of professio nal effort away from
the design of individua l buildings in favour of a committment to designing better design methods and models.

Professi onal Practice
The search for good solutions . Figure 2 represent ed the
designer' s iterative search for a solution in which an
appropri ate balance is struck within the range of cost
and performa nce criteria. Figure 3 exemplif ies the
characte r of the input to and output from a typical
compute r-based architect ural appraisal model . In
practice, access to such a model is known to increase 2the
search for a good solution by approxim ately ten fold :
not only is the search coverage extended , it is also more
purposef ully directed, with the architect able to compare
the quality of any one solution against the quality of all
previous solutions .
• Design team working. A great deal of design time is lost
as design hypothes es are passed to and fro between the
architect and specialist members of the design team.
Quite frequentl y the scheme on which the architect has
lavished time and effort is found by one or other of the
specialist s to be infeasible . With access to explicit
appraisal techniqu es it is possible to check a wide range
of criteria simultan eously from the outset of the design
activity. Moreover , it is entirely practical for each member
of the design team to have access to, and operate on
the common design model whetber or not they share a
design office. The models, then, provide a strong integrating force in design team working.
• Design insights. Apart from the use of appraisal programs
to search for an optimal solution to a particula r design
brief, the programs can be used in a 'research and developdesign decisions
ment' context to provide insights into how
3
affect cost and performa nce attribute s. Typically , the
designer would select an existing building as the vehicle
for his study, then, keeping all other design variables
constant, systemat ically vary one design factor while
recording the cost/perf ormance output from the program.
In this manner the architect can establish sets of causal

•

Educati on
Students currently in Schools of Architec ture will be at the
peak of their careers around the year 2000. Pressure on the
schools to provide an educatio n and training which will
stand the student in good stead between now and then is
considera ble. In at least one school.4 importan ce is placed
within the course on the concept of modellin g, ie the
developm ent and use of models of the operation al
behaviou r and aesthetic characte r of design proposal s
which will allow predictio n of how real building will
perform in the real world, The belief, supporte d by a
growing quantity and quality of evidence , is that access
to and use of explicit models of the future built reality

C

SECT

a

promotes :
• retention of studio project work as the core synthesis
discipline within the educatio n environm ent.
• an appropri ate degree of independ ence from the
prevailing corpus of factual, but highly perishabl e, infor•
mation on materials , construc tional detail, etc, and
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a focussing of attention on the value judgeme nts (and
hence the morality) which always have - and properly
always will - pervade architect ural design decision- making
Worth detailing, perhaps, is the recent experien ce of making
computer -based design models the central theme in one BSc
final year studio design project. The project extends over
five weeks and must culminat e in a set of design drawings for
a small hotel. Stages in the project are as follows:

of the analysis procedur e. Over the weekend the
tutors consider ed the submissio ns and agreed a common
brief for all students.
Synthesi s : armed with an accommo dation schedule and
'target' costs the students were given a week to generate,
by conventi onal means, one or more 'outline proposal s'

•

•

Conventi onally, in a project of this scope and scale, the
brief issued to students would include a definitive
schedule of accomm odation. In this case, however,
students were not provided with an accommo dation
schedule but with basic data on the unit areas of the
various functiona l spaces within the hotel (single
bedroom s, double bedroom s, function suite, restauran t,
grill and lounge bar) - together with the tariff structure ,
unit profitabi lity and a probabal istic statemen t on
occupanc y at different seasons of the year. Addition al
data covered square metre costs for construc tion,
rates and maintena nce, administ ration and heat, light

•

and power.
Using a specially devised program known as INVEST,
based on a linear programm ing algorithm , students were
able to establish that schedule of accommo dation which
maximize d profit, subject to a set of adminstr ative and
planning constrain ts expresse d in the brief. Program output
included not just the optimum schedule but the correspo nding generaliz ed figures for capital and running costs. These
costings thus formed 'targets' to be met in the design.
As the occupanc y data provided was probabal istic and
seasonally dependen t, each student, by the end of the
first week of the project had to submit to the client
(ie tutors} a proposed schedule argued on the basis
Coal/P.,fara anca profile

Hypothuio

as to the form of the hotel.
5
Appraisa l : the compute r program GOAL is an integrated appraisal model intended for use at the outline
proposal s/scheme design stages. Students were able to
input their design hypothes es by digitizing their layout
drawings and choosing from a f ile of construc tional
elements . Output from the program provided a check
of accomm odation areas, predictio ns of environm ental
condition s and a predictio n of how any particlua r scheme
compare d, in capital and running costs, with the 'target'

•

figures of the brief.
Typically , students would interactiv ely explore alternati ve
geometri es using a standard construc tion then begin to
'fine-tun e' the scheme in terms of construc tional decisions
(figure 4). It was also possible to produce automati cally
perspecti ve views of any scheme at a scale appropri ate for
immedia te photomo ntage on photogra phical prints of the
site.
Submissi ons had to include the conventi onal plans
and evaluatio ns, a clear account of the process of search and
trade-off s which had led to the final scheme. Conclusi ons
drawn by the tutors from the presentat ion and debrief
sessions were as follows :
•

•

...

N II ...,._ 1 1,

. - . , . , . . . 1...

deployin g a methodo logy to generate a function ally
appropri ate brief (in this case one based on maximum
profitabi lity subject to planning and administ rative
constrain ts), rather than accepting one 'ready made',
greatly increased the stu.dents' motivatio n to meet the
brief requirem ents.
ready access to an iterative appraisal methodo logy
motivate d almost all students to explore a wider
range of alternativ es than would otherwise have been

the case.
different students benefited from the rigour of the
methodo logy in different ways: those consider ed 'weak'
in design started with a mundane scheme which was
close to the requirem ents of the brief and then used the
appraisal program to become progressively more
innovativ e within the envelope of feasibility; those
consider ed 'articulat e' in design started with an
innovativ e scheme which broke the requirem ents of
the brief and then 'tightene d up' to meet the brief
while preserving the innovative concepts .
• the outcome . in all but one case, was a 'better'
design than would have bean expected from a conventional project. The single exception was.a student
openly hostile to any form of design methodo logy.
• the intermed iate and final 'crit sessions' were more
structure d and helpful to the students and properly
different iated between objective fact and subjectiv e
value judgemen ts.
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There is growing evidence of dissatisfa ction on the part
of the users of buildings. Two inter-rela ted reasons for this
dissatisfa ction can be advanced :

(')\P

~

Figure 4. A number of stages in the developm ent of design
solutions by two students

•

lack of a reliable language interface between the user
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•

and the architect wh ich might make user need less liable
to misinterpretation
embodyment in the design solution of subjective value
judgements which are essentially those of the architect
rather than those of the users.

Recognition of the problem has led increasing numbers
of (usually young) architects to involve themselves more
intimately with the user community in an effort to more
fully and more accurately interpret user needs and values.
This approach represents an attempt to bring the interface
between architect and user to.an earlier point in time and
to blur and deformalize the communication process.
An alternative. and largely unexplored, approach
is to postpone the user/architect interface by allowing the
user community to penetrate deeply into the design
activity to the point where needs and values are made
explicit in spatial terms.
It is suggested - and some evidence is presented
later in this subsection - that computer models make this
alternative approach not only feasible but preferable to
the 'barefoot architect' approach. The characteristics of
computer-based appraisal models which are relevant to
th is claim are as follows:

participant can modify the design. He or she can add, shape,

•

the models are, in effect learning aids which promote
the rapid development of insights into the way in which
design decisions affect cost/performance attributes.
• the cost/performance profile resulting from the final
user-generated design hypothesis provides an explicit
performance specification, embodying the user's value
judgements, on which the executive architect can
sensibly operate.
6
The suite of programs known as PARTIAL has three
modules which allow user participation in design to be
studied. Using PARTIAL 1, the architect is able to:
•

•

Nursery school headteachers are capable of formulating
design objectives and producing layout schemes which
are considered to incorporate successfully the majority
of their initial design objectives. These designs are
considered by the participants themselves to be more
acceptable than comparable architect-produced designs.
Participants evaluate their own individual design more
highly than other participants' individual designs.
However, they are capable of cooperating to produce a
collective nursery school design which is not only an
improvement in building performance and space
allocation terms upon the design from which it evolves,
but is also evaluated more highly than the participants'
individual designs.

select the schedule of accommodation and its associated
'space budget'.
• define the geometry of any 'fixed elements', such as
would be required in the case of building conversion. If
there are any fixed parts of the design these can be input
by the architect using PARTIAL 1 and will subsequently
appear on the screen of the computer terminal when the
participant uses the PARTIAL 2 program.
• select which performance measures will be used by
the program to present appraisal information to the
participant about the design.
• select tutorial and advice options used by the program
to comment on the participant's design.
•

PfRF~t f'PfflLES
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After the architect has finished using PARTIAL 1 to create
the control file which describes the design problem, the
participant can use PARTIAL 2 to build up the design
on the screen of the computer terminal. The participant
uses the graphic manipulation commands to select, place
and shape the rooms, walls, doors, windows, and partitions.
The participant visually reads his drawing on the screen.
In a corresponding way the computer 'reads' the drawing
by making a numeric description of the design as a data file.
Each design can be evaluated according to the
experienced user's own criteria by using the subjective
visual and spatial information from the plan. The computer,
on the other hand, can evaluate his design with objective
measures of performance such as indices of capital cost,
energy cost, daylighting and planning efficiency. These
measures are displayed in an unambiguous manner.
Using the graphic manipulation commands the

.
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Figure 5.

Appropriate design reached
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reposition or remove the rooms and the cladding elements.
The computer redraws the modified design and always
presents to the participant a tidy and accurate representation of the current design. The computer can also reevaluate the design after such a modification so that the
participant can see if he has improved both the objective
as well as the subjective qualities of his solution. The
participant can continue the iterative process of modifi cation and evaluation until a design evolves with what he
considers to be the appropriate mixture of subjective
qualities and objective properties (Figure 5) .
PARTIAL 3 allows a record to be kept over time
of the participant's design activity; this record can be
subsequently interrogated by the researcher to establish
the sequence of design actions and decisions.
The major conclusions and implications which
emerge from an experiment6 in which nursery school
headteachers were given the opportunity, individually and
in groups, to design an BO-place nursery school, are as follows:

J~I

Computer

r:::::::::a

!o ol ===

~

Figure 6.

. : ;=;

Harnessing telecommunications media
User

•

Figure 7. 'Experential appraisal' - acoustic quality

Further support for the feasibi Iity of this type of
involvement comes from the finding that not only do
architects evaluate the participants' designs as highly as
those of the architects, but also they considered the group
solutions to be an improvement over the individual
solutions upon which they were based.

In any event it has to be said that design models have

themselves to be designed, and design as we know, is an
iterative, exploratory human activity. It would be ludicrous

FUTURE DlRECTIONS
In the introductory section, this paper drew a parallel
between the genesis, some 5000 years ago, of architectural drawings and the genesis, 10 years ago, of computerbased appraisal models. Whereas architectural plans and
elevations, as models, have developed very little over 50
centuries, the development of computer-based models, if
we can extrapolate from events over the last decade, promises
to be rapid and dramatic.
One direction of necessary research effort lies in
the matter of developing multi-criteria merit scores.to facilitate
the comparison, over a number of disparately dimensioned
attributes, of alternative design solutions. Attempts have
7
been made in the design methodology literature to summarize
the possibilities: ordinal methods, weighted criteria methods,
weighted average methods and vector space methods. None
of these has the appeal of a method (which I shall call'
'normative averaging') which sums, over all measurable
attributes the normalised deviation of each from the
mean, gathered over an increasing portfolio of design
solutions.
It is in the nature of things, however, that some
8
attributes {eg 'style' as referred to by Ackoff will, at
any point in time, defy enumeration. So be it. The issue
then is to arrange to make the models accessible in a
meaningful form to those who should exercise, in each
specific case, the appropriate value judgements over
multi-criteria spectrum. This implies:
•
•

to condemn the concept of computer-based appraisal
models on the basis of the inadquacies of the versions
which have emerged in one short decade. Rather, the
design profession should see the future development of
these models as the prime design challenge of what remains
of the 20th century_
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DESIGN PARADIGMS., DESIGN AIDS AND DESIGN DECISIONS

Dr. Thomas Watt Maver
Director.,

Architecture and Building Aids Computer Unit,

Strathclyde (ABACUS)

That the President of the Royal Institute of British Architects should invite
the profession to fonnulate and declare a design philosophy is to my mind
the most significantly honest act to occur in the last fifty dismal years of

the profession's history~

For those of us who have come into architecture

from other fields of design endeavour# to be choked and blinded by the
idealogical pollution which blankets architectural decision making, the
invitation offers a special hope - that there may emerge not only a new
understanding of architecture, the product.:' but a new understanding of the
greatest activity to which man can aspire, that of design itself.

I am not a philosopher but if I am to claim the role of designer I consider it
incumbent to declare the design paradigms which have underlain the
development of the design aids which this paper will describe.
Stated
baldly they are:
THE PLAN IS THE PROCESS - the role of the professional designer is to
develop and make available the processes for design ciecision-making,
rather than to produce solutions.

THE PROCESS IS DESIGN-IN-USE - design is a continuing activity; the
processes for decision-making should be as relevant to building modification,
adaptation, growth and management as to the generation of the original built
form.
DESIGN-IN-USE IS PARTICIPATORY - design decision-making is the
province of those affected by design decisions; the processes must
therefore be usable by naive., as opposed to professional, designers, i. e.
clients and users.
Now while I would claim validity for these paradigms over all fields of
design endeavour., it would be ludicrous to ignore the unique characteri sties
which distinguish building design.
They are:
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the magnitude of the 'solution space' (e.g. there are some 7 million
a)
ways of arranging 12 spatial units within a 3 x 2 x 2 unit envelop),
the multi-variate nature of the problem (e.g. the need to satisfy
b)
financial, environmental, functional, aesthetic and other performance
requirements) 1 and
the temporal variation in requirements over the life-span of the
c)
building.
Reluctance or inability to face the problems arising from these characteristics has led, respectively, to:
a retreat into stylism (the magnitude of the solution space being thus
a)
reduced to a sub-set representing the arbitrary but currently accepted
consensus among the self-appointed cognoscente),
a strict hierarchical ordering of design decisions (in which form is
b}
crystallised prior to and independent of structure, which in turn is crystallised prior to and independent of service distribution, etc.).,
I
a perverse commitment to a single concrete statement' in terms of built
form (resulting in buildings in which mis-match between need and provision

c)

starts the day after the building is opened and increases daily thereafter).
The paradigms and the problems have thus been stated:
computer do?

so what can the

It is interesting to note that at a recent conference held by the Committee
for the Application of Computers in the Construction Industry (CACCI), each
professional sub-committee reported, with some degree of justifiable pride,
on the growth of computer usage with its profession: architects can now
choose from half a dozen programs for minimising layout circulation;
structural engineers can perform incredible feats of computational virtuosity
for beam and column sizing; there is such a multiplicity of pipe sizing
programs for serVices engineers that 'which-like' reports have to be
produced to compare effectiveness.

Very gratifying., but: is circulation a significant performance criterion;
does faster beam sizing have any pay-off other than to the consulting
engineer; where is the virtue in reducing pipe costs by 2% for a layout in
which spatial configuration is so inept from the point of view of service
distribution that it should never have been mooted in the first place?
No. If the paradigms are to be implemented and the problems overcome,
the processes we develop must have an applicability to those stages in
design-in-use when the interaction between the buildi.ng sub-systems is
maximum and the consequences of decision-making have the greatest
significance to the overall optimisation of building performance.

It would be nonsense to suggest that computer mechanisms now exist which
are wholly applicable. What do exist., I would contend, are the first
approximations, and that they take the form of integrated appraisal
The following; sub-sections give brief outlines of four such
packages
ft
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packages, developed by ABACUS.
PHASE 1 -

Package for Hospital Appraisal, Simulation and Evaluation:

This package consists of
Standard Data File comprising information on environmental requirea)
ments, usage patterns, climate, costs {capital and running) and interdepartmental functional associations; this file will remain relatively
constant within any one design office,
Project File comprising contour and orientation data for the site:
b)
file will remain constant for any particular project,

this

Solution File comprising cost and performance characteristics of
c)
previous schemes; this file may be automatically updated,
Scheme File comprising the geometry of any particular design
d)
hypothesis; the file will be subject to progressive modification during any
project,
Program Executive e)
Table I.

the input/output r.ontrol sequence illustrated in

When the package is executed, the four files are assigned and a plan or
axonometric view of the scheme obtained to facilitate checking of the
The synoptic output is produced automatically and
Scheme File (figure 1).
includes the cost and performance attributes not only of the current scheme
but also of four previous comparable projects and the four most recent
scheme hypotheses relating to the current project (obtained from the
Solution File). As will be seen from Table 1, detailed output is optiona 1
The questions which conclude the run allow the scheme to
and selectable.
be modified geometrically, to be added into the Solution File or to be s torod
for some later modification.
SECS 1 -

Spatial Environment in Comprehensive Schools:

Two characteristics distinguish this package from PHASE:
identific0tion of the constructional systom at the start of the run
a)
allows detailed and precise dati:t on construction costs and performance to
be accessed., and

the input is interleaved with the output to reflect the traditional school
b)
design decision-making sequence.
Table 2 illustrates a run of SECS I.
CAPABLE Evaluation:

Computer Appraisul Package Applicable to Buildina Lr::iyou t

CAPABLE, which is currently applicable to the layout of -~~1-vellinq unj r: s r
differs significantly from the tvvo previous packfl g es d es c ribed. Wh 2 r0-a s
1
PHASE and SECS output absolute measures (in £ s, w/1:12 or whatevGr) '.v:1.ich
may be compared with the norms of previous schemes or projects, CAPi\I3LE
outputs dimensionless i,ndices r2prosenting the ra t io of JC~.ua l perfor:-n:: :re
Relative weighting s held ,vilLlr: i:hc
to some criterion of ideal perfor mance.
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FIGURC 1

Axonometric view of hospital building photographed
directly from the graphics terminal screen
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program (but which can, if desired, be modified) allow the evaluation
indices to be summed over each space Vvithin the dwelling or over th e six
disparate environmental criteria with which the program deals.
A section
of the output is illustrated in Table 3.
HELP 2 -

Housing Evaluation Layout Package:

As stated in the previous paragraph, the output from PHASE and SECS is
absolute whereas the output from CAPABLE is relative.
HELP 2 is a
package which is specifically intended for use by I naive 1 designers as
opposed to professional designers and the output, therefore, is 'tutorial' in
character. The naive designer (perhaps someone who has reached the top
of the local authority housing waiting list) answers at the terminal some
questions relating to his family size and composition and to his basic
preferences for room dispositions.. The computer dmws out the house
envelope and allows him to inspect alternative forms of each room type kitchen, bathroom, master bedroom, etc.
Using the cursor the naive
designer locates his choice of rooms within the envelope according to a
modular planning grid (Figure 2) and the computer prints out tutorial information such as: 'You have no daylighting in the bathroom - why not move it
to an outside wall', and 'The dining room is too far from the kitchen'.

To what extent then do these packages, or future developments of them,
contribute to the implementation of the paradigms and the resolution of the
problems?

First the problems, stated in the early section of this paper as:
a)

the magnitude of the solution space,

b)

the multi-variate nature of design decisions, and

c)

the temporal variation in requirements.

While the packages do not actually reduce the magnitude of the solution
space they do promote a very much more rapid and directed search within
the solution space than is possible manually.
The output from the
packages is, as we have seen, multi-variate, allowing consideration of
economic, environmental, spatial and functional aspects of design. Used
repeatedly, the packages allow investigation of hypothesised future requirements over the anticipated lifetime of the building.

·,1

I

The fact ' that architectural practitioners are getting involved with working
parties for the specification and commissioning of packages such as those
described, indicates that there is a growing interest in the mechanisms
relevant to design decision-making; this I interpret as a move towards the
view that THE PLAN IS THE PROCESS.
That the mechanisms are as
relevant to building modification, adaptation, growth and management I take
to indicate their applicability to situations in which THE PROCESS IS
DESIGN-IN-USE.
The fact that the performance characteristics of alternative design hypotheses are made explicit to those who will finance and
exist vrithin the building makes it possible to create a situation in which
DESIGN - IN-USE IS PARTICIPATORY.
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,
FIGURE 2a

Instructions and house
envelope from SAGE

FIGURE 2b

Location of rooms within
-envelope using SAGE
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VISUAL IMPACT ANALY SIS-MO DELLIN G AND VIEWING
THE NATUR AL AND BUILT ENVIRO NMENT
T. w. MAVER, c. PuRDIE and D. STEARN
ABACUS, University of Strathclyde, Department of Architecture, 131 Rottcnrow,
Glasgow G4 ONG U.K.
programs, each operating on a shared description of
1.0 nu; APPRAISAL o•· FORM AND FABRIC
For some years now, the visual impact of buildings the building form and fabric, which allows appraisal
on the landscape has been a contentious issue at of the aesthetic qualities as well as the economic,
many public planning inquiries. This reflects the functional, and environmental qualities of the buildunderdeveloped state of objective visual appraisal, ing. Such a suite is represented in Fig. 2.
The program GOAL (General Outline Appraisal
particularly in the clear presentation of the harmful
e
and enhancing effects of building proposals on the of Layouts) outputs a profile of cost and performanc
GOAL
from
passed
is
geometry
building
the
realism
and
measures;
accuracy
the
Notably,
local environment.
of traditional visual assessment methods has been to BIBLE [ l] which generates wire line perspectives
from any viewpoint; BIBLE, in turn, passes the
called into question.
generates, for any sun
This must be of concern to the environmental geometry to VISTA [2], which
textured, and lit perspectives.
design professions, since Environme ntal Impact position, fully coloured,
Analysis will continue to place significant demands
2.0 PROGRAMS FOR VISUALISATION
on the rigour of assessment procedures. Thus, at a
The programs, BIBLE (Buildings with Invisible
time when rural landscapes are coming under increasing pressure from industrial developments, pro- Back Lines Eliminated) and VISTA (Visual Impact
ject decision makers cannot afford to make judge- Simulation, Technical Aid), offer the designer a twoments on insufficient, inappropriate, or inaccurate staged approach to visualisation. The first stage is the
production of wire line perspective views; these may
visual evidence.
This study is concerned with a new generation of be perfectly adequate where issues of visibility precomputer-based models which predict, accurately and dominate or where the object has a skeletal structure
meaningfully, the visual impact of buildings and (e.g. electricity pylons). The second stage is the proother constructions on their urban or rural environ- duction of fully coloured, textured, and lit perspecment. As such, they form part of the increasing tives; such views are necessary where issues of visual
repertoire of CAAD techniques which allow designers quality predominate.
to appraise, and thereby select from, alternative design
2.1 BIBLE
options.
The user interface of BIBLE (Fig. 3) is designed to
The computer-hased appraisal of design options
may be seen in systems tenns (Fig. 1). Typically, be as easy for the inexperienced user as possible,
CAAD software will predict, for any design hypothesis, without sacrificing the capability to specify arbitrary
a wide range of performance consequen ces-eco- projections . This is achieved by four features.
nomic, functional, or environmental. Input to the
(a) Fail-soft design: any invalid or wrong input
model, i.e. the design hypothesis, consists of the
message, apoloproposed form (i.e. geometrical layout) and fabric produces an English-language error
understand the
to
inability
program's
the
for
gising
it
As
building.
the
of
(i.e. constructional choices)
sort of input was
turns out, this input data is every bit as relevant to input provided and explaining what
available to the user
the visualisation of the building as it is to the expected, or what options were
point.
that
at
opand
n,
prediction of its cost, energy consumptio
(b) Graphical specification of view point. This
erational efficiency.
the user to point on a displayed plan view to
allows
computer
of
suite
a
create
It is thus possible to
site,climote,etc

context

,n put

SYSTEM

output

CAAD

MODEL

des , n cnon es

feedback

Fig. l. A systems view of Computer Aided Architectural Design.
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Fig. 2. The inter-relationship, in terms of data input/output, of the th~ programs GOAL, BIBLE and

VISTA.

a place in the vicinity of the building(s), and in effect,
ask 'What does it look like from here?'
(c) Use of default parameters: all the view control
parameters have default values computed by the
program for each data set as it is read in. Thus it is
possible simply to read the data file and immediately
call for a view, and get a meaningful picture.
(d) A command menu on the screen gives the user
a visible reminder of what he can do without verbose
prompts, and more detailed information can be obtained by selecting the HELP command.
The user-specifiable view parameters and default
values are as follows:
(a) The Eye Point from which the scene is viewed
may be any point (X, Y, Z), inside or outc;ide the
region containing objects. X and Y may be specified
graphically. The default is 'a long way away' in - X,

-Y,+Z.
(b) The Focus Point which is the other end of the
line of sight may be any point (X, Y, Z). X and Y
may be specified graphically. The default is the
middle of the scene. The focus point may be moved

in order to obtain two-point perspectives or views of
off-centre parts of the scene.
(c) The Mid-point (of the resulting picture) may
be any point (X, Y, Z). X and Y may be specified
graphically. The default is the middle of the scene.
The mid-point is normally set the same as the focus
point, but it may need to be different for two-point
perspectives or nonorthogonal parallel projections.
Hidden lines may be removed (which is the default),
drawn dashed, or left in. The projection may be

perspective (by default), partially perspective (parallel
verticals, parallel horizontals), or orthogonal. Output
may be to a display file, to the terminal screen, or to
a plotter scaled to Al, A2, A3, or A4 size; output
device selection is dynamic and may be changed
between pictures.
A major facility offered by the program is that of
producing views which can be automatically superimposed onto site photographs. The user simply
specifies the camera position, the focal length of the
camera lens and the enlargement of the photographic
print; the resulting view is correctly scaled, positioned,
and proportioned for the photomontage.

BUil£

E

EYE POIHT
X•368 .09

YaSJ:5.41
Zstee

FOCUS POIHT
X•-283.86
Y•l~ . 35

Z•14.4~7

l"IID-POIHT

x-293.86
Y•t~ . 35

2•14.497

HIIX£H

AV-90

PERSPECTIU::
ZMIH-0
ZNAX•29
)<a380 .67
V•701 . 47

Fig. 3. BIBLE: the menu of commands. plan and default values which allow ready specification of viewing

parameters.
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2.2 VISTA
VISTA may be classified by describing it as a 3-D
colour perspective package with hidden surface elimination; it may be used to model any artifact composed of planar surfaces [3]. Although wire line
perspectives, as produced by BIBLE, can be very
valuable aids to visualisation, they lack realism and
require more interpretation on the part of the user.
The use of colour to fill the surfaces improves the
3-D impression, particularly if the surface colours are
predicted by a siimple lighting model and even more
so if shadows are generated.
The outline structure of VISTA is shown in Fig.
4. The VISTA database contains a hierarchically
structured definition of the geometry of the model.

This definition is similar to the BIBLE geometry
definition, the model is composed of Bodies which
contain planar Faces. In addition to the BIBLE type
description, VISTA allows another level of detail to
be associated with each Face, these are known as
Tiles, and may be used to model areas of different
colour or features such as windows and doors on the
face of a building. Because of the close relationship
between the geometric data required by both BlBLE
and VISTA, the VISTA database is created from a
BIBLE data file by running the interface program
BIBVIS. The reasons for creating VISTA geometry
as a BIBLE data file are as follows-a large number
of examples already exist in BIBLE format; programs
for creating BlBLE geometry already exist; if the

BIBLE
FILE

BIBVIS

VISCOL
VISTA
DATABASE
VISCON
VISTIL

VIEW
MODULE

DISPLAY
FILE

DISPLAY

MODULE

Fig. 4. The structure of the VISTA suite of programs.
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geometry exists in BIBLE format, then it can be run
by both programs. In addition to the geometrical
description of the model, the VISTA database also
contains the colour details for each Body, Face, and
Tile in the model.
Shadows are created by running the hidden surface
algorithm using the light source position as the eye
position, the visible areas are illuminated by the light
source and the invisible areas are in shadow. The
visible areas, known as Patches, are stored in the
database and may be retrieved on subsequent views
to display the shadows from the defined light source.
In the current implementation of VISTA, up to ten
shadow studies may be stored in the database and
up to five shadow studies may be retrieved for any
view. Figure 5 shows a simple example of the inter~
action of two shadows.
One of the most important aspects of a package
such as VISTA is the interface between the user and
the colour model within the package. This interface
is becoming increasingly complex as the colour palette
of the latest colour terminals becomes very large
(typically 16.8 million). Since most colour devices
use the RGB colour model for defining colours, most
lighting algorithms have evolved around the model,
and VISTA is no exception. Although the RGB
model is very easy to understand, most people find
it very difficult to express colours in tenns of Red,
Green, and Blue. Because people with different backgrounds, in terms of their use of colour, will be
familiar with different types of colour model, the
colour interface routine VISCOL has a number of
different colour models from which the user may
make his choice of colours. These models are as
follows-Red, Green, Blue (RGB); Cyan, Magenta,
Yellow (CMY); Hue, Lightness, Saturation (HLS);
Hue, Value, Saturation (HVS); British Standard Colours (Fig. 6). Each of the selection modes allows the
user to view the chosen colour before entering it into
the database. In addition to the variety of colour
m<Xiels, other options allow the user to manipulate
the colour space to give him a guide to accurate
choice of colour, i.e. sections of constant hue from
the HLS model. Another feature allows the user to
create a file of colours and then retrieve from that
set by name rather than by value, this ensures that
the same colour is used throughout rather than use
memory or guesswork to match colours. Another
application of this feature is to use it to define the
range of colours given by paint manufacturers.
VISTIL is the module which allows the user to
create and manipulate Tiles. This is achieved by
transforming the target face to a normalised view
and then defining the Tile as a polygon either by
cursor or by inputing as local coordinates, the Tik
polygon is then transformed back into model coordinates and stored in the database. Tiles may be
copied from face to face or from body to body either
singly or in groups. An example of the use of Tiles
to model texture effects is shown in Fig. 7. This is
achieved by using a special type of tile, known as a
Grid Tile, which is repeated over the surface in

question. Other definable parameters allow the user
to randomize the colour of the tiles within a given
tolerance.
The VIEW module is the heart of the VISTA
package~ it performs the perspective transformations,
the hidden surface elimination and the colour rendering. It takes as input the description of the model
as defined by the VISTA database and the required
viewing and lighting parameters. The viewing parameters consist of the type of view required i.e. bird's
eye, camera, etc., and the eye and focus positions.
The lighting parameters specify the position and
spectrum of any light sources (in RGB) and whether
any shadow studies are to be retrieved. The lighting
model in VISTA allows the user to model the ambient,
diffuse, and specular components of any light source,
and also to vary the rntio of ambient to direct light
available from that source. The output picture is
written to a display file and not directly to a colour
output device. This has several advantages, the most
important of which is that the VIEW module can be
totally device independent.
3.0 CASE STUDIES

The computer methods outlined above allow a
thorough evaluation of design decisions, and have
been used in earnest in a number of projects to elicit
informed judgements taken by both designers and
lay audiences at inquiries. Such repeated application
of the programs to live projects has, naturally, indicated new directions for program improvement (user
interface and output features) and stimulated continuous revision and reappraisal of program capabilities.
3.l Hilton Hotel. Edinburgh
Visual modelling hy computer in an urban context
may include representation of the surrounding townscape in addition to the study building. Figure 8
shows the winning entry to a competition for a Hilton
Hotel (unbuill) in Edinburgh. The townscape model
was constructed photograrnmetrically by digitizing
points from aerial stereo pair photographs; while the
geometry data describing the study building were
hand keyed alphanumericaUy. Using the program
BIBLE, views of the proposal were generated to
simulate its impact on the urban environment. Digitizing the context environment, whether urhan or
rural, can be a labourious and frequently unnecessary
focus of effort, especially if it is to remain unaltered.
In such cases, well-established photomontage procedures would be a help; these would capture the
context view on photographic film and the computer
generated perspectives may be drawn or overlaid on
top. Nevertheless, very few CAD perspecti vc packages
are calibrated or equipped to measure up to the
standards of veracious and comprehensive visualisation. For example:
• in long range visualisation (over 2 miles), the
earth's curvature and light refraction (;an affect the
position of objects as seen by an observer,
• optical and other camera distortions can cause a
mismatch in computer-based photomontaging.
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Fig. 5. Interaction of shadows from two light sources modelled b} VISTA.
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Fig. 6. The r.mge of British Standard Colours held m the VISCOL module

Fig. 7. An example of the use of Tiles

in

VIST ..\ to model texture effects.
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Hg. 10. Experimental representation b} VYSTA of Hitchin
Pnor:, Development.
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Fig. 8. Perspective view by BIBLE of a proposed Hilton Hotel and of the surrounding townscape.
The accuracy of the photomontage process using
BIBLE hac; been established and high degrees of
control are respected in project work.
3.2 Power station, Hong Kong
It is imperative lo know the viewpoint location in
the course of constructing a photomontage. In this
case, a second power station on the Hong Kong
mainland at Castle Peak by the architects Robert
Matthew and Johnson Marshall, a number of the
viewpoints of the site photographs were unknown
having been taken from a ferry and a helicopter. Th~
building geometry was assembled and prepared for
viewing by the program BIBLE. The onshore photomontages were drawn. To locate the XYZ viewpoint
coordinates of the offshore and aerial photographs, a
program was devised to iteratively search back to the
correct observer position. This procedure was based
?n a triangulation method with two known objects
m the photographs and the computer views, and the
viewpoint acting as the variable. Finally, the accurate
wire line perspectives (Fig. 9) and the colour site
photographs formed the basis of a set of finished
colour montages by a perspective artist.

3.3 Hilchin Priory development, llertfordshire, England
The presentation of visual evidence at a planning
inquiry can win or lose aesthetic decisions. In this
case, the client, a life assurance company, was proposing an office development in a sensitive semirural
landscape and required high quality visual material
to put before a local planning committee. The programs BIBLE and VISTA were employed to address
two problems:
{I) building scale in relation to adjacent housing
(BIBLE), and
(2) building colour in relation to existing brickwork
·
colours (VISTA).
Photographs from a number of vantage points
around the site were recorded, and a selection made

therefrom for computer montaging: black and white
and colour print film were used. The geometry data
files for computer processing were compiled from
1:200 scale drawings of the proposed building and
an existing wall, surrounding and intersecting the
site. Control point information, known site features
and surveying poles. were included for each view and
surveyed in reference to the O.S. grid to the nearest
100 mm. Seventeen BIBLE wire line montages were
drawn on acetate and overlaid on the black and white
site photographs. The program VISTA was then used
to generate colour views of the proposed development.
In certain cases, the foreground tracery of trees or
shrubs partly obscured views of the building. The
difficulty of achieving a montage in such cases is, in
effect, the problem of how to slip the computer view
in behind relevant foreground , yet in front of background, objects. In overcoming this problem, colour
transparencies of the site photographs were overlaid
on the computer VISTA views; background objects
which were hidden by the building were required to
be edited out of the transparency. The two images
combined were then rephotographed on a light table
for subsequent presentation (Fig. 10). Colour control
was extremely difficult to achieve due to lack of
control in the colour printing process. In addition to
the computer-based montages, a number of artist's
impressions were drawn for presentation purposes.
The most time consuming part of this work is in
the construction of the two-point perspective such
that the drawn building matches the position of other
site objects in the photographs. This setting up procedure for the perpsectives was obviated by the use
of the computer wire line perspectives. More attention
was, therefore, devoted to the rendering of the final
perspective, knowing that the building location and
scale were accurntely drawn already. Two main areas
of concern resulted from this study:
i) Data inaccuracies. Incorrect reportage of survey
data identifying viewpoint and control point information caused lost time in rechecking and reproces.5ing the computer views.
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ii) Overlaying. The difficulty in effecting a realistic
colour montage when views of the developmen t are
interrupted by foreground features, still remains unresolved unless time-consum ing hand-crafte d methods
are used. This runs against the idea of speedy computer-based visualisatio n. An automated solution to
colour montaging is being sought.

3.4 Department of Architecture, Strathclyde University
Ultimately, the validity and usefulness of a modelling aid will be measured against its ability to
predict reality. This retrospectiv e visual appraisal of
a building was intended to verify certain modelling
features of the program VISTA. A particular view of
the Architectur e building at Strathclyde University
was chosen and the time of day and sun position
recorded, in addition· to the regular viewing parameters. The BIBLE geometry data file of the building
was converted to a VISTA data base and surface
colour specificatio ns compiled. The predicted simulation was then generated on the AED 512 colour
terminal and compared with the actual view (Figs.
I la and b).
Some of the problems encountere d in the study
included:
• the modelling of foreground landscape;
• the simulation of window glass and other reflective materials;
• the weather staining of building surface materials;
• the need to model facade detail at different levels
depending on viewing distance;
• the m:ed for shadow intensity variations a) across surfaces, caused by diffuse light;
b) dependent on climate, e.g. sunny or overcast
days.
Notwithstan ding these difficulties in the scene, the
level of realism achieved in visualisatio n is eminently
acceptable to architects in the process of design.
4.0 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

There are a number of issues around which future
developmen ts in modelling and viewing the environment will be focussed.
4. 1 Lithting models
Exterior viewing presents few problems with respect
to modelling the lighting conditions. Not only is
there only one point source, the sun, but it is far
away. When modelling building interiors difficulties
arise in simulating correct illuminatio n levels for
multiple light sources, and the proximity of their
location to surfaces and the observer.

4.2 Pholomunta!fing
In certain cases, lhe accuracy of photomonta ges
has been called into question. Jn particular, it was
suspected that optical camera distortions may give
rise to discrepanci es between the site photograph and
the modelled image. A thorough investigatio n into
the issue of accuracy in visual assessment has been
conducted, enabling the BIBLE program to be properly calibrated and verified [4], Factors affecting long

et al.

range visualisatio n, such as the earth's curvature and
light refraction, were examined and accounted for in
the program logic. The study objects, existing electricity transmissio n towers in an undulating rural
landscape, proved a rigorous test for program accuracy.
In cases where it was difficult to identify the critical
viewpoint locations for photomonta ging, resort may
be made to the program VIEW f5], in which contours
of visibility may indicate the frequency of object

visibility within the surrounding landscape.
4.3 Foreground /backgroun d
The difficulties encountered in the Hitchin case
study regarding foreground landscape interference
will be overcome through technological improvements. Hopefully, image handling and mix.ing through
the use of a frame grabber will allow a higher quality
merging of site and computer images.
4.4 Copying and reproduction

Maintainin g the correct colour balance and quality
of hardcopy reproductio n from graphics terminals
has consistently proved to be a stumbling block in
the presentation of accurate visual evidencb.especially
when building surface colours and textures are under
examinatio n. In the same manner. research dissemination in this field is fraught with reproductio n
difficulties; even within this study uncertainty exists
as to the fidelity of the colour graphics reproduced.
Significant improveme nts in the copying and reproduction of colour computer graphics for visualisation
in architectura l design arc required if the benefits of
building detailed simulation models are to be properly
harvested .

4.5 Application in the design process
Many techniques for visual assessment arc initiated
in the later detailed stages of design work. In contrast,
there is a greater need for methods and models to be
developed and applied at the earlier outline stages of
design, where the major visual design decisions are
normally taken. Computer-b ased models seem best
structured for continuous application throughout design from inception to completion , and beyond in
terms of visual resource managemen t in future planning and landscaping .
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Social impacts of
computer-aided
architectural design
Thomas W Maver
ABACUS, Deparlmem of Archi1eccure and Building Science, University ofScra1hclyde, Glasgow GJ

JXQ, UK
In 1985 the Commission of the European Communities, as part of its concern for social adjustment to
technological change, inviced the eCAADe ( an association of European Schools of Architecture set up co
promote the effecti-ve adoption of CAAD in architeaural education) to prepare a report on the social
impaczs of CAAD. This paper summarises the report and deals primarily with impacts on the practice of
archi1ecture, on architectural education, and on the architect's relationship with other members of che
design team and with the client and users of the building. Recommendations are made for initiatives in
education, research and development.
Keywords: architectural practice, clients and users, computer-aided design, education and training,
research and development

• Directory-a directory of CAAD activities and facilities within the European Schools of Architecture ha.s
been compiled and is regularly updated.
• Didactica-a set of lecture material has been compiled
and translated into English, Dutch, French and
Italian. A set of audio-visual aids for teaching is in
preparation.

BACKGROUND

eCAADe
The eCAADe (Education in Computer-Aided
Architectural Design in Europe) is an association of
European Schools of Architecture committed to collaboration in the effective introduction of computeraided architectural design (CAAD); its statutes are
registered in Brussels.
With modest financial support in the form of CEC
Grants for Higher Education-administere d through the
Office for Co-operation in Education-the eCAADe has
been able to engage in a number of activities to promote
its objectives:

CEC initiatives in information technology
The importance of information technology (IT) on
European industries has been long recognized by the
Commission. Early initiatives, such as the ESPRIT
programme, were concerned to stimulate collaborative
development of the new technologies; more recently
interest has grown in the social implications of these
developments.
In January 1984 a communication entitled Technological Change and Social Adjustment went to the Council. Its
purpose was:

• Confercnces--four international conferences have
been organised (Delft 82, Brussels 83, Helsinki 84 and
Rotterdam 85); the fifth international conference will
be held at the University of Rome in September 1986.
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. .. to propose a Community strategy for new technologies
which, complementing those already launched in the sphere
of industry, research, development and innovation, will
bring a positive response to the social challenges.

The need for joint action was elaborated under three
priority headings:
• education and training
• organisatio n of working and living conditions
• participatio n in technological change
Within the first of these three fields of action the
communic ation recognized the Commissio n's ability to:
. . . supporr Community level initiatives to introduce new
Information Technology into education, teacher training,
the development of software and hardware systems, and the
exchange of experimental data.

Amongst the conclusion s arising from the discussions
were that awareness needs to be strongly promoted and
that research and developme nt has to be undertaken in a
more holistic manner to include social as well as technical
issues. In these respects the social scientists within ti1e
Working Party were more pessimistic than were the
technologi sts.
In the specific realm of computer- aided design (CAD),
the views of M J Cooley are of particular relevance.
8 11
Cooley's writings - warn that informatio n technology
could bring about the same de-skilling of the designer as
automation brought to the craftsman; his contributio n to
the debate on the promises and threats of CAD was
featured in a special session of the CAD76 Conferenc e in
London 12 •

13

•

Building industry
eCAADe proposals to the CEC
The social impact of the advances in IT, and in particular
in CAAD, was already a concern of the eCAADe. Much
of the collaborati on with the eCAADe had focused on the
innovative developme nt and experimen tal use of computer software that explains the principles underlying a new
generation of design aids and provides an insight-to
students, teachers and practitione rs alike-into the
'cause and effect' within the design decision-m aking
activity. From this pilot work it was already clear that
advances in CAAD would not only affect the quality of
the built environme nt but would fundament ally change
the nature of architectur al practice, the relationshi p
between the architect and the client/user and, of course,
the whole educationa l process at undergrad uate, postgraduate and mid-career levels.

CONTEXT
Related investigations
Serious considerati on has been given to the possible
impacts of computer technology on society for the past
decade . Of particular relevance are the writings of
3 5
Weizenbau m 1•2 and Rosenbroc k - • The topic of 'Human Choice and Computers ' has been the focus6 of
attention of a Working Party set up as early as 1974 by
the Internation al Federation of Informatio n Processing
(IFIP). At its most recent meeting this year in
Stockholm 7 the lFIP Working Party structured its
discussions around:
• the working environme nt
• the bureaucrat ic environme nt
• education and training
o social and private life
• awareness

While there is clearly a close correspond ence between
CAD generally and CA~p specificaUy, the difference s-in terms of the process and the product of building
design~o uld prove to be significant in the formulatio n
pf strategjes to accc;munodate social adjustmen ts to the
changing technology.
The scale of the building industry has to be appreciated. It is, in fact, Europe's second largest industry
accounting for around 12% of the gross domestic product
in member state countries and employing 8% of the
working population (i.e. one in 10 of all males in
employme nt). Despite its scale, it must be seen as
'under-dev eloped': fragmented , unsophisti cated, unprogressive. The eventual impact of IT is thus likely to
be major.

The product
• With very few exceptions , each building is more or
less 'one-off; there is no prototype and production
run.
• In compariso n with other designed artefacts the
building has an extended life-span-n ominally 60
years; over such a life-span there is likely to be
considerab le change of use.
• As a consequen ce of the extended life-span, the ratio
of existing stock to new products is increasing; an
increasing proportion of design effort is thus associated with rehabilitati on and conservatio n.
• Over the life-span of the building, the life-cycle costs
may aggregate to as much as 10 times the initial cost; a
significant element of the recurring cost is due to
energy consumpti on.
• Buildings are location specific and topographi cally
complex; 1hey play a very direct role in our everyday
life and they are, perhaps more than any other
designed artefact, culturally significant.
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ARCH ITECT URAL PRACTICE

26%
18%
31 %

Predicti ng the cost and perform ance consequences of
alternati ve design decision s requires a full threedimensio nal mcxiel of the building in which the topographic relations hips are explicit. Develop ment of applications software for design decision making has largely
been pieceme al and has focused on specific computa tionbound issues such as energy consump tion and structura l
analysis; the uptake of such program s by architect ural
practice has been minimal, with Europe trailing the

10%

USA.

Current situation
Studies of architec tural practices have shown the proportions of time spent in a typical practice to be:
feasibility and scheme design
working drawing s
office and contract adminis tration
site supervis ion
research and other

15%

The uptake of CAD clearly will alter this distribut ion of
time and effort. Current uptake in architec tural practice
can be consider ed under the broad headings of management, drafting and design.

Manage ment

Relevant issues
The problem s and prospect s concern ing the adoption of
CAAD in architect ural practice can be consider ed under
three broad heading s-profit motivati on, professio nal
responsi bility and integrate d design.

Profit motivati on

Comput er program s for a wide range of office manage-

ment and informat ion handling are available. These
include:
• word processi ng
• payroll operatio n
• critical path analysis
• project evaluatio n and report techI1iques
• specification writing
• regulatio n checking
• facilities planning
• bills of quantitie s
Currentl y, these package s tend to exist as discrete entities
impleme nted on different machine s; the managem ent
suites now being offered on the more powerfu l personal
compute rs (PCs) represen t the kind of integrati on, ease
of access and flexibility of reportin g which is surely
possible.

Architec tural pr~cti~e has ~een much quicker to adopt
software for managem ent and drafting than for design.
The most obvious reason has to do with profitabi lity:
whereas . managem ent and drafting program s may allow
the practice to carry out necessar y function s more
quickly or with fewer people, the use of design program s
may cause time and effort to be spent on areas of
decision -making which currentl y do nor receive explicit
attention . Worse, the applicati on of design program s
may result in more economical design solution s with the
consequ ence that the fee to the practice -still proportional in most Europea n countrie s to the capital cost of
the building -will be reduced. This situation can be seen
lifeto be changing : clients, increasin gly consciou s of
cycle costs, are demandi ng evidence of more cost effective solutions ; at the same time there are moves hv
the professional institutio ns to abandon the fixed fe~
structur~ s.

Professional responsibility
Drafting
The turnover in compute r-aided drafting systems worldwide is 4000M ecu; of this, perhaps 12% of the systems
are used in the context of building design. Original ly
based on mainfram es and selling for around 150 000 ecu,
there has been a move down to network ed 32-bit
workstat ions selling at around 40 000 ecu per station; at
the same time there has been a rapid growth in the
number of PC-base d drafting systems available at around
20 000 ecu complet e. Most, if not all, of the systems
offered handle two-dim ensional (plan) represen tation of
the building with possible extrusio n of the plan into the
third (or 2.5) dimensio n.

Architec tural practice is hedged round with regulatio ns;
professio nal responsi bility weighs heavily on a practice
and escalatin g indemni ty premium s are a major cause for
concern. Design software raises new question s of responsibility. Should the practice stick to the existing (and
possibly crude) guidelin es or pursue a more appropri ate
solution using innovati ve and possibly unvalida ted design software ? As program s are validated and reliable
results generate d, existing guidelin es and regulatio ns will
require to be re-writte n. Some will take on a wholly new
form placing responsi bility on the architect to evidence ,
by the use of approve d design program s, the achievem ent
of a safe or efficient design solution .
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Middle East and in the Far East. If European building
firms are to compete and win contracts in, for example,
China, consortia of firms subscribing to integrated
computer-base d systems will have to be formed.

Integrated design
A unique grouping of firms comes together to design and
construct a building. The probability is thus low that all
firms will have the same drafting system and this makes
co-ordinated design effort extremely difficult. Efforts are
being made to establish and use standards (e.g. IGES)
which will allow different two-dimension al drafting
systems to communicate. Other engineering industries
are making significant use of these standards but in
building design the standards are largely untried. There
is a clear need for a sustained research and development
effort to specify the structure of a computer-base d
building description which would support management
drafting and design applications in a truly integrated
manner.

EDUCATIO N AND TRAINING
It is important to make a distinction between training
and education. There is a major requirement to set up
courses for the training (and re-training) of architeccural
technicians in the effective operation and maintenance of
CAAD systems and this topic will essentially displace the
current training in draftsmanship. There will also be an
element of training required in the undergraduate and
postgraduate courses for architects but it is substantively
more important to establish the educational issues which
underlie advances in CAAD.

Possible impacts
Undergraduate courses

Within architectural practice

Three levels of education---and training of architectural
undergraduate s can be identified:

The effect of CAAD on the employment of architects will
be negligible in comparison with the response of the
building industry itself to economic growth or recession.
On balance it is thought that job opportunities will
increase: staff savings through the efficiencies of
computer-aide d drafting will be more than offset by the
profession's ability to offer a more comprehensive
service-exten ding into facilities planning, building
management and redesign, etc. There is the danger of
de-skilling, particularly of those architects currently
considered to be expert in technical matters and of those
architects and technicians who have particular drafting
skills; re-skilling will take place informally ( though
sometimes traumatically) within the office and more
formally in Schools of Architecture . The number of very
large and very small privare architectural practices will
grow at the expense of medium-sized practices and the
public sector will expand with corresponding shrinkage
in the private sector.

• training stud.ents to use existing CAAD systems and
educating them critically to evaluate and select between them; this will involve consideration not only of
the technical merits but of the management and
economic factors involved. A teaching input from
practice is seen as vital to this level of course
• using CAAD systems within Schools of Architecture
as a mechanism for design education. The emerging
integrated design programs allow students to explore,
over a wide range of competitive solutions, the causal
relationships between design decisions and the resulting cost and performance consequences. There is
cause for optimism that the approach to design
education will reinforce the importance of a systemic
(and integrated) view of an.:hitectural design based on
a fully three-dimem;io nal model of the building.
• Specialization in the design of design tools. There is
scope for allowing some students (perhaps only in
some Schools) to specify, develop and even implement
prototypical computer-base d design tools. It is not
suggested that the outcome of their endeavours will be
of direct use (any more than it would be suggested that
we build the buildings which students design!) . The
purpose is to encourage an explicit formulation of the
design decision-makin g activity and to appreciate the
complexity of the building model. The more able
students, especially if encouraged to work on the
modification of or extension to existing programs,
may make a significant contribution to system development.

Within the design team

,

As more integrated CAAD systems become available
there is certain to be a closer understanding generated
between rhe various members of the design team and a
blurring of their sectarian interests. There is scope for
the architect, should it seem appropriate, to regain the
means of communication and control, concepiually and
contractually.

Within the building industry

The determination to keep architectural undergraduate
courses 'general' and project based has led to great
congestion in the curriculum. Room can be found for
CAAD applications by making :;avings on the time

Whereas an increasing proportion of design work in
Europe will focus on the conservation and rehabilitation
of existing building stock, the same is not true in the
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currently devoted to manual methods for computation,
report writing and drawing, and by more effective use of
case studies.
Given the opportunity which CAAD systems provide
for interdisciplinary design team working, the time is
ripe for a more radical review of the overlapping
educational requirements of architects, structural engineers, environmental engineers and quantity surveyors.

~

particularly that appropriate to distance learning
• placement of new graduates and mid-career practitioners in advanced study courses: full time and part
time
• extensions of the eCAADe data base of activities and

facilities to include architectural practice
• sponsorship of round-tables between academics and
praccitioners--to strengthen collaboration

CLIENTS AND USERS
Postgraduate and mid.career courses
The concept of continuing professional development
(CPD) is of the greatest importance especially in the
rapidly advancing field of CAAD; opportunities will have
to be provided for practitioners and teachers to be
brought up to date.
The need is to develop a series of CPD modules hosted
by selected Schools of Architecture but enjoying a
significant reaching input from experienced architectural
practitioners, software houses and hardware suppliers.
CPD credits would be given and could be aggregated for
the award of a Diploma or Masters degree. The teaching
·should be through case studies arui design project Work.

Resources
The most important resource is people and the most
urgent task is to teach the teachers. Summer Schools
lasting one week for teachers in Schools of Architecture
have been piloted 14 and could be implemented, if
resources were available, in each member state. There
would also be significant advantage in Schools sharing
scarce expertise through part-time or joint appointments.
The problem experienced by all departments teaching in
the field of IT is that of able and experienced teachers
being lured away by practice; to ameliorate this problem,
joint appointments between Schools and practices are
suggested, as are secondments in both directions .
There is also a need jointly to develop and produce
high quality teaching material-up-datable lecture material, case studies, project briefs, audio-visual aids and,
above all, applications software. A great deal of material
has already been produced and piloted (through
eCAADe) but a substantial effort is required to package
it in a way which is appropriate tu the needs of all
member states.
A number of actions could be initiated under the
proposed Community Programme in Education and
Training for Technology (COMETT) 15 :
• placement of architectural students and staff in
practices already advanced in the use of CAAD
• secondment of architectural practitioners to Schools of
Architecture already engaged in advanced study of
CAAD
• collaboration amongst schools and practices on the
design, development and testing of teaching material,

There can be no denying the increasing dissatisfaction of
the public in Europe with the performance of the
architectural profession. It is appropriate then to consider what benefits, if any, will accrue to clients and to
the users of buildings from CAAD.

Client•oriented CAAD systems
Clients may have to live with the economic, physical and
social consequences of building design decisions for 60
years or more. Qver that period, as already noted, the
building and · its facilities have to be managed and
modified in line with . changing needs. Clearly, if a
computer-based model of the building was created
during the design stage it is sensible to maintain and
operate on that model over the life-span of the building
itself. Access to the model will thus be needed by the
client body and it follows that they should be involved in
· its establishment during the design phase.
Access to CAAD systems by clients with a large
building stock will encourage the appraisal of that stock
and the commissioning of design interventions by
architects. Moreover, as the cost/performance attributes
of increasing numbers of buildings are appraised, there
will emerge-for the first time in the building industryperformance specifications to which client bodies (and
eventually statutory hcxiies) will demand compliance.
The benefits to client bodies of CAAD is thus
substantial and it is likely that the stimulus for the uptake
of CAAD systems will come predominantly from large
clients rather than from architectural practice itself. It is
important, therefore, to think in terms of developing
'client-oriented' CAAD systems.

User participation in design
CAAD systems hold out the hope of a more explicit
understanding of the cost and performance consequences
of competing design solutions. Although the information
base for design decision-making is thus greatly improved, the decisions themselves will still be a matter of
subjective value judgement on what balance across the
range of cost/performance variables is appropriate. Ir is
argued by some that this judgement is best taken by
those who will be most affected by the design decisions
i.e. the building users.
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validated (in terms of their reliability, accuracy, etc) and
evaluated (in terms of their usefulness in practice). This
research can only be conducted in collaboration with
practice.

This notion has been explored in two major
conferences 16• 17 and in a number of real-world experiments, mostly concerned with housing. The conviction is
growing that computer-aided user participation in design
has enormous potential in improving public satisfaction
with the built environment. For this reason it is
important that CAAD systems provide appropriate
interfaces for non-professional users and are readily and
cheaply accessible by the public. A model for this
interaction can be found in the 'caJl for offer' system
pioneered in France and Belgium, in which a consortium
of designers and contractors respond to a performance
profile established by architects working with users.

Knowledge bases
Large-scale parametric studies of the causal relationships
between design and cost/performance variables require to
be carried out using existing and emerging programs in
an effort to establish the knowledge base on which
'expert' systems will draw and on which building
performance specifications might be based.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Regulation and certification
When viewed in relation to the level of funding for
research and development in the major European industries, the investment in building R&D is an order of
magnitude lower. A number of reasons can be advanced
for this, the most cogent being the absence of an
appropriate theoretical framework within which complementary R&D initiatives could be located. It is
suggested that the computer-based mQdelling of the form
and function of buildings, for the first time, provides
such a framework. Ii follows that CAAD should become
not only the subject of research and development but
more importantly the mechanism for conducting research
into the complex nature of design itself.
Substantial research and development effort is required in a number of key areas.

Design paradigms
Herbert Simon 18 looks forward to the time when we
"discover a science of design, a body of intellectually
tough, analytic, partly formalizable, partly empirical,
teachable doctrine about the design process". In the
discovery of this 'science' and in the study of this
process, computer-based artificial intelligence will be of
prime importance. This area of research is both the most
challenging and the most necessary.

Research is needed to anticipate the implications of the
emerging generation of software tools for the form and
content of the building regulations and the appropriate
degree of self-certification by architects and engineers.

Power shifts
Finally there is a need to study directly the nature of the
11
power shift which CAAD will bring. To quote Cooley :
... The reality is that as we design technological systems,
we are designing sets of social relationships, and as we
question those social relationships and attempt to design
systems differently, we are then beginning to challenge in a
political way power structures in society. The alternatives
are stark. Either we will have a future in which human
beings are reduced to a sort of bee-like behaviour, reacting
to the systems and equipment specified for them; or we will
have a future in which masses of people, conscious of their
skills and abilities in both a political and technical sense,
decide that they are going to be the architects of a new fonn
of technological development which will enhance human
creativity and mean more freedom of choice rather than less.
The truth is, we shall have to make the profound political
decision as to whether we intend to act as architects or
behave like bees.

OVERVIEW

Design tools
Research is needed to establish an integrated data base
holding the 'building description'; this would be the
kernel of an 'object-oriented' system of 'tools'. Development of improved user interfaces, exhibiting intelligence
in the absence of complete data, will be necessary if the
design systems are to be client-oriented and facilitate user
participation in design.

Table 1 attempts to summarise the time-scale relevant to
actions and outcomes in CAAD. It may be used to
anticipate the research and educational initiatives which
wiH be appropriate if the impacts of the technology are to
be beneficial rather than harmful. Such an overview
should be the subject of regular updating as developments unfold.
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Table 1. Time-scales for actions and outcomes in CAAD
Immediate
(now)

Shorr-term
(5 years)

Mid-term
(5-10 years)

Long-term
( 10+ years)

Technulogy

Micros
Drafting system
Performance
models

Supermicros
Partially integrated
systems
Early expert systems

Worldwide networking
Expert sys.tcms
Fully integrated systems

Computer ubiquity
AI and natural language
systems

Applications

Spread of use of
computers in offices
Drafting

3-D modelling for
visualisation
Regulation revision

Performance
specification
Solid modelling for
appraisal

Participation
Client-oriented
CAAD systems

Impacts

Expense/time to
implement
Job differentiation;
losses and gains

Shortage of qualified
people
Shift from private to
public sector
Demise of medium size
practices

De-skilling
Responsibility and
liabilities
Breakdown of
professional boundaries

Improved building
performance
Higher grade
professionalism
De-professionalisation

Education

Architectural students
awareness and
familiarisation
System evaluation
Teacher education

In-service training and
re-education
Clients awareness
Undergraduare
CAAD systems

Post-graduate and midcareer CAAD education
Undergraduate syllabus
changes

Computer-assisted

Research

Monitoring of spread of
CAAD
Evaluation of CAAD •
education experiments
Validation of existing
programs

Human-centred CAD
systems
Kernel and shells for
integrated CAD
Interfaces and
knowledge bases

Systems for naive
designers
Computer-assisted
learning systems

Optimisation in design
Non-traditional ways of
communicating with
computers

learning in design
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Modelling the citysCape with
geometry engines
T W Maver
This paper records an experiment in using an advanced
colour graphics workstation, in conjunction with existing
visualization software, to model the city centre of Glasgow.
The 'geometry engines' of the workstation allow the user of
the system to change the viewing parameters dynamically
and thus to simulate a 'walk-round' or 'fly-through' quite
large data sets. The workstation had video output and it is
difficult to communicate the potential of this system in any
other medium,- hard copy is reproduced in the paper mainly
to give the reader some impression of the scale at which it is
now possible to work.
computing technology, graphics workstation, visualization

In the UK, as in a numbe~ of other developed countries, the
urban environment is presenting architects, planners and
development agencies with some of the most significant and
intractable problems facing them in the last decade of the
20th century. The problems are most chronic in those cities
which rose to greatness at the height of the industrial
revolution; as heavy industry has declined, indu strial sites
have become derelict, the working population has drifted
away dnd housing ha~ fallen below tolerable standards. Yet
in most cases, much evidence of urban greatness remains in the grandeur of the public buildings, in the scale of the
cityscape and in the spirit of those who still have their
homes and educate their children in the inner city.
To date, developments in CAD have offered little to
those concerned with the wicked problems of design and
planning at an urban scale. Major investment in software
development has centred on:
•

documentation rather than design

o drafting systems - intended to increase the efficiency
of documentation production dl the detailed stages of
design - are now ubiquitous; decent design systems intended to improve the quality of the built environment - are scarcer than go lei dust
• individual buildings at the expense of urban design
o given the emphasis in CAO on drafting rather than
design it is not surprising that issue~ in urb an design
have been neglected
• static as opposed to dynamic treatment of form
o the constraints ot affordable compuler graphics have
reinforced the formally static view of the built
environment at the expense of a dynamically changing
experience of the urban environment
Some software development has yielded tools appropriate
1
to the needs of the planner and urban designer . The dbility
to generate perspeclive views of proposed interventions
quickly and easily, and to relate these to the site through
photornontage (see Colour Plates 1 and 2) is of significant

• Glasgow is a hilly city and it was considered necessary to
model the topography; this was done by digitizing the
2
contours at 1 : 10 000 scale over an area of 64 km •

University of Strathdyde, 131 Roltenruw, Glasgow G4 ONG, UK
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value; these techniques are atready finding favour as objective evidence at planning enquiries.
Nowhere have the techniques for the representation of
built form in an urban context been more rigorously
developed than by the I nterlab team directed by Professor
Tee Sasada at the University of Osaka. lnterlab, which
enjoys a productive working relationship with Japanese TV,
has fulfilled commissions to generate 'fly-throughs' of
sections of a number of cities: Tokyo, Paris, Osaka and currently - Shanghai. The impression of 'flying through'
the city is created by painstakingly generating by computer
a very large number of discrete views of the existing or
proposed cityscape. Each view is displayed in turn and
committed to a film frame; in effect, the sequence of views
is animated on film.
The films and video tapes produced by Tee Sasada and
his students are extremely impressive and illustrate the
power of merging computer generated images with video
2
or filmed images of the existing urban environment •
Obviously, however, each 'fly-through' is prearranged and
may or may not be appropriate to the needs of the planner,
architect, developer or concerned citizen. If some other
sequence of views is desired, it is a case of 'back to the film
studio' for a long, painstaking and error-prone animation
session.
Recent advances in the technology of computer graphics
offer a change in this scenario and hold out the prospect of
a truly interactive dynamic interface with whosoever wishes
to explore the city -· on foot, by bus or by helicopter. In
the Spring of 1986 the Abacus Group in the Department of
Architecture and Building Science at the University of
Strathclyde was invited by the Rutherford and Appleton
Laboratories to evaluate the relevance and efficacy of the
Silicon Graphics Iris 2400 Colour Graphics Workstation to
building design and urban planning. The Iris - similar in
computer architecture to the new generation of 32-bit Unix
CAD workstations such as those produced by Sun and
Whitechapel, which are becoming increasingly common
in CAD environments - has, in addition, a number of
'geometry accelerators' which automatically carry out, at
great speed, perspective transformations of any 3D data
set 3 •
Intent on demonstrating the relevance of this technologicdl advance to urban design, Abacus volunteered to
build a model of Glasgow city centre within the Iris through
which architects, planners, developers and others could 'fly'
or 'walk'. Funding from Glasgow Action was sufficient to
employ six architectuntl students over two summer months
to capture the geometry of the city centre.
In effect, three databases were constructed: the terrain,
the road network and the buildings:
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Figure 7. Line perspective of Glasgow city centre generated by Viewer

• The roads, over the central city area of 6 km 2 , were
digitized as if they existed on one plane; they were then
'floated' down onto the terrain model until they took on
the 3D shape of the landform.
• The buildings required, by far and away, the greatest
effort. The heights of buildings were obtained from a
variety of sources - a recent architectural survey of the
merchant city, a physical model owned by Glasgow
District Council and the stereoscopic analysis of aerial
photographs. These heights were entered onto the
1 :1250 scale ordnance maps which were then digitized
as 20 separate sections of the city. These 20 files were
then 'floated' down onto the terrain and combined to
give a database of some 2500 buildings extending over
the 6 km 2 of the city centre.
The database of terrain, roads and buildings exist in a
format which allows them to be viewed individually and in
combination, in wireline or in colour, by the Abacus
programs Viewer and Vista. When accessing the database
from a conventional graphic terminal the user can generate
line perspectives from any chosen viewpoint using Viewer
(see Figure 1); these can be displayed on the terminal
screen and can be plotted to any scale; with access to a
colour terminal, the user can generate shadowed and
textured colour perspectives for any hour of the day and
any day of the year.
It is the facilities offered by the Iris, however, which
put computer graphics truly at the disposal of the urban
modeller. Dynamic control of the viewing parameters are
effected by the mouse and by the keyboard, individually or
in combination; the degree of control can be summarized
under three headings: movement, image and viewpath. The
three mouse buttons (L = left, R = right, M = middle) allow
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the following 'eye' movements:
• L = turn left
• M = move forward
• R = turn right

• LM = turn up
• LR = move back
• MR= turn down
• LM R = rotate
The keyboard controls the following movements of the
object:

•

q = move up
w = move down
= move left

•

'L

•

x =

•

• <
• > = move right
= zoom in

zoom out

The image may be viewed in wireline or in surface filled
colours; in either case, colours can be attributed to individual bodies within the data set. The thickness of the
wireline vectors can be changed and the wireline images can
be depth-cued over any range. In surface colour mode, the
user can call for surface depth sort and for a horizon line.
Facilities exist to program any viewpath; it is thus
possible to explore, interactively, a variety of vicwpaths and
then program a particular one for video recording.
Video output is possible for 60 Hz and PAL (phase
alternation by line} monitors.
Obviously, the degree of dynamic interaction with a

database depends on its size. The buildings on the 6 km 2
centre of Glasgow - represented {see Figure ·1) as extruded

computer-aided design
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Figure 2. University of Strathclyde campus generated by Viewer

· I .
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Figure 3. Detail of University of Strathclyde campus represented as extruded planforms

pfanforms - comprise 2700 bodies, 36 000 vertices and
53 000 edges; a delay of some 4 s is experienced when
attempting to 'move through' this database. Reasonably
fluent movement is experienced when the database is
confined to approximately 1 km 2 • Again when the detail of
an area is elaborated, as in the case of the Strathclyde
University Campus, interaction slows down. The student
village within the Campus represents the threshold of complexity compatible with fluent movement on the f ris 2400.
Figures 2 and 3 are typical of the elaboration of the original
model (Figure 1} which users have already requested .
With the Glasgow Garden Festival scheduled for ·1988
and Glasgow being honoured as European Cultural Capital
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in 1990, demands for extension and elaboration of the
existing database can be anticipated. What is not yet clear is
the serious use to which architects, planners and developers
will put the facility. A crucial development is the link
between the geometry database and an expanding alpha•
numeric database of archive information on the buildings of
interest in Glasgow.
By and large, the experiment in modelling the city
centre of Glasgow on the Iris has been judged by those who
have seen the outcome4 as a success. If it is a success, then
it is due to the Rutherfo rd and Appleton Laboratory,
to Glasgow Action and to the students who built the
database.
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Colour Plate 2. Exa.mrle of photomontage

Co lour Plate 1. Example of photomontage
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Computer Aided Architectural Design
The Next Generation
Dr J Petric

Prof T W Maver

Abstract

Currently there is very rapid progress in the development of computer based
techniques for the visual simulation of those environments which are physically
inaccessible. Three such developments are discussed : advanced lighting models,
interactive animation and virtual reality. The paper then proposes, in the context
of building design, a more technically comprehensive approach to experiencing
architectural space.

1

Why Simulate?

There are many situations where it is more convenient, less costly, or indeed necessary to
simulate our experience of three dimensional space rather than to experience, directly, its
physical reality. The inaccessibility of the real world may be as a result of its remoteness, its
hazardous character or because it no longer exists, does not yet exist or indeed, never will
exist.
remote environments;
lunar homesteads, polar outstations, orbiting space stations and off shore
oil drilling platforms are examples of spatial environments which are
significantly remote; it is certain that convenience and economy can be
served by providing an accessible simulation of the environment.
hazardous environments:
environments contaminated by radioactivity, threatened by fire,
structurally unstable or biologically inhospitable are either dangerous or
expensive to make safe; economy and safety are promoted by appropriate
simulation.
non-existent environments:
these fall into three categories:
- those environments which nev~r will exist, e.g. the science fiction images
of Hollywood movies
- those environments of architectural or historical interest which once
existed but, due to the ravages of time, no longer exist, and
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- the hypothesize d environmen ts of architects and planners which it is
intended, ultimately, to bring into existence
This paper is concerned primarily with the application of emerging computer based visual
simulation techniques to this last category, ie. to the modelling of three dimensional
environmen ts which represent some future reality in a way which is meaningful to those who
design/plan it and to those who, ultimately, will experience it in its full physical
manifestatio n.
The design of the built environmen t has some significant differences from the design of other
physical artefacts. The very high capital cost and extended life span of buildings preclude
the 'prototype and production run' associated with, for example, the design of cars,
toothbrushe s, TV receivers, VCR's; this places great emphasis on the designer's ability to
model and test, at the drawing board (or a workstation ), the formal/func tional
cost/perform ance characteristics of emerging and competitive design hypotheses.
Advances in computer graphics hardware and software are offering architects and their
clients high degrees of fidelity in the visual simulation of future built environmen ts. Three
significant advances are discussed in the following sections of this paper.

2

Advanc ed Lighting Models

Two mechanisms for the construction of computer generated images of buildings that have
gained widespread acceptance are ray tracing and radiosity. Ray tracing can produce images
of very high quality and realism, but they lack the optical validity to produce a physically
accurate description of the global illumination necessary for the formal and functional
evaluation of a lit space and are further hampered by their view-depen dent nature.
Radiosity methods are capable of calculating the global illumination solution using
physically correct techniques. The earliest radiosity methods could handle only very simple
geometry environmen ts with diffuse reflections; later models were capable of dealing with
complex environmen ts but still only in a diffuse manner. The most recent developmen ts such as
progressive refinement or hybrid radiosity /raytracing methods are capable of creating very
high quality images often at near 'real time' speeds; the problem is that they can only
handle diffuse models, require sophisticate d hardware or need extended view-depen dent
post-process ing. While these methods offer the highest image quality they are not really
feasible within a general design environment .
The approach adopted by the ABACUS group in the Strathclyde University
Department of Architecture and Building Science for the developmen t of the first principal
multi-chrom atic inter•reflect ive lighting model known as DIM f,0r~X ~was to
build an extended radiosity model capable of dealing with diffuse and spectral reflections as
the basis of the calculation engine for the design system.
The DIM system comprises three program modules addressing discretisatio n, raytracking and result analysis. The first programme module DIMdis accepts user data which
describe a zone's topography and topology. The objective of DIMdis is to transform this
continuous zone model to a discrete numerical equivalent in a manner which maximises
numerical accuracy. The output from DIMdis is a data structure of rays representing the total
number of possible light flow-paths. The second program module of DIM is DIMray; this
accepts the output from DIMdis and the user's specification and positioning of luminaires
extracted from DIM's database. Luminaire photometric data is conceived as a number of
vectors representing a three dimensional intensity distribution , with a number of monochromatic wave bands superimpose d to represent spectral characteristics. The computation al
mission of DIMray is to process each vector, for each mono-chrom atic wave band, through the
list of rays representing the total range of inter-reflect ed possibilities . The output from
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Figure 1:

Simulation of an interior generated by the software DIM, otherwise known as
VISULUX.

Figure 2:

Simulation of floodlit Glasgow City Chambers generated by the software DIM,
otherwise known as VISULUX.
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ion.
DIMray is a data base giving, for each surface element, the spectral luminanc e distribut
this
of
tion
presenta
DIMout is the analysis module which allows the recovery and
e
luminair
the
performa nce data. An auxiliary module, DIMdbm, is a data base manager for
of
insertion
the
and surface property data bases. It allows the display of existing entities and
new luminaires and surface textures as required.
DIM has been taken from the research environm ent into the practice of lighting design.
call
Philips Internati onal have shared in the developm ent of the program which they
Visulux. Figures 1 and 2 show the capability of Visulux in two very different contexts.

3

Intera ctive Anim ation

the built
It has been pointed out by Lansdow n [2] that we perceive and apprecia te
a more
as
but
environm ent not as an immacul ate set of coloured textured and lit "stills
been
recently,
jumbled, fuzzy, dynamic sequence of impressions. Such a sequence has, until
compiled by painstak ing capture on film, frame by frame, of discretely generate d images.
Recent advance s in the technology of compute r graphics have brought a change in this
explore
scenario and offer a truly interactive dynamic interface with whosoev er wishes to
carpet'.
'magic
a
on
or
car,
the environm ent - on foot, by bike or
ABACUS' opportun ity to develop real-time animatio n software came when it was
of
asked to evaluate the efficacy of the Silicon Graphics Iris workstat ion in the context
of
power
the
on
n
reputatio
its
built
has
building design and urban planning. Silicon Graphics
ive
their 'geometr y accelerat ors' which automati cally carry out, at great speed, perspect
transform ations of any 3-D data set.
The software developm ent work was carried out in the context of urban design.
ABACUS decided to deploy students to build a 3-D model of the city of Glasgow through
which architects, planners , develope rs and others could 'fly' (Figure 3).
In effect three data bases were construc ted: the terrain, the road network and the
11

buildings;

Glasgow is a hilly city and it was consider ed necessar y to model the
topograp hy; this was done by digitising the contours at 1:10000 scale over an
area of 64 sq km
The roads, over the central city area of 10 sq km were digitised as if they
existed in one plane; they were then 'floated' down on to the terrain model
until they took on the 3D shape of the landform
The building s required, by far and away, the greatest effort; the heights of
building s were obtained from a variety of sources, but were primaril y
captured from stereoscopic analysis of aerial photogra phs. These heights
were entered onto the 1: 1250 scale city map which was then digitised as 40
separate sections of the city. These 40 files was then floated down onto the
terrain and combined to give a data base of some 10000 building s extendin g
over 10 sq km.

Develop ment work is currently focused on ISSUE -an Interactive Software System for
is
the Urban Environm ent [3] in which the used 'flies' to the part of the city in which he/she
which
screen
the
on
windows
open
can
ve,
perspecti
intereste d and then, by 'pointing ' in
provide archival informat ion - textural and graphical - on particula r buildings.
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Figure 3:

city centre.
Compu ter genera ted aerial view of part of the databa se of Glasgo w
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Walser.
Typical configuration of Cyberspace system as propos ed by Randal
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4

Virtu al Reali ty

by the computer
There is a significant difference between the simulation experience offered
to be known
graphics systems described in Sections 2 and 3 and those offered by what has come
y on an A4
as 'virtual reality' {YR), Conventionally, computer graphics appear as hardcop
user (or
the
,
systems
reality
virtual
In
screen.
page, or as a display on a 30mm raster
as
known
nly
(commo
t
data-se
3D
the
within
'travelle r') has the experie nce of being
can
r
travelle
the
which
by
means
the
provide
'cyberspace'). Additionally, the system may
ions with
move through cybersp ace and the mechan isms for simulat ing physical interact
virtual objects within the data set [4].
processor)
The basic element s of the hardwa re of VR systems (apart from a powerfu l
are typically:
a helmet with earphon es and 'eyephones', ie. two small display screens one
in front of each eye: 6D sensors allow tracking of head position and attitude
which in tum determi nes the stereo images transmi tted to the eyephones.
Thus, as a user looks around, the stereoscopic image changes in a way which
is similar to that which would be experie nced if the user was actually
·
'inside' the data-set.
a data-glove: 6D sensors allow tracking of the position of the hand and of
individ ual fingers; pneuma tic pads may be incorpo rated to allow sensory
feedbac k as the user's hand, within the glove, closes on a virtual object
within the data-se t. Thus the user is given the tactile (and visual)
experience of interacting physically with his/her environment.
a motion platform: some physical prop such as a treadmi ll, stationa ry
bicycle or car steering wheel and foot pedals which translate the actions of
the user and move him/he r through cyberspace. In the absence of such props
particul ar hand gestures , such as pointing , can be translat ed through the
glove, and program med to move the user forward in a particular direction.
4.
A typical configuration, including audio input/o utput, is illustrated in Figure

5

The Next Gene ratio n

e described
The images which can be delivered by the rapidly developing radiosity softwar
contrast,
By
fidelity.
in Section 2 have, for architectural purpose s, a high degree of visual
and
crude
intingly
the data-set s current ly demons trable in most VR systems are disappo
are
which
systems
unrealistically lit. The obvious way forward in the develop ment of VR
g
changin
cally
appropr iate for architec tural purpose s is to sacrifice the facility of dynami
t
constan
the data-set with the data-glove. Provide d the geomet ry of the data-set remains
can
user
the
the entire environ ment can be pre-processed using a radiosity model such as DIM;
then move through and look around complex and realistically lit spaces.
ng modes
Indeed with DIM, the pre-pro cessing can include alternative light switchi
will.
at
off
and
on
lights
switch
to
scene,
the
around
allowing the user, as he/ she walks
al and
But our experience of architectural space is not only visual; it is also acoustic
'audio
of
kind
a
of
ment
develop
the
d
thermal. As far back as 1970 [5], ABACUS propose
user's
the
through
heard
music
the
virtual reality' (Figure 5) in which the quality of
in
'sitting'
is
user
the
earphon es is filtered over the wave band spectrum according to where
itself.
hall
concert
the concert hall and upon the geometry and acoustic attributes of the
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An early (1970) concept for ✓audio virtual reality as proposed by Tom Maver.

Figure 5:

sound

heat

Figure 6:

light

The overlap between acoustic, thermal and visual computer models.
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A Multi-Media Celebration of Robert Adam's Glasgow
Arch itectu re
E Candy, T W Maver, J Petric

Summ ary
exhibition titled "A Europe an Vision :
This paper is a summa ry of work done in preparation for an
Adam's death. The main
Robert Adam's Glasgow" which marks the bi-centenary of Robert
were the undergraduate and
/92,
s 91
contributors to this project, orchestrated over academic session
of Strathclyde, Glasgow.
sity
Univer
post-graduate students from the Depart ment of Architecture,

Introd uction
University of Strathclyde was asked in
The Departm ent of Architecture and Building Science at the
which would highlight Adam's contribution
ion
exhibit
the
Octobe r 1991 to take part in the preparation for
ed in the centre of the modern city.
remain
have
traces
few
very
to the architecture of Glasgo w, of which
r 1992, aims to show all the Glasgo w
This exhibit ion, staged in Glasgo w's Collins gallery in Octobe
is with the help of multi-m edia tools that
projects of one of Scotland's most widely known architect. It
century city are examined.
Adam's designs for Glasgow and their influence on the late 18th
ale classical pretens ions until the
large-sc
with
gs
It is importa nt to stress that Glasgo w had few buildin
ed desire on the citizen's part for
increas
an
with
ed
coincid
event
arrival of the Adam brothers in 1791. This
expression in the building of a new Theatre,
the elegance of the cities life to be enhanced, which received
sity and several Banks.
Assembly Rooms , an Infirmary, big extension to the Univer

ow
Comp uter Mode lling of Adam 's Buildi ngs in Glasg
es, the organisers of the exhibit ion,
Latitud
with
cture
Archite
of
ment
Depart
the
of
ration
The collabo
comput er modelling of all Adam's
with
started
has been carried out through four stages. The first stage
er aided design assignm ent all of
comput
their
of
part
a
As
buildings designed for the city of Glasgow.
Shop to generate 3D models of
the second year undergraduate students were required to use Model
ed into suitable data formats and ported
Adam's designs (Fig 1). These models were then to be translat
onto Silicon Graphi cs Iris worksta tions.
century map of Glasgo w (Fig.2) and
At the same time a third year student elected to digitise the 18th
era. Simultaneously the post-gr aduate
that
from
gs
buildin
the
generate a comput er massing model of all
a significant contribution by modell ing
students from the Compu ter Aided Buildin g Design course made
Glasgo w (Figs. 3, 4). The AutoCa d models
in AutoCa d some ten selected best pieces of Adam's work in
ed with the block model of the city for the
were also translated into a format that could then be combin
rough' 18th century Glasgow.
'walk-th
purpose of producing an animated sequence of a guided

ruction, since much of the necessary
This modelling exercise involved a great deal of visual reconst
lete or ambiguous! The hypoth eses
incomp
,
sources of data, such as plans and elevations, were missing
made by architectural historians,
ions
suggest
the
on
for comput er modelling were in some cases based
in ideas for appropriate
resulted
which
h
researc
out
carried
while in other cases students themselves
nably detailed and accurate comput er
reconstruction. The outcome of this exercise is a number ofreaso
a wide variety of sources.
models which were reconstructed from partial data obtained from
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Fig 2 The urban plan of the late 18 Century Glasgow
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Fig 3,4 Autocad models of Adam's Buildings in Glasgow
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with the
Once the simple block model of the late 18th century Glasgow urban context was merged
from the
explored
be
could
city
the
of
gh
walk-throu
interactive
the
buildings
Adam's
of
detailed models
ugh
walk-thro
a
defining
of
task
The
context.
point of view of highlighti ng selected buildings in their
year
third
a
by
undertaken
was
Indigo
his
Graphics
Silicon
the
on
sequence
path and generation a video
undergraduate student.

a topic of her
The final stage of this collaboration was carried out by Emma Candy whose choice for
.
exhibition
Adam
MSc dissertation was to develop a multi-med ia guide through the

Multi-M edia Presenta tion of Adam's Work
The multi-media presentation puts the work of Robert Adam in Glasgow in a broader
context. Aspects of his life and work in Britain and Europe can be explored through text,
images and animations.
The presentation is designed as a 'walk up and use' facility, relevant to an exhibition context.
The
Thus, the emphasis is on a user interface which can guide novice users around the system.
been
has
system
The
aid.
study
a
than
level of interactivity is limited to browsing rather
can
designed, however, to accommod ate developm ent into a teaching resource to which students
the
contribute and, hopefully, from which they can benefit. Its current purpose is to collate
life
range of work which has been produced by students into a coherent presentation of Adam's
and work.

The implementation, in Macromin d DirectorTM, consists of scanned and processed images
and
(from historical and computer graphic sources) and motion sequences (from actual video
Adam's
computer animation) supplemen ted by textual information. Different topics concernin g
a
life and works can be assessed by paging through text and/ or images at will. There is
up
brings
words
d
highlighte
of
selection
the
that
so
text
the
within
n
layering of informatio
'footnotes' explaining architectural terms or styles. Additionally the user can move to an
associated part of the structure via hypertext type links.

Information Structure
of the
The structure of the 'Robert Adam Guide' is arranged in the form of a 'tree' with aspects
tree,
the
of
level
each
at
driven
menu
is
structure
The
branches.
different
along
architect's life
are
though this is not explicit to the user. A list of options is not necessary as the menu levels
can
user
the
sub-topic
or
topic
any
from
that
intended
is
It
embedded in the interface design.
right hand
easily access other areas of information (via the three plans visible at all times on the
side of the screen).

Interface Metaphor
topics
A three story plan of an Adam house is used as an interface metaphor to describe the three
ips
and sub-topics by which the information is arranged. Thus users can understand the relationsh
whilst
,
implicitly
,
exhibition
physical
a
around
walking
were
of information as if they
a whole
remaining in the character of the presentation. This plan metaphor could be extended to
relevent
of
full
room
a
to
subtracted
or
architects
street of designs for buildings by different
'exhibits'.

as we
This use of metaphor or genre (Oren 1990) can aid interaction in subtle ways. Genre,
e to
would use the term in a novel or film, is a way of 'setting expectations of the experienc
our
as
way
same
the
in
works
it
that
is
Hypertext
behind
wisdom
come.' The conventional
minds do, with associations
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Fig.5 Start screen to the Robert Adam Guide
--

Entiui1ce

-

·

This is the Entrance to the Robert
Adam Guide. You can investigate his
life & works in by touching on any
of the plans.
Robert Adam will give you a brief
guided tour to start your journey.

Fig.6 Entrance to the Guide with option for tour
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Fig.7 Introduction to the Buildings and Monuments floor

Fig.8 Introduction to the Urban Glasgow room
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triggering memory. Use of genre can work in the same way. The use of the plan and suitable
fonts, colours and layouts all give visual clues to the behaviour of the document and place the
guide 'in character'.
A Guided Tour through the Virtual Exhibition
The illustrations show the possible path a user might take from the 'Entrance' to the exhibition
(Figs.5, 6), to Urban projects and Urban Glasgow (Figs 7, 8). Then the Glasgow buildings can
be browsed (Figs.9,10,11), bringing forward notes and footnotes on each at will. Words, in bold
italics, denote a link to a related topic. These links in the text can take users to a related topic
(Figs. 12, 13, 14 : eg. from the Trades House to the Infirmary) where they can explore these
further or return to the original line of enquiry.

Designing Multi-Media Presentations
The experience of designing of a multi-media presentation, such as one for Adam exhibition, is
different in form from designing a linear document, film or video. While it takes many of their
aspects, it is none of them, and serves a different purpose. Techniques from film making,
graphic design, drama, and architecture can be used as models and pointers to effective design of
such work.

It was found that traditional three dimensional design skills (similar to architectural and general
three dimensional design) can be taken to the design of a hypertext structure and navigation of a
multi-media presentation (Arent 1992). For example, one has to ensure the optimum
relationships between the parts and that adequate circulation and connections are to provided.
One also has to be aware of how the inhabitant finds and enters the space. The qualities of
colour, texture and proportion must be inherent in the design.

The methods and tools which are used in any design situation, obviously will have a bearing
on the process and results (Schon 1992). As with drawing skills in architecture, one becomes
increasingly dextrous with practice, and then more ambitious projects or refined designs can be
produced. Refinement of presentation skills allows more complex ideas to be articulated in a
visual manner, which is compatible with the highly visual nature of design study.

There are, of course limitations with these authoring tools. One can 'mock up' a design using
Macromind Director or Hypercard, which can look fairly proficient in a short time. However,
there is little room for expansion on a programs 'templates' for documents, and then the
expression can become limited. The process of production has become so hidden that the users
do not understand what they are doing when they are producing documentation. Users can feel
constrained by the programmers parameters. An example of this can already be seen in the
graphic design area where much of the work produced can look very similar.

It is too early to comment on the true impact of multi-media in the educational context. The
arguments raised by it are yet to be fully quantified. McLuhan (1964) refers to any media as an
extension of his or herself, but each is at different stages ofremoval or 'numbness', and it is the
change or exchange from one media type to another which initiates thought and creativity. One
could assert that multi-media does include different media types which can be alternated
amongst. But in essence everything is reduced to one media type, exemplified by digitized
sound-still image-text-motion video.

This aspect of computing in design and education will have far reaching effects and it comes
within the general context of an increasing interrelation of the design professions due to
computer technology. Whilst interactive multimedia
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Fig. 11 Further browsing of images
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Fig. 12 Further footnotes relating to the text being acessed
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can be a useful aid for cataloguin g and indexing visual and textual informatio n, the
ent
appropriat eness to its task should be carefully considered . At this early stage in its developm
a
at
pointed
camera
static
its uses have been likened to the early movies which consisted of a
in
play. Technique s of style and genre have been borrowed from the more establishe d disciplines
an attempt to define a form of its own.

during
The reaction to the use of multimedi a to explain Adam's life and work will be assessed
from
runs
which
Glasgow"
the period of the exhibition "A European Vision: Robert Adam's
reported
be
will
t
assessmen
this
of
results
The
22nd October till the end of December 1992.
during the ECAADE Conferenc e in Barcelona.
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Knowledge-based design support ,~
James H. Rutherford , Thomas W. Maver*
ABACUS, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow G4 ONG, UK

1. Historical perspective

In 1971 the Architects' Journal featured a paper entitled PACE 1: Computer Aided Building
Appraisal [1]. The software known as PACE
(Package for Architectura l Computer Evaluation),
initially developed on the Systemshare time-sharing system accessed on-line from a teletype terminal over the ordinary voice grade telephone network, has, in concept at least, survived the subsequent 22 years and remains to this day a crucial
aid in the teaching of architectural design in the
University of Strathclyde's Department of Architecture and Building Science. •
The intention of PACE, subsequently known
as GOAL ( General Outline Appraisal of Layouts) was to make explicit to students and practitioners the "cause and effect" of decision-making
at the early conceptual and formative stages of
the design activity, i.e. how her/ his design choices
regarded form and fabric impacted on the range
of cost and performance consequence s which
characterise the design (Fig. 1).
The user of GOAL created form by shaping
and placing volumes, and chose fabric by selection from a constructiona l database. By naming

* Corresponding author.
'' Discussion is open until December 1994 (please submit your
discussion paper to the Editors on Architecture and Engineering, G. Smeltzer and H. Wagter).
Elsevier Science B.V .
SSDJ 0926-5805(94 )00022-F
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volumes (e.g. cJassroom, store, stairway) the m
ensured that the software found the relev,
functional and environment al requirements oft
space (e.g. air change rate, proportional lim:
requirement for daylight, contiguity constraint
By choosing a particular construction, the u:
ensured that the software found the relev,
physical properties of the building fabric (t
thermal transmissivity, and mass, acoustic atte1
ation transparency , colour).
The topographica l and thermo-physical pn
erties of the hypothesised design were availa·
to a range of calculation routines some of wh
were well established (e.g. energy consumpt
algorithms) and some of which had to be inven
(e.g. algorithms for the computation of plann

efficiency).
The detailed output from GOAL, which ,
organised hierarchically to suit the needs of i:
ticular users, was also available as a summaI)
design and cost/ performance variables, knowr
the "fingerprint" of the design (Fig. 2).
The fingerprint of all design hypotheses re
ing to a particular brief could be progressh
saved and subsequently analysed. The anal:
offered a variety of options:
- The cost/ performance profile of any ir
victual design could be displayed as a histogran
relation to a base line (or benchmark). The b
against which a design was to be compared co
be selected by the user and could be, for ex;
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-....

Design
Solution

,~

-.... ~

Appraisal
Packages

fingerprint

multi criteria analysis

-

evaluation...._
synthethis

!J\

-......

assesment

Fig. 1. Three-phase design method [25).

pie, any particular one of the "population" of
design solutions or the average of the population.
Equally it could be an explicit range of criteria
set in the design brief.
- For any chosen variable (e.g. annual energy
consumption) any sub-set of solutions in the population could be compared.

- In the course of the design investigation tl
architect/ student could generate a family of s
lutions in which all design variables remainc
constant, except one. For example, the architec
student might parametrically vary the glazing in
particular design from 0% to 100% in 10% inte
vals. For this family of solutions it would

Fig. 2. Cost/ performance profile for a primary school.
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Fig. 3. Annual energy requirements against percentage glazing.

possible, automatically, to plot a graph showing
how glazed area (the design variable) impacted
on, for example, annual energy consumption, or
capital cost, or daylight factor (the cost/ pe,formance variable) (Fig. 3).
An advanced version of GOAL was acquired
by one of the largest architectural practices in the
Netherlands who used it to explore the cost-effectiveness of design alternatives with their
clients. The acceptance of such a wide-ranging
concept design aid remained, however, resistible
to virtually every other practice in Europe.

2. Introduction

Technological advances in materials and manufacturing methods have necessitated the specification of more rigorous regulatory constraints
and guidelines to which a designer must adhere.
Over the past decade, new and sophisticated design tools, in the form of CAD systems, have
emerged to assist the designer in solving a variety
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of domain specific problems, enabling infon
decisions to be made. Advances in worksta
technology and networking provide an almost
itless resource for performing computational!~
tensive tasks [2]. While such technology ex
providing support for distributed problem sol
within a multi-disciplinary design organizat
the problem now faced by members of a de

team is one of how to manage and integrat~
intimidating array of seemingly disparate de
tools with manual techniques and procedures
Many attempts have been made to combat
proliferation of esoteric tools and inconsis
user-interfaces. In order to alleviate the co
sponding cognitive burden on the user, de
frameworks, consisting of advanced user-in
faces, CAD tool and data management systc
are beginning to emerge, particularly in <lorn
such as the VLSI industry, where design c
mization is of paramount importance. This de
opment, however, has concentrated largely on
mechanistic aspects of CAD tool managem
with little regard for the user, thus adding to
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cific focus. Any design framework must, the
fore, accommodate different views of the sa
design data space for each of the different dii
plines involved in the design process. In t
context, regardless of the domain, the key
successful multi-party interaction and compu
supported co-operative work is the effective cc
munication of design information.
Given that communication, defined as the
change of meanings between individuals thrrn
a common syntax of symbolism [3], is perhaps
most general aspect to multi-disciplinary de~
activity, a simple model of communication
tween two cognitive systems, agents A and BC
4), is used as the basis for the design of
KNODES environment. Notation from me1
models research [4) is used to simplify the
scription.
In order to communicate information betw
the two systems, both participants in the dialo
must already have an understanding of the c
cept being conveyed. However, each agent, b2
on individual experience of external events,
have preconceived mental models (Ma(t)
Mb(t)) [4] of the target system "t". As no
individuals experiences are likely to be identi
their individual mental models will differ. Th
fore, in order to convey meaning effective!~
becomes necessary to decompose the descrip
of the target system into elemental compon,
common to both participants. This takes the f
of a semantic preserving translation or conce·
alization, "C", of a mental model. Therefore

A

Mat
C(Mb(t))

Mb(t)
Mb(t)

Fig. 4. Communication between two cognitive systems.

bewildering array of tools and environments
available. In addition to providing a means of
integrating a large base of design tools and exploiting the potential of distributed problem solving, KNODES, a knowledge-based design support environment, in recognition of multi-disciplinary design activity, attempts to assist users by
offering consistent views of design knowledge resources, data, and procedures. To ensure a high
degree of generality in the KNODES framework
a top-down approach has been taken; ensuring
that both generic and domain specific aspects of
the design activity are accommodated.
In the context of decision support, design assistance may be defined as: the utilization of
specialist, expert consultants to supplement a designer's own experience and expertise. Each participant, whether human or machine, in a multidisciplinary organization, by definition, has a spe-

Conceptual mapping
Knowledge of:
• physical interface
• dialogue
• problem domain
• system operations
• computer version of domain

application

interaction layer

task model
and dialogue control

Md(t)

Mu(t)

Md(t)

C(Mu(t))
Fig. 5. The end-user's task, where u
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=

the user, and d

=

the developer.
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ware developer will have a preconceived rr
model of the problem domain, which bee
encoded within the application (Fig. 5). The
ware is therefore inherently biased towa
particular class of user or problem solving
ity. In such instances the resulting systerr
either be too complex for all users to emp·
too inflexible by making general assumJ
about the user's level of expertise. Such a
proach may also force a user to think and
ture their work in a manner appropriate 1
software tool being utilised; resulting in \\i
referred to as induced system restrictiveness
While many design tools are effective in
senting expert knowledge in broad domai
Wies (6] indicates, there are many proble1
which additional knowledge, not represen1
these systems, is required. The supplem
knowledge required to perform the cone
mapping, C(Mu(t)), between the user's task
and the computer version of the domain,
identified by Morton [7), consists of knowle
the dialogue and interface, together wi
awareness of system operations and the con
version of the domain [8] (see Fig. 5).
In order to alleviate the cognitive burd
the designer, and improve design decision
ing, a computer-based design framework
utilize knowledge of the dialogue, the user t
form of task models and belief structure:
problem domain (in the form of design m
and procedures), and system operations. ~
system must also accommodate a range ol
by taking account of differing levels of expe
and individual task models.
The K.NODES environment achieves t

this simple model, effective communication is
achieved if the conceptualization, C(Ma(t)), tends
towards the mental model Mb(t). In any dialogue
the initial conceptualization ''C" is formulated on
the basis of stereotypes and refined according to
certain conversational cues (feedback) from the
participants involved.

2.1. Communicating with computers
Dialogues with computer-based tools may be
considered in much the same manner as human
communication. The major difference between
human and computer interaction is that there is
an opportunity to explicitly make available the
extent of the system's conceptual vocabulary. This
enables the user to formulate and structure a
conceptualization appropriate to the domain of
discourse. This is often essential as very few
stereotypes are available for the user to initiate a
dialogue. Consistency between applications is,
therefore, of paramount importance. In instances
where the extent of the system's vocabulary is
limited, inappropriate or not immediately apparent, the range of knowledge a user must utilize in
order to formulate a conceptualisation widens.
This places an increasing cognitive burden upon
the user and ultimately detracts from the design
problem at hand.
The situation is worsened .when several CAD
tools, each with specific data requirements and
esoteric user-interfaces, are deployed. User-interface management systems aim to assist the developer in building applications that are visually and
behaviorally consistent. Regardless of the software development tools used, however, a soft-

.-------------------------Application Environment

User Environment

I
I

i

Mu(t)

CAD tools

I

C(Mu(t))

1

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ 1

Translation :

Product Model

• user

• dialogue

• system operations

• physical interface

• problem domain

• computer version of domain

Fig. 6. Application architecture necessary to support the user.
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User

Donwin

physical interface
dialogue
problem domain

Task

Terlwica/

system operations
computer version of domain

Incidental
knml-'ledge resuurces

Deep Models of Reasoning

Fig. 7. Multi-level knowledge-based system consisting of surface level knowledge derived from human laws and used to orchestr;
deep mac.leis of reasoning.

representing the additional knowledge the user
must bring to solve a problem within the comput•
ing environment itself, as illustrated in Fig. 6. At
the front-end, the environment allows the user to
deal in domain concepts rather than the esoteric
data requirements of individual application pro-

while being isolated from the operational aspe<
and data requirements of the computer version
the domain.
This knowledge has been organized, in an :
tempt to improve system maintainability, into If
els of abstraction (Fig. 7), each layer intended

grams. This conceptual model is then translated

manage subordinate layers of knowledge.
The resulting framework exists as a multi-le~

by a domain handler into a product description,
which is made accessible to a range of CAD tools
by means' of data translators. The end-user is
therefore presented with a dialogue that closely
matches the problem domain and given access to
a range of CAD packages in a consistent manner,
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knowledge-based system [9] composed of surfa
level models, i.e., those derived from human la
and consisting of naturalistic human knowledi
centred around naive description of physical s:
terns [10]. These are then used to orchestrate t
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Fig. 8. The KNODES blackboard and resident knowledge resources necessary to support the user and design task. Knowle,
levels are represented as horizontal lines and are managed by an array of knowledge handlers shown below the blackboard
knowledge handler's interest in a particular level is represented by a spot, its contribution by an arc (after Hearsay [26]) .
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acquisition of information from deep models of
reasoning encapsulated within knowledge bases,
design tools, and other supporting systems such
as expert systems and product databases.
The benefits of such an approach, as Lansdown [11] points out, are threefold. The system
provides
(1) More force to explanations arising from
the knowledge-b ased system;
(2) A sharper distinction between objective
and subjective knowledge; between guesswork and
more fundamental reasoning;
(3) More knowledge and power.

3. Implementation
In order to manage a knowledge-b ased system
of this form, a number of tools and knowledge
handlers have been developed. These are categorized in terms of their generality and are described as being either
- Incidental knowledge resources: comprising
expert systems, appraisal packages and databases,
that are activated by surface level knowledge

sources to resolve domain specific tasks;
- Resident knowledge resources: required to
be active throughout a problem solving session.
These elements, supporting user-interact ion and
decision making activities, consist of a series of
dialogue handlers, a user model, a domain specialist, a resource manager, and a design database
management system.
Central to the operation of the KNODES environment and the management of information
between these agents is a blackboard.

3.1. Blackboard
The KNODES blackboard (Fig. 8) is a skeletal
blackboard system [12] developed to support a
large number of both resident and incidental
knowledge sources. It consists of a blackboard
panel, which is dynamically partitioned into areas. Each area represents one of the levels of the
problem domain, in this case design assistance
(Fig. 8), and is managed by one or more knowledge sources. Information is propagated though
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the blackboard by means of a system of "post a
subscribe". Messages are posted, by means of 1
blackboard interface, into named areas of 1
blackboard and passed to knowledge handl
expressing an interest in that region.
A major feature of the blackboard and bla•
board interface is the ability to establish a
close a dialogue at any time. This facilitates s
pend time editing of resources enabling ra:
contextual prototyping, a facility found in so
user-interface management systems [13).
3.2. Inter-client communicati on

It is important to note that blackboard clie
do not communicate directly with each other, ·
indirectly by means of messages posted· onto
propriate areas of the blackboard. Any ot:
client expressing an interested in that area of
blackboard is notified of the event and theref,
must respond opportunistic ally to any mess:
posted. Applications must, therefore, be str
tured around condition-ac tion rules ensuring t
concepts may be addressed out of context. 1
added benefit of such an approach is that

resulting system will have an open dialogue a
therefore, enahle an end-user to digress; a nee
sary activity for divergent or creative probJ
solving.
3.3. Message structure

The blackboard message structure contc:
several types of information including the origi
tor of the message, where and when it was pos
and the message identifier, together with the d
itself. The message data may contain any seriei
text tokens including binary data. It is theref
the onus of the responding resource to anticip
the type of data being broadcast. In the protot:
building design framework, described in Sect
4, message data consists of EXPRESS sche
[14,15].

3. 4. Consistency enforcement
The opportunistic nature of the KNOD

blackboard system facilitates digression, a mec
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Fig. 9. Consistency enforcement.

nism enabling designers to gather information in
an unstructured manner, allowing prototypes to
be generated and alternatives explored out of
context of the final solution.
While opportunism supports divergent browsing it, introduces a major difficulty encountered
in any large-scale knowledge-based system,
namely that of maintaining the integrity and consistency of the conceptual schema. This is resolved in the KNODES environment in two ways.
First, by limiting the entry points into a knowledge base to the head of a transition network at
the dialogue level, and second, by propagating
changes made to a concept throughout the conceptual schema by means of a consistency enforcement routine.
Each time a concept is modified the knowledge handler attempts to enforce consistency
throughout the conceptual model by exhaustively
forward chaining through a dependency network
(Fig. 9). Dependencies are represented as lists.
Although complex networks may be managed using this approach it is suggested that the scope of
any network be limited to avoid unforeseen recursion. In the example
dependent( floor _ level, [room _ functions]).
dependent(building_ function, [ room _ function,
spatial _ primitives, constructional _methods]).
dependent( geometry, [performance _ analysis]).
spatial functions and primitives, together with
constructional methods, are declared as being
dependent upon the building function, while performance analyses are dependent upon, amongst
other things, the building geometry. Therefore, if
the default building function is changed, from
domestic to say educational, the range of spatial
primitives, functions, and constructional methods
on offer are adjusted accordingly. This simple
representation enables dependencies to be easily
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defined and asserted or retracted dynam
depending upon the domain or context. Th
main handler can, for instance, on behalf c
user, define a dependency between the bu
geometry and a building performance an:
This is done to ensure that all views of the c
data space are consistent. If, for example, eh
are made to the building geometry, any apr
package, performing an analysis of the bui
is interrupted and updated with the current
uct description.

3.5. Resident knowledge resources
The resident knowledge resources, nee
to implement the multi-level knowledgesystem, comprise a series of dialogue hand
user model, a domain specialist, a resource
ager, and a solutions handler. A brief desc1
of each of these resources is given belm~
transient relationships between these mod
illustrated on the main blackboard panel (I

3.6. Dialogue handler
Dialogue handlers are responsible for n
ing human-computer interaction throug
"User Dialogue" area of the blackboard.
dialogue handler is tailored toward a s
form of interaction. Currently, two dialogu
dlers are used:
- Forms [16, 17], developed in C + -t
dynamic X-based graphical user-interface
ing a lexi-visual form filling metaphor. Thii
face tool kit verbalizes human activity by
of high-level natural language utterances.
is specifically intended to interpret cone
schema facilitating the re-description of c
tual models to users of differing levels of
tise. This is achieved by a two-level adai
architecture [18].
- A graphical editor, configured around
CAD (Autodesk), is tailored to meet th
entry requirements of the current domain;
case building design. Functional and spatia
itives have been added in an attempt to
the designers task model and preserve as n
the original design intention as possible.
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An important and unique feature of the CAD
tool integration methods, within the KNODES
environment, is the ability to tie an external resource (the graphical editor for instance) to the
main dialogue, ensuring that the user is able to
relate the tool to a specific context (see Figs.

also responsible for assigning abstract task
fications, on behalf of the designer, to the
level of the blackboard, which is monitorec
resource manager.
3. 9. Resource manager

11-15).
3. 7. User model
The user model, written in Prolog, by monitoring interaction cues, generated by the dialogue
handlers, and posted into the User Dialogue area
of the blackboard, categorizes the user into one
of several user levels, adjusting the dialogue and
user's task models accordingly. The current user
model promotes and demotes the user to one of
four levels: expert, intermediate, novice and beginner [19]. This categorisation is used to determine the style of dialogue and the level and type
of assistance received by the user in the form of
design tools, on-line help, and default values.
3.8. Domain specialist
The domain specialist contains expert knowledge in a particular domain and guides the designer through a series of processes using any one
of a number of design methods. This resource is

The resource manager is used to solve d1
specific problems presented as abstract tai
scriptions. Using a process of subgoaling a
tion plan is configured from a list of p
agents by matching the input requirements 1
process to the output of another. This effo
decomposes a given task into sub-tasks. The
all task is resolved by backward chaining th
the solution plan, acquiring information at
stage by deploying the appropriate appli
program.

Figure 10 illustrates a solution plan f(
task "calculate energy_consumption of buil
The agent providing the desired output is u
the basis for the solution plan. The rei
manager, taking each input of the agent ir
then selects secondary agents that satisfy
input requirements. This is repeated un
information can be obtained. Values at t
nected process inputs are obtained by pla
request onto the blackboard. The informal
then obtained either from a product databa

Domestic Energy

Model

lat itude
longitude

Solurion Plan for the Task: "energy consumption" of "building"
Fig. 10. A solution plan for the task "calculate energy consumption of building".
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if not found, elicited directly from the user, in a
manner ap ropriate to that user. Each agent then
spawns a urone process on a suitable processing
node, which in turn activates the design tool. In
the above example, agents , representing the
product database, a geometry analyzer, materials,
and climate databases, are used to provide the
inputs to a simulation model.
Agents are described in a high-level manner in
terms of a process category, identifying the agent's
domain of operation, and a series of properties;
including input requirements and output descriptions [20]. This isolates the resource manager
from the operational aspects of the application it
is utilizing. The major benefit of such an approach is that while the functional description of
an agent remains unchanged for the given domain, the application, used to process the information, may be substituted without disturbing
domain knowledge. This accommodates shifts in
design standards that may be embedded within
an application program, and enables the func-

tionality of the framework to be eitended
introducing new and enabling technologies.
Several solution plans may be formulated fo
given task. The optimum solution plan, used
the final executable plan, may be selected on
basis of either
- the least number of unknown inputs, and 1
- the relationship between the design st;
and the granularity of the goal output; i.e.
simple wireline perspective would be genera
at the early sketch design stage in preference t
fully rendered ray-traced image.

3.10. Solutions handler
The solutions handler is an interface t<
design database management system, wh
records all design information posted through
blackboard. The current implementation is
object oriented database developed using Or
(21).

Fig. 11. Building design framework: geometrical description.
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4. A prototype building design framework
Using the KNODES development tools, a pro-

totype building design framework has been configured. It is intended to teach a student the
complex relationships between spatial configuration and building performance.
In order to achieve this, a three stage design
method (Fig. 1), is used to orchestrate the dialogue with the student and produce, on behalf of
the student, a series of building appraisals, collectively referred to as a design fingerprint, which
the student uses to evaluate the design solution.
By making changes to the design solution the
student is able to observe the changes in the
buildings performance characteristics. By making
such information immediately accessible, the student is quickly able to relate desired performance
characteristics to certain spatial and constructional configurations, and rapidly converge on a
design solution.
The current prototype building design framework deploys the following incidental knowledge

resource in order to produce design fingerprin
- a natural lighting package, which calcula1
the distribution of natural light within a space·
analysis module based on ~
- an
Building Research Establishments Domestic E
ergy Model, BREDEM [22], which predicts t
annual energy consumption for the proposal;
- an energy design tool for non-dome~
buildings, based on the lighting and thermal val
of glazing [23];
- a spatial analyzer is currently being de\
oped for plan optimization;
- visualization facilities which allow the eve
ing design to be viewed in varying degrees
detail; from bound box, to fully coloured, t
tured, and shaded images;
- a structural analysis package, soon to
added to the framework, will optimize both
structural configuration and the plan forrnati
offering alternative solutions to the designer; ,
- a costing package which calculates cap
costs, running costs, and life cycle costs.
Data translations between each of the pa

energy

Fig. 12. Building design framework: Materials and Construction template.
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Fig. 13. Building design framework: Openings editor.

Fig. I 4. Building design framework: thermal performance prediction.
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Fig. 15. Building design framework: daylight distribution factors.

End Users
adaptable U&er./n/orlace

Conceptualizati on

Design Audit

&
Traceability
Technolo~
Transfer

Concurrency
Enabling
Technology

Fig. 16. Conceptual overview of the KNODES environment: layering after Bjork [27].
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ages is managed by a series of filters acting as
pre-processors; the most significant being a geometry analyzer which performs Boolean operation on groups of geometric bodies and provides
appropriate quantities necessary for other analysis systems.
The foIJowing series of illustrations show a
typical dialogue with the user.

4.1. Building description

In the example shown in Fig. 11, the user
enters a geometrical description of the building
using the spatial editor. The tool being used is
AutoCAD, but rather than aHowing the user to
interact directly with AutoCAD and describe the
building in terms of lines and polygons, a framework has been added on top of the package in an
attempt to preserve as much of the original design intention as possible.
It is also worth noting that AutoCAD is not
floating in a window of its own, but is tied into
the user dialogue within the context of building
geometry. The user is, therefore, immediately able
to relate the tool to the task at hand.
Jn the example (Fig. 11), a space is created by
selecting an appropriate spatial primitive and
function from two menus of the geometry framework. Using tfie graphical editor, the user then
sketches in the space. The editor posts onto the
User Dialogue area of the blackboard a record of
the activity and objects are created in the design
database. Similarly, any changes made to the
geometry at the user-dialogue end are immediately reflected in the design database. Each object is described in complete detail using a series
of defaults; such as the percentage of glazing for
each function type and a general description of
the building's fabric.
Default values, assigned by the domain handler, may be overwritten by the designer using
appropriate sub-frameworks such as those illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13 dealing with multilayered construction and openings, respectively.
Figure 12 illustrates the dialogue template used
to enable a designer to attribute construction
types to elements of a building. The information
is presented in a manner tailored to the user's
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level of expertise. In this instance, the designer is
considered to have little experience with building
construction and therefore a range of solutions
are made available by means of cascading menus,
enabling the designer to make informed decisions
regarding the construction of the design solution.
This enables the designer to concentrate more
specifically on the production of alternative plan
formations.
Although the description of the current building is sufficiently detailed to perform a computation analysis, the user may override default values
by, in this instance, employing an incidental
knowledge resource or consultant, specializing in
openings {Fig. 13).

4.2. Building analysis
Once a complete description has been provided, the designer may now begin to appraise
the building in a number of ways. The current
building design framework offers several types of
analysis, including energy (Fig. 14), daylight (Fig.
15), cost, structural and functional analyses, together with visualizations

5. Conclusions
The overall openness and modularity of the

KNODES environment (Fig. 16), makes it possible to respond quickly to shifts in design standards and introduce new enabling technologies,
thereby increasing a designer's potential to make
informed decisions and in turn improve design
conceptualization.
By representing and managing conceptual
models within the framework, users of varying
levels of experience are able to participate in the
design activity and make useful contributions to
emerging design solutions. Students using the
building design framework were able to make
design decisions, formulate and explore alternative scenarios, and converge on a design solution
earlier than would have been possible had they
had to overcome the operational obtuseness of
the design tools at a systems level.
The majority of the tools being used at the
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Fig. 17. Automated elicitation of a designer's belief structures and the derivation of models of the design process.

back-end of the framework would normally be
used once a complete description of a building
had been resolved. The use of sophisticated design tools of this form would therefore normally
be used in a post hoe checking mode. The framework, adding contextually sensitive defaults,
makes these applications accessible at an earlier
stage of th~ design process, providing an opportunity to identify and resolve potential problems
before the production drawing stage, thus saving
valuable time and resources.

5. 1. Future research
The KNODES environment blackboard, by
monitoring and recording transactions between
knowledge resources, provides a mechanism for
recording and tracing design decisions.
This facility is to be used to provide on-line
protocols of design activity. It is believed that
where it is possible to enumerate designs by means
of a classification or a diagnostic system (Fig. 17),
design fingerprints, measured against known metrics, can be used to elicit a designer's belief
structures and therefore provide some insights
into the nature of design decision making.
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This short paper takes a critical view of the direction of research and development in
Computer Aided Architectural Design over the last five years of its twenty five year history.
The criticisms are set out as seven deadly sins which, in summary, are: macro-myopic, deja
vu, xenophilia, unsusta.inability, failure to validate, failure to evaluate
Keywords: computer-aided architectural design, research and development

Introduction
Those of us who have participated in the development of Computer Aided Architectural
Design over its short but dramatic history have been privileged indeed. We have seen the subject
grow from the minority time activity of a few eccentric academics to a multi-billion dollar
international industry. Developments in the technology have given us, at an ever accelerating rate,
both functionality and fun.
The intellectual challenges of the subject have put the proponents of CAD centrestage in
the ongoing debate on design methods and theories.
Nonetheless, a critical view can be taken of the direction which research and development
in CAAD has taken over the last few years. These criticisms are articulated, somewhat provocatively,
as CAAD's seven deadly sins.

1

Macro-myopia

Much of the antagonism exhibited by architects and the architectural press towards CAAD
back in the rate 1960's was occasioned by the over-zealous claims made by the early pioneers. The
promises held out then have, by now, been amply fulfilled and exceeded, but the fulfilment took
rather longer than expected. This phenomenon of overestimating the short term impact but
under-estimating the longer term impacts is well known in technological forecasting and is termed
macro-myopia Unfortunately it is still rife in todays CAAD community; it is almost impossible to find
a PhD thesis which claims anything less than an all-singing, all-dancing, fully integrated,
multi-disciplinary design decision support system which does the business as soon as you press the
start button.

2

DeJa vu

It is extraordinary to observe, with increasing frequency, the emergence of 'new' ideas in the
field which have striking similarities to early, abandoned and almost forgotten work from two
decades ago. While it is flattering to the pioneers to have many of these relevant ideas re-visited, it is
sad that the current effort does not build upon what went before.
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3

Xenop hilia

other disciplines -from
The obsession with importing concep ts and proced ures from
from the central task of
effort
langua ge throug h to artificial intelligence - has diverte d intellectual
itself. The absenc e of a
design
ctural
identifying and unders tandin g what lies at the heart of archite
which targets the real
g
fundin
for
argue
to
lt
core researc h discipline make it increasingly difficu
problems.

4

Unsus tainab ility

effort is devote d to
Increasingly, the greater propor tion of researc h and develo pment
on given to achieving design
facilitating the practic e of archite cture with corresp onding ly less attenti
in other words the R+D effort
solutions which yield improv ed quality to the building client and user;
work that is focuse d on the buildin g is
is focused on the archite ct, not on the building. Such
rather than substan ce. Concer n
predom inantly concer ned with form rather than functio n, style
ability has all but disapp eared
sustain
l
nmenta
with fitness-for-purpose, cost-effectiveness and enviro
from the R+D agenda .

5

Failure to validate

exotic claims, few if
Each new interna tional confer ence genera tes a plethor a of ever more
ion. In any other
validat
alone
let
n
entatio
implem
pe
any of which are substa ntiated by prototy
testing, would be laughe d off the
discipline the genera tion of hypoth eses withou t some rudime ntary
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Summary
This paper describes an advanced, multi-chromatic lighting simulation model capable
of representing complex geometries and randomly distributed luminaires. The model, known
by the acronym DIM (Dynamic Illumination Model), is now operational as a research prototype and a follow-on project has now commenced which aims to transform this prototype
into a polished design tool
DIM accepts a description of a zone's geometry, surface finishes, contents and natural
and artificial light sources. A multi-chromatic ray tracking scheme is then employed to
obtain the spectral surface luminance distribution corresponding to each light source. Output from the model are the usual contours of planar illuminance and coloured perspective
images.
Introduction

At the commencement of the DIM project a number of architectural lighting models
already existed in the UK. For example, the Design Office Consortium (now CICA) had
evaluated several programs ( 1) including GLIM from Applied Research of Cambridge Ltd.
(now part of the McDonnell Douglas Company) and NATLIT from ABACUS. In North America, the Windows and Lighting Group at LBL had developed the public domain code SUPERUTE (2) which is capable of representing complex geometries, external obstructions and a
variety of sky luminance distributions. And in the world of computer graphics, several
proprietary codes had emerged or were under development (3 & 4 for example). These
involved the use of substantial computing power to engage in ray tracking in pursuit of a
screen image which contained a degree of realism
It was the deflciences of these then extant models which provided the stimulus for the
developments described here. Each m9:<1el suffered from one or more of the following problems.
The level of detail was often low. for example a zone might be limited to orthogonal
forms or only the perfectly diffusing (Lambertian surfaces) case may be modelled. And
often the inter-reflection of light between surfaces was ignored or over-simplified.
Surface reflectances are often held constant regardless of the wavelength of the
incoming light.
The mcxiel was usually constrained to the mono-chromatic case with no account taken
of the spectral composition of the light sources whether artificial or natural. The
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assumption being made that the light flux is uniform over the visible spectrum - that
is white. In other words, the qualitative aspects of light were omitted.
Many of the models were conceived in a commercial environment or were designed as
simplified design tools. Often they were abstract at the theoretical level; using the
integrating sphere theory to handle surf ace reflections, the split flux method to
account for externally reflected light, the lumen method for artificial lighting design.
or relying on an analytical solution valid only for certain limiting geometry or sky
luminance distributions. As a consequence the treatment of specular reflections, movable window features, intra-zone obstructions, arbitrarily positioned light sources and
switching regimes - in short realism - were noticeable by their absence.
Traditionally models were designed to provide quantitative metrics and so were incapable of assessing quality. For example, few models provided the capability of experiential
output in which a three point, coloured perspective is displayed. And, when a degree of
visual sophistication was offered, this was accompanied by a requirement for substantial computing resources.
And so the objective was to develop an entirely new approach capable of representing
complex geometries, with internal obstructions included, embodying the range of surface
response models - from the diffusing case through off-specular to specular - and equipped
to handle luminaires of different spectral emission, located arbitrarily within an enclosure.
Finally, the model would operate on low cost graphic workstations and have a number of
colour display drivers.
The DIM System: An Overview
The system comprises 4 program and 3 database modules as shown in figure 1.
The first program module - DIMdis - accepts user data which describes a zone's topography and topology. This data could, for example, be entered initially via the ABACUS VIM
system (5). The objective of DIMdis is to transform this continuous zone model to a discrete
numerical equivalent in a manner which maximises numerical accuracy. The output from
DIMdis is a data structure of rays representing the total number of possible light flowpaths.

The second program module is DIMray. This accepts the output from DIMdis and the
user's specification and positioning of luminaires extracted from the fittings' database. In
this database luminaire photometric data is represented as a number of vectors corresponding to a fitting's three dimensional intensity distribution, with several vector sets
representing mono-chromatic wavebands superimposed to represent spectral characteristics.
The computational mission of DIMray is to process each vector, for each mono-chromatic
waveband, through the list of rays representing the total inter-reflection possibilities. The
output from DIMray is a database giving, for each surface element, the spectral luminance
distribution.
DIMout is the analysis module which allows the recovery and presentation of this performance data. It has two capabilities. The first allows the performance data to be
integrated by fitting and by surface. This yields, for any mix of fittings, surface illuminance or luminance. The second capability concerns the transformation to terminal RGB to
enable, via a scan-cell algorithm. the production of an enhanced screen image.
The final module, DIMdbm, is a database manager for the luminaire and surface property databases. It allows the display of existing entities and the insertion of new fittings
and surface finishes as required.
The paper now continues with a more detailed description of each facet of DIM.
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Geometry Specification
DIM is a full three dimensional model which treats a building zone as a collection of
bounding planar polygons - to represent the walls, ceiling, floor, windows, doors and surface
features such as blinds, pictures, etc. - with a second class of polygons to represent any
internal obstructions.
The topography is held independent of the topology and is specified by the x, y and z
coordinates of each polygon vertex relative to some arbitrarily chosen cartesian coordinate
system The topology is then the ordering of these vertices. The convention in DIM is to
describe each polygon as a collection of vertices specified anticlockwise when the polygon is
viewed from 'outside'. Obstruction polygons are indicated by a negation of the number of
vertices entry.
This data structure is convenient since it allows the application of single and composite
transformations to perform basic scaling and/or rotation operations, producing modified
vertex coordinates, but which require no corresponding topological modification This means
that the topology need only be held once for any shape classification since it is independent
of scale and orientation A number of computer aids exist to support the initial data input
process. For example a form fill-out technique allows the manual entry of data based on a
'replacement of default' technique. Alternatively the ABACUS VIM system (5) allows the
geometry to be specified graphically during an interactive session at the terminal
Once this data is entered DIM is equipped to perform a range of basic geometrical
operations. This includes area and volume computation. polygon gridding, diffuse black body
view factor determination for all combinatorial polygon pairings, and hidden line, three point
perspective view generation

Geometry Discretisation
Fundamental to DIM is the concept of surface radiosity on a finite element grid. The
objective is to transform the continuous system into a discrete ray equivalent in a manner
which respects the spatial relationships but minimises the processing scheme. This is done
as follows.
•
•

•

Firstly, a finite element grid is applied to each polygon
A unit hemisphere is generated and, by slicing this equally in the ~orizontal and vertical planes, its surface is represented as a set of finite patches, each subtending an
equal solid angle at the base centre point. When placed over a polygon cell, these surface patches then represent the cell's discrete radiosity field to a user controlled level
of accuracy.
The 'patched' unit hemisphere is then placed over each bounding and obstruction
polygon grid cell in turn and a number of rays formed by connecting the cell's centre
point with the centroids of each hemispherical patch. Each ray is then projected to
locate the point of intersection with another polygon grid cell. In this way each projection gives rise to a ray, and each ray has a source and sink cell.
The technique makes allowance for the relationship between the source/sink separation
distance and the spread of light due to the solid angle effect. Consider the following.
Because of the spread of light effect. the number of illuminated cells arising from one
exit ray increases as the distance to the point of intersection increases. The radiosity
technique (as opposed to simple combinatorial cell connection) represents this
phenomena while minimising the number of rays for processing. For any given level of
radiosity representation (hemisphere patch subdivision), it guarantees a distribution of
rays which best represents the spatial relationships. For example 10 polygons, each
divided into 100 grid cells, and using a unit hemisphere with 50 patches, gives rise to
50,000 rays ( 10 polygons times 100 cells times 50 patches). If, instead. each polygon cell
is joined to all the others, the total combinatorial pairings is 450,000 rays ! [ n(nt) 1002/2] where n is the number of polygons; 10 here. The latter case is
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computationally unacceptable and contains many redundant rays since whole clusters
of rays will have identical point view factors and so could be replaced by one representative parent ray. This is. in effect, the result of the radiosity technique employed in
DIM. It is equivalent in some ways to Stibbs' Recursive Subdivision Algorithm ( 10) as
employed by GLIM ( 1).
•

The next step is to group all un-hit cells and mark them as family members of some
parent ray. These family members are never processed at ray tracking time but,
instead. merely inherit the illuminance properties of their parent. To determine family
members the following technique is employed. An un-hit cell is connected to the centre
point of the initial polygon cell: this is equivalent to a back projection This gives the
point of intersection with the hemispherical surface, indicating the associated patch.
All back projections associated with the same patch are then marked as family
members of the source/sink ray which was initially processed for this patch and
polygon cell.

•

At the end of this discretisation process a number of rays exist. each one with a distinct source and sink cell. These comprise the discrete equivalent of the initial continuous zone and are the only rays processed. The secondary rays, grouped together as
family members, are then represented by the principal rays and are not processed at
simulation time. Note that different groupings results, depending on the initial polygon
cell and hemispherical patch considered. They are used only during results recovery to
determine the homogeneous, finite patches which are actually illuminated within the
resolution of the numerical processing scheme.

Modelling of Light Sources
Three entities are of importance in light source representation: the geometry of the
source; its intensity distribution; and its spectral power distribution
Normally geometry is differentiated into point, linear and area sources. In DIM all light
sources are discretised and treated as a collection of point sources. The spatial distribution
of luminous intensity - as represented by manufacturer's candel power distribution data is then made discrete and processed as a collection of vectors.
The relative energy emitted from a light source at each wavelength in the visible spectrum is given by a spectral energy distribution curve. DIM treats this spectrum as a number
of mono-chromatic wavebands.
Ray Tracking

This is the kernel of DIM. The starting point is to determine, for each waveband, the
direct illuminance of each polygon cell after taking account of visibility. In this way a light
source vector is 'locked' onto the discrete ray equivalent of the specified zone. Then, a surface reflection model is invoked which depends on the reflection properties of the surface diffusing, off-specular or specular. This gives one or more exit or reflected rays and the
light intensity of each. The intensities are written to the output database and the rays are
inserted in a ray stack for onward processing. In order to minimise the size of the stack,
the procedure of DIMray is to then process the last ray in the stack. The next reflection
point is reached, the reflection algorithm is invoked as before, and the new exit rays are
appended to the stack The process continues until, eventually, new exit rays can be discarded because their intensity has diminishes below some insignificant threshold value. In
this way the ray stack is processed until exhausted The next mono-chromatic waveband or
light source vector is then processed. The relevant theoretical details are given elsewhere (8).

Surface Reflection
For fully diffusing surfaces, the reflected rays are equal in number to the number of
initial hemispherical patches, with an intensity obtained directly from the average
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wavelength dependent reflectance assigned to the polygon cell in question With specular and
off-specular surfaces, the number of exit rays is greatly reduced.
After an initial review of the literature, it was decided to employ the biangular
reflectance technique of Torrance and Sparrow ( 6, 8) as summarised below. This allows a
surface to approach a diffuse distribution at short wavelengths and a specular distribution
at long wavelengths. The difficulty of the technique is in securing the reflectance data for a
representative number of input/exit ray pairs.
Model Output
The output from DIMray is a database containing, separately for each initial light
source vector and waveband, the reflected flux distribution for each polygon cell
The use of this data to produce a coloured image requires a display driver possessing a
subjective and terminal colour mapping operation For any given eye and focus point, a perspective transformation is applied to each polygon cell before terminal display. When combined, as in DIM, with a visibility priority algorithm (such as z-depth sorting), this rise to a
perspective image. Note that if the initial polygon cells are set small enough. then the technique becomes equivalent to scan-line pixel addressing.
The reproduction of surface colour from the calculated spectral luminance distributions
is based on the CIE chromaticity system (7. 8). Figures 2 and 3 show typical images generated by DIM.
Conclusions
A prototypical lighting simulation model has been developed which is able to model
complex geometries when subjected to a number of light sources. Account is taken of the
distributions and spectral composition of light. Output from the model is the usual contours
of surface illuminance or a screen image produced by a mapping to terminal RGB.
A follow-on project is now in progress which aims to further refine the model in terms
of its validity and usability.
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1. Introduction
The natural and the man-made environment is under increasing stress.
We are entering a phase when the exploitation of energy resources is
likely to cause a dramatic acceleration in our rate of impact on the natural
environment in particular, there is cause for serious concern regarding
the damaging visual impact of energy related developments - oil
terminals, dams, power stations, electricity transmission lines, open cast
mining - on remaining areas of relatively unspoilt rural landscape.
In the developed countries, the urban environment is presenting
architects, planners and development agencies with some of the most
significant and intractable problems in the last decade of the 20 Century.
The problems are the most chronic in those cities which rose to greatness
at the height of the industrial revolution; as heavy industry has declined.
industrial sites have become derelict, the working population has drifted
away and housing has fallen below tolerable standards. Yet in most
cases, much evidence of urban greatness remains - in the grandeur of
the public buildings, in the scale of the cityscape and in the spirit of those
who still have their homes, and their cultural roots, in the inner city.
In ·1988 - European Year of the Environment - new European
Community directives came into· force requiring architects, planners and
developers to make explicit the impact which their schemes will have on
the environment. Compliance with the legislation, with regard to visual
impact, is constrained by the underdeveloped state of objective visual
appraisal, particularly in the clear presentation of the harmful and
beneficial effects of interventions in the rural and urban landscape.
This chapter is intended to give cause for optimism. It illustrates a
selection of computer-based facilities already in use by architects and
planners to predict, appraise and compare the visual impact of proposed
interventions in the urban and rural landscape objectively, economically
and, above all, meaningfully.
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2. Principles of Computer Aided Visual Impact Analysis
The two related questions which need to be answered in any visual

impact analysis are:
•

what will be the degree of visibility of the proposed intervention in
the urban or rural landscape, and

•

what will the intervention actually look like in the context of the
landscape from any particular viewpoint.

2.1. The Modelling of Geometry
Central to any computer aided visual impact analysis which attempts to
answer these questions is the modelling of geometry; the geometry of
terrain, the geometry of vegetation and the geometry of the constructions
which already exist and which are proposed.
2.1.1. Terrain Models
The data acquisition for computer based models of terrain is important
as it affects the fidelity and the degree of realism which can be obtained in
any computer generated visualisations of land form. There are four main
sources of data:
•

field surveying techniques using electronic tachometers and data
collectors; this demanding procedure is appropriate where high

accuracy within a limited area is required.
•

digitisation of Ordinance Survey contour maps, carried out
manually or automatically, either by line-following or raster-scan
algorithms; this approach offers an economical compromise
between accuracy and large scale application.

•

aerial photogrammetry which utilises either analytical stereo
plotters or instruments for orthographic projection; this approach
is suitable only for relatively large scale applications.
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satellite remote sensing which analysis reflected and emitted
radiation from the earth's surface; this technology has the
potential to generate reasonably accurate data over very large
areas.

Fig. 2.1.1.1

Fig. 2.1.1.2

Terrain surface "texturing" using
fractal surface interpolation. {CX.=0.1)

Terrain surface "texturing" using
interpolation.
surface
fractal

(a=0.5)

Fig. 2.1.1 .3

Fig. 2 .1. 1.4

Fractal surface interpolation with all
the surface points plotted but not
conncted into the grid . (a=0.9)

Terrain surface ,,texturing" using
interpolation .
surface
fractal
(CX.=0.9)

Whatever the origin of the data, it is eventually stored in the computer,
for the purposes of a digital terrain model (DTM), as x, y and z
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coordinates, i.e. easting, northing and level, either on a regular
rectangular (x, y} grid, or randomly located. There are many DTM
software packages which can convert such data into three dimensional
perspective views of the landscape, represented either as connected
planer triangles or rectangles. The scale at which the vertices of the
triangles/rectangles is set, coupled with the reliability of the source of the
data, obviously determines the accuracy of the visual image created.
The impression of visual acc~racy can be enhanced by the "texturing" o1
the planer geometry through the application of fractal generation. Natural
terrain exhibits the property that, as one views its surface at greater
magnification, more and more structure is revealed; fractal sets exhibil
exactly this property.
It is possible, therefore, through simplE
mathematical intervention, to "roughen" the planer geometry generatec
from the DTM data to provide a spurious but helpful 'realism to the DTM.
1

Rather more importantly, available DTM software packages can can)
out geometric operations which are crucial to the analyses of visua
impact. These include one based largely on the principle of intervisibility
i.e. if an observer at position A can see an object at position B, then ar
object at position B can be seen by observers at positions A i-j.
Sophisticated software packages are now available which will generate
'contours of visibility' from digital terrain models. The user identifies the
position within the DTM of the proposed object (e.g . a chimney stack:
together with its height above the DTM surface; the software "looks out'
radially from the top of the object and "sees all visible points on thE
surrounding landscape. The "visibility contours" thus generated can be
plotted as a visibility map" which informs the architect/planner as to whict
viewpoints, i.e. those habitations, sections of roadway, etc, which may be
worthy of further investigation and from which computer generated view~
of the object(s) might be produced.
11

11

2.1.2. Vegetation Models
The geometry of vegetation is exceedingly complex in its variety and it~
seasonal and temporal variation. The current approach is to operate E
mathematical model which is faithful to the botanical nature of trees anc
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recognises their branching and growth. This requires the mathematical
models to incorporate the following features :

1.

integration of the botanical knowledge of the tree-architecture: how
they grow, how they occupy space, where and how leaves and
flowers are located.

2.

integration of time which enables viewing the ageing of a tree. It
includes the possibility to get different pictures of the same tree at
different ages, and simulate seasonal variation.

3.

integration of physical parameters such as gravity, wind, plantation
density, etc.

The perceived realism of advanced models is extremely high, as are the
computational overheads. In most visual impact analyses, however, the
primary concern is how mass planting, e.g. by the Forestry Commission,
will impact on visibility (or in-visibility) of distant landscape scenes and
horizons; in such cases a crude 3-D model of forestry blocks is sufficient
to communicate to landscape architects the primary impacts on the rural
environment.

Figs. 2.1.2.1, 2.1.2.2
The effect of wind is simulated by a non-uniform deviation with one piont
controller.
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Figs. 2.1.2.3, 2.1.2.4
The effect of gravity is defined by a uniform deviation parameter.

Figs. 2.1.2.5
A young tree as above with added folliage.

2.1.3. Construction Models
The constructions which women and men place in the na
environment are, understandably, easier to model in a corn~
environment; they are, largely speaking, composed simplistically of p
geometry arranged, often, rectilinearly.
There are a number of different ways of representing the construc1
which people propose to impose on the landscape.
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Wire-Line Representation: In 'wire-line' models, the construction is
represented only by a set of vertices some of which are connected to
others by lines. Computer algorithms which generate perspective views
of 3-D objects have been in existence for nearly twenty years; they
accept as data the cartesian coordinates of the vertices of the object
together with a list of those vertices which are joined. The algorithm is
thus able to deduce the geometry of the planes which bound the object.

The user can then specify the viewing parameters - eyepoint, focus
point, cone of vision - and the algorithm computes the mathematics of
perspective geometry and displays, on a screen or on a pen plotter, the
resulting 'view' of the object.
Given additional information on which planes in the object are
transparent and which are opaque, the smarter algorithms, by sorting the
places in terms of their distance from the viewer, can suppress the hidden
lines thus reducing the possibility of misinterpreting the shape of the
object and enhancing the realism of the image. There are occasions
however (as will be shown in 2.2) when there is advantage in representing
the object only as a set of lines rather than a set of surfaces.
Surface Representation: Wire-line images, with or without hidden line
removal, represent plane surfaces only by the lines which bound the
surface. In more sophisticated computer models, the user can attach
attributes - colour, transparency, reflectivity, texture - to each surface to
allow, on an appropriate screen or hard-copy device, a rendered image of
the object.
Many computer programs for surface representation have a lighting
algorithm which allows the user to illuminate the object with one or more
light sources. The software can then cast shadows and render each
surface in response to the angle it makes to the 'eye' and to each and
every one of the light sources. The degree of realism attained by these
models is quite remarkable.
Solid Modelling: Solid modelling, perhaps better termed volume
modelling, allows the user to construct the geometry of the object by
performing set operations (union difference, intersection) on a range of
parameterised primitive volumes, e.g . cube, sphere, pyramid. The
images obtained from solid model representation are similar to those
obtained from surface representation.
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Figs. 2.1.3.1
A wire-line representation of a site
and a proposed extension to the
existing village (the only existing
buiolding is an old church on the
highest point of the ridge) .

.l\

Fig. 2.1.3.2
A new extension to the village Rezvici on the Montenegrian coast of the Adriati1
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Figs. 2.1.3.3, 2.1.3.4
Terr ain model interpolated from the ordinance survey contours (Rijeka
Rezevica).

Fig. 2.1.3.5

A view from the sea of the
proposed settlement only. The
buildings and the spaces among

them modelled with minimum
detail. The emphasis is on the
dialogue between buildings and
public spaces.

Fig. 2.1 .3.6
Relationship of buioldings to the
natural terrain is analysed . The
intention was that architecture
should .,grow" out of the natural
setting .
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Fig . 2.1.3.7
A photograph of the exisiting village of Rezevici (Montenegro, Adriatic coast) .

Fig . 2.1 .3.8
A hand-drawn south elevation of the proposed extension to the existing
settlement.

Fig. 2.1 .3.9
A hand-drawn west elevation of the new extension to the village Rezevici. Note
that the church (on the highest point of the steep site diving into the sea) is the
only old building that links the new with the existing .
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2.2. Image Mixing
Visual impact analysis is often concerned with the relationship between
the existing landscape or townscape and the object which it is proposed
to place within it. It is necessary, therefore, to conflate, onto one image,
the geometry of what exists and what does not yet exist.
If a computer model of the terrain or townscape exists, the computer
model of the proposed construction can be recalibrated to the same
coordinate origin and scale and thereby merged with the terrain or
townscape into one geometrical model.
This single model can then be analysed, as described in 2.1, to identify
contours of visibility which may suggest the most important places from
which perspective views should be constructed. It may be relevant also to
superimpose a vegetation model which allows analysis of how, over time,
particular planting strategies can mitigate visual impact.
The advantage of merging computer-based data of terrain, vegetation
and construction is the complete flexibility which the user has in choice of
viewpoint. The disadvantage lies in the relative crudeness of computer
generated images of terrain and vegetation; this may not be a serious
disadvantage to professionals, but could prove problematic for the
general public.
Where a limited number of realistic images are to be put to the public,
the process of photomontage is appropriate.
This involves careful
photography of the site from each of the critical viewing positions, noting
in each case the exact position of the camera, the direction of view and
the focal length of the camera lens. These parameters can then be used
to generate a computer perspective of the proposed construction which is
scaled and positioned correctly in relation to the photographic image.
The conflation of the photographic image and the computer generated
image can then be done in two different ways:
i)

by obtaining a hard copy of the computer image, cutting round it
and pasting it directly on to the photographic print of the site.

ii)

by scanning the photograph of the site into the computer and
composing, on the screen, the scanned image and the
computer generated image of the proposed construction .
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Fig . 2.2.1 Computer model of Edinburgh Old Town with a proposec
intervention inserted into the urban context.

Fig. 2 .2.2 Image mixing by means of computer photomontage (Edinburgf
Princess St.}.
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2.3. Verisimilitude
If computer based visual impact analysis is to be cost effective, it is
vitally important to make good decisions on that degree of visual realism

which is necessary and sufficient.
In terrain modelling, the size of the triangular or rectangular gird mesh
must be chosen in relation to the 'roughness' of the terrain, the scale of
the proposed intervention and the distance of the -viewpoints from the
object. Too large a grid scale may misrepresent the degree of visibility
and therefore the visual impact; too fine a grid will entail unnecessary
processing time and cost.
The same issues of geometric 'granularity' are relevant to the modelling
of the construction_ itself; whether or not to represent a building, say, as a
simple 'shoe-box' or to model the fine detail of form and facade. This
decision, together with those concerning the choice between wire-line,
grey-scale or fully coloured, shadowed and rendered images is intimately
bound up with the nature of the subjective value judgements on visual
impact which the professional and/or the layperson is being asked to
make.

3. Case Study : Electricity Transmission Line
This case study describes a computer based visual impact study in a
highly sensitive rural area of two 33kV wood pole overhead transmission
lines to provide electricity to the expanded Stansted Airport.

3.1. Background
In 1985, the Government gave the final go~ahead for a third London
Airport which was to be build at Stansted in Essex.
The BAA (formerly the British Airports Authority), initially requested an 8
MW supply at 11 kV. This was subsequently increased to 12 MW and
required in time for the scheduled opening of the new Airport Terminal in
August 1990.
The existing 11 kV system in the area, which also supplies the present
Airport, is a typical rural overhead distribution system and in need of some
reinforcement.
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From system loss and reliability studies, it was clear that the optimum
supply for the new Airport and reinforcement of the existing system could
be achieved from the west by erecting two single 33 kV wood pole
overhead fines from the Bishop's Stortford grid to a new 33/11 kV primary
substation on the perimeter of the Airport. The decision to use overhead
lines was clearly one of economics and convention . The additional cost
for undergrounding would have been £1.25 million.

Fig. 3.1 .1 Computer photomontage: a case study of power transmission fine in a
sensitive rural area of East Lothian (Southern Scotlartd). Photographs were taken prior to
the construction of the transmission line. Computer simulations show a high degree of
accuracy when rnatctied with the 'in situ' photos of the constructed fine .
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3.2. The Environmental Challenge
Having established the most economic way of providing the supp·
was necessary to assess the impact this supply would be seen to er•
on the natural environment.
To give some idea of the extent of Jocar feeling towards the Airport,
1
necessary to go back to the 1960 s, when a Government study of air
usage and future requirements reported that a third Airport \ocate·
Stansted should be built. A Public Inquiry was held in 1965 and folio,
some very well presented opposition from local people on environme
grounds and from other objectors, the BAA's application was tw
down .
The Stansted story was reopened in 1979, when the BAA again ap,
for permission to develop a third London Airport. Another Public Inc
began on the 15 September 1981 , and took twelve months to hear.
Inspector dismissed the objections and approved the BAA's applica
The Government gave its final blessing in June 1985.
It had taken some twenty five years to overcome the objections w
had been led by the Hertfordshire and Essex County Councils,
Uttlesford and East Herts District Councils and several inf\ue
landowners. The objections had been based on economic, sc
financial and environmental issues. Nevertheless, the BAA's case
finally accepted.
The cha\\enge to Eastern E\ectric\ty was very clear.
With
background in mind, it was necessary that proposals were care
prepared in the knowledge that even after the decision for the go-at
had been made, the anti-Stansted lobby would still raise its head.
The first indications were that the objectors would base their cas,
the statement of the Government Minister of the time:
"The Government does not intend to betray its obligations to i
an attractive part of the English countryside and wm resist
airport-related development outside the new airport boundary".
This raised fundamental problems for Eastern Electricity as
overhead line was part of a much wider development plan. It
recognised that the application was the first in an area which was
within the new airport development. The local residents perceived
overhead lines as a forest of towers to be built on their doorstep.
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It had to be demonstrated to the local planning authorities, the
landowners, the environmentalists as well as local residents, that the
proposals would have minimal impact on the local environment. It was at
this polnt that the Department of Architecture at the University of
Strathclyde was approached for assistance.

3.3. Computer Simulation
The University was already carrying out work on the development of
computer programs for visual impact analysis comprising threedimensional perspective viewing from any required viewpoint. These
programs were used for large scale, terrain level modelling and appeared
ideally suited to support planning submissions on the Stansted line.
Some of the earlier work at Strathclyde had been applied successfully to
the planning and visual impact assessment of a double circuit CEGB 400
kV line. This included the production of computer projections of towers
and lines superimposed onto a computer model of the terrain. Validation
studies, conducted after this line had been built, demonstrated the high
level of accuracy of the modelling techniques.
The aim of the Stansted project was to analyse the visual impact of two
33kV wood pole overhead lines by superimposing computer images of the
planned line onto photographs of the routes; (these photographs would
be taken from visually or emotionally critical viewpoints).
The
photomontages thus produced would give a true visual impact of the
proposed line in terms that were readily understandable to both planners
and public.

3.4. The Basic Data
The information the University required from Eastern Electricity was
relatively straightforward:
a)

A 1: 10000 OS map of the Stansted Mountfitchet area.

b)

The position of the lines of poles marked with pole positions to the
nearest metre.
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c)

Drawings of two wood pole types scaled 1 :20. Single pole and 'H'
pole.

d)

Conductor sags for 200 mm2 ACSR.

e)

A set of photographs, enlarged to approximately A3 and taken with

a level camera and compass. The actual viewpoints were seen as
critical and they were chosen and discussed with professional
planners.
f)

A table of correct viewing parameters.
For the accuracy of
computer photomontage it is essential to establish the accurate
location of camera and target point. In addition, the camera height
above ground, the focal length of the camera lens and enlarging
factors from negatives to print, were also supplied .

3.5. Computer Modelling
The computer modelling study of the new overhead line and its route
was carried out in six stages:
i)

Terra;n
A segment of the terrain {6.5 x 2.5) from Bishop's Stortford to
Burton End was modelled on the computer.

The contours with 5 m height intervals were digitised from 1: 10000
OS maps.
The digital terrain model {DTM) was then interpolated from the OS
map contours at 50 m intervals.
A polygon mesh with 50 m grid intervals was used to represent site
features. Perspectives were subsequently generated. This stage
was used to eliminate poles which were partly hidden by landform.

ii)

Poles
The modelling of two intermediate and angle poles was the first
step taken, the variation in height of the poles (10 to 12m) being
incorporated into the geometric data.
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OS maps.
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step taken, the variation in height of the poles (10 to 12m) being
incorporated into the geometric data.
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iii)

Catenaries
Overhead cable catenaries were modelled to give a more realistic
representation of the proposed overhead line.
The method
adopted was to model catenaries in accordance with the distance
from the camera, for each specified view. Most of the catenaries
were single conductors and only those close to the observer were
modelled on three separate conductors. An average sag of 1.5 m
was used for all the spans.

iv)

Lines of Poles
Two proposed lines were modelled, one with 57 poles and the other
with 54. The two main types of poles were copied, sited and
rotated along a vertical axis relative to the selected datum point to
generate a view of the proposed lines . The cable caternaries were
then added to the data files for each of the views.

v)

Computer Generated Perspectives
A series of perspectives were generated from the six selected
viewpoints . These contained landforms and lines of poles with
catenaries and were used as working plots to establish the degree
of clipping by a particular landform.

vi)

Computer Photomontage
The computer photomontage technique was used as the most
appropriate to communicate the visual information . Views were
generated of pole lines which were then plotted onto the
transparent overlays and then merged with the photographs .

3.6. Conclusion
The computer based visual impact ana!ysis yielded a series of highly
accurate and economical images (at a cost of £500/view) which could be
readily appreciated by all the interested parties involved in the planning
process.
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The project was successful:
planning perm1ss1on, wayleaves and
ministerial consents were granted on the basis of the images presented
and the line has since been constructed.

4.

The Cavia System
The comprehensive system for computer aided visual impact analysis
developed by the ABACUS group in the Department of Architecture and
Building Science at the University of Strathclyde is known as GAVIA
The elements which comprise GAVIA are:

VIM is a utility which is used to create and manipulate 3-D objects, with
the objective of producing visualisations for either VIEWER, VISTA or
ROVE.
DIGIT is a utility for digitising 3-D objects.
INSITE and SITE are used to digitise ordinance survey contours and to
create topography from contour data.
ROADS is software for the overlaying of roads onto the digital terrain
model.
TREE MODELLER is a utility for parametric modelling of botanical
trees. This software can simulate changes in growth patterns due to
gravity and wind as well as the ageing process (i.e. changes over time) of
individual trees.
CAD BRIDGES are utilities which support formats for integration and
exchange of data; this facilitates the importation of data from other CAD
systems .
VWALK is a utility for setting up view paths for animation. It is possible
to explore interactively, a variety of viewpaths and then program a
particular one for video recording.
MOTION/SCRIPT GENERATOR is a utility which defines the movement
of the object in 30 space.
VIEWER is perspective viewing software which is used to visualise
geometry in 3-0 wireline, in stereo and with detail drop out.
VISTA is software for visualising topography and transmission lines in 30 with fully coloured and shaded surfaces.
DIM is a utility for detailed numerical and visual simulation of artificial
lighting. It is a 'first principles' multi-chromatic lighting simulation model
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capable of representing complex geometries and randomly distributed
luminaires.
ROVE is an interactive 3-D animation package which takes geometry,
colour and path files and produces the animated sequence which can be
seen in real time on the computer screen or output directly to video.
ROVEL T is a modification of ROVE which incorporates a simple lighting
model.
ARTICULATION is a utility which employs object oriented system
architecture which allows geometric bodies to be manipulated in 3D
space using motion scripts.
ARTISAN is software for image mixing which allows for sophisticated
image manipulation and composition (including foreground/background
treatment), painting and special effects.
GAMMA FILTERS are utilities for modifying the gamma of images
typically used in computer photomontage.
DEPICT is a utility for pre-processing of VI EWER picture files. The
depth cueing routines are implemented in this module. The output takes
the form of standard plot files or ASCII files which are then used in
electronic image mixing.
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FROM VIRTUAL REALITY TO REAL VIRTUALITY
Thomas W Maver, ABACUS, University of Strathclyde

1 . INTRODUCTION
The history of CAAD spans a short but eventful 30 years. This paper initially takes stock
of the outcomes over this period by focusing sequentially on the modelling of the
functional behaviour of building and on the modelling of the formal characteristics of
building and cities. It conlcudes with a view of the way forward.

2. OVERVIEW
This overview on the state of CAAD is structured under four headings:
representation of form by graphic media
assessment of function by simulation modelling
the integration of form and function through design decision support
communication, collaboration and critique

2. 1

The Representation of Form by Graphic Media
The high risk entry levels which progressive practices suffered when
they committed to 2-0 drafting systems in the 1970s have, thankfully,
not been problematic in the adoption of 3-0 modelling systems now
regularly and effectively used in design and for presentations to
clients and developers. The work of Frank Geary's office, in which the
design team moves seamlessly, between physical and virtual models,
is particularly exciting [1 ].
While the search for concept sketching software remains elusive, the
evidence in some Schools of Architecture confirms the view of the
early optimists that young people can wield the mouse as effectively
as their elder siblings wielded the 48 pencil. This is amply evidenced
in the FormZ competition results [2].
The relevance of multimedia and internet software (eg. Macromedia
Director, QTVR and VRML) is revolutionising the means whereby
architects and architectural students can present and disseminate the
complex set of ideas which are embodied in any existing or proposed
design scheme. The richness of the range of applications of
multimedia was evidenced at ECAADE 95 in the paper by Maver and
Petric [3].
lmmersive VR systems, based on multi-projector imageing onto
spherical section wrap-around screens rather than heavy headsets is
showing great potential for the design of specialist environments
and/or for the specialist needs of physically impaired users of the built
environment [4].
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2. 2

The Assessment of Function by Simulation Modelling

Whereas the earliest endeavours in CAAD were focused on the
modelling of the functionality of building layouts, there has been
proportionately less commitment to this area as CAAD has
developed.
Nonetheless, certain developments have yielded high-value
outcomes. Notable is the application of radiosity modelling to the
visualisation of photo-realistic images of building interiors [5], the
impact of heat-energy modelling on the design of buildings which are
more energy-conserving and environmentally friendly [6], the
emergence of simulation models of room acoustics [7] and the
revival, amongst the Facilities Management community of interest in
movement simulation .
Regrettably, the use of such software to inform architectural
education, is still modest in scale.
2. 3

The Integration
Support

of Form and Function

through

Design

Decision

It is heartening to see a re-surgence of optimism and effort focused
on the early idea that real benefit - to practice and education - will
accrue from an integrated appraisal of form and function within a
single computer based model of the design concept.
A number of significant R+D endeavours have been initiated in this
field; they are summarised in the paper by Maver [8] and include the
works reported by Petric [9], Mahdavi [10], Pohl [11], Augenbroe
[12], Chen [13] and Papamichael [14].

2. 4

Communication, Collaboration and Critique

Computing technology and communications technology have been
on a path of powerful convergence for the past 5 years and are now
presenting the potential to transform, out of all recognition, the way in
which education is delivered and received.
Glasgow is currently the most "cabled" city in Europe and, in the
emerging nation-state of Scotland, all 80 HEls are inter-connected by
Metropolitan Area Networks at a speed of 155 m/bits per second.
This makes possible the most intimate sharing of teaching and
learning resources and opportunities, as exemplified by the
collaboration between the two Schools of Architecture in Glasgow
[15].
The technology opens up the achievable notion of the Virtual School
of Architecture (VSA) within the Virtual University (VU) with shared
lectures, seminars, crits and design projects.
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3. ASSESSMENT OF FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE
The proposition which underpins the endeavour to model the functional behaviour of
buildings is as follows:
i)

if (student) designers were better able to make explicit and, therefore,
understand and communicate the consequences of their decisions on the
cost and performance of the building, the chances would be enhanced of an
outcome which is fit-for-purpose, cost-effective, environmentally-friendly and
pleasing to clients and users.

ii)

computers can help achieve this.

3. 1

Early Work
There have been a number of seminal developments in the simulation of
function dating back to 1965.
It is interesting to go back some 25 years to two of the earliest contributions,
one in Europe and one in the USA. In the UK, Whitehead and El'Dars [16]
programmed an algorithm which sought to generate a single-floor plan layout
which minimised the pedestrian travel distance within the building. In the
USA, Souder et al [17], in one of the first uses of computer graphics ~ a
cathode ray tube and "light-pen" ~ developed a system which appraised
human-generated hospital plan-layouts in terms of the pedestrian travel
efficiency.
Interestingly, these two independent developments both focus on the
they differ
notion of numerical measures of planning-efficiency;
fundamentally, of course, in approach: one generative, one evaluative.
Not unnaturally, these developments excited some opposition, not least
because they sought to optimise a layout on the basis of a single variable, viz
travel efficiency: what is optimism from the point-of-view of travel efficiency
might be pessimism from all other points of view.
Nonetheless, both demonstrated the huge potential of computers to assess
numerically (and therefore objectively), in part at least, the inherent
functionality of competing design solutions.

3. 2.

Issues of Energy
The so-called "oil-crisis" around 1970 provided a stimulus to software
developments which sought to appraise design schemes in relation to their
energy-efficiency.
Shaviv at the Technion has sustained a highly productive programme of
research and development since then, producing applications software for
use both in the design studio and in practice. Building progressively on
earlier work she had by the late 1980s developed an integrated knowledgebased CAAD system for the design of solar and low energy buildings [18] in
which the knowledge base, which contains heuristic rules, in conjunction with
a simulation model, guides the (student) designer through the decisionmaking process.
Milne [19] at UCLA, has also sustained a major effort in the development of
computer-based "design tools" for energy efficient buildings. He defined a
design tool as "a piece of computer software that has an easy--to-use
interface that allows the manipulation of the buildings three-dimensional
representation and that shows the (student) architect something useful
about the performance of the building". His signal contribution was two-fold:
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i)

integration of both heating and lighting (both natural and artificial) into
the energy appraisal.

ii)

turning the numerical output from the simulations into highly
informative graphical representations.

The simulation of the energy behaviour of buildings throws up the issue
which lies at the heart of all modelling activities: what is the appropriate tradeoff between the accuracy of the model and the ease of access to it.
As part of its long term commitment to the development and validation of
energy models, ABACUS, at the University of Strathclyde, compared the
performance of its own advanced model, ESP, with a simple model being
promoted at that time by the RIBA. The RIBA model generated results
diametrically opposite to those generated by ESP [20]! The CAAD teaching
community faces the problem that:
i)

reasonably accurate models are too inaccessible to students,
and

ii)

reasonably accessible models are too inaccurate to be useful to
practitioners.

This gap will be closed by improved deployment of IT.
Hopefully, the interest in energy efficient building design, initially stimulated
by the oil crisis, will be maintained under the imperative of sustainability.
3. 3

Integrated Appraisal
As early as 1972 ABACUS attempted to build on the work of Whitehead and
El'Dars and Souder by authoring one of the first integrated appraisal systems.
The initial prototype (PACE) [21] evolved into the software known as GOAL,
the use of which in teaching was reported at the 1993 ECAADE conference
The (student) designer proposes a geometry and a choice of
[9].
construction materials, GOAL accesses a number of databases which hold
information on climate, unit costs of materials, user requirements, building
regulations etc and numerically appraises each proposed design in terms of
construction cost, annual energy costs, combined costs-in-use, thermal
energy consumption, lighting energy consumption and planning efficiency;
additionally the software generates any number of perspective views of the
geometry. Related software (GLOSS), allows the "fingerprint" - i.e. the main
design and performance characteristics - of every design hypothesis to be
recorded and compared. These fingerprint archives provide the benchmark
against which each new design can be compared; the more designs which
are appraised, the more knowledgeable and useful the database becomes.
Although developed and extensively used before the terms were invented,
GOAL embodies all the characteristics of a "knowledge-based, integrated,
Regrettably, it is still
case-based design decision support system".
embalmed in a medieval hardware and software platform.
Danahy [22], at the University of Toronto, brought the same integrated
approach to landscape design and cleverly integrated the formal
representation of any scheme with a range of measure of its functionality. His
software is put into the hands of the studio tutor and crits take place "on-line".
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3. 4

Design Decision Support
Two developments outside the field of architecture have been significant in
their impact upon CAAD research and development:
i)

the emergence from the computer science community of advance
hardware and software technologies in the field of artificial
intelligence and telecommunications.

ii)

a significant increase in design-related research and development
across the range of engineering disciplines.

This sub-section of the paper identifies a number of CAAD projects which
draw from these other fields.
At Carnegie Mellon University, Mahdavi [1 OJ has developed in SEMPER, the
notion of an "open" simulation environment in what he calls a
"multidirectional" approach to simulation-based performance evaluation. A
preference-based formalisation of design intentions/criteria is used to cope
with ambiguities through dynamic control of the degrees of freedom of
The
design-related parameters during the interactive design process.
system, then, has some degree of generative capability.
Mahdavi's work is contemporary with two other developments in the USA.
Pohl [11] at California Polytechnic State University has been developing the
ICADS system in which it is intended that multiple domain agents interact with
each other and with (student) designers to cooperatively solve design
problems. Researchers at the Lawrence Berkely Laboratory have been
developing the Building Design Advisor [14], a software environment that
seeks to support the integrated use of multiple analysis and visualisation
tools; currently the system supports a daylight analysis tool, an energy
analysis tool and a multimedia case-studies database.
The European Community gave recognition to this area of research and
development by funding, over the last five years, the pan-European
COMBINE project [12] which has concentrated on the development of an
integrated data model which facilitates data exchange between tools and
offers tool-tool interaction supervision via a blackboard mechanism.
Current research and development by Chen and Maver [13] at the University
of Strathclyde and Georgia Institute of Technology has yielded a prototype
implementation of what they call a Virtual Studio Environment (VSE). The
uniqueness of this work lies in its attempt to combine the strengths of several
other related approaches, namely the product modelling from traditional
integrated design systems, the distributed architecture based on messagepassing communications from cooperative design systems and the explicit
support for human-human interaction from computer-supported co-operative
work (CSCW).
The VSE recognises the importance of maintaining a collaborative context as
the basis for design tool integration; this context consists of information not
only on the design data and design tools but also on the human designers.
The VSE framework links the technical resources with the human resources.
Collaboration-aware properties have been added into design data and tool
models. The current implementation supports three levels of integration;
tool-tool interoperability, automated coordination of tool interoperation and
dedicated human-human interaction facilities for semi-automated and informal
coordination of the design project. The VSE is currently populated with tools
for energy analysis, lighting analysis and cost analysis.
The intention is to re-implement the VSE on the WWW to facilitate its
evaluation by interested parties.
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4. REPRESENTA TION OF FORM
Prior to the advent of graphics terminals, pioneers in CAAD wrote software which
allowed teletypewriter devices, close-coupled to computers which were massive in bulk
but puny in performance, to represent plan forms by printing arrays of asterisk signs (*)
onto a continuous roll of paper; the ability to achieve this remotely, over voice-grade
telephone lines, caused much excitement in the small CAAD community! Monochrome
screen-based drawings were subsequently available using either direct-view storage
tube terminals (which required the complete image to be redrawn to incorporate even
minor changes) or refresh CRT's with associated light pens. These devices triggered
frantic research and development effort to encode the mathematical laws of
perspective geometry in order to generate 3-D "wire-line" representations of building;
the early algorithms were not sophisticated enough to suppress the "hidden-lines"
which had to be removed manually, one by one!
These early line perspectives were immediately put to good use in investigating visual
impact in urban and rural contexts. More importantly, they turned the tide of (at best)
apathy and (at worst) resentment with which the profession viewed the emerging
technology.
4. 1

Photorealism and Animation
The progress in the mathematical modelling of geometry, of texture and of
light and shade has, over the last 15 years, been quite staggering allowing, at
relatively modest expense, high levels of visual verisimilitude to be achieved
in the representation of both the exteriors and interiors of buildings.
Questions surround the degree of photorealism which is necessary and
sufficient at different phases in the evolution of the design and its
presentation to the client; the PhD thesis of Ballouz [23] sheds some light on
this complex and important question.
In the main, computer generated images are used for final presentation of the
scheme but some of the best examples of the effective use of appropriate
graphics in the design decision-making process are reported by Sasada [24].
It is interesting to see the commercial availability of software which claims to
give computer-generated images the impression of being "hand-generate d''
by simulating the "wobbly-pen" effect discovered and studied by van
Bakergem [25].
It is, hoever, the capability of powerful processors to generate animated
sequences of "fly-rounds" and "walk-throughs" which bring real added value
to what is possible manually. The combination of geometry engines and
sequencing techniques borrowed from film-making is providing (student)
architects with a wholly new tool for explaining the spatial arrangement within
a building or an urban landscape.

4. 2

Virtual Reality, Telepresence and Augmented Reality
The concept of being within a virtual environment, as opposed to viewing it
through the window of a screen, has taken hold in the public imagination and
the potential it has for experiencing the built environment is immense. Much
intelligent thinking has to be done, however, to realise this potential and to
disentangle the "moving", "viewing" and "handling" capabilities which most
current systems do, but badly. Particularly exciting is its potential for
simulating access to buildings by people with motive or visual impairment.
Virtual reality has as its main focus the modelling of environments which do
not yet exist, no longer exist or never shall exist, but the developments in the
digital representation of existing environments - which may be too remote,
too inhospitable or too fragile to visit physically - are equally important. The
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elegant software Quick Time Virtual Reality (QTVR) is alredy contributing
significantly to exciting developments in the growing field of "virtual heritage"
- the ability to make a "virtual visit" to architectural sites of cultural significance
without the concomitant damage of a physical presence [26]. This introduces
the interesting juxtaposition of virtual reality (- a real person in a real
environment) with telepresence (- a virtual person in a real environment).
In its work for Historic Scotland, ABACUS is using existing and non-existing
digital representations of the 5,000 year old neolithic village of Skara Brae
[27]. QTVR is being used to represent the village as it currently is, based on
photographs and digital video; to this is added, by VR simulation, hypotheses
regarding what no longer exists, e.g. the roofs, the door mechanisms, the
artifacts. This powerful combination of technologies creates what can be
thought of as "augmented reality".
4. 3

Inter- and Intra-Networking
The development of the Internet and the rapid expansion of very high
bandwidth metropolitan area networks is opening up the potential for
collaboration in every field of human endeavour and for ubiquitous
multimedia access to virtual and real environments. Applications of these
technologies include collaborative design teaching, [28], collaborative
design practice [29] and the evolution of virtual universities [30].

5. A VIEW OF THE WAY FORWARD

It seems to be in the blood (and in the water) of architectural practice and architectural
education that every thing has to be continuously re-invented from scratch, but if the
potential of information technology is to be fully realised for the benefit of those who
live, work and play in the built environment (i.e. all of us), we need to get better at
building progressively on the research and development endeavours of each other
Equally, the Schools of Architecture have to start to act more collaboratively, jointly
developing computer-based courseware and operating what has been called a
'knowledge economy'. A number of agencies exist to facilitate such collaboration viz:
The Construction Net [31], ACADIA [32], CAADRIA [33] and ECAADE [34]. These
organisations need the whole-hearted participation of the staff in the Schools of
Architecture.
Finally, we need to address the CAAD's Seven Deadly Sins [35], viz: macromyopia,
deja vu, xenophilia, unsustainability, failure to validate, failure to evaluate and failure to
criticise.
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The authors believe that the essence of real design
integration lies in the integration of both social and technical dimensions of design to support seamless design work.
From a human-centred point of view, design integration
should perhaps take the collaborative use of the technical
systems into account in the first place. In this paper the
authors attempt to stress the social dimension of design
and the role of computer support for human-level interaction
during design systems integration. A human-centred
approach will be proposed by taking design integration as
the collaborative use of design artefacts. A virtual studio
environment framework will be presented as an integration
vehicle to link social and technical dimensions within a
human-human interaction context. A prototype VSE system for the domain of conceptual building design will be
described, and a demonstration of using the VSE prototype
presented. This will be followed by some discussion on
related research and further work.

1 INTRODUCTION
The design of complicated artefacts such as large buildings
relies on integrating contributions of multiple disciplines
from different participants in a coherent manner. Many
past efforts have addressed design integration in terms of
1 5
interoperation among design tools or applications. - While
valuable insights have been gained on the multidisciplinary
nature of design, one important issue has largely been left
untouched: how would such integrated design systems be
actually operated and used by multiple users or collaborators (assuming that they are intended to serve more than
singleton 'superusers')?
If we acknowledge the fact that in reality human
designers have been and will probably continue to be the
most important resources in the design process, the toolinteroperation approach, which has largely left the human' s
role ignored or undefined, would appear to be inadequate.
The immediate difficulty may be an operational one, in the
sense that the integrated technical systems could end up as
bigger automation 'islands', isolated from the human
community. Furthermore, while the design tools may be
technically integrated, the human users themselves could
remain computationally isolated from each other.

2 THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF DESIGN
The social dimension of design may be examined by
looking at design from a designers' (instead of designer's)
perspective. This could, as the authors believe. provide a
more complete picture of the nature of design.

*Present address: Georgia Institute of Technology, College of
Architecture, Atlanta, GA 30332-0155, USA.
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2.1 Design-in-the-large
There are actually two kinds of design problems: 'Design6
in-the-small' (DITS) and 'Design-in-the-large' (DITL).
DITS describes the activities of a single designer who
selects components, determines parameters, performs analysis, etc. In reality, this represents only a fraction of the
overall design task. Most of the effort, and expense, is in
DITL. The major issue in DITL is how to achieve high
degrees of synergism among the designers. That is, how
each participant's design task can be managed so that it
integrates well with the results of others.

2.2 Participatory design
Modem design philosophy has began to pay particular
attention to design ethics by urging designers to be more
responsible to society. 7 While this is certainly a positive
suggestion for designers, the authors argue that a designer's
effort will never be sufficient on its own to produce ethical
design. The ultimate solution may be to enlarge the definition of 'designer' by including all the relevant parties into
the design practice. This calls for participatory design. The
challenge is how to get all relevant parties actively involved
in the design process.

2.3 Virtual organisations
Participatory design, by including all the affected parties
into the design process, naturally implies dynamic organisations within design projects. In fact, even in present practice,
building construction teams are typically characterised as
virtual organisations due to the heavy use of contracting
and subcontracting: (i) the participants are geographically
dispersed and each could be involved in several projects at
the same time; (ii) the duration of participation for each individual in a project could be long term, short term or sporadic;
(iii) the resources, such as information and tools to be
employed in a project, are geographically distributed as
well. This geographical and time disparity across the organisations has become more and more prominent with economic
globalisation and the growing international cooperation.
Design thus has not only technical complexity but also
strong social implications. Apart from individualistic
efforts, which are important, design is largely characterised
by collective commitments to be fulfilled by multiple
participants, from which virtual organisations are formed.
It is in this sense that design integration needs to address
human-level integration to support lively interaction and
engagement on issues of mutual concern.

3 HUMAN-HUMAN INTERACTION AND DESIGN
INTEGRATION
On the basis of the social dimension of design discussed, the
authors propose that, apart from the support for interoperation of tools, dedicated support for direct and explicit
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human-human interaction (HHI) needs to be provided. By
combining the use of the more generic HHI facilities with
the domain-specific design artefacts, new opportunities for
design integration can be explored. This would extend the
meaning of design integration from tool interoperation to
collaborative use of tools by human designers.

3.1 Support for explicit human-human interaction
Conventional integrated design systems themselves, particularly those which support multi-users sharing common
design databases, can be considered as supporting Hill.
But such supports tend to be loosely defined, implicit and
indirect. For example, an ordinary database system can
allow collaborative users to manipulate the same building
product model (at the same time or at different times). However, this very act of 'sharing the same database' may be
invisible to the collaborators. Consequently, either rigid
sharing policies have to be fixed into the system, or the
collaborators have to use 'off-line', separate communication
mechanisms (e.g. email, telephone). A single user design
system can also be regarded as supporting HHI: say, by
allowing different collaborators to use the system at different times while sharing the same set of design data files, or
by allowing collaborators to 'carry' the same data files
(using floppy disks, maybe) from one system to another.
Again, separate coordination mechanisms (either computerised or manual) are required to complete the interaction.
In essence, when using conventional integrated design systems for a project, one is very likely to end up with a situation in which tools interact with tools within the design
systems, while the humans interact with the humans via
separate systems. We thus propose that dedicated HHI support should be provided within design systems. and that
such dedicated support needs to be integrated amongst the
systems themselves and with the domain tools as well.
The benefit of explicit HHI support can be further
elaborated as follows.

3.1.1 Making technical systems work
No matter how technically integrated the systems might be,
there is always a good chance for 'breakdowns' to occur
during use. Unlike in single-user systems, the breakdowns
here often involve multiple users and therefore require some
cooperative efforts to recover. Such HHI support can provide a 'secondary' channel to enable the first channel (i.e.
the domain application systems) to operate successfully.
3.1.2 Providing support for design process .flexibility
HHI support could encourage active utilisation of human
resources in the design process. The resultant system
could allow a more flexible design process than conventional integrated design systems (where the design process
is very much constrained by the interoperability of the tools)
could support.
Explicit HHI can be computationally supported through
computer-mediated communication (CMC) mechanisms.

A virtual studio environment
Such mechanisms may be provided by integrating and
customising existing standard facilities such as email. and
by designing specialised facilities. We would expect rich
CMC mechanisms to cover a wide range of interaction
modes (e.g. synchronous/asynchronous, collocated/distributed, multimedia etc.). Examples of such CMC facilities may
include support for: messaging (asynchronous, text-based),
conversation (synchronous, text-based), bulletin board
(asynchronous, text-based), image exchange (synchronous,
graphic medium), video conferencing (synchronous, multimedia).
3.2 Opportunities for design integration

Supposing that rich HHI facilities are readily available to
the users, we can consider how HHI facilities could be useful for design integration. The following three scenarios
(adapted from Dix 8 ), as illustrated in Fig. 1, are used here
to illustrate the relationship between tool interoperation,
HHI and design integration. Note that our vision is to treat
design integration in terms of collaborative use of design
artefacts (i.e. design tools or data).

3.2. I Directly sharing an artefact
In case (a), two persons interact by direct1y sharing an artefact. Each person can manipulate the artefact and receive the
feedback for his/her action. At the same time, each person
can also experience the other person's action by observing
(such observation is called 'feedthrough'). This can take
place either synchronously or asynchronously. Some
examples include multi-user drawing (such as white
board) for the former and shared databases or files for the
Jatter. Direct communication could also be used for additional coordination (a sharable artefact often has its own
embedded coordination mechanisms such as a telepointer).
For example, on-line conversation and message notification
can be very useful coordination support for a multi-user
drawing system and data sharing system respectively.
3.2.2 Indirectly sharing an artefact
In case (b), only one person (PI) has direct access to the
artefact, and the other person (P2) obtains the information
about the artefact from the first person through direct
communication. This can also be either synchronous or
asynchronous. For example, one person is editing the layout
of a building with AutoCAD, which is communicated to the
second person through real-time image-based communica-
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tion facilities. This is in synchronous mode. Asynchronously, the first person may send the drawing to the
second person through on-line messaging facilities.

3.2.3 Accessing different but interoperable artefacts
In case (c), two persons interact by accessing two different
but interoperable artefacts. A typical scenario may be: one
of them has direct manipulation of one artefact, but the
desired feedback can only be obtained from the other person
by manipulating another artefact. For example, the architect, who is doing the layout design, wants to know the
thermal implications of a specific geometrical decision.
She/he might ask a thermal specialist, who would operate
a thermal tool, to obtain this thermal feedback and pass it to
her/him via direct communication. This could be either
synchronous or asynchronous. For the former, on-line interconnection needs to be established between the thermal tool
and the geometrical tool, such that the thermal specialist
could receive the geometrical change instantly after the
geometry change. In the latter, the geometrical changes
could be archived in a database, from where the thermal
specialist will access the geometry data.
The potential opportunities for an HHI-based design integration activity are limited only by one's imagination. However, the three cases presented are indeed rather
representative. Depending on the specific situations, some
of them may be more useful than others. Together, they
speak for some facts. (i) Both domain-specific artefacts
and general communication facilities can equally contribute
to design integration; the boundary of these two superficially different types of resources becomes blurred during
the action of design work. (ii) Rich HHI facilities could
significantly expand the meaning of design integration to
a scope beyond that which pure tool-interoperation could
reach. (iii) Collaborative use of artefacts may take place in
different forms: either sharing the same artefact or sharing
different but interoperable artefacts.
To be a seamless medium for design integration, a design
system has to combine rich HHI support with the domain
application resources. A well structured computational
model is required. Appropriate methodologies are required;
one such methodology adopted by the authors is the use of
metaphors.

4 VIRTUAL STUDIO ENVIRONMENT AS AN
INTEGRATION VEHICLE

Metaphors typically mean understanding one situation in
terms of another. In computer systems design, applying a
metaphor usually refers to using the properties of a realworld model as the basis for constructing computer-based
systems. The commonly used desktop metaphor is a good
example. Metaphors function as suggestions to the user that
work with computer artefacts is similar to the work the user
is familiar with in the ordinary work situation. Other metaphors may relate more to the users' general experiences than

(b)

Fig. 1. Design integration as a collaborative use of design
artefacts.
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to their professional practice. Furthermore, 'reminders' are
typically created with layers of metaphors; such reminders
can be primarily based on a more general metaphor, which
then utilises more specific ones.
There can be at least two benefits from using metaphors in
computer systems development. Firstly, properly applied
metaphors make the systems look natural and easy to use,
which is essential for gaining users' acceptance. Secondly,
by purposefully applying appropriate metaphors the
developers can more easily plan and organise the system's
functions and structures. Depending on the purpose, applying a metaphor can be straightforward or very complicated.
Nonetheless, two interrelated steps would be involved in
such a process: (i) extracting the relevant properties from
the original image ; (ii) mapping the perceived image onto a
computerised mirror.
The source of the metaphor we have chosen for developing our computational model is the real-world design studio.
We shall now describe how a computational model for
design integration can be developed by exploring the prop-

~
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4.1 Real-world design studio
A studio's properties may be analysed in terms of its
identity, its structural form and its behavioural activity.
First of all, a design studio has an identity. A studio is
used by specialists such as architects, engineers and other
consultants to engage in collaborative design work. This
property of use differentiates the studio from other types
of office, and further determines its structural elements
and behavioural functions.
A design studio defines a specific region through physical
boundaries such as walls and mobile room dividers (e.g. in
an 'open plan' office) and so on, which differentiate the
region itself from other spaces. Such a bounded region
serves to include some elements while excluding others.
Among others, the following elements are normally
included in a design studio: (i) the inhabitants who reside
and use the space; (ii) the resources within the space, such as
drawing boards, desks, filing cabinets, instruments, telecommunication facilities. In a big design office which is
shared by many people, notice boards may be provided as
well. Note that all these elements can be added or removed
at any time according to needs. In another word, the studio is
a very flexible, 'open• environment.
The design studio accommodates both individual and
collective activities. These two types of activity are always
overlapping and interweaving in practice. More personal
workspace may be established around the desks allocated
to individuals. For example, individuals may keep their
more private files and other belongings on the top of or in
the drawers of their own desks. Individuals may spend most
of their time sitting on their own chairs to get their assigned
tasks done.
More importantly, however, a studio provides a collaborative environment for collective activities, which are
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constituted by the coordinated individual act1V1t1es. This
coordination is facilitated by a variety of resources and
mechanisms provided by the studio, which may be broadly
classified as two main categories:
I. The physical co-presence of colleagues makes it
possible for each one to become instantly aware of
who is doing what through the natural vocal and
visual communication channels and other interactional cues. Consequently, apart from the formally
scheduled meetings, 'mini-meetings' take place very
frequently in a rather incidental and natural way.
2. Other sharable resources, such as public filing cabinets and notice boards, support semi-synchronous and
asynchronous, formal and informal coordination.Furthermore, apart from 'job-related' activities, a
design studio also supports socialising. In fact, in
real-world workplaces such as design studios,
formal and informal activities are always coexistent.
Overall, a studio provides a natural medium for human
design in egration. ts rntegrati ve power c mes -from wo ___,,.
sources: the rich resources and the spatial properties. The
boundary of a physical studio provides security and guarantees of integrity for shared objects and communication; and
the space itself allows its users to become aware of each
other and the shared objects they work on. It is expected that
these features of the real-world studios can be transferred
into computer-based virtual studio systems. It should be
noted that the reason for choosing the real-world design
studio as the source of the metaphor is only because of its
familiarity to human designers. This should not imply that
the design studio is the best metaphor for developing
integrated design systems.

4.2 Virtual studio model
The concept 'virtual design studio' was originated at MIT to
refer to ' 'networked facilities that provide participants with
access to the virtual organisation's databases and computational resources, messaging and data exchange, and
video conferencing, in a highly integrated fashion" .9 This
actually conveys an ideal for future design studios, but the
concept itself needs to be refined. The authors have refined
this concept by explicitly applying a metaphor of the
real-world design studio at the levels from structure,
through function, to presentation. 10 This has resulted in a
more concrete computational model for design integration.
1. Structurally, a virtual studio contains as elements both
distributed resources and dispersed human participants. Such resources include both domain-specific
design artefacts and generic CMC facilities (such as
conversation commands, note boards, real-time
image-based communication tools, messaging utilities, etc.). Both resource inclusion and participation
are highly controllable via dedicated mechanisms for
participation registration and resource access.

A virtual studio environment

2. Functionally, the virtual studio supports both private
and collective activities by acting as both private and
shared virtual workspaces. Interaction in the virtual
studio takes place through CMC and/or CAD applications. By applying the studio's spatial property (i.e., a
studio is a 'bounded' region, which serves to include
some elements whilst excluding others), the resourcesharing and human-human interaction are both facilitated and inhibited by virtual studios: a design artefact
may only interoperate with other artefacts which are
included in the same studio; users become more
aware of each other when they reside in the same
virtual studio.
3. At the presentation level, multi-user graphical user
interfaces are designed to display the virtual studios
on each participant's computer screen. A virtual
studio is presented as 2D or 3D space, which is
further divided into 'areas'. Each area presents a
particular studio resource or function. A virtual copresent area can be particularly designed to display
the current inhabitants of the studio such that the
participants can instantly 'see' each other.A virtual
studio is thus a computerised locale on a computer
network for integrating both distributed resources and
dispersed human participants. The structure and behaviour of a virtual studio are designed by imitating its
real-world counterpart. By doing so, the resultant
system is hopefully more 'designer friendly'.
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studio Particulars element, a set of internal studio resources
(e.g. studio note board, studio databases), a list of Person
objects representing the current inhabitants, and a list of
DRE objects indicating the domain resources which are
currently available in the studio.
The VSE provides facilities for: the registration/
withdrawal of users and domain resources; the creation
and navigation of studios; adding/removing domain
resource entries into/from studios; monitoring resource
invocation and studio design production; and so on.

4.4 VSE system architecture
A distributed system architecture has been designed for
VSE realisation. As illustrated in Fig. 2, it consists of two
subsystems: VSE base system and Domain resources. The
VSE base system, which includes the VSE server and VSE
clients, is a general, multi-user interaction environment.
While the VSE server provides persistency for VSE objects
and maintains an operational context, VSE clients act as
interfaces for human users to participate in the VSE activity.
CMC facilities for HHI are designed as built-in resources
which are bundled to the VSE base system. Such resources
are automatically available to each studio created. Unlike
CMC resources, which are tightly embedded within the VSE
base system, the domain resources are loosely coupled to the
VSE base system. This allows domain resources to be dynamically plugged in or out during the use of the VSE and its
studios. This is achieved through the use of resource agents
(RAs).
An RA is a piece of autonomous software which abstracts
and encapsulates the functionality of one or more domain
resources (e.g. design tools) as a set of well defined services,
and provides the services upon request. An RA interacts
with the VSE community on behalf of the domain resources
it represents. During domain resource registration, the
resource description and the address of an RA form a
domain resource entry to be added into the VSE resource
directory. This entry can then be added into one or more
studios. When a domain resource is invoked by a user from
within a studio, the VSE server passes the request to the
corresponding RA. The RA processes the request and
invokes the real resource. The tool-tool interoperation in
the VSE is through the serving and requesting of design
objects. This has been supported by domain information

4.3 Virtual studio environment
By taking advantage of the computer's automation power,
different virtual studios can be instantiated and configured
with ease to form different locales for different design tasks.
A big design project may use several virtual studios, and one
person may participate in several virtual studios; therefore,
virtual studios may be related to one another. Mechanisms
are needed for the users to construct and navigate across
different virtual studios. To meet such demands, the virtual
studio environment (VSE) has been proposed by the authors
to refer to such a multi-user environment which supports the
creation, operation and management of the virtual studios.
VSE is thus a virtual studio management system, which can
provide persistency and manage the life-cycles for the virtual studios.
Among others, three important types of object defined
within the VSE are Person, Domain resource entry (DRE)
and Studio. Each VSE user is associated with a Person
object, describing the user's profile and status in the VSE.
One user may participate in several studios. A user database
is maintained. DRE objects model design artefacts, such as
design tools, databases, files etc., which are domain specific.
To encourage resource sharing among studios, VSE maintains a global domain resource directory. Domain resources
are first registered into the resource directory, then may be
'plugged' into studios and invoked from within studios. A
Studio is defined as an aggregate object, attributed by a

VSE Base System

VSE clients

Domain
Resources

lvsT''

T'f7
lo--oJ

Fig. 2. VSE system architecture.
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models, which define the common terminology and data
structures.
The loose coupling of the domain resources with the VSE
base system at a system architecture level has several advantages. First of all, it results in a generic and extendible
system architecture, in the sense that different domains or
projects can be accommodated by swapping or changing the
domain resources. Such change is independent of the base
system. Also, it encourages participation. For example, the
individual participants may contribute their favourite tools
to the studio, which can be either solely used by themselves
or shared by other people as well. All these advantages are
largely indebted to the use of resource agents.

4.5 VSE operations
A state diagram is used, as shown in Fig. 3, to illustrate the
major VSE operations. It has been decided that the VSE
system will be operated as other multi-user Internet applications (e.g. MUD and IRC), via user IDs (and passwords), on
the basis of which a higher level of user embodiment is
implemented.
Three system states have been defined: Outside
Telecentre, Inside Telecentre, and Inside Studio. Here, Telecentre is used to denote the state immediately after a user
has successfully logged onto the VSE server. Therefore, the
Telecentre actually stands for the hallway of a virtual building. The user needs to register with the VSE server to obtain
a user ID and password. After check-in, the user may create
or destroy studios, register or withdraw resources, change
the access state of the studios, or enter an existing studio.
When Inside (a) Studio, the user may add resources from the
global resource directories into the studio's domain resource
list, access or remove the domain resources which are
already there.
Most of the functions (including both CMC and domain
resource invocation) are studio sensitive in the spirit of the
spatial metaphor. For example, when someone 'says'
something, only inhabitants in the same studio can hear (if
someone wants the people in other studios to hear, she/he can

create: studio

destroy studio
register resource
withdraw resource
control access

add resource
remove resource
access rcsoorcc

Fig. 3. VSE operations.
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'shout' or 'page'); a design tool can only communicate with
other tools which are added to the same studio; and so on.

4.6 A hybrid model for domain resource integration
Two approaches have been traditionally used to deal with
technical, domain resource integration. One is to use a
common product model and central product database as
the common medium. The other comes from research into
multi-agent systems, in which design applications are
modelled as independent autonomous software agents
communicating with each other via message passing.
In our work, a hybrid approach has been adopted. On the
one hand, a distributed architecture is used in which each
design application is 'wrapped' with an RA as an autonomous component, has its own data store and communicates
via messages. There is thus no centralised design database.
Instead, the individual design application, managed by its
RA, takes the responsibility for managing the persistency of
the design objects it produces. This includes version
management. As a design object may be modified by
more than one design application, the different versions of
a design object can be distributed over several resource
sites. However, the 'current' version of a design object is
always stored in only one resource site.
On the other hand, the management of resource
invocation and data dependencies is centralised. A common
product model is used which contains both product data and
meta-data. While the product data describes the design
entities in a traditional manner, the meta-data defines high
level, 'VSE-aware' information for managing the design
applications and data within the virtual studios. This common product model is used to populate a global meta-data
repository. This central repository contains meta-data for
the design objects, while the actual design objects are
distributed with the design tools. The meta-data repository
acts as a 'map', recording the locations of the design
objects, which are distributed on the resource sites.
In this model, design applications thus interoperate by
sharing each other's design objects. This takes place
through the RA. The need for an RA is mostly justified by
the fact that pre-existing design applications are usually not
readily 'integratable'. An RA helps to overcome the hurdles
by remodelling the legacy system in terms of common data
models, implementing well defined service interfaces, and
providing communication capability to interact with others
in the distributed environment. The different design views,
represented by different design tools, are indirectly mapped
to each other via the central common product model and the
global meta-data repository. An RA carries out the translation between the common product representation and the
internal data representation used in the local design tool.
An RA can be perceived as a high-level layer wrapping
around a conventional design application. This wrapping
layer can be thin or thick, depending on what functionality
the application already possesses. One important benefit
from using an RA is the loose but flexible coupling
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between the individual design applications and the whole
design environment, such that the changes to the design
application have no direct impact on the stability of the
whole system.
In the VSE, an RA manages the resource service sessions
for the design application it represents. Such management
work includes preparing the input data, with the possibility
of requesting the necessary design objects from other RAs,
starting the application, and handling the signing off at the
end of the session.
4.7 A summary of the VSE's integrative power

The virtual studio environment is a very powerful integration vehicle. As 'containers', virtual studios are units of
focus on related tasks, and units of resource management.
This provides a naturally modulised way to tackle the technical complexities of design work. As shared workplaces,
virtual studios support group formation and human-human
interaction not only for technical problem solving but for
socialising as well. By modelling the virtual studio as a
'first-class' entity, the VSE can flexibly manage the lifecycJe of studio design production. More interestingly, the
virtual studio supports a level of user embodiment in the
sense that human participants are somehow immersed
within the computer system through mutual awareness
mechanisms (such as user IDs and the virtual co-present
studio area). The users thus form an integral part of the
environment. In this sense the virtual studio environment
is not just an integrated or multi-user design system; it integrates the social and technical dimensions of design.
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FGC-related data is shared by the performance aspects. The
thermal and costing aspects are interdependent on the
energy consumption data.
The core module 'FGC' has been implemented by
customising and further developing AutoCAD (R12). A
thermal tool called 'AngliaDom' has been developed by
implementing a BREDEM-8 model. 11 A costing tool
called 'PSCost' and a lighting tool called 'NATLIT' are
based on the algorithms and source codes of two existing
programs from ABACUS at Strathclyde University.
For each application resource, a dedicated Resource
Agent is developed to provide uniform interfaces to the
VSE environment. A 'VSE-enabled' resource has the
following functionalities:
1. a local data store, maintammg the design objects
(with version numbers) produced by the resource;
2. the 'Checkpoint' and 'SignOff mechanisms for
dumping the design data (with added meta-data information) into the data store and notifying the VSE
server;
3. bi-directional communication interfaces to act as both
server (when exporting data) and cJient (when importing data).

A VSE prototype has been developed 10 in the context of the
conceptual phase of building design. This section briefly
describes the implementation techniques in several major
aspects.

It is the RA's responsibility to deliver these functionalities, but the RA can take full advantage of the functions of
the resource it manages. For example, if the resource
happens to have no data archiving capability (say, without
even a file interface), a data store component would then
have to be built from scratch in the RA. Otherwise, the RA
may make use of the resource' s data storage. Depending on
the interfacing capability of the existing application, the RA
layer can be implemented in various ways: by modifying the
source codes of the resource application (as we did for
AngliaDom and PSCost), by using the APis provided by
the application (FGC was wrapped through AutoCAD's C
API), and/or by means of scripts of command and files (this
was the only option for the NATLIT, a legacy program with
inaccessible source code).

5.1 Domain resource wrapping

5.2 VSE server implementation

A simplified scenario (Fig. 4) has been designed to test the
VSE framework. The FGC (Function, Geometry and
Construction) refers to a core design aspect which is
intended to centralise the heavily shared data items. Three
building performance aspects - lighting, thermal and
costing - are considered. Mappings are required between
the FGC and each of the building performance aspects as

The VSE server is designed as a multi-agent system. Agents
operate concurrently and cooperate with each other to
provide real-time services for multiple VSE clients. The
implementation architecture and the process flow for the
VSE server are illustrated in Fig. 5. The VSE persistent
data is stored in an OODB (object-oriented database).
Such data includes: (a) the VSE administration-related
data such as user records, resource directory, and the
studio objects; (b) the global meta-data repository, acting
as 'pointers' to the design objects distributed in the resource
sites. When a user browses a studio production database, the
distributed design objects are then pulled over from the
resource sites and converted into HTML documents.
These documents are then stored into the WWW, and the
HTTP addresses are returned to the user side, where the

5 VSE PROTOTYPE

Fig. 4. A building design scenario.
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Fig. 5. VSE server architecture and process flow.

WWW browser-based database browser can then access the
distributed design data.
The server program is organised through three cooperating
agents, each of which is a relatively independent module. The
Services Agent (SA) is the main module of the server
program, responsible for handling the requests from the
VSE clients, such as invoking services functions to access
the working context and databases, returning results to the
clients, and placing update orders to the Notification Agent.
The Heartbeat Agent (HbA) is responsible for monitoring
clients' connections by periodically polling the clients.
Once disconnection is detected, HbA notifies SA to remove
the clients from the client list maintained in the working
context. In studio activities, the action from one VSE client
often needs to be propagated to other clients. For example,
when a note is created into a note board by one user, the rest
of the clients in the same studio need to have this note
displayed on their note boards as well. The Notification
Agent takes update orders from SA, and sends out update
messages to the clients who are affected. All three agents
thus work concurrently but cooperatively. This is perceived
as important to provide good feedback to the multiple
clients in the VSE setting.

IA collects user's actions to form VSE services requests,
sends the requests to the VSE server, and presents the
feedback to the user. Such feedback could result in either
printing some texts, changing the layouts of GUI items, or
popping up new windows running a remote application tool.
By taking the 'update' messages from EEA, IA updates the
GUI to reflect other users' operations in the same studio or
Telecentre. EEA takes the responsibility to monitor the
external events coming from the VSE server (the HbA
and NA agents). Such events involve asking the client to
confirm a live connection or to update the GUI layout
to reflect some operations which are initiated by other
users in VSE. While the request for connection conformation can be directly handled by EEA, the update requests are
fulfilled by collaboration between EEA and IA (via a message queue).
Fig. 7 shows the VSE user interface in operation, where
three persons (note that only two persons are displayed in
the 'Co-present' area, as the user who runs this user
interface is not displayed there. In a real-world studio, a
person can•t see herself; so it is in the virtual studio) are
currently participating in a studio. The Locale panel
displays the user name ( 'yan' in this case) and the location

5.3 VSE client imp1ementation
The VSE client program is organised through two cooperating agents (Fig. 6): Interface Agent (IA) and External Event
Agent (EEA). IA manages the window resources of the
Graphic User Interface (GUI). and handles user operations.
VSE Services
Agents

Update notifications &
Heartbeat poll

~

+'-[IT]--'

User

Msg. Queue

Fig. 7. VSE client.

Fig. 6. VSE client architecture.
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each playing a different role. The user 'yan' plays out the
role as architect as well as the project coordinator. 'tom'
plays the role as a costing specialist and the client. 'darren'
and 'ian' are thermal and lighting specialists. The aim of the
project is to design a cabin. The project team work in a
studio named 'tomsCabin'.
The project has been running for some time. In previous
sessions, "yan' produced a two-storey design for the cabin.
'darren' and 'ian' analysed the design from thermal and
lighting perspectives. Design checkpoints were made;
studio design databases were built; and 'tom' was notified
to appraise the design from a costing viewpoint.

(in this case, it is a studio named 'yansStudio' which is itself
a sub-studio of another studio named 'Telecentre_demo').
Next to follow is the main studio area, which is visually
presented as four sub-areas: Note Board, CAD Tools, Databases and Co-present. These sub-areas display the resources
and personnel which are currently available or present in
this studio. The Monitor area displays user operation feedback and external events. This is implemented as a scrolled
window preserving the whole history of previous VSE
operation. The Command text field in the bottom of the
GUI allows text-based commands to be entered. These
commands may be conversation, messaging or VSE information interrogation. On the top is a menubar where pulldown menus are provided for accessing all other VSE facilities in seven categories, all VSE activities.
The VSE server and client programs together form the
VSE base system. A set of generic CMC facilities has been
implemented in the VSE base system for human designers
to directly communicate with each other. Such facilities
included real-time conversation (tell, page, say, shout) and
status checking commands, off-line messaging facilities,
Note Boards, and real-time image-based communication
kits (called 'Grab&Post'). This set of CMC facilities was
carefully selected to provide different communication
modes in different forms. Such modes could be synchronous
(e.g. conversation) or asynchronous (e.g. messaging), oneto-one (e.g. tell and page commands) and one-to-many
(Note Board). Both text and graphics forms were supported.
Unlike the domain resources, which are dynamically
plugged in and unplugged out, these facilities are always
available as part of the VSE base system.
12
We used an OMG CORBA compliant toolkit called
13
ORBeline to design and program the communication
interfaces for the system components. An object-oriented
14
database management system called ODE was used to
realise the OODB in the VSE server. WWW technologies
(web server and browser) are also utilised for browsing the
studio production databases, and the real-time image
communication kit Grab&Post. The client GUI has been
programmed with Xl 1 (OSF Motif). The whole prototype
system is implemented in C + + and C languages on Sun
SPARC workstations.

6.2 Redesign
Sometime (a few hours maybe) later, 'yan' decided to log
into VSE to see what was going on now. During login, 'yan'
found he had a message from 'tom' concerning the costing
of the cabin (Fig. 8).
After reading the message, 'yan' entered into studio
'tomsCabin' (Fig. 9). 'yan' read the note 'costing-comments' on the Note Board. In this note, 'tom' expressed
concern about the capital cost of the cabin, and explained
his reasoning. In order to find more details on this matter,
'yan' invoked the studio 'Production' database, and selected
the 'Costing'. There he found all the checkpoint data
recorded by 'tom' (by using a tool called PSCost). 'yan'
clicked the 'cost-in-use' HTTP link to review the summary
data in the costing domain (Fig. 10). 'yan' decided to
modify the design to reduce the capital cost. He changed
the construction types of the building elements from the
original high quality ones to lower ones. Furthermore, he
removed several windows from the two bedrooms in the
upper floor of the cabin (Fig. 11). He thought this might
improve the design.

6.3 On-line collaborative simulation
Incidentally, 'yan' found 'tom' and 'darren' were also in the

6 A DEMONSTRATION EPISODE
In this section, the functionality of the implemented VSE
prototype system will be illustrated through a number of
snapshots. These shots are dumped from a hypothetical
design project created by the authors. Although the scenario may look unrealistic from a professional point of
view, the purpose is to illustrate the potential offered by
the VSE.

6.1 The scene
Fig. 8. User 'yan' checks in and reads messages.

In this hypothetical design project, four users are involved,
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Fig. 11. 'yan' is making changes to the design.
Fig. 9. 'yan' is reading Note and invoking 'Production' database.

capital cost was much lower than the original design, though
the running cost increased remarkably (comparing Fig. 14
with Fig. I 0).
The redesign appeared to be successful from the thermal
and costing perspectives. 'yan' made more checkpoints to
form a comprehensive FGC data description. Since 'ian'
was not in the VSE by that time, 'yan' decided to leave
'ian' a message (Fig. 15), asking him to recheck the lighting
performance for the redesign.

VSE (though in different studios). He decided to take advantage of this by setting up a joint session to simulate the
redesign before signing it off to the studio database. 'yan'
thus invited 'darren' and 'tom' to join studio 'tomsCabin'
(Fig. 12). The FGC data were exported for thermal and costing
tools to use. Also, 'yan' used the Grab&Post tool to broadcast
within the studio the 3D wireframe image of the redesign.
User 'darren' removed the existing AngliaDom tool entry
from the studio, and chose another AngliaDom installation
which was physically located in his region. He then invoked
the newly added AngliaDom to calculate the heating load
for the redesigned cabin by importing the building fabricrelated data via the studio's global meta-data repository
(Fig. 13). The image displayer in his VSE client program
was displaying the geometry which was broadcast by 'yan'.
'darren' signed off the energy consumption data to the
studio's repository so that 'tom' could access it.
User 'tom' invoked the PSCost tool to recalculate the
costing data (Fig. 14). Apart from importing the
construction-related quantities, PSCost also requested
energy consumption data generated by AngliaDom. Like
'darren', 'tom' had the image of the geometry of the
redesign displayed in his image displayer. The recalculated

'ian' logged in later. After reading the message left by 'yan',
'ian' went to studio 'tomsCabin' (Fig. 16). By that time
'yan' had already left. 'ian' connected his favourite lighting
simulation program NATLIT from his local workstation to
the studio 'tomsCabin' (to do that, he first registered
NATLIT to the VSE server as a resource entry, then
added this entry to the CAD Tool area of 'tomsCabin').
He then invoked the NATLIT tool (and toggled on the
'Whole Building' input option).
'ian' now could examine the lighting performance of the
cabin, space by space (Fig. 17). The 'Space List Selection'
window displays the summary information for each of the

Fig. 10. ·yan' is browsing 'Production' database.

Fig. 12. 'yan' invites partners, and broadcasts the image of the
redesign.
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Fig. 15. 'yan' is making checkpoints and leaving a message for
'ian' .

7 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this section we summarise our work on the VSE, relate it
to other research, and then discuss the issue of further developing the VSE.

Fig. 13. 'darren' runs AngliaDom to estimate the heating load.

rooms in the redesigned cabin to assist the user to pick up
the rooms for simulation. Since 'yan' checkpointed the geometry images of the design, 'ian' was even able to browse
the graphical representation of the cabin while simulating
each of the rooms.
Although the redesigned cabin appeared to satisfy the
requirements from costing and thermal perspectives, 'ian'
found that the two bedrooms were not adequately naturally
lit. 'ian' thought he should raise this issue. He could do this
by either posting a note onto the Note Board and/or leaving
the project coordinator 'yan' a message.
Thus, the design of the cabin continued. The VSE system
provides not only the means for the integration of design
tools and data, but also a flexible environment for human
users to engage in lively interaction. As the inhabitants of
the virtual studios have found, working in virtual studios is
more than designing.

Fig. 14. 'tom' runs PSCost to recalculate the costing data.

7.1 Summary
A human-centred approach to design integration and its
realisation through a virtual studio environment framework
have been described. The essence of this approach is the
emphasis on maintaining a human-level interaction context
as the basis for design integration, and on the issue of supporting collaborative use of design artefacts instead of tool
interoperation. The main novelties of the virtual studio
environment framework include: approaching the issue of
integrating social and technical dimensions of design
through a metaphor of the real-world design studio, and
the loose coupling of domain-specific resources with the
generic base system.
The implemented prototype VSE provides a variety of
resources, including both domain-specific tools for building
design and generic CMC facilities for direct human-human
interaction, within an Internet-based environment for multiusers to engage in collective activities. The CMC facilities

Fig. 16. 'ian' reads the message, and starts NATLIT in the studio.
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been invested on (tool interoperation-based) design integration in the past, the authors hope that this paper could serve
to point the way for enhancing the conventional integrated
design systems.
This work is also closely related to other research in
collaborative design systems. An AutoCAD-based multiuser drawing system has been developed for synchronous
collaborative design. 19 Supporting communications and
shared understanding in the design task have also been
researched. 20 •21 The use of shared workspace in the design
environment has been reported. 22 •23 With regard to distributed design environments, agent-based technology has been
24
applied to concurrent engineering systems; •25 CORBA
technology has also been adopted in a construction information management environment. 26 The work reported in this
paper differs from these efforts in its integration within a
single environment of both distributed design applications
and rich CMC facilities for dispersed human-human
interaction.
While the VSE exhibits some features of virtual reality
(VR), there is a difference between the VSE and the popular
text-based VR systems MUDs (Multi-User Dungeons) and
MOOs (MUD, Object-Oriented) 27 •28 in several aspects.
MUDs and MOOs provide facilities for users to encounter
one another in a navigable world made up of rooms and
objects. MOOs enhance MUDs by being programmable,
so that users can import new types of object. MOOs are
single server-based, only have a text medium, and lack
advanced coordination support. In comparison, the VSE is
truly distributed (design tools and databases can be located
at different sites), multimedia, and equipped with rich
mechanisms for supporting awareness and coordination.
While our work was partially inspired by the VDS
notion, 9 it should be noted that there are substantial differences between our VSE work and the previous efforts 29 ·30
on VDSs. This is, the authors believe, due to the different
focuses: while our work has focused on delivering novel and
ambitious design systems to integrate both distributed
resources and personnel, the previous VDS efforts have
largely focused on 'networked people' working together
by means of existing CMC facilities. If we have to make a
comparison with an integrated design system perspective,
several observations can be made. Firstly, while the original
term 'Virtual Design Studio' implies a studio metaphor, the
previous work on VDS has only touched this metaphor at a
very conceptual level. Also, the computer support with the
previous VDSs experiments is only a loose collection of
CMC facilities such as email, WWW and video conferencing facilities, which are hardly 'integrated'. With the VSE,
however, the studio metaphor has been explicitly applied at
the levels from structure through function to presentation. A
populated virtual studio in the VSE is a truly integrated
design environment with explicit studio identity. Secondly,
while previous VDS efforts only exploited presentation
level sharing (via digitised documents and video conferencing) as the basis for integration, the VSE provides
extensive support for both human level interaction and

Fig. 17. 'ian' simulates the lighting, space by space.

developed include conversation and messaging commands,
a note board and an image-based communication kit. In
addition to these system resources, the human users themselves are also explicitly integrated into the environment
through a dedicated co-present mechanism.
With this prototype system, the conceptual building
design can be represented in terms of the domain tools to
form a distributed design process. Such a design process can
be enriched by incidental human-human interaction flows,
supported by the CMC facilities. From an information viewpoint, the studio design activity can be perceived as building
a common information space which is constituted by the
distributed studio design databases.
Some features, which mostly distinguish the VSE from
conventional design systems and justify the VSE as a
'human-centred' design system, include:
1. Human users are 'explicitly' represented in the VSE.
2. The VSE is a designers' workplace, instead of a personal toolkit.
3. Dynamical system configuration, driven by needs, is
supported by the VSE.
4. With the VSE, human-human interaction takes place
within, instead of through or external to, the computer
systems via virtual studios.

7 .2 Related research
The work reported can be considered as an integrated
15 16
CSCW (computer-supported cooperative work) system •
for design domains. In fact, this project has been especially
inspired by a particular CSCW project 17• 18 on the use of
spatial metaphor and user embodiment. However, there
are good reasons for presenting it from a design integration
perspective. First of all, the authors feel that 'integration' is
the 'end' while 'cooperation' is perhaps just the 'means'.
Furthermore, given the fact that substantial efforts have
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design tool interoperation. Thirdly, the VSE is a computerised virtual studio management system, managing the
creation and operation of virtual studios and the life-cycle
of studio design production. Such studi_o management
issues have not yet been addressed in previous VDS
development.

6.

7.

7.3 Further development

8.

The implemented VSE prototype system supports only
conceptual building design at present. To cover more design
phases and aspects would be straightforward by adding
more design tools. The system architecture, particularly
the loose coupling between the VSE base system and the
domain resources, and the tool agent integration method, are
well suited for such extensions.
For wide-scale adoption, however, several technical
issues need be further addressed with the present VSE
prototype system. The first one is to overcome the platform
heterogeneity at user interface level. The present VSE
clients can only operate on UNIX workstations, while the
dominant computers in industry are PCs. The ideal solution
is to design a platform-independent VSE client. To this end,
the new generation of WWW technologies such as Java,
which can now support reasonably sophisticated interactivity and mobile codes within the web browser, appears to be
an alternative to the conventional window library approach
for constructing GUis. Note that the latest development
from major CORBA product suppliers has provided the
possibility for requesting CORBA object services from
Java applets within web browsers. The other issues to be
addressed include design data versioning and change propagation. Our present work only supports object level versioning, with minimal change management. It is conceived
that more sophisticated models, such as the one reported by
Law and Krishnamurthy, 31 could offer better support.
The prototype has been developed with the construction
industry as the focal point, but it is recognised that this could
be extended in the future to other sectors of commerce and
industry.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

16.
17.

18.

19.
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ABSTRACT
The quality of the built environment depends critically on the concept of sustainability
and, in particular, on designs which are energy efficient and environmentally friendly.
This paper gives an account of the successful application of computer-based
simulations of the physical environment made available to architects through an Energy
Design Advisory Service and used parametrically within a research project carried out
jointly with a design and build company. It goes on to indicate how emerging multimedia technology can be used to provide an explanation, particularly to those who are
technically unsophisticated, of the complexity of the way in which design decisions
impact upon the energy efficiency and environmental friendliness of buildings.

1.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

In the majority of developed or developing countries throughout the world, building is
one of the largest single industrial sectors, accounting for up to 8% of the Gross
Domestic Product and employing, directly or indirectly, 8% of the working population.

Yet despite its scale and importance in the national and regional economy, the building
industry is under-developed and dis-aggregated. In the UK for instance, only 6% of
contracting firms employ 7 or more people; 50% of architectural practices employ 2 or
fewer professionals. The research and development budget of the industry is a meagre
1/2 % of turnover. The professional education provision is highly fragmented and
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Continuing Profession Development opportunities are very limited. Overall the labour
force is poorly qualified.

This has a serious consequence for the quality of the built environment. Conservative
estimates suggest that remedial treatment of building defects costs the UK upwards of
£1,000 million per annum (excluding normal maintenance): some 50% of these defects,

it is judged, could have been obviated by better design. In a high proportion of postwar buildings, energy consumptio n is profligate; UK Departmen t of Energy figures
suggest a potential saving of up to 50% through better design of new buildings and 25%
through appropriate design intervention in the existing stock.

There is broad agreement amongst key institutions in the UK industry - the National
Contractors Group, the Construction Industry Council, the Latham Committee - that an
improved and more integrated provision in education and training and an increased
investment in research and developme nt would yield major benefits both in the
competitive edge of professional practices and contracting firms, but also in the quality
of the built environment.

The concept which is gammg currency m education and m research 1s that of
sustainability.

Quite clearly, the Information Technologies have a major role to play in securing higher
degrees of sustainability in our buildings and our cities and, indeed, a significant effort
has been invested in the development of applications software relevant to sustainability
but very little of this work is widely reported: the number of papers published in the
CAAD Futures Conference series, which could reasonably be considered relevant to the
issue of sustainability, is depressingly small.
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The purpose this paper is to give greater emphasis to the successful application of
information technology - particularly computer-based simulation and multimedia - in
the service of energy conscious, environmentally friendly building design.

2.

LARGE SCALE SIMULATION

Over the last decade the Architecture and Building Aids Computer Unit, Strathclyde
(ABACUS) has developed three inter-related first principles models to simulated the
physical environment in buildings:

ESP:

Environmental Systems Performance [2] which models all heat and mass flow-

paths and flow-path interactions within the building and between the building and the
heating/cooling plant and its control system. Output, in the form of time-related graphs
give the designer an insight into how design decisions on building shape, construction,
fenestration and plant-control, impact upon energy consumption and comfort quality.

DIM: Digital Illumination Model [3] entails the tracking of light vectors as they interreflect between the surfaces of building interiors from any number and type of windows
and luminaires. Output can be digital (luminance levels) or full colour graphics.

SAX: Sound Advice Xpert [1] uses the same computational approach as ESP and DIM
in tracking sound energy as it reverberates within building interiors Work is continuing
on the output modules of SAX.
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2.1

Energy Design Advisory Service

e
The research team considered that it was not sufficient simply to generate a prototyp
impleme ntation of the coding for each model but that it was necessa ry also to
investigate the validity and useabili ty of the software in the context of live design
projects. The problem, however, was the reluctance of architectural practices to invest
the effort in climbing the steep learning curve towards competent usage of the models.

The way forward, after much negotiation, was to bring into existence an Energy Design
Advisory Service, financed by the UK Department of Energy and offered through the
Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland, to RIAS members and their clients [4].

Since its inception EDAS in Scotland has been an outstanding success dealing annually
with around 120 initial consulta tions and around 30 full compute r-based modellin g
consultations.

Over the period of its operation, the efficiency of the design advice offered by EDAS in
Scotland was closely, and indepen dently, monitored. The conclusi on was that the
financial investm ent in software develop ment and in subsidy to EDAS clients has
yielded a return through savings in energy consump tion which is at least an order of
magnitude greater; this huge financial benefit is measured only in terms of the cases
dealt with by EDAS and does not take account of the improve ments in energy
efficien cy which the architec tural clients of EDAS will carry forward , through
improved understanding of the issues of energy conscious design, to subsequent design
commissions.

The success of EDAS in Scotland encouraged the Department of Trade and Industry to
d
extend the scheme to 4 regions in the UK. To date EDAS in the UK has generate
around over 500 case studies which provide a rich source of information for teachers
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and practition ers of architecture. The total savings in energy are evaluated at £6
million.

2.2.

Teaching Company Scheme

The second opportun ity which ABACUS sought to explore the useability of the
software packages was through a Teaching Company Scheme (TCS) financed by the
UK Science and Engineeri ng Research Council which brought the research team into
close R+D collaboration with a 'design and build' company. GA Construction had a
declared commitm ent to 'quality' in design and build, with a particular concern for
energy conscious design. The TCS presented the opportunity to work with ABACUS
over a two year period in an effort to establish "what are the life-cycle costs/ben efit
from energy conscious design and construct ion and how can improved quality be
marketed".

The project was carried out in five overlapping phases:

i)

establish ment of the basic physical principle s which determin e the
energy behaviour of buildings.

ii)

analyses of case material drawn from EDAS.

iii)

establishm ent from the case material of the main design paramete rs of
form and fabric which are likely to impact on energy consumption.

iv)

simulation, using the ESP computer model, of the predicted impact of
these design parameters in two main building types.

v)

evaluation of the life-cycle costs, energy consumption and production of
pollutants relating to each design variant.

The core activity of the project was the application of the ESP programm e to a wide
range of parametric variations on two main building types and the subsequent costs-in-
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use analyses of each case. The incontrovertible conclusion - which matched perfectly
with the prime concerns of responsible building client organisations - was the paradigm
that:

"good (computer-aided) design, without costing any more over the life-cycle of
the building, can reduce energy consumption and, therefore, the associated
harmful levels of atmospheric and stratospheric pollution, by a full 50%.

3

MULTIMEDIA EXPLANATION

The palpable benefits of the consultancy offered by the innovatory Energy Design
Advisory Service and the conclusive outcome of the collaborative research conducted
through the Teaching Company Scheme gave the researchers in ABACUS immense
satisfaction in the knowledge that the CAD software had, indeed, brought about
substantively and significantly improved quality in the built environment.

There remained the doubt, however, that the benefits were enjoyed predominantly if not
exclusively only by the clients of EDAS and those people in GA Construction who
were actively involved in the collaborative project.

By great good fortune the

Managing Director of GA, was sufficiently enamoured of the outcome of the
collaborative endeavour to risk a further modest investment to produce what is, in the
authors view, an outstandingly powerful multi-media presentation "GA and the
Environment" [5] which not only reports on the joint research and development but
offers a clear and cogent exploration of the principles which underlie energy-conscious
building design.

"GA and the Environment" readily offers the user multilayed information on energyefficient, environmentally friendly design under six broad headings.
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Building and the Environment
Basic Principles
Responsive Building design
Building Performance Prediction
Case Studies
Benefits
The section in Case Studies will shortly be fully populated by up to 100 examples of
energy-efficient, environmentally friendly design solutions generated by EDAS. The
intention is to communicate - in a graphical mode which architects find acceptable - the
complexity of the design issues which underpin sustainable, and substantiable,
architecture.

At the same time efforts are underway to provide multi-media interfaces to the three
simulation packages (ESP, DIM and SAX) in an endeavour to make them more widely
usable in architectural practice.

4

CONCLUSION

It is quite clear that in the late 80's and early 90's there has been a widening gulf
between the sophistication of first principles computer based models of the physical
behaviour of buildings which affects sustainability and the competence of architects and
engineers to take advantage of them.

This paper has attempted to celebrate the importance of computer simulation and to
show that multi-media technology can provide the means to interpret, explain and even
encourage participation by architects in sustainable architecture.
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VIRTUAL HERITAGE
Is There a Future for the Past?

Tom Maver and Jelena Petric

Abstract

This paper attempts an overview of the contribution which emerging information technologies viz CAD, Multimedia, Virtual Reality and the Internet - can make to the presentation,
understanding and preservation of the rich architectural heritage which exists in almost every
cultural context.

Introduction

This paper is a celebration of the union of emerging high technology with issues of culture and
history which are clearly of social importance.
Europe is hugely rich in architectural and archaeological heritage which is commanding
increasing interest not only of Europeans but of visitors from all over the world.
As interest intensifies, the environmental threat to some sites accelerates. Venice is under
touristic siege, Stonehenge is a battleground between conservationists and "new-age" Druids
and the cave paintings of Lascaux can no longer be seen by any but the privileged few.
Virtual Reality (- an overly used but ill-defined term -) is, the authors believe, an information
technology which can provide a convincing, and enhanced, experience of environments which:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

exist, but are too remote, costly or hazardous, to visit.
don't yet exist but are planned, such as architectural designs or urban plans.
never will exist, other than in the imagination.
existed in the past and are now threatened or already lost.

This paper has its focus on the latter category, i.e. what is now becoming known as Virtual
Heritage (VH), but it puts VH in the context of the broader spectrum of simulated experiences
of past, present and future environments of cultural significance.
The paper draws largely on the work of ABACUS, the Architecture and Building Aids Computer
Unit, Strathclyde. The examples of the application of IT to VH include:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

a virtual reality experience of Historic Scotland's premier historical site: Skara
Brae, the most complete Neolithic settlement in Northern Europe.
a computer based archive of rare and normally inaccessible 17C and 18C
drawings of Scottish buildings from four seminal sources.
a multimedia CD-ROM featuring some 50 of the most wonderful interiors of
Glasgow's architectural treasures.
a massive 3-D model of Glasgow (some 10,000 buildings located on the hilly
terrain of the city), which is now accessible on the Internet.

The paper concludes with conjectures, based on the examples given, of how emerging
information technologies can help secure a future for the past.
Archaeological Sites

Historic Scotland is custodian of some 300 heritage sites throughout Scotland, one of which is
Skara Brae, situated on the Bay of Scales in the Orkney Islands, off the Northernmost coast of
mainland Scotland. It is Northern Europe's most extensive Neolithic Village - an extraordinary
complex of seven houses, revealed for the first time in 1850 as a result of a massive (and
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Throughout Europe it has become increasingly popular to organise, during one weekend in
September, limited physical access to buildings not normally open to the public. In Glasgow
alone in 1998, around 90,000 people visited 70 properties over three days, despite large
queues and inclement weather.
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Figure 1. Multimedia Document on Skara Brae

Figure 2. Image from Vitruvius Scoticus
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Figure 3. Extract from Virtual Open Doors CD

Figure 4. Frame from Glasgow Directory On-Line
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Current information sources include:
Multimedia database of General Tourist Information.
This includes entertainment venues, shopping centres and transport facilities. Each item in
the database contains a photograph, an address, and further information.
Multimedia database of Glasgow Architecture.
A selection of Glasgow's finest buildings are archived with a photograph , address,
architect, date and further detailed information. In many cases a Quicktime VR interior is
included .
Alphanumeric database of property addresses and street names.
External Web-sites.
The system can take advantage of the many Glasgow based web sites that exist on the
Internet such as those offering local news and weather.

A special feature within the system allows architects and designers to download appropriate
sections of the 3D model for use in proposed developments. Future additions to the system
will permit design proposals to be integrated into the system allowing the audience to explore a
number of possible urban design alternatives.
Recognition of the virtual city is aided by the use of certain key 'Lynchian Elements'. As with
the physical location, landmarks, streets, edges and nodes play an important part in
comprehending the virtual environment.
Extra detail is given to buildings in the model when they are perceived to be landmarks.
The streets can be easily identified by clicking on them.
Each model segment is terminated at a distinct edge such as the river or a main street.
Specified viewpoints (nodes) at junctions etc., help users understand their location in the
virtual city.
The subtle use of basic colours - blue for river, green for parks etc., enhance the urban
fabric.
Recognition of individual buildings is achieved through the use of 'layered' data. Since the
model of the building itself may be nothing more than a basic block within the city context, the
facade is expressed as a photograph displayed in another frame. This frame also displays
some introductory text about the building, as well as linking to more detailed information such
as QTVR interiors. In this way, the user can recognise the building by collating all the relevant
information that is automatically displayed on screen as the building is accessed within the
VRML model.
Throughout its design stages, ABACUS has welcomed evaluation from the general public as to
the development of the Glasgow Directory. This has been achieved through posting 'Requests
for Comments' (RFC's) on many appropriate Internet Newsgroups, asking users to 'test-drive'
the project and return their ideas and recommendations by way of a simple on-line 'Feedback'
form. To date, over 100 forms have been returned, with users offering from the simple
"congratulations on the project", to a complete list of suggested improvements and samples of
programming code.
Feedback is analysed, evaluated, and where appropriate put into practice. This process will
play a critical role in the future evolution of the system.
Other Initiatives

ABACUS is currently engaged on a number of research and development projects which could
be classed as Virtual Heritage. These include:
i)

a major project to document the remarkable architectural and social history of
New Lanark - the utopian concept of the visionary Robert Owen (1771-1858)

ii)

a taxonomy of the Scottish house type, known as the "tenement".
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In addition, a significant financial investment has been made in the creation of a Virtual
Environment Laboratory [7]. This visually immersive facility is powered by advanced Silicon
Graphic computer technology and makes use of advanced projection systems. The laboratory
seats around 15 people and the 160 degree curved screen fills the viewers' cone of vision, thus
giving them the impression of being immersed within the projected environment. The
processing power of the Onxy2 Silicon Graphics machine allows interactive manipulation of
large computer models, thus enabling real-time navigation of detailed building interiors or
urban landscapes with relative ease.
This facility enables two aspects of virtual reality to be addressed, namely interaction and
immersion. Development in these areas in the past has been hampered because of a lack of
computer processing power. However the graphics processor at the heart of the VEL can
interactively display the Glasgow City model which not only represents around 10,000
properties, but also the appropriate topographical data covering an area of 25 square
kilometres. Currently the machine displays this model at up to 25 frames a second, compared
with one frame every few minutes 10 years ago, and a rate of processing equivalent to a frame
every day or two 20 years ago.
Visual immersion is achieved as a result not only of the screen size, but also due to its
curvature. It therefore feeds the viewers peripheral vision with the correct visual clues and
thus invokes the sensation of being surrounded by the projected environment, city scene or
architecture. So although it is a 2D moving image that is being projected onto the curved
screen, viewers report the feeling of being immersed within a 3D environment.

Figure 5. The Virtual Environment Laboratory
In Conclusion
The responses of both the general public and heritage specialists (archaeologists, architects,
conservationists etc) to the concept of Virtual Heritage has been overwhelmingly positive and
we can anticipate rapid progress in the development of the technology and its effective uptake.
Particularly pleasing to the authors is the conjunction of advanced information technology and
issues of cultural significance. In this regard, architecture is a pioneer.
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Visualisation of Historic Village of New Lanark
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Abstract
The existing historic city attracts the attention of architects and educators for its architectural value
and history. In addition, many researches on visualisation of historic sites such as world heritage sites
are in progress in order to represent the importance of preservation and restoration.
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New Lanark is the best-preserved example of a cotton -sp inning village from the early period of Britain 's
industrialisation , and is of international significance in terms of economic, architectural and social
history. The village has also been nominated for inclusion in UNESCO 's list of World Heritage Sites.
This paper aims to describe development procedure of virtual historic village of New Lanark for
educating people about its sign ificant soc ial history and a unique type of building . A multimedia
environment is useful for th is purpose considering dynamic links among different kinds of resources
such as text , images, 3D models and animations. Through this environment people can access from
where they are to virtual heritage and navigate 3D space by animation with virtual guidance .

Resumo
Cidades hist6ricas atraem a atenqao de arquitetos e educadores pelo seu valor arquitet6nico e sua
hist6ria. A/em disso, varias pesquisas de visua!izaqao de areas hist6ricas, coma as de patrim6nio
hist6rico, sao desenvolvidas para representar a importancia de sua preservaqao e restauraqao
New Lanark e o mais bem preservado exemplo de povoado de tecelagem de algodao dos primeiros
perfodos da industrializaqao britanica. Ele tem uma significaqao hist6rica intemaciona! em termos
econ6micos, arquitet6nicos e sociais. 0 povoado foi indicado para ser inc!ufdo na lista da UNESCO de
areasde patrim6nio da humanidade.
Este traba/ho tem coma objetivo descrever o processo de documentaqao virtual do povoado de New
Lanark para transmitir sua significante hist6ria social e inigualavel tipo/ogia arquitet6nica. Um ambiente
multimediatico se adequa a este prop6sito atraves de "links" dinamicos entre os diferentes meios coma
textos, imagens, mode/as 3D e animaqaes. Atraves deste ambiente pode-se acessar, de qualquer lugar,
este patrim6nio hist6rico e navegar atraves do espaqo 3D par animaqaes guiadas virtualmente.

I .Introduction
This paper describes development procedure of the visualisation of the historic village of
New Lanark. It shows how a virtual heritage has been developed for educating people and
how the multimedia contents augment each other for better understanding.
New Lanark is located 54 km south west of Edinburgh in Scotland and was founded in 1785
as a cotton-spinning village.Waterpowe r from the River Clyde was used for manufacturing
the cotton and the first mill went into production in 1786. Under the management of
socialist Robert Owen, New Lanark was famous by his utopian social experiment. New
Lanark is nominated as a World Heritage Site and building a virtual heritage on a multimedia
CD-ROM will accelerate its conservation process.

2. The Project
The village of New Lanark covers approximately 16 hectares in which 20 buildings are
divided into 3 categories: Housing, Community and Industrial. Most buildings have three
or four storeys, which is unique as other Scottish cotton mills have two storey buildings.
The New Lanark Conservation Trust is a voluntary body and its main duty is "The restoration
and preservation of the historic village of New Lanark".The 3D representation of historic
New Lanark will' provide an important resource for the Trust that will be used to support
the restoration and preservation of the village.

2.1.Modelling
Prior to modelling village, all the existing architectural drawings and photographic
documentation were acquired from New Lanark Conservation Trust. However, owing to
the long history and alterations to the village, certain buildings didn't have plans available.
Therefore we needed to determine the scale of these buildings by comparison to the
main buildings: Mill 1, Mill2 and Mill3 .
· Terrain
A I: I 0000 scale map was used for creating the 3D topographical model.A terrain model
with a Sm mesh was generated which covered an area of 20km * 20 km. However, to
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accelerate the rendering of animation, the size and area of the mesh was reduced. Finally
an optimum mesh size of IOrn which covered an area of 600 m * 600 m was used to
generate the terrain model.
· Buildings
The buildings that housed the original mill machinery had architectural drawings available
and 3D models were easily built using this data. The buildings that didn't have detailed
dimensions available were built by determining the scale relative to the main buildings.
Several site visits were necessary to gather photographs to use as mapping material for
walls, windows and roofs.

2.2.Animation
Once the models were generated, all the data was converted from FormZ to 3D Studio
Max format for producing the animations. The key frames were generated to show the
categorised buildings sequentially in accordance with the scenario agreed by the authors.
The main intention of the animations is to experience a virtual guided through New
Lanark. Finally 4 animations with 320 * 240 resolutions were generated.

2.3.lnterface
In addition to making 3D models the authors created a vast digital archive of all the old
photographs, drawings, historical documents and original artwork held by the Trust. The
images were scanned at high resolution and textual records were supervised by the New
Lanark Conservation Trust. Then digitised data are categorised by themes agreed with the
Trust and hyperlinked smoothly via the interface.

).Discussion
During the visualisation process of the historic village certain problems were encountered.
· 3D Model as an educational tool
The modelling process has been recognised as the most time consuming work in the
entire digital process.A traditional virtual 3D model of a building is formed in a way similar
to a physical building. 3D models are divided into many objects including walls, windows
and roofs that are generated by numerous Boolean operations.
Significant technical developments have been made in making 3D models from photographic
data taken on site. Smart software can quickly create 3D models from photographic data
and generate mapping material that corresponds exactly to the 3D models. In certain
cases they look better than detailed models generated from the drawings, but when it
comes to educational purposes of 3D models, the models without mapping material
clearly explain their structural scheme.
· Animation as Virtual Reality
Computer animation is becoming one of the essential presentation formats used in
architectural and engineering professions. Computer animation has been used effectively
throughout the design process to review the original plans as no designer can predict
every aspect of his or her building. While browsing through the animation, designers can
identify mistakes. Through the design review stage, animation is used as a design tool to
describe the entire scenery showing the exact shape and also the atmosphere.An animated
tour of a forgotten city or existing building, is useful tool for educating students and
visitors. The virtual experience does not aim to replace the real experience as the tour is
dictated for the viewer. The viewpoint of the animation is chosen by the authors rather
than the user and is used to focus attention on certain key areas of the site. Augmenting
the scene with hyperlinked digital media creates a powerful tool for educating viewers
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This paper presents the project to create a 3D visualisation of New Lanark.The results of
this project will be published on CD-ROM and will be distributed by SCRAN (Scottish
Cultural Resource Access Network) to primary and secondary schools in Scotland. The
development of the virtual tour of New Lanark on a multimedia CD-ROM shows great
potential for educating visitors to the historic village and publicising the conservation
work carried out by the New Lanark Conservation Trust.
Keywords:Virtual Heritage.Animation, Multimedia, Computer Graphics and Visualisation
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Abstract
This paper attempts to focus attention on modelling the functional behaviour of buildings - a relatively neglected topic
in the cun-ent CAAD literature. It provides a review of the seminal work which has been done and argues that further
development would provide student architects with the means of designing buildings which are more fit-for-purpo se,
energy-efficient, environmentally-friendly and cost-effective. © 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Function; Performance; Integrated appraisal; Design decision support

1. Introduction

The CAAD community is lucky indeed to be
involved in a field of teaching and learning which is
evolving so fast, which contributes so much to the
theory and practice of that most complex and interesting human activity - design, and which clearly
excites such a high level of interest and commitment
from our students. There is much upon which the
CAAD community can congratulate itself; each year
the proceedings of ECAADE, ACADIA, CAAD Futures and now CAADRIA expose an increasingly
rich diversity of applications of the information technologies to architectural education. The purpose of
this paper, however, is to highlight the relative
paucity of applications which lie at the very centre of
design education - i.e., the "cause and effect" of
how design decisions impact upon the quality of the
building. The proposition, enunciated many times
over the last two decades is quite simple: (i) if
(student) designers were better able to make explicit

• E-mail: t.w.maver@strath.ac.uk

and, therefore, understand and communicate the consequences of their decisions on the cost and performance of the building, the chances would be enhanced of an outcome which is fit-for-purpose, costeffective, environmentally-friendly and pleasing to
clients and users; (ii) computers can help achieve
this.
The main part of this paper is devoted to a
summary of a number of seminal developments
which, over two decades, have targeted this extremely important but relatively neglected area of
CAAD. The intention is to celebrate the achievements, however modest, in the hope of stimulating
further development and greater uptake in design
studios throughout the European Schools of Architecture.

2. Seminal developments

2.1. The origins
It is interesting to go back some 25 years to two
of the earliest contributions, one in Europe and one
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in the USA. In the UK, Whitehead and El'Dars [1]
programmed an algorithm which sought to generate
a single-floor plan layout which minimised the
pedestrian travel distance within the building. In the
USA, Souder et al. [2], in one of the first uses of
a cathode ray tube and
computer graphics "lightpen" - developed a system which appraised
human-generated hospital plan-layouts in terms of
the pedestrian travel efficiency. Interestingly, these
two independent developments both focus on the
notion of numerical measures of planning-efficiency;
they differ fundamentally, of course, in approach:
one generative, one evaluative. Not unnaturally,
these developments excited some opposition, not
least because they sought to optimise a layout on the
basis of a single variable, viz travel efficiency: what
is optimism from the point-of-view of travel efficiency might be pessimism from all other points of
view. Nonetheless, both demonstrated the huge potential of computers to assess numerically (and therefore objectively), in part at least, the inherent fimctionality of competing design solutions.

2.2. The energy imperative
The so-called "oil-crisis" around 1970 provided
a stimulus to software developments which sought to
appraise design schemes in relation to their energyefficiency. Shaviv at the Technion has sustained a
highly productive programme of research and development since then, producing applications software
for use both in the design studio and in practice.
Building progressively on earlier work she had by
the late 1980s developed an integrated knowledgebased CAAD system for the design of solar and low
energy buildings [3] in which the knowledge base,
which contains heuristic rules, in conjunction with a
simulation model, guides the (student) designer
through the decision-making process. Milne and
Labib [4] at UCLA, has also sustained a major effort
in the development of computer-based "design
tools" for energy efficient buildings. He defined a
design tool as "a piece of computer software that
has an easy-to-use interface that allows the manipulation of the buildings three-dimensional representation and that shows the (student) architect something

useful about the performance of the building". His
signal contribution was two-fold:
(i) integration of both heating and lighting (both
natural and artificial) into the energy appraisal;
(ii) turning the numerical output from the simulations into highly informative graphical representations.
The simulation of the energy behaviour of buildings throws up the issue which lies at the heart of all
modelling activities: what is the appropriate trade-off
between the accuracy of the model and the ease of
access to it. As part of its long term commitment to
the development and validation of energy models,
ABACUS, at the University of Strathclyde, compared the performance of its own advanced model,
ESP, with a simple model being promoted at that
time by the RIBA. The RIBA model generated results diametrically opposite to those generated by
ESP [5]! The CAAD teaching community faces the
problem that:
(i) reasonably accurate models are too inaccessible
to students, and,
(ii) reasonably accessible models are too inaccurate to be useful.
This gap will be closed by improved deployment
of IT. Hopefully, the interest in energy efficient
building design, initially stimulated by the oil crisis,
will be maintained under the imperative of sustainability.

2.3. Integrated appraisal
As early as 1972 ABACUS attempted to build on
the work of Whitehead and El'Dars and Souder by
authoring one of the first integrated appraisal systems. The initial prototype (PACE) [6] evolved into
the software known as GOAL, the use of which in
teaching was reported at the 1993 ECAADE conference [7]. The (student) designer proposes a geometry
and a choice of construction materials, GOAL accesses a number of databases which hold inforn1ation
on climate, unit costs of materials, user requirements, building regulations etc and numerically appraises each proposed design in terms of construction cost, annual energy costs, combined costs-in-use,
thermal energy consumption, lighting energy con-
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sumption and planning efficiency; additionally the
software generates any number of perspective views
of the geometry. Related software (GLOSS) , allows
the "fingerpr int" - i.e., the main design and performance characteristics - of every design hypothesis to be recorded and compared. These fingerprint
archives provide the benchmark against which each
new design can be compared; the more designs
which are appraised, the more knowledgeable and
useful the database becomes. Although developed
and extensively used before the terms were invented,
GOAL embodies all the characteristics of a '' knowledge-based, integrated, case-based design decision
support system". Regrettably, it is still embalmed in
a medieval hardware and software platform. Danahy
[8], at the University of Toronto, brought the same
integrated approach to landscape design and cleverly
integrated the formal representation of any scheme
with a range of measure of its functionality. His
software is put into the hands of the studio tutor and
crits take place "on-line" .

2.4. Design decision support systems
Two developments outside the field of architecture have been significant in their impact upon CAAD
research and development:
(i) the emergence from the computer science community of advance hardware and software technologies in the field of artificial intelligence and
telecommunications;
(ii) a significant increase in design-related research and development across the range of engineering disciplines.
This sub-section of the paper identifies a number
of CAAD projects which draw from these other
fields. At Carnegie Mellon University, Mahdavi [9]
has developed in SEMPER, the notion of an "open"
simulation environment in what he calls a "multidirectional" approach to simulation-based performance evaluation. A preference-based formalisation
of design intentions /criteria is used to cope with
ambiguities through dynamic control of the degrees
of freedom of design-related parameters during the
interactive design process. The system, then, has
some degree of generative capability. Mahdavi' s
work is contemporary with two other developments
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in the USA. Pohl and Myers [10] at California
Polytechnic State University has been developing the
ICADS system in which it is intended that multiple
domain agents interact with each other and with
(student) designers to cooperatively solve design
problems. Researchers at the Lawrence Berkely Laboratory have been developing the Building Design
Advisor [11], a software environment that seeks to
support the integrated use of multiple analysis and
visualisation tools; currently the system supports a
daylight analysis tool, an energy analysis tool and a
multimedia case-studies database. The European
Community gave recognition to this area of research
and development by funding, over the last 5 years,
the pan-European COMBIN E project [12] which has
concentrated on the development of an integrated
data model which facilitates data exchange between
tools and offers tool- tool interaction supervision via
a blackboard mechanism. Current research and development by Chen and Maver [13] at the University
of Strathclyde and Georgia Institute of Technology has yielded a prototype implementation of what
they call a Virtual Studio Environment (VSE).
The uniqueness of this work lies in its attempt to
combine the strengths of several other related
approaches, namely the product modelling from traditional integrated design systems, the distributed
architecture based on message-passing communications from cooperative design systems and the explicit support for human- human interaction from
computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW). The
VSE recognises the importance of maintaining a
collaborative context as the basis for design tool
integration; this context consists of information not
only on the design data and design tools but also on
the human designers. The VSE framework links the
technical resources with the human resources. Collaboration-aware properties have been added into
design data and tool models. The current implementation supports three levels of integration; tool-tool
interoperability, automated coordination of tool interoperation and dedicated human-h uman interaction
facilities for semi-automated and informal coordination of the design project. The VSE is currently
populated with tools for energy analysis, lighting
analysis and cost analysis. The intention is to reimplement the VSE on the WWW to facilitate its
evaluation by interested parties.
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3. Numbers and pictures
This paper was provocatively entitled A Number
is Worth a Thousand Pictures to try to focus attention on a topic which is relatively neglected in the
current CAAD literature: the modelling of the functional behaviour as opposed to the formal character.
The intention of the paper has been to highlight the
importance of modelling and predicting as many
aspects of the cost and performance of buildings as
possible particularly at the early formative stage of
the design decision-making. The experience of using
the GOAL software in the Department of Architecture and Building Science provides evidence that
when students have the facility to predict the
cost/perform ance profile of their building, they produce buildings which are substantively better in terms
of fitness-for-purpose, energy efficiency and cost-effectiveness; additionally, the more a student uses the
model, the greater is her /his generic understanding
of how her/his design decisions (the "cause") impact upon cost and perfom1ance (the "effect").
Section 2 of the paper summarises only some of
the attempts which have been made to build software
systems to facilitate the functional appraisal of design schemes. Not all of the attempts have resulted in
systems useful for teaching and learning; of those
which are, there is lamentably little evidence of the
experiences of using them in the studio. The little
evidence there is, however [7], is compelling in its
pedagogical merit and a stimulus, it is suggested, for
more development work in the aspect of CAAD. In
truth, we need more numbers and more pictures if
our students are to develop their design skills in the
service of a built environment in which form and
function are in harmonious balance.
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Abstract:

The normal application of Virtual Reality is to the simulation of environments,
which are in some way special - remote, hazardous or purely imaginary. This
paper describes research and development work which changes the paradigm
by simulating perfectly ordinary buildings for special people. Some 15% of the
population have some form of physical impairment - a proportion which is
likely to rise in line with an ageing population. New legislation, such as the
UK Disability Discrimination Act places additional responsibility on building
owners to ensure adequate access for people with an impairment and this in
turn will place additional responsibility on the architect. Current methods of
auditing access for new building are primitive and require the auditor to
interpret plans/sections of the proposed building against a checklist of
requirements specific to the special need. This paper reports on progress in the
use of an immersive YR facility to simulate access to buildings for two broad
classes of user: i) those with a mobility impairment; ii) those with visual
impairment.
In the former case, a wheelchair motion platforrn has been designed which
allows the wheelchair user to navigate the virtual building; a brake and motor
connected to the rollers on which the wheelchair sits facilitate the effects of
slope and surface resistance. In the latter case, the main categories and degrees
of visual impairrnent can be simulated allowing architects to assess the
contribution of form, colour and signage to safe access.

1.

WHY VIRTUAL REALITY

There are many situations where it is more convenient, less costly, or
indeed necessary to simulate our experience of three dimensional space
rather than to experience, directly, its physical reality. The inaccessibility of
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the real world may be as a result of its remoteness, its hazardous character or
because it no longer exists, does not yet exist or indeed, never will exist:
1. remote environments:
lunar homesteads, polar outstations, orbiting space stations and off shore
oil drilling platforms are examples of spatial environments which are
significantly remote; it is certain that convenience and economy can be
served by providing an accessible simulation of the environment.
2. hazardous environments:
environments contaminated by radioactivity, threatened by fire,
structurally unstable or biologically inhospitable are either dangerous or
expensive to make safe; economy and safety are promoted by appropriate
simulation.
3. non-existent environments:
these fall into three categories:
- those environments which never will exist, e.g. the science fiction
images of Hollywood movies.
- those environments of architectural or historical interest which once
existed but, due to the ravages of time are under threat or no longer exist,
and
- the hypothesised environments of architects and planners which it is
intended, ultimately, to bring into existence.
An interesting example of the application of virtual reality to an
environment which is remote, somewhat hazardous and partially nonexistent in the Neolithic village of Skara Brae. Around 100 years ago on the
coast of the Orkney Islands far off the north coast of Scotland, a severe
stonn uncovered part of a village believed to date from 2500 BC. It
comprised a network of passageways and seven houses, complete with stone
furniture, utensils and jewellery. Using digital video and Quick Time
Virtual Reality, the Architecture and Building Aids Computer Unit,
Strathclyde (ABACUS) created a virtual experience of part of the site
(Figure 1), repopulating the houses with virtual representations of the
artefacts and making conjectures regarding what was incomplete, e.g. the
door opening/closing mechanism (Figure 2).
Quite clearly the benefits of such a virtual experience are widely
available to the community. The benefits are particularly valuable to that
proportion of the community who, by dint of physical impairment, would
find that much more difficulty in experiencing the physical reality.
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Figure I. Home page of the Skara Brae Multime dia CD-Rom

Figure 2. Interactive simulation of door-opening hypothesis
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This paper is not, however, about the use of new technologies to facilitate
virtual experiences of the built environment as it exists; much more
importantly it is about the use of virtual reality of change existing and future
built environments to enhance the experience of the real world for those with
physical impairment.

2.

SPECIAL NEEDS

Some 15% of the population have some form of physical impairm ent - a
proportion which is likely to rise in line with an ageing population. New
al
legislation, such as the UK Disability Discrimination Act places addition
with
people
for
access
e
adequat
ensure
to
responsibility on building owners
an impairment and this in tum will place additional responsibility on the
e
architect. Current methods of auditing access for new building are primitiv
building
d
propose
the
and require the auditor to interpret plans/sections of
against a checklist of requirements specific to the special need. This paper
reports on progress in the use of an immersive VR facility to simulate access
to buildings for two broad classes of user:
a) those with a mobility impairment (approximately 3.5% of the population)
b) those with a visual impairment ( approximately 6% of the population)

3.

VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT LABORATORY

ABACUS, in the Department of Architecture and Building Science at the
a
University of Strathclyde is heavily involved in the use of virtual reality for
major
a
has
and
ment
environ
range of applications relating to the built
facility, unique in Scotland, called the Virtual Environ ment Laboratory.
The virtual environment is visualised using a three-pr ojector system that
a
provides a 150-degree by 40-degree high resolution image mapped onto
is
five metre diameter cylindrical screen. Each of the three image channels
edge-blended to provide a seamless display. When viewed from any of the
14 seats in the Lab, the composite image fills the viewers ' field of vision,
providing a highly convincing sense of immersion within the scene.
The graphics images are generated on a 12-processor Silicon Graphics
at
ONYX 11 which is capable of processing detailed architectural models
each
At
ns.
animatio
e
high frame rates in order to provide realistic real-tim
time-step in the simulation the graphics are rendered to three separate output
t
channels, each channel sharing the same eye-point but with a differen
on
angular off-set in azimuth, corresponding to the off-sets in the projecti
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Figure 3. The Virtual Enviro nment Laborato ry at Strathcly de Un iversity
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SIMULATION OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
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difficulties involve simulating the main categories of eye problems using
either 2D fixed simulations (via modified slide transparencies) or adapted
spectacles. Extended discussions with personnel from the Royal National
Institute for the Blind and the Joint Mobility Unit - some of which took
place following demonstrations within the Virtual Environment Laboratoryestablished that the current methods of simulating categories and degrees of
visual impairment by using two-dimensional static simulations (in the form
of modified slides or by the use of modified spectacles) are extremely
limited. The slides cannot simulate dynamic movement through a space and
neither slides nor spectacles offer a mechanism to appropriately simulate
future, proposed environments.
There are five main causes of visual impairment: age related macular
degeneration (48% of registrations); glaucoma (12%); retinopathy (3.4%);
cataracts (3%); and retinitis pigmentosa (2%). Individually, or in
combination, these eye conditions can affect perception of the visual field,
visual acuity, stereopsis, dark adaptation and/ or colour vision. With the
exception of stereopsis, the equipment in the VEL can support manipulation
of these facets of the visual field through the virtual image. The project will
focus on mapping these deficiencies, with the aim of establishing a
methodology which can subsequently be applied to correlating forms of
visual impairment and accessibility to spatial configuration.
The short-term objectives of the project are three-fold:
- To establish proof of concept and develop the means to model
correlations between a range of dysfunctionalities caused by visual
dysfunction and the actual effect this has on visual function when applied
to accessing virtual and actual versions of the same environment.
To establish whether the virtual reality environment can represent a real
built environment, such that the experience of it maps sufficiently
faithfully onto the experience of negotiating a real environment and can
hence be correlated with actual forms of visual impairment.
- To identify and be able to virtually-represent the design features which
need to be taken into account when designing an environment that
optimises the variable abilities of visually-impaired people negotiating
the built environment comfortably and safely.
By comparing the visual ability of respondents with and without various
individual and combined visual impairments, also by undertaking these
comparisons for both actual and simulated versions of the same route, it will
be possible to establish whether the effect on realism and representation of
visual impairment is greater than the effect of simulating buildings in the
Virtual Environment Laboratory (VEL ). This is an important issue for the
simulation field, since if the simulation effect swamps participants visual
ability then it will raise real questions about effectively simulating visual
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impairment. If the effect is less, then this will confirm the scope to use
virtual environments for developing access audits and other wayfinding
analyses for the visually impaired.

6.

IN CONCLUSION

The issues presented in this paper represent a shift in the paradigm away
from the use of VR to simulate special buildings for ordinary people to the
use of VR to simulate ordinary building for building for special people in
the expectation that we can improve the design of existing and future
buildings in order to enhance the experience of the built environment for that
section of the user community with special needs.
The research and developmen t required, however, is intellectually
demanding and expensive; the authors are in no doubt, however, that
appropriate investment in effort and resources will yield an outcome of great
significance.
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CHRONICLE OF THE CITY
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Abstract
their social,
The great cities of all continents have a remarkable story to tell about
gives an
paper
This
economic, industrial, cultural and architectu ral evolution.
of
chronicle
historical
year
2000
a
insight into an ambitious project to construct
The
Europe.
Northern
in
Revolution
Industrial
the
of
Glasgow - the city at the heart
of papermultimedia document which holds the chronicle draws from a huge range
disparate
many
in
experts
from
ns
contributio
together
pulls
and
resources
based
in the telling
fields . A significant characteristic of the chronicle is the use of "place"
of artistic
merging
ated
of the story. This has been achieved by sophistic
hy.
photograp
aerial
impressions, digital terrain modelling and

Backgrou nd
The city of Glasgow is located on the
river Clyde in the industrial south-west
of Scotland - a country which, after a

1999] [ABACUS , 2000] when Geoffrey
Jarvis brought his ambitious idea to the
Group . A small maquette of the proposed
project was produced and used to win

An artist was commissioned to produce
a series of water-co lour aerial
perspective views of the Clyde Valley,
all from the same eye-point, onto which

period of 300 years , has recently reestablished its own government. The
city flourished, industrially and culturally
at the height of the Industrial Revolution,

funding from the Scottish Cultural
Resource Access Network(SCRAN), the
Lord Provost's Millennium Fund and the

the evolving village/town/city form could
be superimp osed . The artist was
provided with a computer-generated 3-

Trades and Merchan ts Houses of
Glasgow. SCRAN is a unique initiative
which aims to capture digitally, the main

D wireline topographical model of the area
as seen from the chosen view-point and
with a series of early maps of the city;

cultural assets within the nation of
Scotland ; and to scholars world wide
[www.scr an .ac .uk] .

his task was then to interpret how the
city would have looked from above as it
grew and developed. For the most recent

Structure of the Documen t
The central issue in the design of the
CD-ROM - to be named "Glasgow 2000

period of the city's development, actual
aerial photographs were "draped " over
the computer generated topography. By
manipula ting a cross-wir e cursor, it

: the Story of the City" - was to give a
distinctive sense of "place" and to link all
of the information regarding the city's
history to specific geographical locations.

would be possible for the user, in a closeup window, to visit the sites of
significance - from the early battles or
archaeolo gical sites of yesteryea r to

when it was known as the Second City
of the Empire [Oakley, 1976]. Currently,
it is re-inventing itself after the decline of
the heavy industries of ship-building and
steel-making; recent accolades include
European City of Culture, 1990 and UK
City of Architecture and Design, 1999.
ABACUS, the Architecture and Building
Aids Computer Unit, Strathclyd e had
already produced a number of multimedia
documents relating to particular aspects
of Glasgow and other places [ABACUS,
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today's football stadia.
The highest level menu relates to the
histori cal period s in the city 's
development. The menu items are:
Prehistory
Christian
Reformation

(8000BC - 500AD)
(500 - 1560)

(1560 -1707)
(1707 - 1830)
Commerce
(1830 - 1920)
Manufacturing
(1920 - 2000)
ion
Social Revolut
Within each of these time periods, the
user can investigate issues of interest
specified by choices from one or other
of two menus :

Lands cape
The menu items are different depending
on the historical period. For example, in
the pre-his tory period the items are:
ancient sites, canoes , incidents , fords ,

of the ruins of canoes used
Figure 1 shows how the user can identify the location
produces a close-up
window
top/left
the
in
cursor
the
Moving
in pre-historic times.
ape" or "conce pts" menus
in the top/righ t window and choices from the "landsc
screen.
the
brings up text/images in the bottom/right section of

Romans . For the manufacturing period
the items are: country mansions, city
views , distilleries, docks, engine works,
landma rks, potteri es , public parks ,
railway stations, shipyards .

Conce pts
The menu items are broadly similar for
most historical periods and include items
such as: people, land owners, the Clyde,
govern ment, wealth , work , taxes,
technic al advanc es, housing /buildin g,
food/a gricult ure, beliefs , service s ,
communication, education and social/
cultural life.
The content of the CD-ROM has been
gleaned from a large range of published
sources and knowledgeable individuals.
It comprises over 230 images and over
140,000 words of text. It also features
5 video clips and 35 sound clips - the
outcom e of unique resear ch in the
musicology of the region .
Work on the development of the CD-ROM
is now complete . 2500 copies have been
produc ed and will be distribu ted to

the Reformation period. The
In Figure 2, the user has asked for landmarks from
commissioned from an artist
were
s
window
s
graphic
perspective drawings in both

schools and academic institutions locally.
It is anticipated that it will become the
focus of much teaching material and a
stimulu s for further research into the
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history of the city. It would please the
authors of the CD and this paper if the
existence of Glasgow 2000 promoted
comparisons between the evolution of
the European City of Glasgow and the
great cities of Iberia-America.
Bibliography
Oakley, C. The Second City. Blackie ,
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ABACUS . Virtual Open Doors : A Virtual Tour of Glasgow Architecture ,
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 1999
ABACUS. New Lanark : The Social
Legacy of Robert Owen , University of
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In Figure 3, the six railway stations are highlighted on a stunning 1861 engraving of
the city. Note the huge number of sailing and steam ships on the river. The bottom/
right window gives a 1852 map of the city.
Figure 4 is an aerial view of the modern city draped over the artists impression of the
landscape . The user has asked for the 12 higher education institutions to be identified
and has highlighted , with the cursor, the University of Strathclyde.
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Educa tion for the Virtua l Age
PETRIC, Jelena; MAVER, Tom
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK
http://www.strath.ac.uk/Departments/Architecture

This paper suggests that the theoretic framewor k devised in the late 1960s to help structure
the IT curriculum in Schools of Architecture has served the community of teachers and
students well but must be re-visited to take proper account of the recent and rapid
developments in Virtual Reality and Real Virtuality. The paper offers definitions which
differentiate these terms and suggests that the emerging technologies will have a major
impact on the issues of sustainability, user participation and creativity. It ends with an
appeal for the discussion of the theoretica l and philosophical ideas raised by virtuality,
and the development of the skills to test them, to be put at the heart of the architectural
agenda and curriculum .
Keywords: virtual reality, real virtuality, design theory, architectural curriculum
Backgro und
The first serious discussion of _the deploymen t of
information technology in an architectural education
framework can be detected in the earliest meetings
of the Design Methods Group in the USA and the
Design Research Society in the UK. Both groups one concerned with researching the complex human
activity of design, the other with formalising and
codifying the method - affected the commitment and
interest of a range of people from a variety of
disciplines who appeared to share the view that the
design of the built environme nt was much too
important an issue - economica lly, socially,
environme ntally and culturally - to be left to the
unjustified , if not willful , actions of the architectural
profession of the time. The time , of course, was the
mid/late sixties and the notion was that people
deserved to be offered an explanation of the decisions
which impacted upon their everyday life and , even , a
role in the decision-making process .
A few of the academics who made signal
contributions to the emerging subject area continue
to make outstanding contributions today, most notably
Nik Negropont e (who dedicated his book, The
Architectur e Machine, to the first computer which
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would appreciate the gesture) and Bill Mitchell
(currently the most important and prolific author in the
field). But there were many more, driven not only to
devise a theoretical context in which their work could
be judged but also to build , using the most primitive
technologies, simple - but none-the-less elegant prototypes of potentially useful computer-b ased
applications (Maver, 1970).
It can be fairly claimed that the most significant
advances in our understanding of the complex human
activity of design came about through these early, if
vain, attempts to emulate the design activity
electronica lly - echoing a parallel advance in the
understanding of human intelligence through vain
attempts to create artificial intelligence.
In a number of Schools of Architectur e, the
theoretic framework devised those 30 years ago has
served well as a means of structuring IT teaching and
learning. Regrettably however, in the authors' view,
the imperative to generate glossy presentation images
has squeezed out the use of the computer in the
formative conceptual design-making phases in the
design process when the all-important relationship
between form and function is critical.
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The emergence of ubiquitous multimedia
technologies and affordable virtual environment
capabilities suggests that we re-visit some of the
theoretical and methodological precepts underpinning
our field of study as a prelude to reshaping , over the
next decade, the way we teach and learn how to
design.
Hopefully, this paper makes at least a modest
contribution to that process .

Some definitions
Our dictionary offers the following definitions:
Real: that which is real and not imaginary; having
verifiable existence; occurring in fact or actuality.
Virtual:having efficacy without being material ;
existing in essence or effect but not in actual fact;
a product of the imagination .
Definitions proposed for the purpose of this paper are :
Virtual Reality: Electronic simulation of the form and/
or function of a real building which previously
existed , currently exists or is intended to exist in
the future.
Real Virtuality: Electronic manifestation of an
environment which will never be realised, whether
in the form of a building or not.
These two subjects are discussed in the following
sections of the paper.

Virtual Reality

Go to contents 07
real impression of being "in" the building and make
obvious to the designer those aspects of form and
finishes which work well and those which don't.
The immediacy and verisimilitude of the
experience
means that the
client/user
representative(s) can "accompany" the designer
through the building and contribute effectively to the
design decision-making process.
VR is also, if independently, making a major
contribution to the understanding of how buildings
function (Maver, 2000). The ability to simulate, and
display dynamically, environmental external wind flow
around the building , sunlight penetration into the
interior spaces , natural and artificial illuminance, air
flow, etc- is leading to highly innovative, high comfort,
low energy solutions . Dynamic simulation of the
movement of people within a building offers greater
efficiency in lift design and control and greater safety
in the event of the building having to be evacuated.
The limiting constraints, currently, are:
i. the fact that the software for appraising the form
of the building is typically disjoint from the range
of software applications for appraising function.
ii. the non-natural modes (mouse/keystroke or
joystick) of navigating in the virtual world.
iii. the requirement , when design change is desired ,
to have to go back to a conventional CAD package
interface rather than interact, dynamically, with the
virtual world.

Anticipated Developments

Current state-of-the art
There is much evidence that virtual reality
technologies are contributing powerfully to the
evolution of design concepts through interactive
appraisal of both form and function .
A companion paper at this Conference Educating the Virtual Architect - describes in detail
how effectively the emerging range of VR tools - event
managers, touch sensors , proximity sensors, time
sensors , sound , in-line objects etc- especially if
deployed in a high quality immersive and interactive
VR environment, can provide a very immediate and

There seems little doubt that the pace of development
in the field of VR will continue to accelerate, fuelled
primarily by the computer games industry. The
developments which are specific to the built
environment will include the following .

The integration of VR software for form and
function
Rapid progress is being made by specialist developers
such as Integrated Environmental Solutions
(www.ies4d .corn), within a conventional CAD
environment, to bring a raft of appraisal simulations
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into conjunc tion with modellin g and visualis ation
software packages. The next step is to realise this
integration within an immersive VR environment so
that the designer/client, when moving through the
virtual building , can point to a thermometer on the
wall to check the air temperature , point to a window
to see the ingress of sunlight throughout any time of
the day or the year, point to the fuel meter to anticipate
the annual fuel bill, or visualise the dynamic airflow
all around . In short , "experie nce" the function al
characteristics of the building as well as its form .

Navigation
The bio-mechanical complexity of human movement
is considerable and it seems unlikely that any general
purpose motion platform will appear in the near future.
It is worth mentioning , however, that in the special
case of wheelcha ir users, a sophisticated wheelchair
motion platform has been developed which allows the
user to navigat e within a wholly immers ive VR
environment but also provides, via a brake and electric
motor, force feed back when negotiat ing inclines
(Maver, 2001 ).

Design Interaction
The idea of deploying complex haptic devices to
allow those within the virtual world to "move" windows ,
doors and walls is feasible but probably impractical
and un-intuitive. The likely scenario is to arrange for
the designer, while within the virtual world, to have
access , virtually , to her/his worksta tion and CAD
package and, thereby, effect design changes to the
environment in real time .

Real Virtua lity
The ideas behind Real Virtuality, as it impacts upon
architecture can be discussed under two headings :
virtual buildings and the architecture of the abstract.

appears to be a wish on the part of the users of such
networks to retain the paradigm of the building as an
interface metaphor. There is, then, a need to educate
architects to design (and implement without the need
for a building contractor) virtual buildings, some of
which may be virtual extensions to real buildings.
Within these virtual building s the normal
constraints of the physical world can be suspended
and the rich functionality of virtual reality deployed to
advantage of the building "inhabitants".
It is, moreover, possible to design with the sole
purpose of creating a virtual architectural experience
as a manifestation of the utopian dream.
"The architec ture of cybersp ace will succeed
where modern architec ture failed. Utopian
architectural imagination is no longer limited by
physica l reality Its only limitation is the speed of
rendering engines. The dream of transforming
people through the experience of space can finally
become a reality" (Manovich, 1995)

Archit ecture of the Abstra ct
Perhaps the most challenging task in education will
be to prepare gradua tes to give some visual
manifes tation to what is wholly abstrac t - "an
architecture without doors and hallways , where the
next room is always where I need it to be. Liquid
architecture makes liquid cities, cities that change at
the shift of a value, where visitors with differen t
backgr ounds see differen t landma rks, where
neighbourhoods vary with ideas held in common , and
evolve as the ideas mature or dissolve " (Novak, 1992).

Impac t on the Curric ulum
It is suggest ed that the develop ments discuss ed
above will have impacts on the process of teaching
and learning in three main areas : sustainability, user
participation and creativity.

Virtual buildin gs

Sustai nabilit y

Electronic networking is making it possible to carry
out many of the functions hitherto located in physical
buildings - such as libraries , banks, museums and
stock exchanges - in virtual environments . There

The meaningful integration of visual simulations of
both formal and functional characteristics of building
performance within an immersive VR environment
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offers the potential to address, from the early stages
of concept ual design , the complex issue of
sustainability in buildings .

User particip ation
A realistic experience of "visiting" the building while it
is still on the drawing board is crucial to the effective
participation of client and user representatives ; the
small amount of evidence currently available suggests
that this level of participation will be invaluable in
securing a building which is fit for purpose .

Creativ ity
Innovative use of emerging information technologies
has, over the last thirty years, been student-led and
never more so than right now. The imaginative use
of VR and RV by those students who have access to
it is quite extraordinary and will set new ambitions in
creative design practice.
There are those who argue that the use of
compute rs in architec ture educatio n is now so
ubiquitous that we no longer need a class, or classes,
devoted to it: we don't have a class in Pencil Aided
Design (PAD) , so why have it in Compute r Aided
Design (CAD)? The authors disagree . Just as the
early experiments in CAD in the late 1960s brought
forward advance s in design theory which in turn
provided the teaching and learning framework for the
following three decades , so the current experiments
in the use of VR and RV will require a philosophy
linking reality with virtuality which in turn will provide
a teaching and learning framework for, at least, the
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next decade.
The discuss ion of these theoreti cal and
philosophical issues, together with development of the
skills to test them, must be at the very centre of the
architectural agenda and curriculum .
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year history of our subject area, as NOW,
There never has been such an exciting moment in time in the extraordinary 30
stage .
centre
taking
are
virtuality
of
issues
when the philosophical theoretical and practical

The Past

There have, of course, been other defining moments during these exciting 30 years:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the first
the first
the first
the first
the first
the first
the first
the first
the first
the first

algorithms for generating building layouts (circa 1965).
use of Computer graphics for building appraisal (circa 1966).
integrated package for building performance appraisal (circa 1972).
computer generated perspective drawings (circa 1973).
robust drafting systems (circa 1975).
dynamic energy models (circa 1982).
photorealistic colour imaging (circa 1986).
animations (circa 1988)
multimedia systems (circa 1995), and
convincing demonstrations of virtual reality (circa 1996).

ICT applications to building design, it has
Whereas the CAAD community has been hugely inventive in the development of
nts to the quality of the built environment
developme
those
of
contribution
the
evaluate
to
been woefully remiss in its attempts
can only conjecture regarding the real
one
,
evidence
or to the efficiency of the design process. In the absence of any real
headings:
following
the
under
suggested,
is
benefits which fall, it
qualities of the interiors and exteriors
• Verisimilitude : The extraordinary quality of still and animated images of the formal
to practitioners and their clients that
comfort
great
give
surely
must
ods
of individual buildings and of whole neighborho
is what you get.
what is intended, formally, is what will be delivered, i.e . WYSIWYG - what you see
behaviour of buildings in response to
• Sustainability: The power of «first-principle» models of the dynamic energetic
and dramatical ly to reduce the
dollars
of
millions
save
to
potential
the
has
conditions
seasonal
and
changing diurnal
.
buildings
managed
and
designed
damaging environmental pollution created by badly
support systems which operate,
• Productivity: CAD is now a multi-billion dollar business which offers design decision
effectively, across continents, time-zones, professions and companies.
- is changing the way in which we can
• Communication: Multi-media technology - cheap to deliver but high in value
past and virtual future!
virtual
;
future
the
anticipate
and
envisage
and,
past
the
understand
and
explain

Macromyopia

..."the future will be just like the past, only
The late John Lansdown offered the view, in his wonderfully prophetic way, that
more so ... "
So what can we expect the extraordinary trajectory of our subject area to be?
the phenomen on of macromyopia : the
To have any chance of being accurate we have to have an understan ding of
impact of new technologies (particularly
short-term
immediate
the
phenomenon exhibitted by society of greatly exaggerating
sustained long-term impacts - socially,
their
ating
underestim
seriously
,
importantly
more
but,
s)
technologie
the information
application of information technologies
future
the
the
regarding
predictions
economically and intellectually . Examples of flawed
include:
system, backed by the argument
• The British Government in 1880 declined to support the idea of a national telephonic
messages.
with
run
to
countryside
the
in
boys
small
sufficient
were
that there
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or exaggerating but I believe , one day, there will be
• Alexander Bell was modest enough to say that: «I am not boasting
.
city»
n
a telephone in every America
for about 5 computers».
• Tom Watson , in 1943 said: «I think there is a world market
any individuals to have a computer in their home».
• In 1977, Ken Olssop of Digital said : «There is no reason for

The Future
capacity to discover amplifiers of the modest human
Just as the ascent of woman/man-kind can be attributed to her/his
amplifier - that of the intellect. The more we know the
t
importan
most
our
exploit
to
best
how
capability , so we shall discover
the more we understand the more we can appraise ;
nd;
understa
we
more we can figure ; the more we can figure the more
can decide the more we can act; the more we can act the
the more we can appraise the more we can decide; the more we
chance that we can leave for future generati ons a truly
the
better
the
shape,
more we can shape; and the more we can
eficial, environmentally friendly and culturally significact
sustainable built environment which is fit-for-purpose, cost-ben
hip between real and virtual worlds and how to move
Central to this aspiration will be our understanding of the relations
the virtual world , environments which may be real or
within
from
,
design
to
able
be
to
need
We
them.
effortlessly between
virtual.
may remain virtual or, perhaps, be part real and part
and challenging as the first 30 years .
What is certain is that the next 30 years will be every bit as exciting
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The issue of user participation in the processes of building and urban design is
enjoying renewed attention following its relative neglect over the last 20 years due,
in large measure, to significant advances in emerging information technologies,
particularly multimedia, virtual reality and internet technologies.

This paper re-established the theoretical framework for participatory design
evolved in the late sixties and early seventies as part of the movement towards a
more explicit design methodology and attempts an explanation of why the concept
failed to gain commitment from the architectural and urban design professionals.
The paper then gives an account of two significant developments in the evolution of
the application of information technologies with which the authors have been
engaged These are:
i.

ii.

a responsive and interactive interface to wholly immersive and realistic
virtual reality representations ofproposed buildings and urban
neighbourhoods.
an intuitive and platform-independent VR modelling environment allowing
collaborative evolution of the scheme from within the virtual world

The impact of these IT developments is demonstrated in the context of the design of
a leisure facility for a community ofusers with physical impairment.

Keywords:

user, design, participation, VR, CAAD

Design Decision Making
Architectural design is a multi-faceted occupation which requires, for its successful performance, a
mixture of intuition, craft skills and detailed knowledge of a wide range of practical and theoretical
matters. It is a cyclical process in which groups of people work towards a somewhat ill-defined goal in a
series of successive approximation s. There is no 'correct' method of designing and, although it is
recognised that the process can be divided into separate phases, there is no generally accepted sequence of
work that might guide design teams in the direction of achieving a satisfactory solution. Indeed, there are
no solutions to design problems in the way that there are solutions to mathematical problems: the best
that can be hoped for is an outcome which satisfies the maximum number of constraints which bound the
area of concern. Furthermore, design is not an algorithmic process in which the desired conclusion can be
reached by the application of step-by-step procedures - first finalising this aspect, then that. It is a fluid,
holistic process wherein at any stage all the major parts have to be manipulated at once. In this sense, it is
less like solving a logical puzzle and more like riding a bicycle, blindfold, whi lst juggling.
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Despite the complexity of the design decision-making process the emerging new generation of computerbased models is already having an impact on how design is performed and, hence, on the quality of
design. The impact stems from the fact that the new models, as opposed to paper-based plans and
elevations or other conventional forms, are predictive rather than descriptive; dynamic rather than static;
of
explicit rather than implicit and, above all, permit a more-or-less continuous and interactive assessment
.
performance
and
cost
on
design
developing
a
of
the effects
be
Evidence is growing of the advantages offered by the application of computers in design, and these can
summarised as follows:
Widening the Search for Solutions

Access to programs which dynamically predict the cost and performanc es characterist ics of optional
only is
design proposals can increase the scope of search for good solutions by as much as ten-fold. Not
compare
to
able
are
designers
because
directed
purposefully
more
also
is
it
extended,
the search coverage
the quality of any one tentative solution against the quality of all previous solutions.
Greater Integration in Decision-Making

the
In conventional working, a great deal of design time is lost as proposals are passed to and fro between
tend
(who
team
design
the
of
members
specialist
other
the
and
originator)
the
be
to
tends
(who
architect
is
to the "checkers"). Quite frequently the scheme on which the architect has lavished time and effort
techniques
appraisal
appropriate
to
access
With
infeasible.
be
to
found by one or other of the specialists
from
embodied in computer programs, it is possible to check a proposal against a wide range of criteria
the outset of the design activity. Moreover, it is entirely practical (though not yet a widespread working
model
method) for all members of the design team to have access to, and operate on, the common design
in
force
integrating
strong
a
provide
can
then,
models,
The
office.
design
a
whether or not they share
working.
team
design
Improving Design Insights

in a
Apart from the use of appraisal programs to search for better designs, the programs can be used
decisions
design
particular
which
in
way
the
into
insights
provide
to
research and developmen t context
affect cost and performanc e. Typically, a designer working in this mode would select an existing
building for study, then, keeping all other design variables constant (insofar as this is possible),
In this
systematica lly vary one factor while recording the cost/perform ance output from the program.
into
insights
powerful
provide
which
s
relationship
causal
of
sets
establish
can
architect
the
manner,
structure of design decision-making.
Differentiation of Objective and Subjective Judgements

focuses
Contrary to the early fears of many architectura l practitioner s, the use of CAAD techniques
increased attention on subjective value judgements rather than less. As measurable attributes of optional
design
designs are made more explicit, the necessary value judgements are forced to the surface of
designers
to
clear
it
make
to
is
this
of
effect
The
explicit.
more
activity and thereby, themselves become
and
and their clients, which judgements are based on quantifiable criteria and which on subjective
intuitive concepts.
Evidence of the degree to which computer-generated cost/performance information promotes effective
value judgement, throws into sharp focus the crucial question: whose value judgement? This question
was, for the first time, seriously addressed in the Design Participation Conference in Manchester in 1971
(I). At that time, however, the human-mac hine interface was too primitive for the concept of useful
give
participation by the users of buildings to be achieved. The new technologie s of VR and Multimedia
real prospects for participation.
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Virtual Reality
worlds has provide d the designe r and user
The present use of 3D simulat ions or more effectiv e virtual
of informa tion traditio nally obtaine d only
particip ants with new media capable of storing several levels
ming.
e-consu
resourc
and
with the help of multiple media, usually more time
issues, geomet ric design, materia l
g
plannin
about
ation
inform
Virtual models in particu lar can store
of represe ntation provide s the designe r with
choices or even furniture and lighting conditi ons. This level
and facilitate the researc h of potenti ally
ment
all the necessa ry tools to represe nt an architec tural environ
good design solutions.
has not only enabled the designe r to store more
The use of Virtual Reality (YR) within the design process
to check the design solutio ns more efficien tly
informa tion than with the use of the traditio nal media and
ng:
providi
ion
but furthermore it has enhanc ed the level of simulat
ment.
Immersion: Users are comple tely surroun ded by the environ
y the sensati on of being in the
actuall
has
ant
Presen ce: Being surroun ded the particip
on its own and its percept ion is
place
a
then
s
become
nment
Enviro
environ ment. The Virtual
similar to real environments.
d by YR: the environ ment allows
Interactivity: This is surely the most importa ntfeatu re provide
by the particip ant is visualiz ed
done
actions
the
of
result
the
and
d
the particip ant to be involve
in the VE.
in views preset by others but have
Autono my: Particip ants are neither constra ined in paths nor
ment.
environ
the
of
part
single
any
the freedom and autonom y to explore
the same VE.
in
interact
to
and
part
take
to
able
are
users
e
Collaboration: Multipl
nal percept ion to give the experie nce of worlds
The use of YR can also broaden the bounda ries of traditio
to safely simulat e danger ous or expens ive
freedom
the
give
to
and
not necessa rily real or materia l
can simulat e someth ing comple tely differen t
conditi on for training purpose s. In fact some applica tions
the visualis ation of the ebb and flow of the
as
from anythin g we have ever directly experie nced such
te databas e. Other applica tions provide
corpora
large
a
of
ation
world's financi al market s or the inform
e or too expens ive in the real world, like
ways of viewin g from an advanta geous perspec tive not possibl
systems.
scientific simulators, tele-pre sence system s and air traffic control
tion of YR within the design profess ions
The speed at which technol ogy is evolvin g is making the applica
evaluat e how time consum ing the traditional
a feasible approach. AEC compan ies have already started to
used to show designs solutio ns to their
are
oughs
presentation path can be where animati ons or walkthr
ng tools more than design tools. Any
renderi
as
used
are
s
system
clients. In fact traditional CAD/C AAD
of having to step back to the CAD/C AAD
change on design solutions is subject to the inevitable delay
lly visualized. This approac h is
eventua
system s and then the result must be rendere d again to be
costly. The conseq uence of these
re
therefo
and
ing
consum
obviously not only inconvenient but time
started to investig ate how YR can
already
have
ies
compan
cturing
manufa
and
issues is that some design
be used within the design process.

The JCAD- VR Prototype
Univers ity of Strathclyde, the ABAC US
In the Departm ent of Archite cture and Buildin g Science at the
system known as JCAD- VR (2).
group has been building a prototy pe design decision support
d is to anticip ate the use of YR within the
The idea upon which the JCAD- VR framew ork is founde
The system in fact allows the creatio n of
creatio n phase thus taking full advanta ge of YR technol ogy.
withou t forcing the user to model it with
e
simple virtual environ ments through a user-fri endly interfac
re left to the final stage of the project,
therefo
is
es
packag
traditional CAAD packag es. The use of CAAD
where further refinem ents are needed.
environ ment, thus allowin g the design to
It creates simple parametric 3D-sha pes directly in a co-edit YR
be shared as it evolves.
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Figure 1. Traditional Schema.

Figure 2. JCAD-VR Schema.
To allow constant collaboratio n between several users the entire project is based on client-serve r
tasks.
architecture where every user accesses the virtual world, interacts with the VE and shares design
task
The whole framework is organised in an object-orien ted fashion , where each module fulfils a certain
the
of
core
functioning
initial
an
of
delivery
the
allowed
has
and it is independent ly coded. This approach
future.
near
the
in
expanded
be
will
system , whose capabilities
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VE through two closely connect ed
From the implem entation point of view JCAD-V R handles the
.
modules
several
of
made
each
sections: a 3D engine and a services unit

3D engine unit
aspects of the VE. It includes the code
The 3D engine handles all the informa tion regardin g the visual
to run the 3D-inte rface (interface
necessa ry to create and modify geometr ic entities (geome try core),
core).
core) and to deal with several different output devices (visual
3D objects: both geometr ic primitiv es
The first module of the geomet ry core handles the creation of
etc.). To the architectural entities some
(cones, boxes, spheres etc.) and architectural entities (walls, slabs
external faces or window s and doors
and
internal
on
tion
extra properties were provide d such as: informa
attached to them.
material s to objects and add lights and
The geometr y module will also provide the means for attachin g
module.
e
databas
objects from a library to the virtual world through the
interfac e (GUI): JCAD-V R has been
The interface core does not implem ent a tradition al graphic user
itself. The idea behind it is that
world
virtual
the
provided with a 3D interfac e that is an integral part of
providin g the means for the
VE
in
d
immerse
is
UI
the
toolbars
instead of the tradition al menus and
themsel ves can be moved for the
interaction: 3D menus pop up showing 3D icons and the 3D menus
showing the size of objects or
rulers
of
form
conveni ence of the user. Visual feedback is provide d in the
objects.
the
on
done
be
to
3D icons helping the user in the operations
ing with the visualiz ation devices.
The visual core is the part of the framew ork that allows the interfac
on PCs as well as on SGI
used
be
to
order
in
The client applicat ion has been implem ented
the virtual world only on a
ng
displayi
is
rd
video-ca
whose
PCs
normal
supercomputers. The former are
Onyx2 system running a
SGI
Ram
traditional window at full screen, the latter is a 12-proc essors 6Gb
Centre it can take
Reality
the
running
system
Reality Centre. When JCAD-V R is launche d on the
wide 2 metre
metre
5
a
on
output
visual
its
g
stretchin
power
advanta ge of the increase d computa tional
ic image.
high tassellated screen where 3 projectors create a 160 degree panoram
choice, even if less efficien t in terms
The
Java
in
coded
is
system
entire
the
ty
flexibili
of
sake
the
For
indeed great flexibility, true scalabil ity
of perform ances if compare d with some other languages, offered
use of Java TM program ming languag e
the
er
Moreov
support.
and last but not least fully multi-pl atform
became a natural choice when its 3D suite was released (Java3D TM).
for a range of viewing devices and the
This choice has provided the flexibility necessary to deliver images
be easily adapted to allow use of
internal architec ture of the visual core is such that modules might
.
Displays
different VR devices such as CA VEs or Headmo unted
TM.

Services unit
The services unit handles all the circulation of data within the system.
s network connect ions, it exchang es
It is the backbon e of the intercon nection between users: it manage
of the virtual world through a database
data between users (networ k core) and it keeps track of the state
core).
se
from which it also retrieves objects information (databa
e it is implem ented across two
The service s unit is based on a client/s erver architec ture therefor
and the networ k core allows the
indepen dent package s of the framew ork the client and the server
transmission of data between them.
clients and the network allowin g the
The network core is thus based on a multi-cl ient server, several
the information to be broadcast. The
after
communication. The server is the data-delivering unit that looks
active, and when passive, rely on
when
queries,
and
actions
clients are the users themsel ves who perform
nature of JCAD-V R, inherite d from the
the server for receivin g data update. The intrinsic multipla tform
of machine s across several operatin g
language used, allows the server to transmit data to a broad range
and clients through a TCP/IP
server
between
link
the
systems . The commun ication channel ensures
network.
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simple and autonom ous interfac e that provide s
As an indepen dent part of the framew ork the server has a
primari ly information about the networ k system.
At the present stage the network module supports:
Broadc asting of new geomet ries in the VE
internal databas e and broadca sting of
Notific ation of creatio n of new geomet ries in every user's
their numerical informa tion
VR scene
Broadc asting of modific ations applied on geomet ries in the
databas e
Notification of change s on geomet ries in every user internal
locking mechan ism
ted
distribu
a
through
Checki ng for user priority on the objects
VE
the
in
clients
e
Avatars representing multipl
ard for freehand sketchi ng in 2D.
Interaction between users through a chat system and a whitebo
as the transfe r of voice and video across
It will be soon expand ed to include new functio nalities such
users.

server broadcasts to several clients
Figure 4. The client/server architecture ofJCAD-VR where the
including the Reality Centre
track of the numeri cal parame ters of the
The databa se core include s an interna l databas e, that keeps
and an external databas e through which users
geomet ries created or modifie d within the virtual scene,
, materials, lights etc.
objects
will be able to retrieve more comple x 3D shapes, AEC
core. Not only it keeps track of what it is
k
networ
the
with
coupled
The internal databas e is closely
ntly, it receive s, through the networ k,
happen ing in the user 's virtual world but also, most importa
is created or its geomet ric parame ters
object
new
a
informa tion sent by other users' internal databas es. If
no matter who is doing the action.
user
each
of
e
databas
internal
are changed the system will upgrade the
of external files thus allowin g import
For the conven ience of the user an 1/ 0 module support s loading
from traditional CAAD packages.

Initial Trials
of its simulta neous use at the Technical
The current prototype version of JCAD- VR is staiiing trials
Howev er, an earlier version was piloted with
Univers ity ofEind hoven and the University of Strathclyde.
University of Strathclyde.
a group of students in the BSc (Architectural Studies) at the
was quite demand ing: A Sailing Club for
The brief for the design project associa ted with the worksh op
A real client commu nity agreed to be
the Disable d located on a canal site in Glasgo w City Centre.
(3).
es
outcom
its
involved in the project and in the assessm ent of
ged to use initially a standar d CAAD packag e
Within the overall JCAD- VR system, students were encoura
using VRML . Event manage ment in their
design
the
for initial creation of the geomet ry and then to refine
These include touch sensors,
tivity.
connec
and
sensors
of
user
virtual worlds was done through the
proxim ity sensors, time sensors and anchors.
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Figure 5. Sailing Club for the Disabled at Spier's Wharf, Glasgow.

The design outcomes
to be
The outcome of the experiment - although not statistically measurable - was nonetheless considered
the
made
particular
in
student
year
second
One
community.
remarkable by both the tutors and the client
system.
the
of
most effective use of the full range of functionality
In relation to the site and exterior of the building these were:
Good balance between modelling of 3D geometry and texture mapping to provide a thoroughly
the
convincing, large scale model of the site, which includes existing buildings of importance to
motorway.
intervention as well as the wider urban issues such as the adjacent
to
Ability to approach the site, as would a user, by sailing along the canal or, as a wheel chair user,
open gates and wheel along foot-paths to the building entrance.
Understand ing of the urban site by "flying" nearer or further from the adjacent motorway (along
which cars are speeding) to check the attenuation of noise pollution.
the
In relation to the building itself, the contribution of the student's ability to "visit" his design, during
was
and
solution
design
the
of
quality
the
in
evident
evolution, as would a wheelchair user, was clearly
manifested in a number of subtle but important ways, for example:
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was carefully considere d in
The approach from the canal footpath and the carpark to the front door
terms of slopes and angles.
(includin g signage) were
The door access and view lines of wheel chair users, on entering the facility
complete ly thought through.
was the evident result of:
The elegance of articulation of the building into two zones - wet and dry - the Boolean operation s performe d by the student on the volumes;
the immedia te testing of these in the virtual environment.
to user requirem ents, was
The unparalle led level of detail presented by the student in response
exemplif ied by :
ated louvre
- the transpare ncy of the balustrad es on the ramps and the sophistic
n, from
perceptio
s
designer'
the
of
result
direct
a
glazing
system on the external
Through
ir.
wheelcha
a
in
someone
to
t
importan
is
what
of
t
the user viewpoin
te view
every window in the building the student was able to show the appropria
-

from the building.
The
concern and commitm ent to the real experien ce for a wheelch air user.
a
into
out
wheeled
user
the
and
opened
be
could
canal
the
towards
sliding door
before
water
the
mesh deck in order to get a first-hand experien ce of being "on"
sm
perhaps, two ramps down, actually getting into a canoe, the mechani
illustrated by an elegant animation.
and were impresse d by the
The client communi ty group were presented with the work of the students,
on their website
outcome
the
featuring
are
They
.
addressed
was
brief
the
sensitivity with which
(http://w ww.fcccp .org.uk).
-

Conclusions and future aspirations
design, the quantum jump is
As in the earliest days of the introduct ion of compute rs into architect ural
the conferen ce is, we believe,
made by students. The work reported here, and which will be shown during
a breakthro ugh, we believe, in
the epitome - in the current state of the art - of excellent practice. It makes
ely and offers a real prospect
the evolution of good design ideas, modelled offline but appraised interactiv
for user pariicipation.
ent. The next step which
There is some way to go, of course, to design interactively in a virtual environm
for the thermal, lighting
software
ated
sophistic
and
emerging
we envisage is to link to the 3D model the
, dynamic ally, airflow,
visualise
to
user
the
allow
would
and acoustics propertie s of the building. This
istics of the space as
character
acoustic
actual
the
e
temperat ure gradients , lighting levels and to experienc
she/he moves through it.
to "join" the designer within
The other exciting developm ent is for representatives of the client/use r group
concept. The recent
the virtual environm ent and to participate directly in the evolution of the design
(4) will allow the
ents
environm
virtual
e
developm ent of a wheel-ch air motion platform for immersiv
es, in their own
themselv
navigate
to
Disabled
the
for
Club
future users of buildings like the Sailing
building.
vi1iual
the
wheelcha ir, through
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Virtual Reality, Rapid Prototypin g and Shape
Grabbing
A New Generation of Tools in the Architectura l Design Studio
Jelena Petric, Tom Maver
University of Strathclyde, UK
http://ww1v.abacus.strath.ac

Abstract. Virtual Reality (VR) and to some extent Rapid Prototyping (RP) are established
in the design studios of the more progressive Schools of Architecture; Shape Grabbing
(SG) - i.e. the capture of digital information from a physical 3D model - much less so.
This paper recounts an experiment conducted by a third/fourth year student which
explores one Shape Grabbing technology as a means of closing the VRIRP/SG cycle.
Keywords. Shape grab, laser scan, rapid prototype.
Terminology and technology
Virtual Reality, at its simplest, is the visualization of the 3D form of a building design in a photorealistic way, which is well established in the
design studios of progressive Schools of
Architecture. In the Department of Architecture
and Building Science at the University of
Strathclyde, the VR facility available to students
is quite sophisticated: the Virtual Environment
Laboratory is a "reality room" similar to a 15 seat
theatre with a 5 metre wider/ 2 metre high screen
curved in the horizontal plane to subtend an arc of
160°. The SGI supercomputer which drives it, generates three views of the virtual world which are
"edge-blended" to offer viewers a seamless and
dynamic, immersive experience of the virtual
world. Students have access to the facility and,
increasingly, present their design projects, interactively, to peers and tutors in this immersive
environment. The effective use of this facility in
the context of the design studio has already been
reported in Petric (2001).
Rapid Prototyping technologies have been
deployed in a number of engineering design contexts over the last decade. Students from the

Department of Architecture and Building Science
have access to three alternative RP technologies,
the most relevant of which is known as 3D
Printing operated within Strathclyde University's
Rapid Design and Manufacturing (ROM) Centre.
3D printing works by "drawing" with latex on successive layers of powder in much the same way
as a 2D plotter draws with ink on successive
sheets of paper. On completion of the operation,
the powder which is not bonded by the latex is
blown away to reveal the 3D object. The use of
this technology by Strathclyde students is
described in an earlier paper (Petric, 2003).
Shape Grabbing is a relatively new technology and its potential application in architecture is
as yet untested. Technologies exist to scan, with
an appropriate laser lens, existing buildings. In
this case, a very sophisticated laser scan technology, developed by the National Research Council
of Canada and operated by a commercial company Kestrel 3D, is used to scan, by vertical repetitive "slices", a physical 3D model of maximum
dimensions of one metre cube.
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Concept
The central issue which this paper addresses
is the inter-operability, within the architectural
design process, of these three digital technologies. Can the designer, from any starting point,
move through the VR/RP/SG cycle, as represented in Figure 1?

VR

SG

RP

To test the concept, two design ideas were
selected with two very different starting points.
The first was the student's design for housing in
an urban context modelled in Archicad. The second was a fellow student's cardboard model for a
transport museum, again in an urban context. The
ambition was, starting from these two points of
departure in the design process, to progress
around the cycle in Figure 1 and to compare the
outcomes at each previous and subsequent

ing complex on a site in Edinburgh Old Town. As
a matter of course, he used Archicad to visualize
the scheme on a standard workstation monitor
and in the Virtual Environment Laboratory. Figure
2a shows the visual impact analysis of the proposed scheme in the context of the existing site.
The digital data relating to the scheme was
then passed to the Rapid Design and
Manufacturing (ROM) Centre, a facility which is
co-located to the Architectural Department. The
Centre can accept digital data from a number of
3D modelling packages including Archicad, 3D
Studio, Rhino and FormZ; in each case the data is
converted into the STL (Surface Triangulation
Language) file format, otherwise referred to as
stereolitography file, suitable for rapid prototyping. Within several hours a delicate but accurate
physical scale model of the scheme had been
produced by the 3D printing facility in the ROM
Centre (Figure 2b).
This physical model was then taken to the
company Kestrel 3D. A number of passes through
the laser scanner produced a data file in IGES
(Initial Graphics Exchange Specification) format
which, when viewed, revealed the image in Figure
2c.
Second Experiment
A fellow third year student had produced an
elegant cardboard model in response to a brief for
a transport museum in Glasgow (Figure 3a).

Figure 2a. Photo111011tage of
housing design in Edinburgh

stage.

Experiments
Under the supervision of the authors the 4th
year student undertook two experiments.
First Experiment
In the 3rd year of his BSc (Architectural
Studies) course the student had designed a hous-
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Figure 1. Relationship
between VR, RP, Shape
Grabbing (SG) and the
Design Team (DJ .
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Figure 2b. RP model of
housing

Figure 2c. Image of housing
from Kestrel 3D sca1111i11g

Figure 3a. Cardboard model
of a transport museum.

Figure 3b. Kestrel image of
a 3D scanned cardboa,d
model.

This model was taken to Kestrel 3D and
scanned. Again, a number of passes through the
laser scanner produced data in IGES format
which , when viewed, revealed the image in Figure
3b.
Remaining Experiments
Viewed in IGES format, the laser scans of the
RP model of the housing and the cardboard
model of the transport museum re-produce
images which have high verisimilitude with the
original source of the analogue/digital data.
Regrettably, incompatibilities remain between
the IGES data format and those acceptable to
other facilities; while images from the 3D scan can
be viewed, the data is too "cloudy" to be easily

used for rapid prototyping in an STL environment.
This issue is well addressed in the paper by
Remondino (2003).
Software links are on their way from Kestrel
and the last part of the experimental linkage will
follow.

Conclusion
The experiments establish that:
1. Starting w ith a conventional CAD model
(Figure 2a) a delightful 3D physical scale model
can be produced (Figure 2b); and that such a
physical scale model can be scanned (before or
after design intervention), to reproduce a viewable
digital reconstruction (Figure 2c).
2. Starting with an analogue model (Figure 3a),
the scanning process produces digital data wh ich
can generate VR images (Figure 3b).
Apart from the problem associated with conversion of IGES to STL data formats, care has to
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be taken in two other matters:
i) Data created in a CAD environment using
FormZ, 3D Studio, Archicad or similar may have to
be modified to ensure that no geometrical member is thinner than is appropriate for the structural integrity of the material being used in the RP
process. In the case of the 3D Printer, this threshold is 1mm.
ii) Parts of any RP or hand-crafted model may
be occluded in the scanning process, however
many "passes" across the object are taken (note
the white areas in Figure 2b); this problem may be
obviated by constructing the model in parts which
make it possible for the scanner to "see" internal
volumes.
The concept represented in Figure 1 is, the
authors believe, realizable and will offer architects
a rich set of opportunities within the design
process.
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Digital prototyping in the architectural design studio
Jelena Petric, Tom Maver
University of Strathclyde, UK
abacus@strath.ac. uk, www.abacus.ac. uk

This paper describes the inter-related use of three digital prototyping technologies by undergraduate students
in the Department of Architecture and Building Science at the University of Strathclyde. These are: virtual

reality computer graphics (CG), rapid manufacture (RM) of physical scale models from digital data, and
acquisition of digital data relating to the shape of a physical object by some form of laser scanning (LS). The
paper describes two experiments - one relating to housing, the other to a transport museum - to determine
how seamlessly, accurately and usefully the (student) architect can move from one technology to another in
the course of design.
Computer graphics, rapid manufacture, laser scanning

The technologies

The use of computer graphics (CG) in schools of architecture is now ubiquitous and some are acquiring
advanced virtual reality (VR) facilities which afford a highly realistic simulation of being present within the
virtual building. In the Department of Architecture and Building Science at the University of Strathclyde, the
VR facility available to students is quite sophisticated: the Virtual Environment Laboratory is a "reality
room" similar to a 15 seat theatre with a 5 metre wide by 2 metre high screen The effective use of this
facility in the context of the design studio has already been reported (Petric, 2002) .
The use of rapid manufacturing (RM) technologies in engineering design is well established and their
use in architecture is growing (Ryder, 2002).Students from the Department of Architecture and Building
Science have access to technologies, the a which works by "drawing" with latex on successive layers of
powder in much the same way as a 2D plotter draws with ink on successive sheets of paper. On
completion of the operation, the powder which is not bonded by the latex is blown away to reveal the 3D
object.
A number of technological variants exist to capture digital data from an existing physical object
(sometimes known as "shape grabbing"), most involving some kind of scanning process. For the purposes
of the experiments, the company Kestrel 3D agreed to make its highly sophisticated laser scanner (LS),
The experiments

The intention of the experiment was to determine, within the context of the design studio, how feasible it
would be for the designer to enter the technology cycle illustrated in Figure 1 and with what degree of
verisimilitude (and ease) the design concept could be passed around the cycle. Figure 1 places the
designer or design team (D) at the centre of a triangle of the 3 technologies; computer graphics (CG),
rapid manufacture (RM) and laser scanning (LS); the number 1 and 2 indicate the starting points for
experiment 1 and experiment 2, described below.
The first experiment, using a brief for urban housing in Edinburgh, involved the student creating a CAD
model (in ArchiCAD) for display in the Virtual Environment Lab; Figure 2 shows the visual impact analysis
of the proposed scheme on the urban site.
The digital data from the CAD model was then passed to the 3D Printer After a few hours an accurate,
if delicate, physical scale model was produced by the 3D printer (Figure 3).
The physical scale model was then taken to the premises of Kestrel 3D. With a model this complexity,
the operator must reposition the model on the table and re-scan, a number of times, to ensure that parts of
the geometry are not occluded. The outcome is shown in Figure 4.
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CG

LS
Fig 1. Relationship of designer (D) to the technologies

Fig 2 Computer graphic of housing scheme

Fig 3. Model produced bu rapid manufacture

Fig 4. Computer graphic image of scanned model

In comparing Figures 2, 3 and 4, the visual likeness of the model in its different manifestations is quite
striking, although clearly some geometry has been occluded during scanning.
The second experiment featured a different design brief and had a different starting point. The brief
was for a Museum of Transport and the starting point was a cardboard model of a complex geometry
proposed by the student (Figure 5) which was then laser scanned (Figure 6)
Comparison of Figure 5 with Figure 6 again shows some verisimilitude between the cardboard model
and the image produced by the laser scanning.althoug again geometry has been occluded.

Fig 5. Cardboard model ofTransport Museum

346

Fig 6. Computer graphic of scanned model
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Discussion

The initial intention in both experiments was not only to view, as a computer graphic, the data captured by
the scanning process but to pass the data on to the rapid manufacture facility, thereby completing the
cycle. To date however incompatabilities between the data format produced by the scanner (IGES) and
that acceptable to the 3D printer (STL) are significant and work is on-going to solve this problem .
The other problem is occluded geometry; this may be obviated by constructing the geometry in parts to
reveal interior spaces
Despite these difficulties, the concept represented in Figure 1 is, the authors believe, realizable and will
offer architects a rich set of opportunities within the design process.
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The Impact of Information Technology in
Architecture Design
Tom 1\farer

The ,\facl..intosh School ofArchitecture
Glasgow School ofArt
Scotland. United Kingdom

The Design Resem:h Society (DRS) in the Coited Kingdom and the
tksign :\fethods Group (D\.fG) in the C'nited States caIIK into existence
intellectual endeavor
around the same rime in the 1960s. For the firsc
was focused on the complex human acti,·i1y of design dedsion making.
John Christopher Jone,s estabhshed at 1',fancbsc"ster Univen.ir:y a master's
course in de.-ign and pubJi~hed the influential book Design .\ferhods (Jone-s
1970}. He later becan,e the first professor ofdc-s.ign in the inoo,·ativ~Oper1
L"niversity in the t:nited Kingdom.
Rittell in Germany. and Jones. along with Bruce Archer. Sydney Greg-

tune.

ory. and ot.heni in the Cnited Kingdom. began (O de,·elop wllat Herbert
Sd,mces ofrite ,tnificial. called --a science of
Simon. in his 1968 book

n,e

design. a body of intelleciually tough, analytic. pa.rtly formalizable. partly
empirical. teachable doctrine ab0ut the 4esign process- (Sjmon i 968).
The notion that all academic thought fay along an axis from th~. lences
to the humanities was challenged. instead. it was suggested by Archer
( 1976) that a(.'ademic thought t.--ould be plotted .as a triangl.e ·with l11m11:milies. science. and design at hs apexes ( Figare 1). For science. the prime
language is malhe-matks, and for humanities. ii is 11awral language: the
language of design. it was proposed. is modeling.
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defect." costs the l ' nited Kingdom upward of £1..000 milhon .p,:r nr111u111
(excluding normal maintenance): .about 50percentofthes edet;.x,~. 11 ,,
judged. c;uld ha\·e been obviated by better dt?Sigp. In a high propt)n1,,111•f
post-war buildings. energy consumption was profligate: UK D... partm ut
ofEn<!rgy figures suggested a. potential ~ving of up to 50 pe~eot lhrcYu,.•li
better design of new buildings and an addition:i..l 25 percent thn 1ugli :af>
propriate design inter•.ention in the existing stock of buildings.
In 1%7. Professor Tom Markus set up. io the Department of :\rd11tecture and 8ui1din!o?; Science at the liniYen;icv ofStratbdvdc. o mull,
disciplinary research team-the Building Pe~fonnance R~"t.--ard1 l 'ml
(BPRU)--lo develop toots fur the appraisal of buildings iu u~ . Th~...c
tools.. and their use. for ·-p,...,st occupancy appraisal.. (POA). wer.: d1.--.cnhi:-,l
in the seminal book Building Perfonnance (Markus 1971).
\\rule the \'alue of POA was recognized. a bolder notion coll:''!!~~,
could the de$i2n metho<lolo!.!ies from the DRS and the DMG he dcplo ~-d
durin2.1he co~se of the de;iim activit\' to achie,·e an outcome 1h:11
more fir for purpose. more c~t-eftecti~·e. an<! more suscainabk"?
Although building design has much in common with producl
thc!"e is a significant difference. Jn product design. the m11dn< op, •r,.m,lt
is to construct. a!:d progres.sively refine. a pbyskal prvto{\-;tc rrit•r h• lltt·
production run-a methodology impractical in large capital item, ..u~h .t,
buildings. What was needed.. then, was a nc,\ paradigm: " hat Wl' would
today call a tirwa! prototyp.:.
In the vanguaniofdfor htO achieve such a paradi!,--m wa., th~ Ar, It,,,•~
nm.• Machine Group (and subsequently the highly int'lucmial \.k"j_fi.1 I . hl
at Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology 4Mn I and th,: :\r..:hihxtm,; 011.l
Building Aids Comruter Unit. Srrathd~dc IAB:\Cl.' , I in the l 'IIIH'""'
of Strathclydt'. Nicholas Negropontc·s book 171t' .4n.fli1,,·111n· M i h. '11111
4]\egropoole )970) was in,-pirational: h..: dl!di\'.atcJ 1he '"'-"k1J.. ..fo lltl·
first machine that .:an apprC\':iale the gc.lun.'.":· In Im.• ~m•: ~c-,ar. M,tH·r.
Director of the ABACUS. a r.:scarch group th,11 ha'-1 grol\ 11 tltll 111 1h,·
BPRl ·. publislk-d ,-I Tht•'1ry <>fAn:hitL>cWml T>,.-sig,, ill U/ri, h lht R,,f, ,,f
tlw ( im,ptllt'r is fd,m1f/ie,/(Mavcr 1970).
Tm· ,·irtt,ctl (lnJltl~l71<' paradigm propo~"XI by AUACl IS w;,.., ..::tpl11fe\l
in a ,implc dia~r:im ffi~un• ~). lkn·.
dl..,,g~r prt~\"l"' ~ dc .. 1.in
-.ohrhon . 11rz,ruprmll· 1'tlfnput'--r-!l.;L.;.:J J11<Kldm!( ,ollwull' p!l'thl1,thl• n1,1

Tlit' ArJ:llmflll to Elr"·att' DnigD as a Disclpllat" Equal ~ ttae Sdncn
lUld die H• 111uities
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Around the same time--the mid- I 96{)s-interest was 2rowin2: in the
idc-a of what is. now kni)W as '"post occupancy appraisal"" (POA t buildings. The building boom in th~ United Kingdom after th~ Second World
War had pt-:."\Ju<::ed • ome- disastrous outcomes. and there \\ ere clearh
lessons to be learnt by studying the perfonnauce ( or rather the Jack ~f
performancel of existing buildings.
The building industr)·. at I:! percent of gross dome-stic product. was
~onhem Europe·s second largest singk industry employing (directly
or indirectly) one in rwelw of the working population. Yet. despite its
scak and importance in the na£ional and regional ecLmomy. the building
industry was underdewfoped and disaggregated. In the C nited Kingdom.
for instance. only 6 percent oi contacting firms employed seven or more.:!
people~ 50 percent of architectural practices employed two or fe\\:er
professionals. The research and develop~nt budgetofthe indusby W:lS.
and remain:;. a meagcr half of one perc~t ofrumover. The professional
education prm;sion was highly .fragmented and continuing prnfl....,~io11;1I
development opportunities "ere \ 'et} limited. (h-i:r,111. chi: lahor le,.\'\.·
was poorly qualified.
This had a s'-'fiou,; con-..cqucncl.! for the ttualily of Ilic huill cm- m11ml<"1,.
Coni.'-'":11n·l· l.._l11n~1'-·" ,u~<",c ~11~ that l'\.'m,-dml 1ri:•11cm~Ol ul hmltllll.k'
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The Impact of laformatioo Ted1nofogy in Artbitedure ~ n
F"agure2
A Diagram RepttK11tiU: tht \'lrnlal Prototype Paradigm
Pniposed by ABAct·s

It became possible to demonstrat e that the simplistic calculati,,n , 111
currrnc\' at that time were. at best. woetully inaccurare and al ,,nr-.t
positiveiy misleading. Figure 3 compares the outcome of calculatioo,
made of the energy consumptio n in a standard building by the simph,11~·
hand calculations at that time approved by the Royal Institute ofHnu,h
Architects (the -broken'" lines) \\;th those calcularioo s using
~oph"''
cated computer-b ased model developed by ABACt:S (Clarke and Ma\ c1
199 I ). Because the- simplistic c:i.lcularioa was uruible to lake accowit ol dk.·
,·ar..-ine solar gain throu!!hout the vear. it suggc!'Sts an optimum Sll!u1iot1
of ;e~ glazing: or. in th~ bands of a more intelligent user. a ma,imut11
con:;umption of energy at 60 percent glazing.
The sophistica t~ computer-b ased model, based on the ne-w gc:n~m11,m
of enern,• models. deals in first principles with thermo fluids and thc-nno•
d)namk flux. shows exactly the opposire--minin111m ene1gy consum1 lit 1n
at 60 percent glazing.

me

figarc3
Cemparnoa of the Rt1ulrs from a Slmplisri(. Hand. Cakulanon (Brol... n I ln~I
..-itb Tbo$e frvm a -first Priadpks- Computer-& sed :O.lodd (f• ll 1.int',)

using paper tape or punch~ cards. Therefore. any prototype building had

to be ··d~ribed " in terms of the :r and y coordinates of evay geometric
vertex (for plan layoutS) or x. y. and :z coordinate s (for 3D forms); explicit instruction s (in a language called FORTRA" -1-short for Fonnula
Translation ) specified which coordinates were join~ by lines. whl<:h lines
formed plann, and which planes made up ,·olumQ: there was neither
graphical input nor output
·onetheless . against the odds, by 1970 , papers were being published
that described the process of appraising a simple bll'ilding in terms of il5
cost (capita! cost. recurring life-cycle ct1st) and j15 ~'ffom1anc-e tdaytighr
le\'els, energy consumptio n. plant size. etc.). By 1973, the emergence
of pen-plotter s. combined with innm·atiYe algorimms, made it possible
to prodnce dra"ll plans and 30 1-v.·ire-lioe-, perspective s: atforoable
graphic-a[ input devic~ were also becoming available. Chemight. the
an::hitectural profes.sion --highly suspicious of the Jdea that computer.could ha \·e anything less than a ck eterious influence on desi g:n quality--rmbrdced the technology as a means of automating p:-oduction dr.m ing:.:
the tmphasis for the next five or six , •ears, s.hi!kd l SOl11l' would f\.~f\.11
from better pmdrtct lo more dfo:ienl pnxl1t<'licm .
~
Tl'h.: l9XO:- an,1 l'>'>l~ S.U\\ lhc cvohuion ofirn:r~J,1111,tl~· "'1ph,~1i.:.iktl
111,..,kh ol th..• ~•,wr).!, ht.4..1\ wr Ill t-oulld111~, C( l.111.~ and Min er I ~1>1 •

..,
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millions of etiros (Mc-Elroy et aJ. 1997).
The success of ad·ranc«t computer-based modeJs of the complex energy behavior of buildings sp1ure<l the dew!opmem of CO!nputer-based

J

models of ho"· light (and subsequently sound,) from multiple sources
could be traced ,\·ithm complex building geometries to provide realistic
C:\,JA!riences oft.he q1mli1y of the built enyfronment.
This period also saw rapid de1,eJopmt>nt in sofn,a,.r,e for photorealistic
color imaging ofboth the exterior and interior of building.., and the subsequent animation of these images to afford virtual "journeys- around
and through buildings that \\ere still on the dra\ving board. locreasecf
computing power allowed groups of buildings. settlements. and ultimately

e of robust and powerful decision suppon
ahifi~1·. .
across continents, aimedesi
The recent emerg~nc
will~naok the next generation
sysiems that_ ~!JO\~ S)1chron~k~
1
from within the t virtual
•
zones. profes!-iJOns. an . age~
facture and shape
of architects ind e~gmeers t~ design_d
rapt :~anu monost mode!ing
world. \\>hich links ~-m~al reaht~'

entire cities to be modeied

~?

£..,rabbini? tcchno!og.1(."S m a seamle:,!, trans1uon a .

The early pioneering work of rhe i\flT Media Lab had le<l to th~
now-ubiquitous multimedia computer-bas~d documems seamlessly
combining texl drawings <hand and computcr generated). photograph}·.
video. animation. aod sound . .Multimedia software with user-friend!)·
interfaces was instrumental in bridging the gap betweeo •~hnologist.s
and historians in arcbitec£Ura! education.

~

be of hui?elv effecli\e and i.nterrelat•
options.- .
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lt can be argued truu the coupling of design methods with the power of
computing has brought about the first radical change in bow we design
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ICT IN THE SERVICE OF GOOD ARCHITECTURE DESIGN:
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SPORTS FACILITIES
AND ARENAS
Maver Tom, Petric Jelena
The Mackintosh School of Architecture, Glasgow School of Art, Glasgow, UK

The Design Research Society (DRS) in the UK and the Design Methods Group
(DMG) in the USA came into existence around the same time in the 1960's. For
the first time intellectual endeavour was focused on the complex human activity
of design decision-making . John Christopher Jones established at Manchester
University a Masters course in Design and published the influential book 'Design
Methods' (Jones.1992). He later became the first professor of Design in the innovative Open University in the UK.

Rittell in Germany and Jones, along with Bruce Archer, Sydney Gregory and
others in the UK began to develop what Herbert Simon, in his 1968 book The
Sciences of the Artificial', called "a science of design, a body of intellectually
tough, analytic, partly formalizable, partly empirical, teachable doctrine about
the design process" (Simon. 1968)
The notion that all academic thought lay along an axis from the sciences to the
humanities was challenged. Instead, it was suggested by Archer (Archer 1976))
that academic thought could be plotted as a triangle with humanities, science
and design at its apexes (Figure 1 ).
!
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Figure 1. The argument to elevate Design as a discipline equal
to the Sciences and the Humanities
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For science, the prime language is mathematics and for humanities it is natural
language, the language of design, it was proposed, is modelling.
Around the same time, - the mid 1960's- interest was growing in the idea of what
is now know as ·post occupancy appraisal' (POA) of buildings. The building
boom in the UK after the second world war had produced some disastrous outcomes and there were clearly lessons to be learnt by studying the performance
(or rather the lack of performance ) of existing buildings.
The building industry, at 12% of gross Domestic Product, was northern Europe's
second largest single industry employing (directly or indirectly) 1 in 12 of the
working population. Yet despite it's scale and importance in the national and regional economy, the building industry was under-develo ped and dis-aggregat ed.
In the UK for instance, only 6% of contacting firms employed 7 or more people;
50% of architectural practices employed 2 or fewer professionals. The research
and developmen t budget of the industry was, and remains, a meagre half of one
percent of turnover. The professional education provision was highly fragmented
and Continuing Profession Developmen t opportunities were very limited. Overall
the labour force was poorly qualified.
This had a serious consequence for the quality of the built environment. Conservative estimates suggestwas that remedial treatment of building defects costs
the UK upwards of £1,000 million per annum (excluding normal maintenance );
some 50% of these defects, it is judged, could have been obviated by better
design. In a high proportion of post-war buildings, energy consumption was
profligate; UK Department of Energy figures suggested a potential saving of up
to 50% through better design of new buildings and an additional 25% through
appropriate design intervention in the existing stock of buildings.
In 1967 Professor Tom Markus set up, in the Department of Architecture and
Building Science at the University of Strathclyde, a multi-disciplinary research
team - the Building Performance Research Unit (BPRU) - to develop tools for
the appraisal of buildings in use. These tools, and their use, for "post occupancy
appraisal" (POA), were described in the seminal book Building Performance
{Markus et al. 1972).
While the value of POA was recognised, a bolder notion emerged: could the design methodologi es from the DRS and the DMG be deployed during the course
of the design activity to achieve an outcome that was more fit for purpose, more
cost-effective and more sustainable?
Although building design has much in common with product design, there is a
significant difference. In product design, the modus operand is to construct, and
progressivel y refine , a physical prototype prior to the production run - a methodology impractical in large capital items such as buildings . What was needed,
then, was a new paradigm : what we would today call a virtual prototype.
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e vanguard of efforts to achieve such a paradigm was the Architecture Ma. e Group (and subsequently the highly influential Media Lab) at MIT and
chitecture and Building Aids Computer Unit, Strathclyde (ABACUS) in the
· ersity of Strathclyde. Nicholas Negroponte's book, 'The Architecture Ma. e· (Negropontes 1970) was inspirational: he dedicated the book "To the first
ine that can appreciate the gesture". In the same year, Maver, Director
Architecture and Building Aids Computer Unit, Strathclyde (ABACUS), a
rch group that had grown out of the BPRUt published "A Theory of Archial Design in Which the Role of the Computer is Identified" (Maver. 1970).
virtual prototype paradigm proposed by ABACUS, was captured in a simple
ram (Figure 2). Here, the designer proposes a design solution; appropriate
poter-based modelling software predicts the cost and performance charac. - ·cs (the "fingerprint"); this, the, is assessed and evaluated, thereby informlhe next design iteration.
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Figure 2. An early diagram representing the virtual prototype paradigm

that time (1970) Strathclyde University had only one main-frame computer;
rams and data could be entered only in binary form using paper tape or
ched cards. Any prototype building had, therefore, to be "described" in terms
the x and y coordinates of every geometric vertex (for plan layouts) or x, y and
z .c oordinates (for 30 forms); explicit instructions (in a language called FOR7'RAN - short for Formula Translation) specified which coordinates were joined
y fines, which lines formed planes and which planes made up volumes; there
ras neither graphical input nor output. It seem, in retrospect, a miracle that that
e fledgling activity of specifying building form continued!
onetheless, against the odds, by 1970, papers were being published which
described the process of appraising a simple building in terms of its cost (capital
cost, recurring life-cycle cost) and its performance (daylight levels, energy con~POFA 2n1 .4
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sumption, plant size, etc). By 1973 the emergence of pen-plotters, combined
with innovative algorithms , made it possible to produce drawn plans and 30
("wire-line ") perspectives; affordable graphical input devices were also becoming available. Overnight , the architectural profession - highly suspicious of the
idea that computers could have anything less than a deleterious influence on
design quality - embraced the technology as a means of automating production
drawings; the emphasis for the next 5/6 years, shifted (some would regret) from
better product to more efficient production.
The 1980's and 1990's saw the evolution of increasingly sophisticated models of the energy behaviour in buildings (Clarke and Maver. 1991} It became
possible to demonstrate that the simplistic calculations in currency at that time
were , at best, woefully inaccurate and at worst positively misleading. Figure 3
compares the outcome of calculations made of the energy consumption in a
standard building by the simplistic hand calculations at that time approved by the
Royal Institute of British Architects (the 'broken' lines} with those calculations using the sophisticated computer-based model developed by ABACUS (Clarke J.A
and Maver, T.W. 1991 ). Because the simplistic calculation was unable to take
account of varying solar gain throughout the year, it suggests an optimum solution of zero glazing; or, in the hands of a more intelligent user, maximum consumption of energy at 60% glazing. The sophisticated computer-based model
that based on the new generation of energy models deals in first principles with
thermo-fluid and thermodynamic flux, shows exactly the opposite - minimum
energy consumption at 60% glazing.

l .-

s• •.·:

Figure 3. Comparison of the results from a simplistic hand calculation (broken lines)
with those of a "first principles" computer-based model (full lines)
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Based on the new generation of energy models, an energy design advice
scheme for architects pioneered by the Royal Incorporation of Architects , yielded certified annual and recurring saving in energy equivalent to millions of Euros
(McElroy et al. 1997)
The success of advanced computer- based models of the complex energy behaviour of buildings spurred the developm ent of computer- based models of how
light (and subsequen tly sound) from multiple sources could be traced within
complex building geometrie s to provide realistic experienc es of the quality of the
built environme nt
This period also saw rapid developm ent of software for photoreali stic colour imaging of both the exterior and interior of buildings and the subseque nt animation
of these images to afford virtual "journeys" around and through buildings that
were still on the drawing board. Increased computing power allowed groups of
buildings, settlements and ultimately entire cities to be modelled.
The early pioneering work of the MIT Media Lab had led to the now ubiquitous
multimedia computer- based document s seem-less ly combining text, drawings
(hand and computer generated ). photography, video, animation and sound.
Multimedia software with user-friend ly inter-faces were instrumental in bridging
the gap between technologi sts and historians in architectural education.
It can be argued that the coupling of design methods with the power of computing has brought about the first radical change in how we design buildings since
the renaissanc e discovery of perspectiv e geometry.
The impacts can be summarise d thus:
•

of all the design profession s, it can be argued that architectu re has led the
way in the effective adoption of the emerging information technolog ies ; just
as developme nts in artificial intelligence, however primitive, have informed
an understan ding of the sophistication of the human mind , so CAAD has
informed our understan ding of the complex human activity of design.
• the application of the technolog ies to the cultural issues that are central
to the concerns of the profession (eg virtual heritage), and to our understanding of the relationship across the range of scale of operation of
the profession - from interior design to the design of individual buildings,
through neighbour hoods to cityscapes offers, in the words of Frank Ghery
in his acceptanc e speech on receipt of the RIBA Gold Medal, "a great opportunity for architects to become master builders again" ..
• the extraordin ary advances in verisimilitude of the still and animated imaging of the visual characteri stics of interiors and exteriors of individual building and entire neighbour hoods, surely gives, as never before, confidenc e
to practitioners and their clients that what is intended , aesthetically, is what
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will be delivered.
•

the power of advanced dynamic models of the thermody namic behaviou r
of buildings, in response to diurnal and seasonal variation in weather and
climate, has the potential to save millions of Euro , and, more important ly in
the long run, dramatica lly reduce atmosphe ric and stratosph eric pollution;
these models have the potential to provide us with a new vernacular of
sustainability.

•

the recent emergenc e of robust and powerful decision support systems
that allow synchron ous design across continents, time-zone s, professio ns
and agencies will enable the next generatio n of architects and engineers
to design from within the virtual world which links virtual reality to rapid
manufact ure and shape grabbing technolog ies in a seamless transition
amongst modelling options.
• the establishm ent of a number of hugely effective and inter-relat ed initiatives to secure and promote communi cation within and across academia
and practice viz: the formation in Europe of eCAADe (http://www.ecaade.
org), in North America of ACADIA (http://ww w.acadia. org), in South Amer•
ica of SIGRADI (http://ww w.sigradi. org), in SE Asia of CAADRIA (http://
www.caad ria.org), in the Arab Regions of ASCAAD (http://asc aad.org)
and, internationally, of CMD Futures (http://www.caadfutures.org), complemente d by the meticulou sly maintaine d CUMINC AD database of over
10,000 abstracts /papers in the subject area (http://cum incadscix .net); and,
last but not least, the initiative to bring into existence the Internatio nal Journal of Architectural Computin g (http://ww w.architec turalcomp uting.org) .
These initiatives are quite unpreced ented in the architectu re profession
and, herald a new model for cooperati on and consensu s in the academic
and professio nal communi ty.
The multiple ways in which ICT is impacting architectural practice and education were summaris ed in a presentation (Figure 4) by Maver and DiMascio
to
the Mackintos h School of Architecture at the Glasgow School of Art (Maver and
DiMascio , 2014).
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OVERVIEW of CAAD APPLICATIONS
Tom Maver • Danilo Di Mascio
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Figure 4. An overview of the range of CAAD applications in 2014

An alternative way of summarising the current state-of-the-art is to consider
the portfolio of progressive CAAD consultancy companies; one such is IES
(Integrated Environmental Systems) that was spun-out from the academic research group ABACUS. IES now employs some 150 specialist staff in offices in
its head-quarters in Glasgow (UK) and in Dublin (Ireland), Boston (USA), Vancouver (Canada), Puna (India) and Melbourne (Australia).
Over the last 20 years, IES has become well known globally for its innovation
and expertise in creating early stage to detailed building performance analysis
tools, as well as the provision of related consulting specialist services to achieve
truly sustainable, low energy and comfortable buildings.
Figures 5,6, 7 and 8 give some idea of the highly graphical analyses to assist
architects, engineers and building owners/managers in the achievement of more
economical, functional and sustainable buildings.
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Figures. Terminal 5 Heathrow Airport, London: CAAD images

__T~rminal 5 (Airflow)
VCR Summtr air

velocity & i.m~rature

CTB Summer •lr tem~mure

Figure 6. Terminal 5 Heathrow Airport: airflow analysis predicting air velocity
and temperature
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/Tefmil1at 5 (Daylight & Glare)

o.ylghta~CMCk-lnconcouru
Figure 7. Terminal 5 Heathrow Airport: daylight and glare analysis

PWC, Warsaw (Evacuation)

Figure 8. Headquarters for PWC, Warsaw: evacuation simulation following fire alarm
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Sports facilities, auditoria and arenas
are amongst the building types in the
IES
portfolio. These include:
• Bridgestone Ice Hockey Arena, Nas
hville (USA)
Excel Exhibition Centre, London (UK)
• Edmonton Ice Hockey Arena Edmonto
n (Canada)
• Sports Halls for the Universities of
Bradford, Leicester, Lancaster, et al
(UK)
•

A recent consultancy was the HYDRO
arena in Glasgow, a $200miilion , 13,0
0
capacity arena designed by Foster and
Partners and host to the MTV Music
Awards and venue for the 2014 Common
wealth Games. (Figures 9 and 10).

Figure 9. Computer model of the Hydr
o Arena , Glasgow

Figure 10. Photograph of the completed
Hydro Arena
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"The architecture of cyberspace will succeed where modem architecture
failed . Utopian imagination is no longer limited by physical reality. Its only
limitation is the speed of rendering engines. The dream of transporting
people through the experience of space can finally become a reality."
" .... an architecture without doors and hallways, where the next room is
always where I need it to be. Liquid architecture makes liquid cities that
change at the shift of a value. where visitors with different backgrounds
see different landmarks, where different neighbourhoods vary with ideas
held in common, and evolve as the ideas mature and dissolve."
In conclusion, it can be said that members of the CMD community- academic
staff. students and practitioners - have been pri vileged to share , over four exciting decades, a part in a truly transformational change in architectural research ,
teaching and practice. What has taken place ma y. however, represent only the
first faltering steps in our amplification of the intellect. Those who choose to take
the subject forward in the next four decades, will be privileged indeed.
Charles Babbage, working in 1833 on the first mechanical programmable computer with his muse and colleague, the mathematician Ada Lovelace, prophetically
offered to give up the rest of his young life if he could come back in 100 years time,
for one day only, to see how the idea of computing had worked out it's application
to the complex and important areas of sustainable, innovative and virtual architecture would surely have convinced him that the deal was worthwhile!
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In this paper a theoretical approach and a methodology to investigate and
document a narrative architecture will be presented. Jn the architecture field the
111ord narrative is often used in reference to ways of representing or telling the
story of a project. Within the context of this research with the expression
"narrative architecture" the authors mean an architecture that, like a book, tells a
story through its material and immaterial characteristics. In order to analy::e the
selected characteristics of a narrative architecture, a possible approach is
represented by a digital 3D reconstruction and a critical analysis of the digital
model produced. The digital reconstruction process and the theoretical
background have been applied to a case study, a masterpiece in the histo,y of
architecture: Mackintosh's Glasgow School ofArt. Several graphic works have
been created to communicate the main characteristics of this narrative
architecture. The research project attempts to explore ways to study and explain
existing buildings from new and innovative points ofvie111, but at the same time it
can trigger important reflections in architectural design and education.

Keywords: Digital reconstruction, narrative architecture, representation and
visuali::ation, critical analysis, 3D modeling

MOTIVATION
In any good work of architecture (including vernacular architecture, hence not only works designed by
professional architects) the aesthetic, constructive,
functional and cultural aspects should always be balanced. Superficial implementation of the theories
elaborated during the modern movement by many
architects after the Second World War and the recent
focus on only a few sustainability issues (such as en-

ergy savings) at the expense of other considerations,
have caused a gradual aesthetic and cultural impoverishment of many new buildings. A building can be
functionally efficient but at the same time uninhabitable because it may create discomfort to its inhabitants. The aesthetic-cultural aspects of a building are
certainly more difficult to evaluate compared to computable parameters such as energy consumption because they require a holistic approach and do not
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present well defined boundaries, therefore a unique
interpretation and solution does not exist. Following
Bernard Tschumi, we believe that even if architecture
has to do with the building activity, it can't be reduced to it; it is instead a series of concepts added
to the building (De Michelis 2003). The best architecture designed and built throughout the course of
history on any continent, in addition to responding
to specific functional requirements, bears aestheticcultural qualities that communi cate meanings and
ideas that make the architectural experience meaningful, exciting and pleasant. A possible way to comprehend these qualities, in order to reproduce them
in new buildings, is through an in-depth study of
architectural precedents. This research path should
avoid the pitfalls of approaches mainly focused on
architectural styles and shapes. In this paper a different way of reading buildings is proposed, focusing on
their narrative qualities.

NARRATIVE ARCHITECTURE
The word "narrative" is usually used within fields such
as literature and cinema and it has been diffused
in the architecture field since the mid-1980s (Coates
2011 ). Recent research and publications have explored its connections with architecture (Psarra 2009;
Coates 2011), with slightly different interpretations.
In the architecture field the word "narrative" is often used in reference to ways of representing or discussing a project. Within the context of this research project, with the expression "narrative architecture" the authors mean an architecture that, like a
book, tells a story through its material and immaterial characteristics such as the morphology, the constructive choices, the materials, the arrangement of
spaces, the lighting system, the colours, the decorations and so on. The story can be intentionally told by
a piece of architecture, namely the architect through
the architecture gives hints of his/her intention for
the story. All the elements chosen by the architect
should be functional and coherent to the story that
he/she wants to tell. However, the visitor can interpret the building, and hence the story, with a cer-

tain degree of freedom, because the building can
also tell something that wasn't originally planned by
the architect and the same elements can be interpreted in slightly different ways. Moreover, over time,
a building may be subjected to interventions that can
slightly change the original design of the architect, alterations that can also influence the narrative of the
piece of architecture. Many similarities exist between
a book and a building, in effect both have an author
and a visitor/reader. Furthermore, an architecture,
like a tale, is also realized to provoke reactions and
emotions.

OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The main objectives of the research are the followings:
• to define a theoretical framework, methods
and tools to investigate a narrative architecture;
• to test the theoretical approach and the
methodology previously elaborated on a case
study and document its narrative characteristics.
The investigation, documentation and communication of narrative architecture is interesting for several
reasons:
• to improve and deepen our understanding
of aesthetic, constructive, functional and cultural values of architecture;
• to represent, communicate and disseminate
the aforementioned values and increase popular awareness of this approach to architecture. The understanding and appreciation of
these aspects can help to make people aware
of the importance of safeguarding architecture for present and future generations.
Furthermore, this research and its outcomes will
be useful in education and practice, representing a
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methodology to study different kinds of architecture
and to design new buildings. To reach the intended
objectives, digital technologies will be used because,
as demonstrated in other research by the authors,
they allow us to reveal aspects of the buildings impossible to perceive from traditional drawings and
models alone.

OUTLINING A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
TO STUDY A NARRATIVE ARCHITECTURE
A building is a complex system, a fusion of material
and immaterial characteristics. Much like a book, a
piece of architecture can be read and interpreted in
many ways but, considering its complexity, it is necessary to use a holistic approach, a fusion of theories, methods and tools to properly analyze and document it. Hence, in this research paper the word
"fusion" is interpreted in two different, but interrelated, ways. It should be noted that the aim is to
read mainly those aspects that generally can be perceived through direct experience of a building. However, it is clear that the final result of a work of architecture is also influenced by many other aspects
linked to society, politics, economics, religion, cultural movements and so on. Taking into account our
objectives, which material and immaterial characteristics of an artifact should be analyzed? Considering the definition of narrative architecture that we
have previously stated, in which way and through
which elements can an architect tell a story and communicate specific meanings? According to what has
been stated and written by various scholars, including Bruno Zevi (1957), space has been considered as
the main characteristic of architecture. It is possible
to experience a building's space by moving through
the various spatial units that constitute it. This sequence of spaces can be explored using various trajectories. Everything looks very much like the concept of narrative path. In fact, a narration is characterized by the exposition of an event and its temporal sequence that can be chronological or not. In our
case the event is represented by the piece of architecture (in all its aspects) while its temporal sequence

is constituted by the spatial arrangement of the various rooms. The spaces are discovered and experienced in sequence, then the architecture is revealed
like the plot of a story and conveys emotions while it
discloses itself. But unlike a written story, a narrative
architecture usually has an open structure that does
not require a specific sequence to be followed in order to read it. The same concept of narrative architecture suggests an operational methodology to analyze it.The first analyses should affect all the aspects
strictly linked to space and movement, namely:
• Spaces: dimension and shape of the various
spatial units, this characteristic directly affects
the shape of the envelope and of its inner partitions (for example, walls);
• Connectivity: connections between the various spatial units;
• Functional arrangement: organization and
placement of the various spaces;
• Movements: dynamic of movement that uses
horizontal and vertical paths to connect the
various spaces.
To these characteristics linked to the spaces, other elements that help to highlight, strengthen or enrich
the story that the designer wants to tell and suggest
are added. All these new aspects can be observed
and/or experienced through direct knowledge of the
piece of architecture. The characteristics considered
most relevant in this case are the following:
• Constructive system: the constructive technology used (the assembling system and so
on);
• Materials: the materials used, their position
and their surface treatment;
• Light: the natural and artificial lighting
sources, shadows;
• Decorations: the various decorative elements
used;
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• Colours: the kind of colours used and where
they are employed.
The selected characteristics represent the main aesthetic, constructive, functional and cultural aspects
that contribute to telling the building's story. The
importance during an architectural experience of
some of the previously mentioned characteristics (together with solids and cavities, scale and proportion, rhythm, and other architectural aspects) have
been described in Rasmussen (1962). To study a
narrative architecture hence it is necessary to also
study its structure, the elements that constitute it, as
both aspects (narrative and structure) are strictly connected to each other. Generally the constructive solutions should be used to translate an idea in a spatial conception. Taking into consideration the quantity and the variety of the required analysis to study
a narrative architecture, which approach should be
adopted?

DIGITAL RECONSTRUCTION
In order to analyse the selected characteristics of a
narrative architecture, a solution is represented by
a digital 3D reconstruction and a critical analysis of
the digital model produced. The validity of this approach and methodology for comprehending various aspects of buildings has already been proven by
one of the authors in different case studies (Di Mascio 2013).The objective of the digital reconstruction
is the realization of a 3D model, that offers the possibility of analyzing a high number of aspects of the
piece of architecture. But the digital reconstruction is
a process that has autonomous value, independent
from further analysis. As Frischer (2008, available at
[1]) states:<<Models not only illustrate what we knew
when we started creating them, they also have the
potential of revealing new knowledge that was always lurking below the surface of the facts but which,
to emerge and be grasped, needed to be visualized in
3D.> > Hence, the same reconstruction process contributes to deepening and broadening knowledge of
the artifact. This is an interactive process, because,
after the analysis and interpretation of the available

documentation related to an artifact and during the
digital reconstruction phase, the scholar can verify
the correctness of his interpretations: hence he receives feedback from the model and reacts accordingly. During the realization of a digital 3D model it
is essential to select a particular level of abstraction
useful to achieve the selected objectives. A synthetic
model allows us to exclude unnecessary information
in order to focus only on the narrative characteristics.
The digital reconstruction process and the theoretical background previously described have been applied to a case study: Mackintosh's Glasgow School
of Art.

THE CASE STUDY: THE GLASGOW SCHOOL
OF ART

General description
The art school is located in Glasgow, Scotland, and it
was designed in two different phases. Even if a visitor
is unaware that the building was designed and built
in two different periods, the reading/observation of
the exterior can trigger his/her interest and curiosity, as the building tells something about this aspect:
each of the four fa<;:ades are completely different from
one another. For the design of many architectural elements (windows, doors, etc.), Mackintosh took inspiration from Scottish vernacular houses and castles, but he also got design ideas from other sources
such as Japanese architecture. The building represents both a school of art and the Glasgow School of
Art, namely a specific building, located in a particular
place in a certain city, in a particular culture at a given
period oftime (MacMillan 1988). The building is considerable in size and it is composed of five main floors
(from the sub-basement up to the second floor), plus
mezzanines. From the outside it appears as a mysterious fortress and inside it presents a magical atmosphere, suited to a place where art is produced. The
variety of constructive solutions, spaces, decorations
and types of light, make the GSA a building rich in
moments of experience (Figure 1) and worth an indepth analysis with new methods and tools. Even
if the overall atmosphere and characteristics of the
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Figure 1
Pictures of the
Glasgow School of
Art (from left to
right): the West
Facade, the
Museum and the
East Facade (Source:
personal arch ive of
the author).

building remain close to what they were when it was
built, there are a few differences that influence the experience of the art school, for instance non-original
doors inserted at the beginning and at the end of the
corridors (Buchanan 2012) that interrupt spatial and
visual continuity.
In this paper, the first step of the research project
will be presented, namely the digital reconstruction
(still ongoing) of the building's spaces, paths and
technical elements. Unfortunately, because of an unlucky event (the explosion of a projector in the basement of the building) that caused a ferocious fire on
the 23rd of May 2014, the west wing of the School
has been heavily damaged. During the fire, particularly important rooms were destroyed, such as the famous library (an art-nouveau jewel), the lecture theatre and Studio 51. Therefore work on this case study
will be even more valuable. The authors had the opportunity to directly experience the whole building
throughout many inspections during one of the coauthors' period as Visiting Researcher at the Mackintosh School of Architecture (MSA) in 2013, looking at
key areas and details, including many that were lost
in the fire, in a critical way and documenting them
with sketches and pictures.

Methodology
The methodological process can be synthesized in
the following main phases:
• Collection of documentation;
• Analysis of the collected documentation;
• Digital reconstructions (interpretation, modeling and organization of the elements);
• Representation and organization of the information.

Collection and analysis of documents
One of the main issues that arose at the beginning
of the research was in regards to which version of the
building should be modelled: as designed, or as built,
and at what date. Taking into account the main objective of the research (that also requi res a physical
experience to understand and document the perceptual characteristics), we decided to model the GSA as
close as possible to its current state. The absence of
either CAD drawings or a complete set of traditional
drawings reflecting the cu rrent status of the building,
led the authors to use and match various sets of drawings collected from different sources, namely: plans,
elevations and sections of the design proposal, dating back to 191 O; a new set of 20 drawings made for
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a publication in 1993 (Macaulay 1993), three longitudinal sections (hand drawn) created for a dissertation at the Mackintosh School of Architecture, and a
physical 3D model currently located in the GSA shop
and described in Robertson (1995). This documentation has been complemented by continuous on-site
inspections. To organize and manage the collected
documents a metafile has been created.

Digital reconstruction of the Glasgow
School of Art
The collected and scanned drawings were imported
into AutoCAD to redraw them and create a vector
basis for the digital 3D reconstruction. In the 2D
CAD environment, after placing the drawings in correspondence between them, thanks to the support
of vertical and horizontal axes, it was realized that
many discrepancies were presented. Taking into consideration these issues and the different selected elements that compose a narrative architecture, instead
of drawing the architectural/technical elements, the
authors first chose to draw the volumes of all the
spaces. This choice was made in order to obtain a first
general idea of the morphology of the whole building, and an overview of the volumes of the spatial
units and their relationships and hierarchy. Th is process was accomplished creating a sort of virtual paper model of the building, putting together a set of
2D planes, each one with a cut off scanned draw-

ing (plans, elevations and sections), arranged in the
proper position. The completed paper model was
used as a basis to create the volumetric model (Figure 2). During the next step, different colours were
assigned to each individual spatial unit to highlight
the different functions of the spaces (Figure 3).
Th e modeling process then focused on the individual spatial units and precisely on those elements
that due to their shapes, materials, and constructive
cha rateristics can catch visitors' attention and hence
attract their interests during the path. These elements can be defined as 'narrative episodes'. The
CAD drawings produced and prepared in AutoCAD,
specifically the first floor plan and one section, were
imported into Rhino and used as a reference during the modeling phase. A 2D-3D drafting software
package like Rhino was used instead of a 3D modeler
like 3DSMax, because more precision was needed as
well as better control of the geometric shapes during the redrawing process and because during the
digital reconstruction phase, the 2D drawings in the
same working environment are being continually updated. During the digital reconstruction process, because of the complexity of the building, it has been
essential to undertake many inspections of technical elements and diverse unclear details and to document them with pictures, sketches and metrical surveys. Hence the authors decided to concentrate on

Figure 2
(left) the digital
model realized with
the scanned
drawings; (right)
the volumetric
model under
construction.
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Figure 3
(left) the volumetric
model with the
colours that
highlight the
different functions
of each single
spatial unit; (right) a
section of the
volumetric model
that shows the
different shapes of
some spatial units.
the core space of the GSA building, namely the Museum located on the first floor. The Museum in addition to being a connection node is a spatial and
narrative episode. The visitor goes into the entrance
hall that is a narrow space, a bit oppressive with its
vaults, and relatively dark, but immediately his/her
attention is caught by the light that floods down the
central stairwell. This light is an invitation to come up
and discover a huge space that the visitor could never
imagine before. The main element that characterizes
this huge exhibition space is its ceiling, and in particular its roof timber trusses. This distinctive element,
like all the other roof trusses presented in the other
places in the school, present a specific design solution; Mackintosh, in fact, avoided standard engineering iron components. The precision tools in Rhino
were very useful to model the different timber components, 37 in total, that constitute each roof truss.
The elegant shape of the roof trusses does not represent a simple reply to structural needs but it evident
that they also have an aesthetic quality expressed
through their details (hearts cut into them), shape,
materials and constructive technique. With the latter aspect we specify how the single pieces are connected together, because this aspect also affects the
aesthetic quality of the technical element and hence
of the space and of the narrative experience. These
details are like the sentences in a novel, the quality
of writing affects the quality of the narration. The

same approach has been used to model and investigate the paths, the other spaces and their characteristics.

Representation of the information
A piece of architecture cannot be described through
a single method and a single tool. Every representational method fills the gaps presented in the others. The 3D models have also been created taking
into consideration which graphic works have to be
prepared. All the spaces have been classified in a
scheme with information about their dimensions and
shapes. Through this representation it is made evident that the story told by the shape of the sections of the spaces is much more varied and exciting compared to the one told by the shape of the
plans, mainly rectangles. Many diagrams and drawings were prepared to represent and communicate
paths and movements inside the building. The main
paths have been represented with both 2D plan view
and 3D rendered views. For technological details
such as the roof trusses, different analytical drawings have been prepared, including axonometric exploded views, to appreciate the formal and constructive characteristics inspired by the Japanese joints,
and a rapid prototyping model has also been manufactured directly from the Rhino file (Figure 4). With
all the graphic works produced, a visual narrative will
be prepared.
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Figure 4
(upper left) 3D
digital model of the
whole roof
structure of the
museum; (upper
right) rendered
view of the roof
truss; (lower left)
rapid prototyping
model of the roof
truss; (lower right)
exploded view of
the roof truss.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The concept of narrative architecture, together with
the methodological framework that has been elaborated to analyse it, has proven to be effective to
comprehend in a proper way the main qualities of
the Glasgow School of Art designed by C.R. Mackintosh. The direct experience of a piece of architecture is an invaluable moment because it allows
one to comprehend the building through the senses,
hence to enhance the understanding of many important aspects before and during the process of analysis. The digital reconstruction process of the GSA
(still ongoing) and the digital 3D models produced
thus far allowed for an in-depth study of some of the
main aspects that characterize a narrative architecture, namely: spaces, functional arrangement, con-

nectivity, movements and constructive characteristics of a few important technical elements. The 3D
model gives a comprehensive overview of the interior and the exterior of the whole building, which is
impossible to have with direct experience alone; in
fact through a 3D model, it is possible to have a visual
overview of the entire piece of architecture. In this
way, the model is confirmed as a precious interpretative tool and not a mere representation . The volumetric model that shows all of the spatial units, gives
an immediate view of the shape, dimensions, position and function of each individual space and proves
its usefulness in understanding the relationship between the various spaces located on different floors.
During the digital reconstruction process it was possible to hypothesize and test constructive/technical
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solutions adopted in certain points, defined narrative episodes (for instance the roof timber trusses and
the main window in the director's room), which could
be difficult to analyze and document in other ways
because of their difficult geometry and shape. During the digital reconstruction work, major technical
and management issues have also been overcome,
thanks to the high number of 3D elements in the
model. The 3D models, together with the other analytical drawings, document and communicate new
and in-depth information on the Art School that despite the vast number of publications on Mackintosh and his masterpiece, have never been analysed
or shown before, therefore it is original content. It
is impossible to make a single physical model that
presents at the same time a high number of interior
and exterior details. Furthermore, a physical model is
difficult to modify and update and it limits the number of analyses that can be undertaken, except for
the ones planned at the beginning of the work. In
contrast, a digital 3D model does not present any
limit, it is open to any new modification and update
and it can be enriched with different kinds of information. The digital model representation can also
serve as the base to produce other digital models and
analytical drawings; in this way there will always be
a metrical correspondence between all the graphic
works, hence a higher precision and clarity in the documentation and communication of the different aspects.A 2D - 3D drafting software program like Rhino
turned out to be a proper solution in this kind of digital reconstruction . This software presents a rich set
of tools that are very useful for managing and creating every kind of shape; for this reason Rhino is
very frequently used in fields such as industrial design and marine design. Various aided tools (such as
a wide number and type of snaps), absent and not effective inside pure 3D modeling software packages,
have been very useful to overcome the discrepancies
between the different drawings and the geometric
complexity of many technical elements in the Mackintosh building. Furthermore, Rhino allows the creation of rapid prototyping models directly from the

digital 3D model with the aim of exploring and communicating the building characteristics for a possible future exhibition. The set of models and graphic
works (both those already produced and those yet to
be produced) will be used to create a visual narrative
to tell the narrative architectural story of this building. In past centuries, the model has always been
the most understandable representation of a building for people outside the field of architecture, for
this reason it also has its own inherent value as autonomous work. It is planned to use the same model
within a game engine to investigate and document
the experience of the space. As already stated and
investigated by one of the authors, videogames with
a first person viewpoint allow for movement inside a
space and observation in real time, providing an experience and a freedom of movement much closer to
reality (Di Mascio 2010). This aspect will be further
developed in future papers.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Within this research paper, theories, methods and
tools to analyse narrative architectures have been
investigated, elaborated and proposed. The whole
methodological process requires objective and subjective interpretations. With this paper the authors
aim to highlight the importance of understanding
the narrative aspects of architecture, including perceptual aspects in addition to material ones, in order to improve the quality of the architectural experience and hence of our daily life. The cultural aspects will be explored in greater depth in future papers. The core idea is the re-reading of the architecture in our historical and contemporary built environment using a new angle, not limited to the functional
aspects. The creation of a 3D digital model opens
new opportunities in the analysis and communication of architecture. The digital reconstructions make
evident the main elements of the narrative architecture namely: paths, spaces, the hierachical relationship between the various spatial units, the aestheticconstructive qualities of some elements and so on.
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Traditional representational methods and tools alone
are insufficient for analysing and communicating the
characteristics of a narrative architecture appropriately, whereas when starting from the space, new
tools made available by digital technologies allow
various paths of analysis. As the case study, Mackintosh's famous Glasgow School of Art, demonstrates
so well, masterpieces pertaining to the history of architecture are like the classics of literature: they always have something new to say (Calvino 2013). In
fact during a re-reading of a masterpiece it's always
possible to discover something meaningful. The research project attempts to explore ways to study and
explain existing buildings from new and innovative
points of view, but at the same time it can trigger
important reflections in architectural design andeducation. The same methodology will be applied to
two other buildings of the GSA campus, the Bourdon
building (current home of the Mackintosh School of
Architecture) and the new Reid Building designed
by Steven Holl, officially inaugurated on the 9th of
April 2014. A comparison between these three buildings is also part of the research schedule. During the
next phases of the research endeavour a further indepth analysis and development of the theoretical,
methodological and experimental approaches will
be considered . The theoretical and methodological
approach that has been developed in this research is
su itable to analyze the narrative of other architectural
works around the world. The same approach can be
also used to analyse damaged, unbuilt or lost buildings.
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THE EVOLUTION OF DIGITAL PATRIMONY
IN THE BUILT ENVIRON MENT
Thomas W Maver
Mackintosh School ofArchitecture, Glasgow School ofArt, Glasgow
United Kingdom

The modelling revolution
In the late 1960s, the first tentative steps in the representation of threedimensional geometry- digitally- was initiated. Pioneers in the field demonstrated
that the form of three-dimensional (3D) objects, such as buildings, could be
communicated by a series of points in 3D space, joined together to form lines, lines
joined to form surfaces and surfaces joined to create volumes. By applying the
mathematical laws of perspective geometry, so-called "'wire-line" drawings were
produced and, before long, the key to creating stereoscopic pairs of images was
encoded. Figure 1 shows two computer-generated wire-line perspective images
- possibly the first ever produced - about to be viewed through an early (circa
1880s) device manufactured and sold to facilitate stereoscopic viewing of matched
pairs of carefully taken photographs, often of the Boer War. Figure 2 shows
the modern equivalent - the Oculus Rift head mounted display - in which pairs
of full-colour high-definition computer-generated stereo images are fed, at the
frame-rate equivalent to commercial movies, to the right and left eyes of the viewer.

Fig. 1. An early stereoscopic viewing device
with computer-generated wire-line stereo pairs
of a building

Fig. 2. The Oculus Rift head-mounted display
for dynamic stereoscopic viewing
Source: website of Ocu/us.

Source: personal archive of the author.
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PART 3. Communication of Heritage

The Oculus and similar emerging technologies) accommodates the most recent ITC
technologies that allow very fast changes to the left and right eyes to provide the user
of the head-mounted display with an experience of full immersion in the virtual world
as he/she moves his/her head in 360 degree space. Such technologies are transforming
how we model, shape and evaluate future worlds; our concern here however, is how we
re-create, understand and value our existing heritage and patrimony.

Emerging technologies
It took the architectural profession the best part of a decade (1960-1970 ) to
realize and take advantage of the emerging information technologies; these - photorealistic imagery, dynamic energy prediction, simulation of movement, etc - are
becoming commonpla ce in progressive architectural practice. It took considerabl y
longer for those developing the technologie s to anticipate and realize the application
of the information technologies (IT) to our patrimony.
The Media Laboratory at the Massachuse tts Institute for Technology, arguably,
was the first to demonstrate the potential of what we now call "multimedi a"
- the conflation within one software environmen t of photographs, video footage,
computer-g enerated images, sound, text, etc. What seems today a perfectly obvious
developmen t was - in the late 1970s - quite revolutionary.
Co-incident and subsequent IT developmen ts led to the introduction of truly
immersive "virtual" environments, as experienced in the Oculus Rift. Many different
methods of allowing experience of 3D virtual worlds were developed including the
Virtual Environmen t Laboratory (VEL) at the University of Strathclyde and the
immersive facilities in the Digital Design Studio (DDS) at the Glasgow School of
Art. In both of these, a number of people can simultaneously have the impression
- as a result of surrounding visual and audio sensation - that they are within an

entirely digitally created world.
Simultaneou sly there were developmen ts afoot in how we can observe and
record the existing world. Methods of achieving this include laser scanning. Laser
scanning involve the "firing" of laser beams at 3D objects followed by a distance
measureme nt based on the time the reflective beams return to the firing position.
The mass of data captured - known as the "point-clou d" - can, with appropriate
software, be interpreted as shapes of objects, buildings and/or landscapes.
The technology can be deployed at various scales, from "flight-over s" of extensive
landscapes to the fine-grain capture of small artifacts.
A parallel innovation, now an extraordinarily rapid development, was that of "rapid
prototyping". It was realized that the digital representation of 3D objects (including
buildings) could - with a little difficulty - be deployed in a number of emerging electro/
mechanical technologies - in the manufacture of scaled physical models of reality. The
Department ofArchitecture at the University of Strathclyde was an early experimenter of
how these new technologies could be put at the disposal of architects. Figure 03 shows,
at two scales, rapid prototypes of the millennium tower, planned for Glasgow; Figure 4
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shows the rapid prototype of a wooded roof truss, part of the structure damaged badly in
the recent fire at the Mackintosh School of Architecture at the Glasgow School of Art.
Currently, increasingly sophisticated but readiJy accessible devices can produce scale
models in plastic, steel and ceramic.

Fig. 3. Two rapid prototype models of the
Glasgow Millennium Tower produced directly
from a CAAD date-base

Fig. 4. A rapid prototype of a wooded roof truss, part of the
structure damaged badly in the recent fire at the Mackintosh
School of Architecture at the Glasgow School of Art

Source: personal archive of the author.

Source: personal archive of the author.

Early applications
In the author's experience, the earliest applications ofmultimedia documents include
those of Sabater in the University of Catalunia and Mortola in La Terza University
of Rome. Sabater worked on the contribution of Cerda to the planning of the city of
Barcelona and Mortola worked, in collaboration with the Commune di Roma, on the
patiicipation of the citizenry on the reformation ofareas of the city ofRome.
The Architectur e and Building Aids, Strathclyde (ABACUS) , in association
1
with SCRAN - the Scottish Cultural Resource Access Network built on its
reputation for the early developmen t of CAAD software to produce a number
of innovative multimedia digital documents including Virtual Open Doors, Skara
Brae, New Lanark and Glasgow 2000.
Virtual Open Doors (Fig. 5) is a CD-ROM that allows the user, interactively ,
to move around the interiors of some 50 of Glasgow's most important ( and not
necessarily accessible) buildings. It takes advantage of what then ( circa 1999) was
software known as Quick Time Virtual Reality (QTVR).
Skara Brae (Fig. 6) is one of Northern Europe's most extra-ordina ry
archaeologi cal sites located on the Orkney archipelago off the north coast of
Scotland. The unique features of this computer-b ased interactive exploration of the
site include the embodimen t of priceless artefacts found on site during the excavation
in 1850 and "augmented reality" in which, regarding a hypothesis regarding the door
mechanism, combines video shot on site with computer graphics animation.
New Lanark (Fig. 7) is a World Heritage Site developed in the 1880s by Robert
Owen as a utopian vision of an industrial community, complete with a school,
health care, etc. Owen went on to found the New Harmony utopian community in
1

http://www.scran.ac.uk
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Fig. 5. The home frame from the CD-Rom
of 50 of Glasgow's most important buildings

Fig. 6. A frame from the pilot multimedia document
on the World Heritage Site Skara Brae in the Orkneys

Source: personal archive of the author.

Source: personal archive of the author.

the USA. SCRAN funded the double CD-ROM produced by ABACUS to record
the rise, fall and re-generation of the New Lanark community.
The City of Glasgow was established following a visit by Saint Mungo
(aka Kernogan) in the 6 th Century. The interactive CD-ROM - Glasgow 2000
(Fig. 8.) is a massive digital document including 2000 words of text, 12 ancient
maps, 5 video clips, 300 images, and a musical time-line spanning 1,000 years.
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Fig. 7. A frame from the double CD-Rom
on the World Heritage Site New Lanark
Source: personal archive of the author.

Fig. 8. A Frame from the multimedia document
that records the text, images, videos and music over
Glasgow's 2000 year history
Source: personal archive of the author.

Recent applications
The innovative application of laser scanning to digital patrimony has been
pioneered by a number of institutions including the Digital Design Studio (DDS)
at the Glasgow School of Art2 • The DDS, in association with Historic Scotland,
has brought into existence what is known as the Scottish Ten. The Scottish Ten
comprises a collaboration amongst the DDS, Historic Scotland, the Scottish
Government, the Centre for Digital Documentation and Visualization (CDDV) and
2

http:/ /www.gsa.ac.uk
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Fig. 9. The laser scanning of part of Mount
Rushmore
Source: the Scottish Ten.

Fig. 10. A composite image produced by the National
Geographic Magazine of the digital recording of the Mount
Rushmore heads
Source: the National Geographic Magazine.

CyArK, a USA company that specializes in laser scanning of world-class building
and heritage sites.
Scottish Ten 3 is an ambitious five-year project to create exceptionally accurate
digital models of Scotland's five UNESCO designated World Heritage sites and five
international sites, in order better to conserve and manage them. The sites include:
Mount Rushmore, New Lanark, Orkneys, Rani ki Vav, St Kilda, Edinburgh Old
Town and the Eastern Qing Tomb.
A selection of these sites are described and illustrated in the following
sub-sections.
Most people know of the extraordinary huge head/face/shoulder carvings
of 4 previous Presidents of the USA. Figure 9 shows how perilous the scanning
methods can be; Figure 10 is a composite image, featured in the National
Geographic Magazine, showing the point-cloud representation, the geometric
surface representation and the final textured digital representation.
Figures 11 and 12 show the scanning process and the point-cloud representation
of the (now) deserted community of St Kilda - a tiny archipelago situated some
66 kilometres off the Western Hebridean islands of Scotland. The St Kilda
community finally agreed to leave the main island in 1930.

3

Fig. 11. Laser scanning of St Kilda
in the Outer Hebrides

Fig . 12. The point-cloud data
of the St Kilda settlement

Source: the Scottish Ten.

Source: the Scottish Ten.

http://www.scottishten.org
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The Scottish Ten scanned Rosslyn Chapel in Scotland which famously featured
in the novel The DaVinci Code by Dan Brown. Figure 13 shows the point-cloud
associated with this project.
Figure 14 shows a wide-angle 3D digital image by the Scottish Ten ofEdinb urg
Old Town.

Fig, 13. The point-cloud data of Rosslyn Chapel

Fig . 14. A scan of Edinburgh Old Town
Source: the Scottish Ten.

Source: the Scottish Ten.

The issues
Digital patrimony is now properly established. In the superb Cumulative
Index of CAD 4 that contains over 11,000 abstracts and full papers on CAAD, there
are no fewer than 218 papers with either "heritag e" or "patrimo ny" in the title.
There are now several international conferences on heritage including the second5
international conference on Digital Heritage to be held in Spain in September 2015 •
Nonethe less, it is entirely appropriate to ask "why create and disseminate digital
representations of our most important cultural heritage /patrimo ny"? The following
sub-sections provide some answers to this question.
1. Our physical patrimony, regrettably, is worryingly fragile. The recent fire
that destroyed the world-renowned library and invaluable records in C R
Mackint osh's Glasgow School ofArt causes those responsible for the restoration
to be grateful for the digital records prepared by the DDS and DiMascio. The
recent destruction by the forces of the Islamic State in Syria cause us to regret
not having captured , digitally, these treasures .
2. A detailed digital representation of man-ma de and natural phenomena, coupled
with emerging IT for viewing, dynamic ally, 3D images, allows unprecedented
opportunities for observing our heritage from hither-to impossible viewpoints.
Effortlessly, we can climb Mount Rushmore, enter Wookey-hole, fly over
remote sites such as St Kilda, Skara Brae, Ailsa Craig.

4

5

http://cum incad.scix .net
http://www.digitalheritage2015.org
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3.

We have a new opportunity to combine the visual experience of our heritage
sites with potential auditory experiences - to hear the wild gannets of Ailsa
Criag, hear Mendleson's Hebredean Overture while sitting in Fingal 's Cave,
hear Bach's Goldberg Variations while sitting in Utzon 's Opera House.

Nonetheless, there remains the big issue: to what extent does the actual relate
to the modelled, how the digital relates to the analogue, how the "virtual" relates
to the "real". Big issues, it seems to the author, to pose to our students?

Acknowledgeme nts
Great thanks to clever people in ABACUS and the Digital Design Studio and
the imaginative people who record and cherish Scotland 's patrimony.
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How CAAD is changing society's role in architecture
Tom Maver
Mackintosh School ofArchitecture, Glasgow School ofArt, Glasgow, United Kingdom.
design of
ABSTRA CT: It is a modest four decades since the potential for the application of computer s to the
on
buildings was first realized by a few academic s who are still alive. The author is one such! This presentati
the
facilitated
y
technolog
the
how
on
provides an outline of these four decades but with an emphasis, not
artifact.
'productio n' of the architectural process, more upon the 'product' i.e the quality of the designed
subjective
the
and
ce
perfonnan
and
Specifically, the relationship between the objective criteria - cost
and their
criteria - aesthetics, cultural significance, etc and on the relationship between design decisions
consequences.

iv) Identify those surfaces that constituted a
volume.

1. CONTEX T
In October 2015, the ACADIA conferenc e was
held in Cincinnati, Ohio. Some one hundred plus
mostly young people heavily committe d to
CAAD, attended. Dr Robert Ash presided over a
Pioneers of Design
panel discussion
Computat ion' It featured Don Greenburg arguably
the father of computer graphics, Chuck Eastman,
arguably the father of BIM and the current author
- Tom Maver, who in the mid sixties struggled to
develop primitive computer software to predict
how design decisions - the geometry and
construction of the buildings - might impact on
their capital cost, their recurring costs, their
energy performan ce (heat, light sound), their
efficiency in pedestrian movemen t, their
evacuatio n in emergenc y and in every other aspect
of their cost and perfonnan ce. The one hundred
plus people accorded the panel a standing ovation
- some welcome recognitio n that early endeavou rs
were both welcome and worthwhile.

v) Identify those volumes that constituted a
building.
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Figure 1 A punched paper card

Figure 1 shows an example of a punched
paper card, one of many thousand, required to
represent the simplest of buildings. One
alternative no less problema tic was hundreds
of meters of punched paper tape.

Four decades earlier, the issues were alive
yet problematic. Notwithstanding the intellectual
aspirations, the computational competen ce was
truly primitive. In order to communic ate a 3-D
built form to the computer one had, in the
lauguage Algal
i) Type in the X,Y,Z coordinates of every vertex.
ii) Identify those coordinates that tenninate d an
edge.
iii) Identify those edges that constituted a surface.
1
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profession believed, would be souless'box es'
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Figure 2 A hand drawn
representation of a simple building

Figure 2 shows how a simple built form had to be
encoded and Figure 3 shows how a primitive
teletype terminal was best able to output
representations of plan forms.

Figure 3 An example of teletype output for
a floor plan.

the
develop
to
struggling
Those
argument
technology took a different view. The
(one that was poorly articulated) was that the
ability to predict the myriad objective
characteristics provided a knowledge base that
could inform judgements on the subjective
characteristics. The degree to which this is the
case 1s addressed in the concluding part of this
paper.

2. ISSUES
From the earliest and the most primitive steps in
CAAD the issues were clear.

The architectural profession had its heart
set against CAAD. Whereas architectural students
would invite the few pioneers in the field to speak
about the emerging techniques, quite frequently
tutors would attend to revile the speaker.

3. EVOLUTIO N OF TECHNOL OGY.
The research group set up by the author at the
the
University of Strathclyde in 1969
Unit,
Computer
Aids
Building
and
e
Architectur
Strathclyde (ABACUS) - was one of a handful in
Europe and North America to wrestle with the
primitive computer tools available at that time and
progressively contribute to the developmen t of the
hardware and software that is now known within
and
Infonnation
of
field
broad
the
Communica tion Technology (JCT) as Computer
Aided Architectural Design (CAAD)

The worry was that computers, dealing
solely with the measurable characteristics of
buildings - capital costs, recurring costs, heat,
light and sound, movement - failed to address the
most
measurable characteristics
non
importantly the aesthetics of the building and its
culture significance. The consequence, so the

In ABACUS the thrust of the software
development was driven by a seemingly simple

2
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diagram (Figure 4)

to a physical prototype refinements could be applied.

The earliest publication of an account of the
application of such a virtual prototype, deploying
the most primitive computer technology (pre graphics, pre online etc) was entitled PACE: a
Package for Architectural Computer Evaluation
(Maver 1972)

~

q ,, fijj-:-....,

6J

on which design

a

t

The difficult though rapid evolution from PACE
to the current state of the art, over the exciting
four decades, has yet to be properly recorded.
However, at the ACADIA Conference in
Cincinnati in October 2015, the panel session
'Pioneer of Design Computation' (Maver 2015)
brought a standing ovation from the 100+audience
of mostly young people and , more importantly a
commitment to tell the story in order to
extrapolate the future.

Figure 4 The initial concept for the first
appraisal of buildings.

in which a design for the building - its geometry,
construction and location- was described to the
computer. A set of algorithms, based on the laws
of physics and economics would then be applied
to the design as it was subjected to the vagaries of
yearly climate and functional usage. The output
would be the histogram of the consequential cost
and performance characteristics - capital costs,
recurring
costs
(for
heating,
lighting,
maintenance) energy consumption (heat and light)
etc; ie all that could be measured with an
acceptable degree of accuracy. This histogram and
how it varied with changes to the design
hypothesis, would (certainly could) infonn the
direction of the evolution of the design
exploration.

None the less, the key development can be
summarised as follows.

The evaluation of 'back and white'
(actually green and yellow) computer
graphics introduced by the US company;
TEKTRONIX in its iconic 4010 terminal
changes to a simple plan form requires the
image to be erased and then redrawn.
• Encoding of the laws of perspective
geometry to allow representation of 3D
'wireline' views of buildings and the
subsequent development m BIBLE
(Building with Invisible Back Lines
Eliminated)
Introduction of colour graphics to allow
the first (embarrassingly crude) colour
images of buildings.
• Visual Impact Analysis of constructions in
the urban or rural landscape. The
representation of alternative electricity
transmission routes has moved from an
innovative PhD thesis to software free on
most PCs.
•

The deceptive complexity of this view of
the design activity is that the relationship
(particularly the rate of change) between the wide
set of cost/performance variables is highly
dynamic. For example, changing the area of
glazing, say, to the south fa9ade of the building
alters virtually all the cost/ performance
characteristics. This relationship is a priori
unknown and can only be discovered as the
explicit design investigation is explored.

Although the expression was not applied at the
time (circa 1970), it is now clear that what was
being created was a virtual prototype - as opposed
3
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4. DESIGN PARTICIPATION

The advancement in scale from the
representation of individual buildings to
the entire city scapes (Maver 1987)
• Animation: the change from stop - frame
film - based technologies, set up to run all
night, to real time dynamic inter - action.
• The huge increase in the sophistication of
the modelling of the dynamic thermobuilding as they
fluid behaviour of
respond hourly and annually to weather
and climate (Clarke & Maver1991)
• The application of multimedia software
that help to explain our built cultural
•

Despite the thrilling advances in ICT and CAAD
the fundament issue remains: how to deal with the
value judgments that surround the subjective
matters of aesthetics and cultural significance.
After four decades of rapid development, the view
of the author is un - altered: our ability to predict
the objective characteristics provides the basis to
infom1 the value judgements of the subjective
characteristics. The question is whose value
judgements?

Such was the confidence of at least one of the
pioneers and a few far-sighted research fellows that, in the longer term at least, the capability of
the users of buildings, powe red by increasingly
intuitive CAAD software, woul d allow design
participation. That to say: not replace the design
skills of the professional architect/ engineer, but

patrimony
The evolution is of virtual reality and
virtual worlds.

One measure of this evolution can be seen in
the expansion of the company Integrated
Environmental Solutions (IES) formerly
known as then a moderately sized spin - out
company - as ABACUS Simulations Limited.
IES, providing CAAD Consultancy to
architectural and engineering practices, now
has some 150 employees based in offices in
four continents.

.

Facilitate the expression of the user in the design
decision making process.
The author persuaded the UK (then) Social
Sciences Research Council (SSRC) to fund a
study involving Nursery school Teachers in the
design of a modestly sized school for which there
are already was standard professionally designed
and ex1stmg options. The ABACUS team
developed the Partial (PARTicipation In
Architectural Layout) suite of relatively simple
computer progrmmnes based on the Tectronix
401 O Graphics terminal. Partial 1 allowed the
research team to define the design problem (the
brief). Partial 2 allowed some 20 + teachers to
create a single storey geometry and construction
(with feedback) while Partial 3 recorded the
design history of each participants design
progression. Elaborate histories, both graphic and
auditory, were catalogued (Smith & Watts 1979).

I

Figure 5 The Interface that Partia l presented.

Figures 5&6 illustrate stages in the evolution (and
feedback) of one participant's design exploration.

4
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The final report to the SSRC captured the research
team's thrill at these results. Regrettably, the
SSRC review committee deemed the work to be
too interventionist and declined to support if
further.
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CONCLUSIO NS
5.
FORWARD.

WAY

Surely the concern that the application of
computers would somehow result in all buildings
ending up as boring boxes has well and truly been
dispelled. Indeed, there is over-whelming
evidence that our ability to 'test' design options,
has promoted design innovation thereby increased
variety in design solutions. A significant number
of recently constructed and revered buildings
could not have been designed and built without
the application of computers.

The research team was sufficiently encouraged by
the fact that each and every nursery school teacher
produced a feasible design within the pre - set
constraint to go on to form teams of teachers who
were then tasked with working towards a design
that represented the best possible compromise
amongst the individual design options. Without
exception, despite initially favouring their own
design, the member of each design team found a
composite scheme that all participants marked
above their own individual scheme.

This would suggest that the aesthetic and
cultural characteristics, far from being neglected,
are at the forefront of design thinking and that
value judgements are , indeed, being given the
attention they demand and deserve.

The team then conducted two important controlled
evaluations, with the following results.

11.

THE

It is undeniable that the rate and scale of
development of ICT and CAAD specifically, over
the last four decades has been quite extraordinary,
but what of the issues?

Figure 6 The simple feedback to nursery
teachers.

1.

AND

But whose value judgements? In section 4
of this paper, considerable evidence is presented
to show that, in a relatively simple building type,
the users can make seemingly positive
contributions to the design evolution.

When presented with a number of
design options, architectural tutors
were unable to distinguish the
design quality between those
designs created by professional
architects and those collaboratively
created by nursery school teachers.
When (presented with the same set
of options, nursery school teachers
in another city wholly unaware of
the background to the test,
universally ranked all the scheme
designed by the teacher above
those of the professionals.

It is not suggested that this contribution in
any sense supplants the expertise of the
professional architect, but it is suggested that
involvement in the design process, supported by
the appropriate computer tools, allow the value
judgments of user participation in building design
is one of society's most important challenges.
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Digi tal Heri tage 's
Deve lopm ent in
Arch itect ure
11wmas W 1WaFcr

Mackimosh Sd10<1l of Architt>cture, Glasgow ~,hoo! of An
(l,lllaVN@gs,1.a..:.ukJ

The modelling revolution
For at le,1s1 IO00 ye.us humankind repre. cntrrl exi ting and ll presente saggio ha lo scopo di
intl"ndl~I L>ui!dlngs by simple 1wo-<lhnensional plans and ele• lracciare, con esempi e illustrazioni,
\'.11ions. In the Rcn,1iss.ance. a new-fpund c.ipability with pen l' evolnzio
ne dell 'applica zione
and paper allowed the repn-sent,11ion of p<>rs1wc1Jvc geomeuy.
These pa1wr-b,1sed persp(-ctivc vit>ws, toget ht>r with plans ,1011 delle tecn.olo gie informa tiche
elevations, S(;'rved architects and thdr clients for the bes! part of e comuni catiue emerge nti
the next 300 year.-.
nella comprensione del nostro
In the !,lie 1960s. th<' first lt' ntt1tive steps In the represen1.1tlon of
thn•e-dimcmsional geometry - digitall y - were iniri,lled. Pioneers magnifi co patrimo nio costruit o.
In the field demonstrated that the form of thre<>-dimt•nsion,11(30) Il saggio si focalizza
due fasi
object,;, such as buildings, could be communic.ict'<I by ,1 series of
di tale evoluzione: una prima
points in 30 space, Joi ned together to form Jin~. lint>$ Joillt'd to
ase di svilupp o dei software di
form surf.ices .rnd surfact'S joined to crc-.lte volumes. Hy applying
the mathematical laws of pCl'Spt.>ctive geometry, o-c,1lled 'wire- modellaziorze 3D CAD e della
line' dr,1wings were produced ,rnd, before long, the key tu cn-.1ting
multim edialita e una piil recente fase
sterc-oscopk p,1irs of Image. wa:: encoded. Figun' 1 shows two
computer-generated witl•-line Jll'l'SJlective lm,igt'S - possibly the di StJiluppo delle tecniche di laser
first ewr produn-d - about to be vh.•wed through an e.uly (circ.:i scannin g. Ne! testo si discute e si
1880s) de\'lce manufactured and sold tu iacili1a1e swreoscopi
c confron ta l'applic azione di tali
viewing of rn,11ched pairs of r,1refully taken photogrnph , oftt' n
parwramica
of the Boer War.
It took the ,,uthor ,rnd his colle,1g11es and students in his research dell'imp ortanza del patrimo nio
gmup ABACUS (Architectun• and Building Aid~ Computl'r Unit ,
digitale
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow UK} some time to determine
the optimal viewing p,uaml'lcrs - rye :;cp,1r,11ion, focal length, ctc
- to pnwidc the moi;t convincing 3U viewing effect: unheknown~t
to tht• author, the l,1 te Prof Tee S.1sada , in his CAAD laborawrr
in Os.1 k,1, J,1pan . had - some month pn,viousl y - rr,1rhe1! the
s.1mc conclusion.
Fig\lre 2 show:- the modern equi\',ilent - the Oculu~ Rlit head
mot1111t'<I displ.iy - in which pairs of full-colou r high·d<'finition
computc>r-gt>nrraled stereo inug~ .Ul' it'd, ar the frame-r.11e equi\'J•
lent to commercial movf<!$, to tl1e right and left £'rt. of the vieWl'r.
Thl' Oculus and similar emerging technologies accommod,1te the
most recent ITC tec hnologies th<ll allow wry fast chJngl'$ to the
left and right eyes to 1)rovi<le thi.' user of the luwl-mountt'<I displar
wi1h an cxperieuce of full immersion in the \irtual world as he/
she mmres his/ her head in 360 degree space. Such wchnologles art'
transforming how we model, shapt• and <?\'alu,m• iuwn.• worlds;
ind1'<'d ill tlw last few months: indeed, in the l.lst iew months such
devlct>S h,we become uhiquitons ln camt'ra anti softWMt:' stores. Parole chiave: progettazione
Our conct'rn here hOIW\'er is how we rc-cre,1w. und,•rst.1mi and assistita da calcolatore (CAD);
v,1lue our t-:,isting herit,,ge and p,1trimony.
multimedialita;

su

f

e si conclude con una

scanner laser
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rging technologies
k 1he aic hit('(·tur,1! profo~~ion th e hcst p,1sl of two d<'Cadc;;
!9SO) IO realize ,md take ,1dva111,1ge of the emergiiig in:.ltion technologies; thCSl' - photo n•,1Jis1ic im,tgl'ry. d}'ll,lllliC
. '' prediction , ~i111ul,11io11 of morement. etc - Ml' cummtly
ruing commonpl.ice in progn>ssh'e ,m;-hil<•crur,11pr.icrice.
!hC'$e two dC'CadE'~. the rt.e,1n-h gwup AHACUS, work ing
the {tlienl pri mitive r<>mputing lt>chnologies, sl!O\'<' to dl'·
uare to the archltecwr,11 profl-ssion the potcnti,11 to crc>,11e
.·tu.,r (,1 · opp,m'll to 'phy~ical ') protol}'JW or huilclings, still
tht> drn wing board. The objective w,1s to antidp,lle. ratlwr
w ns trurt, the tlt'sign di~SIN~ th.1t h,1d bes(•t the po t war
1ng boom. R.1th..-r th,rn welrcnnin!( the> en ~rg ing [t hough ~t ill
t.Jt?) wchnologit-s. the> .nchitt-ctur,11 profession w,1s distinctly
-e.cntiul; th e view w,1s that compute~ would le,1d to the protion of 'rubir ' hu ilrlings - all the s.11ne and soul less - wlu1
11u. uken paradox !
took consid(•r,1bly longer for those deve loping the tC'C hnolo• to ,mtidp,llt• and rc.1lil.l' the ,,pplic,,tion of tlw inform,llion
hno!ogics (IT) 10 our 1i.11rimony.
The \ledia l..auor.i to11· .it th,• MIT w,15 the iir~I 10 demons1r,1tc
pott•ntial of wh.11 we now c:.111 ' multi mt><lia' •· the confl,1tion
wtthin ,1 single !'oftwa~ environment of pho1ogr,1phs, video tot'.'. com1)ul('r-ge1wratl' t1 imag~. sound. text. etc. Wh,11 seems
Uld.ly a perfoctl )' obviou derc•lopmt'nl was - in the lat<' 1970,
- qui te revolu1 io1ury.
Co-inddcnt and subs.l'(luc-nt IT d('wlopment~ k d to the int rod uction or 1mly irnmt•r.1ivc ' \'irtu,1I ' crwironmcnt ~. , sl'-'1'C1i enced In
l~ Oculus Rift . M,ln}' differ<)nt method~ of allowing experience
'3D virtu,11 worlds W(' tt• J ewlopt'CI including tla• Virt tul Environment l..ibor,1tory (VEI.) at the Uni\'e1sit)' of S1r;.11l1clydc and
• :e immersl\'e fa cilities in th<.' Digital Design Stud io (DOS) al the
c;1.1~g(lw School of Mt . In t10th of tlll'se. ,1 number of peopll' t<1n
multan('Ouslr l1<Wt' thl' i111pre. sion - .,s ,1 rr-suh or surrounding
u..- uill and ,rndio Sl'OSittion - thil l thf.'y are within an 1•ntircly
d gitally tr(',1ted world .
Current! }'. tht>re an· nunwrous vic>wing med i.111i ms th,ll nMke
p,.issiblc for one or mc>n.' P\'l.1pli.- to h,l\'l' the impression 1h,1t
they exist within the J.l("rceivcd virtual c1wironment. In ABACUS,
. nw 12 people could sit in iron! of a cun·ed .rt'<'n onto which
three projt'C!Or,; bc,amed il 170 degrw image. Tlw fa rt th<11. in
lhi encom1i.1s~ing prcs.:ntation. those p.irts of tht• im,1ge In one's
p<>riplwr.11 vision , is ch.rnging fo~t r r th,111 one's central ,•isinn.
create· , in a cl yn,lmically ch,rnglng scen,11i o of mm·ement through
du> 3ll 'sp.ict''.

imull,rn(•ou~ly there, wt>re ckvclopmcnts ,1foot in how we can
ob.-,erYe and ~cord the existing world. Methods of , chieving th is
u;cl ude l,N.'r sc,mning. l,,ser sc.inning in\'Ol\lcs the 'firing ' of l,lser
bt?ams ,'1 31) objc,;ts followed hy a diFlance me,1surement ll<l ~l'tl
on till' lime the reOt"CtiVt' IJC,lms return to the firi ng po,ition. Them.is.~ of d,11<1 ca1nurcd - known a~ tht~ 'poinl-Cloud' - can. with
appl\1priate softw,m•, be interpreted as sh.lpes of objects. building.
.md 'or landscapes. The technology can be- dcplo}'t'tl ,11 various
.,les. from 'lly-oveN;' of extC'nsivc l,rnd~cape$ to tht• fine-grain
c..ipw tc of s111.1ll ,1rtef<1rts. This Is elaborntcd furt hc>r in thi$ paper.
A p.ir,\111.'I innovation. nO\\ ,m cxtrnordin,,rily r,1pid dewlopment.
h tha t of ·r.ipid protot)lling·. It w.is re,11i1.cd th,11 th<.' 1liglt,1I n'prt>$c>n1,11io11 of 3D objc('ts (including buildmgsl could - with ,1
httlc> difficulty - ht• deployed in a numht•r of enwrging electro/
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0:<2l.'h,, r,it'.,J 1n:·h 1mk>t~ '-'!' in ,h-c manufac11rrt> nf ~: -.,It-cl plJ ysk.::I
mni!,,1, ,,i rrn lily, 1\f>.ACllS Wi?S ,m e.;rls '-'·'fwd111,•>1 1t•1 c11 IJ0 1,
lbt?Sl-' "'"""!1~·li1c1.,l(:lt~ics { uuld be plil.ll the di"l).'1....11 11! .m·hili:t~S
l-Jgu rt> 3 ~!im,~ •.11 I,~·l• si.·..iJcs, rapid pm101~,.,.,-~of lilt' 111 ill,•11 1,illm
t•Jwer. pL.1 n11t'1i fo , Gf.-,l'1;',t••v; Fii;ll1l' ~ show:. the r.api,l p m 10 1~·1w
o; ;1 wc,o,1.-,l m l!I Ii n:.~. Jt.:•rt ul Lhc struct~re d.ml.lis<'d h,111!y in

tht'! r<",--:t11 fi.,, ,,L Lh • :.\·1,1d,iutu~b School of Arch1ll'\"lurt' .ll li1t•
Gla,gow :id)O!)l (II M l , Wh<:,( SUK' ,;'llrl,• work O! ABACUS w.1~
p foneen ng l[ t!< K•·•IH•,'ilt;.; 111 'il'(' lft,H ?apid pro.my-pin~ - I] 1IJt'

n,·

like :IIJ \'lt>,,•m:~ - tu~!,~._-,,
ltbl<.witous, with i~me SF'••m,
C?<lrkct.,,_1. fo r tht> h n e1 11· .111.I n1h,•r.- lnr rJ',.llJ-u.fJ.cturing p.uts In
space s:i.ape m pl;11,tl<"., Uld,d ,11 n•t,H nir.

E;.u-lv applications
In 11!,• ,,utltvr's t·xpcricncc, the- earh~t ap11Hc:.uiu?1•~ 111 multi
m, •,1.i.1 <lunm,~"1.J-. indutk those of S.1b.uer in th<' ll 11i\•1•1~i1~ c.•
c.m1 lu n,.1: ;i ntl M 1.1rtol.il w La Tcrza lJni\·~ri:ity of R1)1l lt.'. 5-J!Mk r
\Vorke,11111 lh,• n111 t1il ,ut iim of Ccnlo1 ~., tb.r piaru1ing of The 1'.'.ll"f
Cl! Blr~lon., .'.'! 11/f Mm io l.1 wm·l.1:(I, in rolfobo;ati,:m ",ith the
Ct•mua,: di Jtoma, Oll rt,e p.i ,tidp,tlfon •.)I ll1•: dtizc-m)' <m cl!e
r!'torm.1.ti<Jn of ari?as-r.:,f 1be clly of Rmn1•.
T lil' ADACUS. in assoda.nor, wnh 5('.AAN II 11· St,1\1.[:.;l1 Cu.!turill
l'u •s111111 ·p .'1,,:x-s, !-kmrork [t'l\\'W.::,Cl"Jll .,lf.uk) lllllTJ () I] il-s fl'VU·
1.ui1111 i11r 11w ,:J rl r dcvdc,pmcm of CA.AL> ~otlw.,r,• 1t1 pn:h'Jm~: ,1
mrmher tli irn1m•.11ivt· multi'm.-dia digit.ll do--.::ui:-wmi,, i111 JL1i!i111,
Vi.nu.al O jlf'll n,mrs. Sk,11,! lli.w, New Linan and Gl.1s~ow 2nnc1.
SCki\N aims 10 [Hi;• iL1,• , ~l11( ,1liurt,1l ,ll"('es~ to e:irJtal rn.1.1c11Jls
n.,-ir\-::,·oting our ma1!'-r'i.1l ~:,il11m· ,111rl his.tir','. It lwsts imag<'s.
tri l>ViC'S and 5ou nds fr11 m J,111~!•11111,•• •~•l!i•fr•~- ,11rhiv,•s MJd thC'
1111•1'1.1 ,1J1u i-s one -of rhe large... t t¾:luc.uii m.,l onti,ll' n-r1:kc, in
I.he l lK . upporting thmu,.mns nf ,:;rhob1", lihr,n' (~.. rntk"l;l--S. ;md
11nh•1•1~it il'S, !t w o rks; i n p-ann'l"!,$htp wi 1h j)V\'1 .,CT,} rnl1ural
m;~ luliuu., in Srnrt,,nu and !hi' rest oi che UK. A tl111n!i~•r ,.:1
it1~.munoru. ttw ils 11n lisi,• l'(>lntiwi to pro\ide acre,;..<: 10 1l1t•ii
own daca. SCRA II! ii- rt 1111.lt-d tlLruugh gram al-0 from 111,, ScmtL~i.
Go,,emmem, ~11h.~1·, ipl im~ ,:1111l l'.1.k-.: of scr,·ki:s.
Sl:lmc ofthi' projf<flM r m1 lt1ll li•1 AO-i\CUS and funded by SCHM-1
indu::!c:
Virtut!I Open U,)(}T~ L"- .1 CIJ ROM tli,1( ~ IJO\\'S the u~r. imer,1r•
li\'d V. lO· mm'E' ~mu°"f Jiu• ink 1it11~ u( sumc 51) oi CJ:isgow'5
mn-.i i mpt•r:.:.at .and 1l<}l (l.;t'x-'i<s Jtri [ r ,:llX,"(~io k ) buildings. lr,
tht• llK. in tl1mc-we-e'ken,,i-;. m St"-1ic,•111h,•1 , .11·.ll Yt\ n, (l 1f ti-wn,::i-;/
::rr;-(!~..· :i ;·iir . .......,...-i,; ,:.j ,j,: .,j,_ ,
,~-~·vpiws ll'f hundrcd5 oi bmldlng!t nul tL1)1 m.i tr'!- opeu lt• Lb,: ! 1.y 1 _;: f"-.._:::r
·,,.,;. r \-:r.-ir,1:-.- 1:.t;r 1 . _., .J ·~•~'i 'f :i.:i: 11:.,-:!' .:!cr.:,1 r-•~-rr;
!:>'111:r.11 public. throw open 1helr doc,,,._ JI ,-1'\•1m,;i .~pp;c,p-i..i;c :~ d L,::.l.':.::!'i
J.Jr .-\1',-\CUS t ;;, dc~l!'l0[1,rn intn 1<:n~,-. CD-RO:\ 111.,1 ,llt{>wLx{ in
3:t..:.:rt"•· tlJt)-:.-.•
r',-q :.: - ·r....=- c. ,.:...:t..: ;:;: l'..r. ;:°':-:'7! 11t~ :+,:i 1·!::.µld 'j'
JL•r,,l1h'l' cxp.l,c,r.i:tion o f the inl<',1Ms 1)l .11111111LI 50 ut Gl.i~"!'..OW's
k
.. J.,, ••
11 1<..-.I i11 tcr~~fr11g buil-rli.ni1:i.. 11 Jilk~ .:1,h ·,l11t,,i-1l• " ' wfrn1 tbcn :,n,1:t
,;- :J,..·..L;_... ~.t!:..:1::?, :
ll'i•{~• 19991 w~ wft1,•,1re known ,1!\ (Julck Ti1l a • \ 'ir t11.d R,:,\lltv :1J. J ?..-.-n .-iP:,.'\ 't,'!"",ttr.-:,,;:. i 1>1..~di:-Z ~..: !;~•
rc..rrvR) 1h;.t1 Gum· buad.led
(
:lii.-.'
t
,,. ,:t!.Tj .. ·.u... r - :'.':.•:.•_".'.:. f-~ O\.-~i.!i-.:(';11 C'.'Tr. ,:•,
H'err App~ !11.',c.
Sk,3,·,1 tl 1,11• i~ tlllL' uf Nonhem El!mpe ·i; mru,1 P,xi ,.1-unlim ,ro: !.:U.!!J -1 :'~;.:,r., ::,!::--, :-i",_~,e
f""t:-.,,r.-,r:. •\1:-·ni:,r
.rn:·l:.it>1,lc • rnl ~it~ tttr.itc<l -0n che (.trim-,., ,Hl'h i£id.1i,;11 uil d l(!- f r~ ".f. - .:,.t,l,.Fici
rw-r;;,.-::_,1,;(--: ~,,. ,"I ,...,~~½r1 f ~ttJ!
111l t1h 1' 11.,,-.~ ,,1 Scodand. Tbc unique ie,:m1rf'S o( llii~ n1ru11t1ll"r
th
~~•~
~~·~~i' :n ~.
h,L'-"l1 i1t1,•,,11.i h\· t·.wlo-r,1.t.ion of ·he ~-iie 1nd11ctt'! llw ,~u1lx,.iiJm:n1
of prl~t""!' ,u 1,•-.Kts found or, sire dming rht> 1>x,·. w.1!J1111 in 1S50
.i.nd ·,m~m,.,;,1,,11 w,11i1r· in wir.i,;:h , a h:,poche.;.i,- i f',.;.m ii u;.; 111<• ~;~~! :~;:~~-~~~:~~);~
cloor med1,mi~1rr, n 1111bh1e.~ \'iiko 5b.~ or. site w1ith comp11h"l •~ n.1't(· .hu!!l-_-.;
:i,:r.tj.'bits .inim.111M. ·n,i~ w,1s ci tit· 01 the fim inSY.~nc~ ni " ·1t.1t !19. f.; ;.., :~"7i'";!'" ~-,,;1!"i,."-: ;i ..... ..--, : ~t t->:-"1 ,:.•.:: ?.:,.:,:,' ·111,,...,:,t1» ;:,,;•;: t::.:.t- Sr..v..:t. F~:.~:<: r:~m:n ·.,~i~~t!,='
•,1,..-1s tu bccomt? k n111, ·11 ,r,; ·.1111;111<.'fl f('(l 1c-,1lity' wherebr tl,.-a• ;,., ,t
3uu i.x~. D:::~-. P::tx- , ;.··•.mrm
0
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;;e;;>;n-i-ess ,mMlg.1m,1t1on 01 , 1d<'f1/1i lm lnm,it:,: ..,, ilh dnuo1I ti.c.
lfi& I<1lly grncr.1tcd} 1.m.a~cry.
~ew L.inark is ;; Wc, rld ll<'rit,1;:.- S 11c 1h'wl11p1 ~l in t ,,. lS&Os t;y
l\tlh1•n uwrn ,;;;; ii 11mp1,1n \'1M<J ll oi .111 imfu,-Jt i. rl n111m1tmit\·,
0

o;NN,· Cl,,11'1'.\ 11 x, , i tt• l,t kt•;; Irum Ihie.' wcb~l(,: oi the Sant l 1a g,:, L1£-sig:p Wt>h$1lt-' P ill"' i Is;• ta"-I nm>11wrd.1f pr.l rl i«w; clt:\ dopiag dtis
ccchn...lo~y (h rl~.i / 1°, ,~w.:,111 U11i;;•Ll1-:,i;.;n .~ mi ll.'U'.H1 p,O,iL'i:lS) .
H {'.o\\'C'\'C,.. ii is imporuni IL1 dr,w, ,l t1 i~tillt'lrH11 111-£\\ ('l' U llw_• (\ ny
~\ ork bill:cd on 3L1 mocklling, and 1he mmf' l!"ff'1l l N,,. 111i1;,;, 1n11 k .
Tt.et..ri'{Wo(,'J'k of,'1.S,1.CUS\,'as k-:u!"serl 1,.;,lrnMt1 emirel~ <•n wti.11
we c,,:L<k lCI U!Kk.:s:tand, t"l'C'n impmvc-. om e:;istin~ al'td im ur.b\d(t l~ v ir-011mc:-ut; iis prnven.;mce. it:=. ht::t~")r:'. its .m:h1t1:"::t1n-e. 1Cs
11~••11,1111,rno: Jrt<.I it~ hnux; .ill th:s c.in bi' ind mfed tf we h.1H" .1
i!lll 3n <l,1t,.1,t,.i~- Ou 1J· • oiltcr luud, clL<: laser capwre thJt h;;$
ltt'l'II ill ul't r,1L,'I.I i11 L!iis paper i: - .1~ most - .:rn image.

,,r

0

, ., m_p.lct-c witb a school. hc-ahh c.:ire. i'IC. o wt"n wr•1 ,: , m to J r-1.mL!
the New H,1rrnon,· mopi.tn comnrnn, tr ;~1 1h,. HSA . .--R .'l,;--:
0

-undc:-6 ihc i}oublc t:ll-KU.\11nonur.r1.1 hr Af.Af"li!s :11 r1•,;111"(I tht·
n.;c. iafl and c -~ L"1k'rJ.OO D o:f th-e .\le,w 1.an..i rk , 1•11m 1t m i1 ·,· .\ 1
impt1rliJJll uild llllllJ\'alil'l' lm i11rn of tbi5 rio11hli:> en Rfl\1 \~,t ~
,h,e- c-mbi:-ddi • f. of il dynamk computer-gen£-,,lk•tl .rnim.11i, m
al luwinY. t.w!l1r,iLit.1n 01 ilic· t:!ttire sill!.
Th~· ('jl\' of Gl,Wj:,i)\\' WJ!. i:~tiililisboo "c,U(ll~in!!; A m 1i b~ S,!i ,;j
\tung,,, (,,ki't l.:t"ltti&:rn) in th~•(i" (.cntur,1,·. TI-...e inter.i..:.il\"E'Cll·l\l.i\l
Gl'"'~tw~i•
/, lit::;) ii;,, m !li;h·c- digit.a! l.lornmem ind ,t<i lr,~
WVO wortl~ u[ lt'xt, l .l am:it.'i11 maps, 5 vi 1kC1 cl;p~. ,',iJtl 111a;:::~., .
.,;wl .t mm;k.ii fo11r lim• ~p;11mi1 r, t ,(i'X, t't,HS. Tbi~ di:;:iu[ doc u,1 >'Ill 1,-.1~.• i1t il~ li:mt<. lhl' mu~:. 1:uru1,m .:ilcush·t: dzgkaJ r eo:rn~ ni
tht• 2,llClll ymr l1 i!<lor~• 11 ( ,t citr. IV.my , qd>l.'--nit> and ird:.:: rmt'l.i

.wno

T.hemu=
IJ ;,;iu l ,,,1lti1iH>1i\' h ,ii m : t!m1•:'f l\ ,•:.1,1h li·,l1t•,L 111 1lw , 1J111: 1lt ( tf
i,wl,lCI\~ l11tl~., 11f C-', ll ( h1lp://1-n milw,a1!~,;(,·ix. rit•t) t,l!,,"ll t:o.Util.UL~
,; n,,fi3,,(jfl(I .11 !olt':IS ,lllll 11111 J'.\.lfll'l~<JII C:ltA D .. 1)1.'(."1"~.•~ · r!<,t L'\\''..'('

1l•~ r, 3(10 l'•l;Wn>. wrlh <-i1lw1 ·tH•;il, i,•' 11, 'p,1 .1ti 111m1y' i11 !lt1· li1II;.
11,.-r~ are now M?'t'(.>r..Jl 11uttrr,.1.11lU1~l! ci:on i.-1 eon.<·~ 1111 1,.-rit.1~"·
~oncthclcss. it i:s entirely .'li'!PTOJ)ri.lte rn 11..=,k 'why crP.,rc• ,1!'1.rt
di!:scminutc di.git.J.l repre5<'.!ntJ.tions oi. our mc,sc Impon.m1cull ur•.l

f1ii 7.!'i'I.S [l(>llller'f f".';s.;ys, 1111L~t r;11~ 111.•ilh hi :,l(>i'kJ.I ,Ul U CCIOi~m-

· "''~•ll}' un~.g~'!-, ~·tiitO!>, u~u~:c, cuu1•t,rs.1ii11u~ t'i1·. 1h,11 i.11tr11,I t ::i
::.\°J'lam the wonderful de,•elopmf'nt ~, ,1 v,h 1·,1111 d i 1·.

lll-ril.Jgt / p.3trimc,ny'? The foto•n•ing sub-sections pl:>\T?de some
,,n~·w,:.-,. lL1 iliis gm-stimi.
Om ph.-sical p.. triruom·, regrmably, is \'IOITJ, ingly ~JC;:!. 'l he "°""
, •111 li1'.' 1i,,,1 \i1:-:;trr; · ~, tht:' world rmv•,vm:d l:ibrarv and uwaluabla

RE-centAp~li<:.t.tlons

1

, ,. ri.,1u n~ o f lh1• IC:T lh,"11 h;,i; bc.:-n d-.,~cnbc-d ln the- i;)1 µ,, ·i11.i;
""~-ti1111~ 11i I hi~ ;i,1~o,;.•r i.;, l<i irly <1<Hi ,qt.ard,·, c1mtred or, th~ 1d1•.1
,,1 t t1111li:'lli1>~ Jlw .~n Imm ut .~ lniilll' rJf: !or r.roup oi bu1ldn:~
11e ,1,-cu u l~;,,.1 . l'lu• m,,m wn•ril . 1J>
1>li,~1!irm:. ,1n•p1Y•~1-r,(i'J.! in 1Dt'

foli n ,,fr,~, sff.nnn.

r h~• wnovali1.1i." app-lic.1liL1 n M t ~~tti ~i:.l1 miu~ I·: , 11i~i1., 1,~.11rimr.1 ' "
.bas bl;l!!n f!'ioneered br ~ m.imber of i.n~tih11 i11,is ind ml\11;; tlw
Ll,gjLil llcs:ign Studio (UV.Sf t thi;, c; ~nw Sfh,10! nf .oli ,1 twt\' \/..
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

I feel I have been very lucky to have my academic career coincide with the evolution - from
the primitive stage of punched cards, punched paper-tape and teletype terminal
input/ou tput to massive mainframes to dynamic, graphical simulatio n and represen tation
of the functional and aesthetic characteristics of embryon ic buildings - of ICT applied to
buildings.
The early days were difficult, not only the clumsy and counter-i ntuitive interface to
expensive hardware, but to the antagonism of the architectural profession to a change,
after some 400 years, to the design paradigm; regrettably, whereas the best students have
ever celebrated change, too many of the Schools of Architect ure and the profession they
served were content to maintain a policy of cosy re-cycling of old way of doing things.
Now, however, the more progressive practices, employin g the best graduate students from
the best Schools are contribut ing to a rapid paradigm shift in association with eCAADE (in
Europe) and its sister organizations ACADIA (in North America), SIGRaDi (in South America)
and CAADRIA (in Asia) are daringly designing buildings that are fit for purpose, costeffective, environm entally friendly and culturally /aestheti cally significant.
Much remains to be done (not least participa tory democra tization) but I am confiden t that
the next 4/5 decades will be as importan t and thrilling as the recent that it has been my
privilege to enjoy.
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APPENDIX

This is a partial reproductio n of Issue 01, Volume 02, March 2004 of the Internation al
Journal of Architectur al Computing - the Festschrift for Tom Maver. It includes the full
editorial and the full papers of Tom Maver ("A Personal Retrospective") and of Bob Martins
-Technica l University of Vienna ("On the Archiving of Tom Maver's Bibliography"). It also
includes short summaries of the papers of Thomas Kvan "The Dual Heritage of CAAD
Research", Bauk de Vries "A Nobel Prize for CAAD Research"), Gerhard Schmitt "The Impact
of Computer Aided Architectur al Design on Physical Reality", Branko Kolarevic "Back to the
Future: Performati ve Architectur e", Alexander Koutamanis "CAADs Seven Arguable Virtues"
and Arturo Montague "Going Back in History".
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Editorial
caree r in the field of educ ation
Tom Maver has had a long and distinguished
Design. Thro ugh his resea rch,
and resea rch in Com pute r Aided Arch itectu ral
actio n with colleagues and
his writings, his supe rvisio n of stude nts, his inter
significant and impo rtant
his sage obse rvati ons Tom Maver has made a
been a key figure in the
impa ct on many aspec ts in the field. He has also
izatio n, and in his supp ort
grow th and deve lopm ent of the eCA ADe organ
for the IJAC Journal.
the ABACUS resea rch unit
Tom has been Profe ssor and leading figure in
ing Science, University of
at the Depa rtme nt of Arch itect ure and Build
awar e that Tom was to retire
Strat hclyd e, for many years. Whe n we beca me
unan imou s agre emen t in the
from that post in Sept embe r 2003 there was
even t in some lasting way. It
Council of eCA ADe that we should mark the
ure Scho ol of the University
was Johan Verbeke, now Head of the Arch itect
t for Tom, and again there was
of Brus sels- Ghen t, who sugg ested a Festschrif
gestu re.
unan imou s agree ment that this woul d be a fitting
t nego tiatio ns and
So began the plan, and after a great deal of secre
the eCA ADe Conf erenc e in
arran geme nts a two part strat egy emer ged. At
ss as the open ing event. This,
Graz we had anno unce d a long Keynote addre
was a set of tribu tes to Tom.
in fact, was a cove r for the real event, which
tzer and Harr y Wag ter (on
Thos e tribu tes were delivered by Gee rt Smel
rturo Montagu (pers onal
eCA ADe past) ;John Gero and Stefan Wro na,A
was Head );Tom Kvan
views); Bauke de Vries (now Head wher e Tom
ons); Bran ko Kolarevic
(CAADRIA view and some perso nal obse rvati
view) and Bob Mart ens (on
(ACADIA view and tribu te);J ose Kos (SIGRADI
the Maver publications archive).
nal, Conf erenc e Orga niser
We are extre mely grateful to Wolfgang Doko
geme nts that allowed this set
at Graz , for making the comp lex set of arran
of tribu tes to taJ<e place.
contr ibuti ons to the Special
The seco nd part of the plan involved inviting
formally reco rd the thou ghts
Edition of the IJAC Journal. This allowed us to
te, plus it allow ed us to invite
of some of those who prese nted at the tribu
furth er writt en contr ibuti ons.
by Tom, himself and that is
The Issue thus begins with a reflective piece
de Vries who comm ent on
followed by pape rs by Tom Kvan and Bauke
ard Schm itt write s abou t
Tom's impa ct in the CAA D world . Then Gerh
itt refer s to Tom Mavers
realization of proje cts and ideas. Gerh ard Schm
note s that 'Arch itects are no
visionary qualities at the end of his paper. He
struc tures or individual objec ts
longe r restr icted to the creat ion of physical
throu ghou t his caree r. He will
... Tom Maver has pred icted this deve lopm ent
evic, Alex ande r Koutamanis and
be right.' Pape rs then follow by Branko Kolar
ct of Tom Maver on the field of
Artu ro Montagu - all of whom note the impa
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s and analyses the
n Bob Ma rte ns sum ma rise
CAAD. Finally, in this sec tio
form.
by Tom Maver in published
col lec ted res ear ch out put
s of the Ivan
tw o pap ers by pas t win ner
Th e nex t sec tio n con tain s
bes t pap er and
s pri ze is pre sen ted to the
Petrovic me mo ria l prize. Thi
De Co nfe ren ce. Tom
ear che r at the annual eC AA
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ng
you
a
by
on
tati
sen
pre
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y active in sup por tin g the
Maver has bee n particularl
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dev elo
rk and dev elo pm ent s
ers her e des cri be new wo
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mien Hanser, Jeane first is by Gilles Halin, Da
by the winning aut hor s. Th
cy, France, and the
AI res ear ch Ce ntr e in Nan
Cla ude Bignon fro m the CR
d. Th e Jou rna l the n
m ETH in Zu rich , Switzerlan
sec ond is by Silke Lang fro
on new res ear ch on
Rana and Batty wh o rep ort
by
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clu
con
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ord of the bir th
k back to the first formal rec
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to
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end
To
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held in Brussels
ect ura l Design Education]
hit
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ed
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Co
[Eu rop ean
ry: 'In the beginning
fro m the Co nfe ren ce sum ma
(Belgium) in 1983. To qu ote
impulsion of Tom
ias tic res ear che rs, und er the
of the eighties, a few ent hus
F (TH Delft)
ACUS gro up) and Rik SCHIJ
AB
the
of
tor
rec
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VE
MA
involved in the
mal, con ven tio n of peo ple
initiated a regular, if no t for
DE. In 1982 a first
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att end
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CA AD wa s definitely an im
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This is a Personal reflection lookin g back·.9y~,r the,
period from my initial involv ement in BuildiMg ·
Performance in the I 960s throug h to rese~rch in
CAAD today.
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I. Introd uction
In the mid 1960s, interest was growing in the idea of post-occ upancy
appraisal of buildings; the building boom in the UK in the post-war period
had produced some disastrou s outcome s and there were clearly lessons to
be learnt. I joined the Building Performa nce Research Group in the
Departm ent of Architec ture and Building Science at the University of
Strathcly de in 1967 to help develop tools for post-occ upancy appraisal but
soon became obsessed by the prospect of pre-occupancy appraisal - the idea
that the way a building might work. could be predicted while the concept
was still on the drawing board.A round this time two institutio ns came into
existenc e - the Design Research Society in the UK and the Design Methods
Group in the USA, both concerne d to discover what Herbert Simon, in his
1968 book The Sciences of the Artificial, called " ... a science of design, a body
of intellectually tough, analytic, partly formalizable, partly empirical, teachabl e
doctrine about the design process" [I]
It was clear that whilst building design had much in common with
product design, there was a significant difference. In product design, the
modus operandi was to construc t and progressively refine a physical
prototyp e prior to the producti on run - a methodo logy impossible in large
capital items such as buildings. What was needed then, was what we would
call today, a virtual prototy pe.
At Strathcly de, in 1968, a new research group - the Architec ture and
Building Aids Comput er Unit, Strathcly de (ABACUS) - was formed to
investigate the possibility of using the emerging but extremel y primitive
computin g techniqu es of the late 1960s to construc t virtual prototyp es of
buildings. The University had only one compute r and program s and data
could be entered only in binary form using paper tape or punched cards.
Any prototyp e building had, therefore , to be laboriously describe d, by a
lengthy sequence of numbers , in terms of x and y coordina tes (for plan
layouts) or x, y and z coordina tes (for 30 forms); explicit instructi ons (in a
language called FORTRAN) specified which coordina tes were joined by
lines, which lines formed planes and which planes made up volumes; there
was neither graphical input nor output.

• Figure I. An early skeptic's view of
Computer Aided Architectu ral Design

A Personal Retrospect ive
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•

Figure 2.A tongue -in-che ek
comm entary on the reliabi lity of early
mainframe compu ters

which descr ibed the
None thele ss, by 1970, paper s were being published
of its cost (capital, recur ring
proce ss of appraising a simple building in term s
y consu mptio n, plant
life-cycle) and its perfo rman ce (daylight levels, energ
s, comb ined with innovative
size, etc). By 1973 the emer gence of pen-p lotter
and 3 D ("wire-line")
algorithms, made it possible to produ ce draw n plans
devices were beginning to
persp ective s; crude but affordable graphical input
ssion - highly suspicious of
come available. Over night , the archi tectu ral profe
than a delet eriou s
the idea that comp uters could have anything less
ology as a mean s of
influence on design quality - embr aced the techn
the next 5/6 ye<l:rs, shifted
autom ating produ ction drawings; the emph asis for
efficient produ ction .
(som e woul d regre t) from bette r prod uct to more

2. The Ach ieve men ts
ed mode ls of the energ y
The 1980s saw the evolution of highly sophi sticat
ng and animation; the
behav iour of buildings, photo realis tic colou r imagi
ls, multimedia, virtual
1990s saw the emer gence of large scale urban mode
ologi es.
reality, rapid manu factu re and shape grabb ing techn
shoul d take pride:
So: there is much in which the CAA D comm unity
•

•

6

archi tectu re has
of all the design profe ssion s, it can be argue d that
ging inform ation
led the way in the effective adop tion of the emer
igence, howe ver
techn ologi es; just as devel opme nts in artificial intell
sophi sticat ion of the
primitive, have inform ed an under stand ing of the
ing of the
huma n mind, so CAA D has infor med our under stand
comp lex human activity of design.
al issues which are
the application of the techn ologi es to the cultur
l heritage), and to
centr al to the conce rns of the profe ssion (eg virtua
range of scale of
our under stand ing of the relati onshi p acros s the
n to the design of
opera tion of the profe ssion - from interi or desig
citysc apes _ offers, in
individual buildings, throu gh neigh bourh oods to
h on recei pt of the
the word s of Frank Gehr y in his accep tance speec
to beco me
RIBA Gold Medal, "a great oppo rtuni ty for archi tects
mast er builders again"
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ed
the extrao rdinary advances in verisimilitude of the still and animat
imaging of the visual charac teristic s of interio rs and exterio rs of
individual building and entire neighb ourhoo ds, surely gives, as never
before, confidence to practit ioners and their clients that what is
intende d, formally and aesthetically, is what will be delivered.
• the power of advanced dynamic models of the thermo dynam ic
n
behavi our of buildings, in respon se to diurnal and seasonal variatio
in weathe r and climate, has the potential to save millions of Euro,
and, more import antly in the long run, dramatically reduce
atmosp heric and stratos pheric pollution; these models have the
potenti al to provide us with a new vernac ular of sustainability.
t
• the recent emerge nce of robust and powerful decision suppor
timesystem s which allow synchr onous design across contine nts,
zones, professions and agencies will enable the next genera tion of
archite cts and engine ers to design from within the virtual world
g
which can link virtual reality to rapid manufa cture and shape grabbin
techno logies in a seamless transiti on among st modelling modes.
lated
• the establi shmen t of a numbe r of hugely effective and inter-re
initiatives to secure and promo te commu nicatio n within and across
e
the academic and practical community, viz: the format ion of eCMD
(in_ Europe ),ACA DIA (in North America), SIGRADI (in South
America), CMDR IA (in SE Asia) and CMD Future s
(interc ontinen tal), comple mented by the meticulously maintained
CUMI NCAD databa se of over 4,500 abstrac ts/pape rs in the subject
area, and, last but by no means least, the initiative to bring into
existen ce the International Journal of Archite ctural Computing; these
initiatives are quite unprec edente d in the recent history of the
profess ion .and in my view herald a new model for cooper ation and
consen sus in the academic and professional community.

•

3. Futu re Goal s and Direc tions
much
So, there have been significant achievements, but equally, there is
which the commu nity needs to address:
•

little or no objective evaluation is made of the benefits (or for that
matter the perceived threats ) which have accrue d and, increasingly,
is to
will accrue from develo pments in CMD ; if the building industr y
funding
pment
raise the level of investm ent of researc h and develo
in
from the paltry half of one percen t of turnov er (compa red to 40%
the
the compu ting industry), we have to get better at evaluating
efficacy of what has been achieved (throug h a rather random
proces s) and estimating what could be achieved throug h a more
coordi nated and focussed R+D endeav our which excites those who
want to invest in sustainable futures.
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•

ch curr entl y exis t to pred ict the
the virtual pro toty ping too ls whi
of specific buildings are increasingly
cos t/pe rfor man ce cha ract eris tics
itec tura l prac tice s to confirm the
being ado pted by progressive arch
are
vative design proposals; yet they
env iron men tal cred enti als of inno
to exp lore , systematically,
not being used, as they might be,
design decisions and
gen eral ised relationships betw een
esta blis hme nt of the se causal
cos t/pe rfor man ce con seq uen ces;
luable edu cati ona l reso urc e and
relationships could provide an inva
tow ard s the not ion of
mov e the profession and its clients
"pe rfor man ce specification".
helps
ons , thro ugh virtual prototyping,
• explicit appraisal of design opti
gn
as Simon said, taking a desi
inform design decision-making, but,
l as objective value judgements; a
decision involves subjective as wel
st inte rest ing rese arch ove r the
recu rrin g the me in som e of the mo
to which virtual pro toty ping last 3 dec ade s has bee n the deg ree
e
dia - has the pote ntia l to facilitat
and the pow er of YR and multime
the
in
s
clients and use rs of building
the effective participation of the
this issue nee ds to reap pea r at the
forming of the se value judgements;
elop men t agenda.
top of the CA AD rese arch and dev
ents
icion that , had not our bes t stud
it is difficult to shake off the susp
mad e significant con trib utio ns to,
got seriously exc ited abo ut, and
e of who m rece ntly app ear to
CAAD, many of our colleagues (som
ip of the topi c) would still be
be des per ate to take ove r own ersh
AD; the profundity of the noti on
resisting the "he reti c" not ion of CA
al environments can not be overof virtuality, and in particular, virtu
ge is to ens ure that , in partnership
esti mat ed and our biggest challen
opp ortu niti es are add ress ed; we
with our students, the challenges and
a
anc eme nt of wha t I believe to be
wou ld be at gre at risk in the adv
t
paradigm, if we wer e to forg et tha
fundamental shift in the edu cati on
our colleagues who failed to see
we are a// learning, even tho se of
the writing on the scre en

4. Co nc lus ion

last 18
gave me som e reso urc es ove r the
The Leverhulme Tru st gen erou sly
ject
extr aor din ary hist ory of our sub
mon ths to reflect on the sho rt but
eful
ht go from here . I am especially grat
area and to suggest whe re we mig
have
I
ed
ileg
has rem inde d me of how priv
bec aus e the per iod of reflection
munity,
ing, like-minded international com
bee n to sha re ideas with an expand
es, and,
y of sup por tive colleagues and mus
to have enjoyed the clos e com pan
of new toys.
importantly, to get to play with lots
nt
fantastic, and, in my view, rep rese
The last thre e dec ade s have bee n
of you
amplification of the intellect; tho se
only the first faltering step s in our
indeed.
thre e dec ade s, will be privileged
who will con trib ute to the nex t
mable
gram
3 on the first mechanical pro
Cha rles Babbage, working in 183
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I
I
I
I

tically
compu ters with his muse, the mathem atician Ada Lovelace, prophe
in I 00
back
come
could
he
offered to give up the rest of his young life if
out;
years, for one day only, to see how the idea of compu ting had worked
tive
innova
able,
sustain
its application to the comple x and import ant area of
CAAD
and virtual archite cture - should he and Ada turn up at next year's
hile!
Future s - will surely convin ce them that his deal was worthw
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I. Simon, H.A. The Sciences of the Artificial, ( Ist Ed.) Cambri dge, MA: The
1968
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Tom Maver, Depart ment of Archit ecture and Building Science, Univer
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The develo pment of resear ch in compu ter aided
architectural design has evolved in the contex t of
architectural design.A review ofTom Maver's work is
undert aken from the perspe ctive of his shorte st
paper, CAAD's Seven Deadly Sins. In that paper
cautions were given to resear chers. Here these
cautions are interp reted in the contex t of the dual
heritage of our field in science and creative arts. An
examination of Tom Maver's own work suggests that
these sins are counte rbalan ced by a like numbe r of
virtues and it is suggested that these are
demon strated in the corpus of his work and the
community he has fostere d.
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Fundamental quest ions abou t the statu s of CAA D
resea rch arise regularly on diffe rent levels and unde r
diffe rent circu mstan ces. Appa rentl y there is no
comm on unde rstan ding abou t this, causing confusion,
which in itself is already bad for the statu s of CAA D
resea rch. In this articl e I will discuss the CAA D
resea rch appro ach as I find it at most archi tectu re and
engin eerin g group s, by comp aring it to resea rch in the
tradit ional scien ce domain. Some differences can be
explained from the natur e of design, but othe rs' have
more historical reaso ns. To conc lude I prop ose a longterm strate gy for scientific CAA D resea rch, namely: (i)
Build your own community, (ii) Establish prest igiou s
journ als and prizes and (iii) Impr ove quality by natural
selec tion. Eventually this will bring us the recog nition
for CAA D resea rch that it deser ves.
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Comp uter Aided Architectural D.esign (CAAD} has
produ ced three types and three genera tions of ·CAAD
resear chers, teache rs and practitioners. The three
types - CAAD inventors, implementers and users benefit from the constantly improving compu ter
technology. The three genera tions - CAAD· pioneers,
trends etters and educa tors are in a more difficult
situation as the attitud e toward s, and ~he knowledge
about, Comp uter Aided Architectural Design in the
general public and in the professional comm unity is
unstable. To explor e the impact of CAAD on physical
reality and to discover future challenges, it is useful to
look at the pionee rs of CAAD, as they often combine
in one person the characteristics of the develo pment
that occurr ed afterwards. Tom Maver is one of the
premi er examples. The paper presen ts though ts on
CAAD teaching and research and contra sts them with
the professional reality at ETH, in order to explor e
the impact of CAAD on the physical reality.
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The paper addresses perfo rmat ive arch itect ure as an
emerging design paradigm in whic h building
performance, broa dly unde rstoo d, becomes a guiding
design principle. It traces the origins of this approach
to design to Tom Maver's visio nary work in early
seventies, discusses the inadequacy of existing building
perfo rman ce simulation tools in conceptual design,
and proposes the deve lopm ent of softw are that can
prov ide dynamic processes of form ation based on
specific perfo rman ce objectives.
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CA,Ab,'$ $'~Ven Arguable Virtues
Alexa nder Koutamanis

In 1995 Maver propo sed seven deadly sins for CAA D
as the prelu de to a critical discussion on the
principles, meth ods and practices of the field. In an
attem pt to retur n to this discussion, in this pape r
these sins are linked to the seven deadly sins and the
comp leme ntary seven heavenly virtues. The analysis of
comp utatio nal processes into a theor etic, an
algor ithmi c and an implementational fram ewor k
provides a fram ewor k for the posit ionin g of sins and
possible or already attained virtue s in CAA D.
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Going back in HistotY
Arturo F. Montagu

This paper combines an acknowledgement of the
influential work of Tom Maver with a personal
retrospective view of the early experimentations and
developments in Computer Aided Architectu ral
Design and related art and design fields.
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On the Archiving of

Tom Mavers' Bibliography ( I'969- )
Bob Martens

Professo r Tom Maver has authored and co-autho red
nearly 150 publications in the course of his academic
career so far.A substantial part of this work has been
collected in a paper-ba sed format and most of this has
now been converte d to a digital format. The
bibliographical citations have been recorded together with digital full paper versions - in
CUMINC AD (Cumulative Index on CAD http://cumincad.SciX.net).A closer examina tion of the
collected archive of these publications and their global
impact will be given in this contribu tion. Finally, a brief
outline of possible future work will be presente d.
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I. Introduction
There are hardly any researchers in the field of CAAD, who are not familiar
with the work of Tom Maver. Many of us have attended his oral presentations
or read individual papers in conference proceedings and journals. But what has
Tom Maver been publishing in the course of more than three decades, to make
him become regarded as one of the pioneers of CAAD? How accessible are
all these publications? Can we trace a lineage and to get an idea of themes and
trends in his published work? In thi~ contribution a brief overview on the
process of collecting, organising and extended dissemination of these

I

i

,J

publications will be given.
In the course of an academic career the result of publication activities can
be regarded as the tangible output of teaching and research work, next to
projects, (PhD) students, activities in international and national organisations,
software development and so on. Some publications appear in media, which
are easier to access and authors seldom stick to just and only one single
medium or a specific journal.A part of this output- even with a remarkable
level of variety - can be planned, but also unexpected outputs appear, as for
example from invitations to publish an article.
Tom Maver started to publish in the late sixties.At that time publication
drafts were probably handwritten as a concept and after this retyped (on a
typewriter).Around 1982 the first PC was introduced and Tom Maver might
have used it to work out his publications electronically. The printed results are
archived (somewhere), but not the original data files. It took probably another
two decades until authors travelled around with their laptops, being able to
disseminate their (publication) files widely via different media and networks.At
the moment a growing number of papers are published electronically and this
thus allows for easy and quick exchange of information on research.

2. Retrieval and access
Although listings of Professor Maver's publications were created in the course
of time, a retrieval of the full text of a specific paper takes time and effort.
Nowadays scientists do not have the time or patience to wait for the result of
an inter-library loan request. The so-called "google-effect" that is prevalent
today means that once a user finds an interesting citation, that researcher
wants to have more or less immediate access to the full text.
This is exactly the idea on which the creation of CUMINCAD Cum_ulative Index of CAD - (http://cumincad.scix.net) is based: Collect CADrelated papers - preferably as full texts - and make them available to the
scientific community. Indeed it was Tom Maver - not having his personal
bibliography in mind - who established early 1998 a connection between Ziga
Turk at the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia and the author of this contribution.
Very shortly after a first email exchange, Turk set up a database prototype
for an archive of CAAD research publications and Martens started to provide
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CAAD-related content. The collaboration lasted for more than a year before
Martens and Turk met in a real rather than virtual sense, on the occasion of
17th eCAADe-conference in Liverpool ( 1999). CUMINCAD was developed
on a shoestring budget, but in 200 I a submission for an !ST-project (European
Union) called "SciX - Open, Self Organising Repository for Scientific
Information Exchange" was successful. The SciX-project (www.SciX.net)
started early 2002 and CUMINCAD served as one of the pilots in the field of
architecture for further development.At the time of writing 6,399 CAADrelated publications are recorded in the CUMINCAD-Database and from
these 3,684 full papers in pdf-format have been made available.All in all over
2,000 users have registered for this service since 1998.

3.About quantity and content
Back to Tom Maver's bibliography. In the framework of the SciX-project a
substantial part of his publications was scanned and converted to pdf-frles. Jean
Dick - Tom's secretary at the University of Strathclyde - provided as many as
possible publications in paperbased form. From a certain number of paper, pdffiles from the original data could easily be created. So far all in all I06 full pdfversions have been archived. Still another 38 are not available yet as digital full
text as the complete listing consists of 144 publications. However, retrieval
(and digitisation) of these "missing" publications is intended as a future project.
Tom Mavers' remark during the eCAADe conference in Graz (2003) was
rather honest stating that some level of recycling from one publication to the
other has to be taken into account.
All the entries of this bibliography have been recorded to CUMINCAD and
a user simply enters the search expression:

authors:maver
Having done so, in I 17 cases Tom Maver will appear as the first author and
he holds, in 86 cases, a single authorship. His most popular co-authors are:
Petric,J. (20), Chen,Y (9), Ennis, G. (5) and Clarke,J. (4)
Figure I shows the distribution of publications since 1996. Indeed the highest
number of annual publications can be traced back in the year 1996 ( 13).
The topics, covered in the bibliography were also extracted from the
metadata and a "ranking" can be presented as follows:
70
41
20
16
15
13
12

80

Design
Architecture
Virtual
Building
Modelling
Environment
Impact

Robert F. Woodbury and Andrew L. Burrow
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IO Education
IO Technology
8 Cities
7 Collaboration
7 Performance
7 Studio
7 Visual
6 Multimedia
6 Tool
5 Energy
5 Participation
5 Sustainability
3 Simulation

•

Figure I .Annual Publications in Tom
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The fact that "Design" and "Architecture" are often mentioned does not really
surprise. However, the low ranking of the topics "energy;' and "simulation" is in
contrast to Tom Maver's well-known contributions to this field.
Citations indices are well known in the field of natural sciences, for
example, but what is the situation in Computer Aided Architectural Design?
This area is not very well covered. For this reason, citations were extracted
from all CAAD conference proceedings since 1983 {http://itc.fgg.unilj.si/db/use/cumincadref) and stored into an index. This citation database, which
is linked up to CUMINCAD, consists currently of more than 20,000
references.Tom Mavers' publications (nearly 40) in CAAD conference
proceedings are cited I IO times. The most cited papers amongst these are:
I. CAAD's Seven Deadly Sins [7 times]
Maver, Thomas W. ( 1995), Sixth International Conference on
Computer-Aided Architectural Design Futures, Singapore, 24-26
September 1995, pp. 21-22
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2. Software Tools for the Technical Evaluation of Design Alternatives [7
times]
Maver, T. ( 1988), CAAD futures '87, Eindhoven (The Netherlands), 20-22
May 1987, pp. 47-58
3. CAD in the design studio [6 times]
Petric, Jelena and Maver, Tom ( 1993), eCAADe Conference Proceedings,
Eindhoven (The Netherlands) 11-13 November 1993
4. The Virtual Studio [6 times]
Maver, Thomas Wand Petric,Jelena (Eds.) ( 1994), eCAADe Conference
Proceedings, Glasgow (Scotland) 7-10 September 1994, 262 p.
In a fast growing area with a relatively short history, there are few cited
publications which are older than 3-5 years. This holds only partly true as the
ideas and concepts behind CAAD go back to the fifties and are surprisingly
actual, despite the tremendous changes in the available computer technology
and the shifts in focal point.

4. Further work
The base material is there and "Maver-Historians" can start to dig into the
bibliography. Indeed a closer look into the content presented here would be of
interest.
Furthermore, others - not only those who have been working for decades
in this area - may be stimulated to preserve their publication in a similar way
to that presented here.The number of registered CUMINCAD-users shows,
that there exists a scientific community of at least 2,000 users who potentially
wish to do so.
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Appendix
The table here lists the Tom Maver publications currently held in the CUMNICAD archive
Year

Maver,T.W.

1971

Maver,T.W.

1972

Maver,T.W.

1972

Maver,T.W.

1972

Decision Models in the Design process as a Basis for Computer Aided Design
The Space-Time Interface
PACE ·!:An On-Line Design Facility
PACE: The Concept, Form and Use of a Program Package for Building Design Appraisal

Maver,T.W.

1972

Design Paradigms, Design Aids and Design Decisions

Maver,T.W.

1972

PACE:An Interactive Package for Building Design Appraisal

Cross, N. and Maver,T.W.

1973

Computer Aids for Design Participation

Maver,T.W.

1973

Maver,T.W.

1973

Research in Progress:ABACUS: University of Strathclyde
I
Three Design paradigms:ATentative Philosophy

Maver,T.W.

1974

Evaluation of.Design Performance

Maver,T.W.

1975"-

Computers in Design: The work of ABACUS

Maver,T.W.

1976

Democracy and Design Decision Making.

Maver,T.W.

1977

Building Appraisal

Maver,T.W.

1978

Maver,T.W.

1978

Benefits of Using Computer Aided Design
Design, Research and Society f

Maver,T.W.

1978

Maver,T.W.

1979

Concept of Modelling in Architectural Design'
Deemed to Satisfy?

Maver, T.W., Smith,
M., Watts, J. and Aish, R.

1979

Implications for Practice and Education

Source
Newsletter of Glasgow Institute of Architects
Building Science,Vol 4, 199-207
Emerging Methods in Environmental Design and Planning {Ed: G Moore) MIT Press, 195-202
Architects Journal, vol July 1971, 207-214
Chapter in Progress in Construction Science and Technology.
{Ed: RBurgess et al) Medical and Technical Press
Proceedings of the CAAD Seminar, Rotterdam
Architectural Design, vol XL 111, 44-46
Proceedings of the EDRA 3/ARB Conference, Los Angeles (Ed:W Mitchell), 20/2/1-20/2/7
Proceedings of CSI Symposium, Rotterdam
International Conference on Computers in Architecture, 39-47
Proceedings of On-Line '72 Brunel, 967-986
Architectural Design, vol XL 111, 5, 274-274
Computer Aided Design, vol Vol 5, No 2, I09-110
DMG-DRS Journal, vol Vol 9, No 2, 130-132
Performance of Konference ja Metodologii Projektowania, (Ed:W Gasparki) Warsaw
Architectural Design, vol XLV, 118-123
Proceedings of CAD76, London. IP(, 308-312
Chapter in Computer Applications in Architecture,
(Ed: J Gero) Applied Science Publishers, 63-94
RIBA Journal, IO1-104
DRS Newsletter
Proceedings of Conference Architectural Design, Istanbul
Architects Journal, 872-874
Proceedings of PArC 79, (Ed: J Chalmers) Berlin, 221-232

Maver,T.W.

1979

Cost Performance Modelling

Chartered Quantity Surveyor, vol Vol 2, No 5, 111-115

Maver,T.W.

1979

Methods and Models:Alive and Well at Strathclyde

Design Methods and Theories, vol 13, I

""I

Maver,T.W.

1979

ATime-Space Odyssey

0
.....

Maver,T.W.

1979

Maver,T.W.

1979

Maver,T.W.

1980

The Concept of Modelling in Architectural Design
Design, Research and Society :
Computer Utilities for Building Designers and Owners

Chapter in Building Conversion and Rehabilitation, (Ed: T Markus) Newnes-Butterworth
Design Methods and Theories, vol Vol 13, No 3, 173-177
Praksedogia - Proceedings of Polish Cybernetic Society, NR2(70), ROK, 41-61
Journal of the Institute of Housing, vol 16, 12-13

Maver,T.W.

1980

Appraisal in Design

Design Studies, vol I, 3, 160-165
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Authors
Maver,T.W.
Maver,T.W.
Maver,T.W.
Maver,T.W.
Maver,T.W.
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How I stopped Hating the PIBand Learned to Live with the Computer ,
ATheory of Architectural Design in Which the Role of the Computer is Identified

1970

Appraisal in the Building Design Process

1971

PACE I: Computer Aided Design Appraisal
The Computer as an Aid to Architectural Design
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Authors
Maver,T.W.
Maver,T.W.
Maver,T.W.
Maver, T.W. and Ellis, j.
Maver,T.W.

Year
1980
1981
1982
1982
1982

Maver, Thomas W.

1982

~

Maver,T.W. and Schijf, R.

1982

Maver,T.W.

1983

CP

Maver,T.W.

1983

~

Maver,T.W.

1984

Lansdown, j. and Maver, T.W. 1984
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Title
Computer Aided Design:Applications in Architecture
Simulation and Solution Teams
The Impact of Computer Based Models on Design Decision-Making
Implementation of an Energy Model within a Multi-Disciplinary Practice
The New Generation of Computer Based Design Aids in
Architectural Practice and Education
Computer Aided Architectural. Implication for Practice + Education
International Implementation of a CAAD Project in Schools of Architecture
CAAD in Onderwijs en Onderzoek [CAAD in Teaching and Design]
Introduction to Computer-Based Models/
Design Systems in Practice and Education
CAD in Architecture and Building
Visualisation in Architecture and Planning
What is eCAADe!

Source
Chapter in Human Interaction with Computers, (Ed: HSmith et al) Academic Press, 203-229
Proceedings of Design Participation Conference, (Ed: NCross),Academy Editions, 79-83
Chapter in Rebuild, (Ed: RDerricott et al) Wiley, 95-141
Proceedings of CAD82, Brighton (Ed:A Pipes), Butterworth, 562-570
Proceedings of Design Policy Conference

X
X
X
X

X

October, 1982. [14] p. : ill. includes bibliography

X

Proceedings ofTHE-CAAD3 Symposium, Eindhoven

X

Proceedings of Green Chips Landscape Architecture Conference, Glasgow
Proceedings of CIB W-78 Colloquium on Integrated CAD Systems, Garston

X

Computer Aided Design,Vol 16, No 3

X

Proceedings of Aicographics 84, (Ed: PArthur et al) Milan

X

The Third European Conference on CAD in the Education of Architecture
[eCAADe Conference Proceedings] Helsinki (Finnland) 20-22 September 1984.

X
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Maver,T.W.

1984

Maver,T.

1984

Maver,T.W.

1984

Digital Drawing Boards

Times Higher Education Supplement, p. 29

X

Maver,T.W.

1985

CAAD:A Mechanism for Participation

Design Coalition Team Conference Proceedings (Ed: MBeheshti), vol Vol 2, 89-105

X

Maver, T.W., Puri de,
C. and Stearn, D.

1985

Visual Impact Analysis: Modelling and Viewing the Natural and Built Environment

Computing and Graphics, Pergamon Press, vol Vol 9, No 2, 117-124

X

Maver,T.W.

1985

Computers in Design Decision Makingf

CAD International Yearbook, Butterworth

Maver,T.W.

1986

Social Impacts of Computer Aided Architectural Design

Design Studies, vol Vol 7 No 4, 178-184

Maver,T.W.

1986

Concept Dtsign -A Special Educational Challenge/

Colloquium on Engineering Design, Education, Institute of Electrical Engineers, London

Maver,T.W.

1986

Social Impacts of CAA[l

Proceedings I I0th CIB 86 Congress on Advanced Building Technology, Washington DC

Maver,T.W.

1986

Visual lmpactAnalysis:A Case Study of a Comput~r Based Sys&m

Proceedings of Autocarto, London

Maver,T.W.

1986

Proceedings of Eurographics UK, Glasgow

Maver,T.W.

1986

Visual Impact Analysis:The Application of Computer Graphics to Architecture and Planni~g
Social Impacts of Computer Aided Architectural Desig6

Maver,T.W.

1986

Maver,T.W.

1987

Modelling the Cityscape with Geometry Engines

Computer Aided Design, vol 19, No 4, 193-196 (+ colour plates)

Maver,T.W.

1987

The New Studio: CAD and the Workstation - State of the Art

Architectural Education and the Information Explosion
[eCAADe Conference Proceedings] Zurich (Switzerland) 5-7 September 1987.

X

Maver, T.W., Clarke,

1987

Lighting Simulation in Building Performance Appraisal

Proceedings of Electronic Imaging Conference, Boston

X

Potential for Expert Systems in Architectfe,
Symposium of Expert Systems Working Group

I

~

X

Proceedings of Aicographics 82 Conference, Milano (Italy), 26/29 October, pp. 21-39

f

X

Proceedings ofThe Architects Computer Conference, National University of Singapore
Science and Engineering Research Council, London

/::-vJ.A., Stearn, D.d. and Kim, J.J.

I

Full pdf-paper

Maver,T.W.

1987

Visualising the Built Environment

Clarke J.A., Kim J.J.,
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